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Abstract
News articles serve as a highly relevant source for individuals to inform themselves
on current topics and salient political issues. How the news covers an issue decisively affects public opinion and our collective decision-making. Albeit the news is
meant to not only communicate “objective facts” but also to assess events and their
implications, biased coverage can be problematic. Especially when news consumers
are not aware of the often subtle yet powerful slants present in the news, or when
coverage is systematically slanted to alter public opinion, media bias poses a severe
problem to society.
Empowering newsreaders to critically assess the news is an essential means to face
the issues caused by media bias. On the one hand, non-technical means such as
media literacy practices or analysis approaches devised in political science are highly
effective. However, they often come with immense efforts, such as researching
and contrasting relevant news articles. Ultimately, this effort can represent an
insurmountable barrier for these manual techniques to be applied during daily news
consumption. On the other hand, automated data analysis methods are available
and could enable timely bias analysis. However, automated approaches largely
neglect the sophisticated models and analysis approaches devised in decade-long
bias research in the social sciences. Compared to them, the automated approaches
often yield superficial or inconclusive results.
To enable effective and efficient bias identification, the thesis at hand proposes
an interdisciplinary approach to reveal biases in English news articles reporting
on a given political event. Therefore, the approach identifies the coverage’s different perspectives on the event. The approach’s so-called person-oriented frames
represent how articles portray the persons involved in the event. In contrast to
prior automated approaches, the identified frames are meaningful and substantially
present in the news coverage. In particular, this thesis makes the following research
contributions.
The thesis presents the first interdisciplinary literature review on approaches for
analyzing media bias, thereby contrasting studies and models from the social sciences
with automated approaches such as devised in computer science. A key finding is
that research in either discipline could benefit from integrating the other’s expertise
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and methods. To facilitate such interdisciplinary research, the thesis establishes a
shared conceptual understanding by mapping the state of the art from the social
sciences to a framework that automated approaches can target.
To address the weaknesses of prior work, the thesis then proposes person-oriented
framing analysis (PFA). The approach integrates methodology that has been applied
in practice in social science research and identifies specific in-text means of narrowly
defined bias forms. In contrast to prior automated approaches, which treat bias
rather as a holistic, vague concept, PFA detects article groups representing meaningful frames. Such frames could previously be only identified through manual content
analysis or expert knowledge on the analyzed topic.
Afterward, the thesis proposes methods for the PFA approach, investigates their
suitability concerning PFA, and evaluates their technical effectiveness. For example,
the thesis introduces the first method to classify sentiment in news articles. The
thesis also lays out essential preparatory work for other tasks. For example, a
method is proposed that resolves highly event-specific coreferences, which may
even be of contradictory meanings in other contexts, such as “freedom fighters” and
“terrorists.”
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the PFA approach, a prototype system to reveal
person-oriented framing in event coverage is presented and evaluated. The results
of a user study (n=160) demonstrate the effectiveness of the interdisciplinary
approach devised in this thesis. In the study’s single-blind setting, the PFA approach
is most effective in increasing respondents’ bias-awareness. Moreover, the study
results confirm the findings of the literature review. They suggest that prior bias
identification and communication approaches identify biases that are technically
significant but often are meaningfully irrelevant. In practical terms, prior work
facilitates the visibility of potential biases, whereas the PFA approach identifies
meaningful biases indeed present in the coverage.
This thesis is motivated by my vision to mitigate media bias’s severely adverse effects
on societies. Outside the academic context, this vision entails that popular news
aggregators and news apps will integrate effective approaches for bias identification,
such as PFA, to help news readers critically assess news coverage in a practical,
effortless way during daily news consumption.
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Zusammenfassung
Nachrichtenartikel dienen als wichtige Quelle für Informationen zu aktuellen Themen und politischen Ereignissen. Daher kann die Art und Weise, wie in den Nachrichten über ein Thema berichtet wird, die öffentliche Meinung und Debatte nachhaltig
beeinflussen. Obwohl Nachrichten nicht nur “objektive Fakten” vermitteln, sondern
auch Ereignisse und deren Auswirkungen einschätzen und bewerten sollen, kann
tendenziöse Berichterstattung problematisch sein. Sogenannter “Media Bias” stellt
insbesondere dann ein ernstzunehmendes gesellschaftliches Problem dar, wenn sich
Nachrichtenlesende der oft subtilen, aber dennoch einflussreichen Tendenzen in
den Nachrichten nicht bewusst sind, oder wenn die Berichterstattung sogar bewusst
verzerrt wird, um die öffentliche Meinung gezielt zu beeinflussen.
Ein Schlüsselelement im Umgang mit Media Bias ist die kritische Auseinandersetzung mit der Berichterstattung, insbesondere beim täglichen Nachrichtenkonsum.
Sehr effektiv sind hierbei nicht-technische Ansätze aus dem Bereich der (digitalen)
Medienkompetenz oder aus der Politikwissenschaft. Gleichzeitig sind diese jedoch
fast immer mit sehr großem Aufwand verbunden, wie beispielsweise für die Recherche und den Vergleich relevanter Nachrichtenartikel. Letztlich kann jener immense
Aufwand den täglichen Einsatz solcher Methoden vereiteln. Auf der anderen Seite stehen automatisierte Analysemethoden, die prinzipiell eine schnelle Analyse
von Media Bias ermöglichen. Allerdings lassen diese Methoden die praxiserprobten
Modelle und Analysekonzepte jahrzehntelanger sozialwissenschaftlicher Forschung
außen vor. Im Vergleich zu diesen liefern die automatisierten Ansätze daher auch oft
nur oberflächliche oder unstimmige Ergebnisse.
Um eine effektive sowie effiziente Bias-Identifikation zu ermöglichen, entwickelt
diese Dissertation einen automatisierten interdisziplinären Ansatz zur Aufdeckung
von Media Bias in über ein politisches Ereignis berichtenden, englischen Nachrichtenartikeln. Dazu identifiziert der Ansatz die unterschiedlichen Perspektiven (auch
Frames genannt) in der Berichterstattung auf das Ereignis. Die sogenannten personenorientierte Frames repräsentieren, wie die im Ereignis involvierten Personen
durch einen oder mehrere Nachrichtenartikel dargestellt werden. Im Gegensatz zu
den Ergebnissen bisheriger automatisierter Ansätze sind die identifizierten Frames
bedeutsam und spiegeln tatsächlich in den Artikeln vorhandene Tendenzen wider.
Um dies zu erreichen, leistet die Dissertation die folgenden Forschungsbeiträge.
Die Dissertation stellt die erste interdisziplinäre Literaturübersicht über Ansätze
zur Media-Bias-Analyse vor und stellt dabei sozialwissenschaftliche Studien sowie
Modelle automatisierten Ansätzen, wie beispielsweise aus der Informatik, gegenüber.
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Ein zentrales Ergebnis ist, dass die Forschung in beiden Disziplinen von der Integration der Expertise und Methoden der jeweils anderen profitieren kann. Um solche
interdisziplinäre Media-Bias-Forschung zu fördern, wird der jeweilige Stand der
Forschung in einem fächerübergreifenden Rahmenkonzept von Media Bias vereint.
Um die Nachteile vorheriger Ansätze zu beheben, stellt die Dissertation schließlich
die personenorientierte Frame Analyse (PFA) vor. Der Ansatz integriert in den Sozialwissenschaften praxiserprobte Methoden und identifiziert genau definierte BiasFormen mithilfe spezifischer Text-Indikatoren. Dadurch erkennt PFA im Gegensatz
zu früheren automatisierten Ansätzen, welche Media Bias als ein eher holistisches,
vages Konzept behandeln, Gruppen von Nachrichtenartikeln, die bedeutsame Frames
repräsentieren. Solche Frames konnten zuvor nur durch manuelle Inhaltsanalysen
oder bei bereits umfassender Kenntnis des Themas gefunden werden.
In der Dissertation werden Methoden für den PFA-Ansatz vorgeschlagen, welche auf
ihre Einsetzbarkeit im PFA-Ansatz hin untersucht und auf ihre technische Effektivität
hin evaluiert werden. So wird beispielsweise die erste Methode zur Sentimentklassifizierung in Nachrichtenartikeln entwickelt. Auch in anderen Fragestellungen leistet
die Dissertation wichtige Vorarbeiten. Zum Beispiel wird eine Methode entwickelt,
die hochgradig kontextabhängige Koreferenzen auflöst. Gerade bei Bias durch Wortwahl, also ob Artikel von “Freiheitskämpfern” oder “Terroristen” berichten, kommen
solche Koreferenzen häufig vor.
Um die Effektivität des PFA-Ansatzes zu demonstrieren, wird ein prototypisches
System zur Aufdeckung von personenorientiertem Framing entwickelt und evaluiert.
Im verblindeten Teil der Studie ist der PFA-Ansatz der Effektivste und bewirkt
eine starke Verbesserung des Media-Bias-Bewusstseins der Teilnehmenden. Darüber
hinaus bestätigen die Studienergebnisse die Ergebnisse der Literaturübersicht. Die
Studie zeigt, dass vorherige automatisierte Ansätze häufig technisch signifikante
aber inhaltlich irrelevante Tendenzen erkennen. Während also vorherige Ansätze
nur die Sichtbarkeit von vermeintlichen Tendenzen fördern, erkennt der PFA-Ansatz
bedeutsame und tatsächlich in den Artikeln vorhandene Tendenzen.
Diese Dissertation ist durch meine Vision motiviert, die schwerwiegenden gesellschaftlichen Auswirkungen von Media Bias zu bekämpfen. Außerhalb des akademischen Kontexts besteht diese Vision darin, dass sich Nachrichtenlesende kritischer
aber ohne größeren Aufwand mit der Berichterstattung auseinandersetzen können.
Unterstützt werden könnte dies durch die Integration automatisierter Media-BiasIdentifikation, beispielsweise mithilfe von PFA, in häufig genutzte Nachrichtenanwendungen.
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This chapter motivates and summarizes my research to reveal bias in news
articles. Section 1.1 highlights the issues caused by slanted news coverage. The
importance of these issues cannot be overestimated as systematically biased
coverage has already exerted influence on societal decisions, such as in democratic elections. Section 1.2 then briefly summarizes the research gap regarding
the identification and communication of media bias. I take the issues caused
by bias and the research gap in revealing bias as a motivation to define my
research question and derive respective research tasks in Section 1.3. Lastly,
Section 1.4 summarizes the contributions of this thesis and gives an overview
of its structure and the integrated publications.

For transparency, each chapter of this thesis states those of my publications the
chapter’s content is based on (Section 1.4.2 provides more information on how I use
my own prior work in this thesis). In this chapter, parts of Sections 1.1 and 1.2 are
based on the following publications:

1

“Media Bias, the Social Sciences, and NLP:
Automating Frame Analyses to Identify Bias
by Word Choice and Labeling”
Hamborg.
58th Annual Meeting of the Association for Computational Linguistics
(ACL), Student Research Workshop (SWR), pp. 79–87, 2020.[Ham20]

“Automated identification of media bias in news
articles: an interdisciplinary literature review”
Hamborg, Donnay, and Gipp.
International Journal on Digital Libraries (IJDL), pp. 391–415, 2019.
[HDG19]

Parts of Sections 1.1 and 1.2 are also based on the text or figures I have written or developed
for the German Research Foundation (DFG) research proposal “Extracting, Visualizing
and Analyzing Dependencies in Political News,” the Heidelberg Academy of Sciences and
Humanities research proposal “Fake News and Collective Decision Making,” its extension
proposal, and my research proposal titled “Broadened News Analysis: Towards Increased
Transparency and Balance in News Coverage,” for which I was awarded a doctoral scholarship
by the Carl Zeiss Foundation.

2
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1.1 Problem
News articles serve as a highly relevant source for information on current events
and salient political issues [MTM07; Urb99; Cro14]. How an event or issue is
covered in the news can decisively impact public debates and affect our collective
decision-making. What if news as an essential source of information is biased? This
is a highly relevant question since news coverage is very likely to be all but strictly
“neutral.” News is meant to put facts into context and assess events’ implications. It
is thus expected or even desirable for news to be biased.

News not being objective is not problematic per se [Wol19]—as long as news
consumers among the general public are aware of present biases [DA00]. Often, this
is not the case. Studies have found severely harmful effects of slanted news coverage,
e.g., on collective decision-making, public opinion, and policy decisions, such as
in democratic elections [Nap72; Mey86]. Thus, empowering news consumers to
assess coverage critically is essential to address the issues caused by media bias.
Media literacy is appropriate means for critical news assessment and balanced
interaction with the media. However, while such non-technical means can be highly
effective, they require high effort, e.g., to research an event’s articles and contrast
their coverage. The high effort may represent an insurmountable barrier, preventing
critical assessment in daily news consumption.
To give a practical idea of media bias,1 Table 1.1 shows excerpts of two related
articles from 2003 that illustrate the subtle influence of how individual news events
are reported. While both excerpts describe the same event, they portray different
perspectives, commonly referred to as (political) frames [Ent93].2 Differences in the
descriptions arise from including or excluding “facts” and using different words to
refer to the actors, actions, objects, and reasons. In Table 1.1, the NYT framed the
Iraqi military as an aggressor threatening (peaceful) surveillance planes, while USA
Today omitted the existence of Iraqi fighter jets and vaguely justified the withdrawal
of the planes “for safety reasons.” Beyond this example, the media used different
overall frames for their coverage of the war itself: while Western media reported
on the “War in Iraq,” Iraqi news referred to it as the “War on Iraq.” In sum, in the
1

Refer to Section 3.2, page 72, for the definition of media bias used in this thesis. An overview of the
various definitions used in prior research can be found in Section 2.2.1, page 21.
2
The term (political) framing as defined by Entman is different from Fillmore’s semantic frames [FB01]
in that political frames determine what a causal agent does with which benefit and cost. In contrast,
semantic frames are defined to map words to their meaning in the context of fine-grained events.
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example depicted in Table 1.1, framing is achieved primarily by two forms of bias:
word choice and fact selection.3
Tab. 1.1: Two news excerpts with different, almost opposing perspectives (also called
frames) on the same event due to word choice and fact selection. Adapted from:
[Uni14]

Publisher

Excerpt

New York Times

Iraqi fighter jets threatened two American U-2 surveillance
planes, forcing them to abort their mission and to return.

USA Today

U.N. arms inspectors said they had withdrawn two U-2 reconnaissance planes over Iraq for safety reasons

Adding to the complexity of bias and the diversity of its forms and resulting framing,
the perception of topics can be altered through various means besides content,
language, or generally text [BGK94; Par+09a; De 05; HC10; Her00]. Other means,
such as image selection, can similarly affect how news consumers perceive an event.
For example, the two photos in Figure 1.1 show the same event but represent
opposing moods. Common to this and the previous example is that the articles’
remainder differed similarly as the excerpt or images did. Thus, readers’ perception
of the topic likely differs strongly depending on which article they read or picture
they viewed.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1.1: Two photos that show opposing moods of the same event. Images by Jewel
Samad/Getty.

While differences such as in word choice and selection of facts or photos are easy
to notice when contrasting such opposing examples, spotting the resulting slants
is very difficult or nearly impossible during daily news consumption. For example,
newsreaders typically rely on only one or few similarly slanted news sources. Even if
3

4

Both terms are used here for simplicity. The thesis will later introduce and refer to these terms
using their established terms, i.e., ‘word choice and labeling’ and ‘commission and omission of
information’ (Section 2.2.3).
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they are willing and trained to critically assess the news, researching and contrasting
articles and facts causes strenuous effort. The high effort may prevent newsreaders
from applying such effective yet cumbersome means routinely. Framing may then
influence how we perceive specific information and assess events.
The potential negative effects of systematically biased media coverage, especially
on policy issues, are manifold and can hardly be overestimated (cf. [BKP08]). For
example, a 2003 survey analyzed differences in news coverage on the Iraq War,
and corresponding perceptions of news consumers [DK06]. Fox News viewers
were most misinformed: over 40% thought that weapons of mass destruction had
been found in Iraq, which had been used by the US government as a justification
for the war. Another study found a strong influence of news coverage on asylum
policy decisions—even stronger than the impact of cultural or economic factors
[Koc+20].
The problem of slanted coverage is further amplified since most people only rely
on a few news sources [HMG20], and news outlets are influenced by other media
[WAG20], often few central news agencies [Bou+18]. This is compounded by the
fact that only a few corporations control large parts of the media landscape in many
countries. In Germany, for example, only five corporations control more than half of
the media [Kre20], and in the US, only six corporations control 90% [Bus14; Sha09].
Further adding to the severity of media bias are recent trends in news production
and consumption. More news is spread and consumed on other channels where
news authors might more often disregard journalistic standards. Examples include
social media channels, such as Facebook and Twitter, and alternative news portals,
such as Breitbart.
In extreme cases, “fake news” may intentionally present entirely fabricated facts to
manipulate public opinion towards a given topic, e.g., during the US presidential
elections of 2016 [LGF20]. While fake news is not systematically different from
other types of biased news coverage, it represents the end of the spectrum insofar as
biased news coverage may give way to gross distortion of facts or outright factually
incorrect information. As in the example of Fox News viewers cited previously, the
general population then ultimately no longer holds the same views on whether or
not certain events have actually transpired. In the remainder of this thesis, the term
media bias also entails the extreme but methodologically identical biases and their
forms as they occur in fake news.
In sum, systematically biased coverage is a highly relevant and current issue. Biased
coverage can decisively alter public opinion and poses severe societal challenges
[AH00; Mey86; KRL03]. Empowering news consumers to critically assess coverage
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is essential, especially on policy issues. Albeit media literacy represents an effective
means to a more balanced interaction with the media, it causes strenuous effort.
Ultimately, this high effort prevents critical assessment of media during daily news
consumption.

1.2 Research Gap
Enabling the comparison of substantially different perspective present in news
coverage, such as shown in Table 1.1, would facilitate bias-sensitive consumption
and assessment of the news. However, identifying such perspectives is currently only
possible with strenuous effort using manual techniques since automated approaches
cannot reliably detect them.
In computer science and related fields, media bias is a rather young research
topic. Albeit technically more advanced, automated approaches tend to employ
simpler models and methodology compared to manual bias analysis. Compared
to the opposing views in Table 1.1, automated approaches find perspectives in
event coverage that are technically different but often do not represent frames, i.e.,
meaningfully different perspectives. Ultimately, the approaches cannot enable news
consumers to assess the news since the perspectives they identify critically may often
be inconclusive, incomplete, or superficial. One key reason for their mixed results
is that current approaches analyze—or generally treat—bias as an only vaguely
defined concept, such as

“subtle differences” [Lim+20],
“differences of coverage” [Par+11b],
“diverse opinions” [MR10], or
“topic diversity” [MZR09].

The shortcomings of automated approaches and their non-optimal results become
apparent when comparing the approaches to research in the social sciences. There,
decade-long research on media bias has resulted in comprehensive models to describe individual bias forms and effective methods to analyze them. Using established
tools such as content or frame analysis, researchers in the social sciences can detect
and quantify powerful and difficult-to-detect bias forms [HSJ82; Van10]. For example, the data-driven analyses determine substantial frames by identifying in-text
means (also called framing devices) from which these frames emerge. However, such
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analyses are conducted mostly manually, require much expertise, cause high cost,
and can only be conducted for few topics in the past [Neu16; HSJ82].
In sum, critically assessing news coverage on policy issues is a crucial means to
mitigate media bias’s adverse effects. However, while reliable techniques for bias
and frame identification are available, they cannot be used during daily consumption
due to their high effort and required expertise. In contrast, scalable methods for
automated data analysis, such as in natural language processing, are available.
Current automated approaches to reveal biases, however, predominantly suffer from
superficial results, especially when compared to social science research results. In
our view, only an interdisciplinary approach can support newsreaders in critically
assessing coverage during daily news consumption.

1.3 Research Question
I take the previously identified research gap as a motivation to define the following
research question for my doctoral research:
How can an automated approach identify relevant frames in news articles
reporting on a political event and then communicate the identified frames to
non-expert news consumers to effectively reveal biases?
I intentionally define the research question rather openly to better reflect—compared
to prior work in the social sciences—the recency and the relatively young state of
the art in computer science. In the course of this thesis, I use the findings of the first
interdisciplinary literature review on media bias (Chapter 2) to narrow down the
research question to a specific research objective (Section 3.3.3). I then propose
person-oriented framing analysis (PFA) to tackle the research objective (Section 3.4).
In the evaluation of the approach using a prototype (Chapter 6) and the conclusion
of this thesis (Chapter 7), I discuss the suitability of the conducted research not
only concerning the specific research objective but also in the context of the broader
research question.
Albeit the research summarized in this thesis focuses on news articles, the PFA
approach can conceptually be applied to any news domain, source, and genre that
focuses on persons and adheres to grammar and other linguistic rules. This includes
alternative news channels, such as Breitbart, which I also include in the evaluation (Chapter 6). Albeit the PFA approach is conceptually language independent,
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I develop methods for bias analysis in English news articles. By using and devising methods for natural language understanding of the English language, I can
demonstrate the best possible performance of the PFA approach.
To address the research question, I define the following research tasks:
RT 1 Identify the strengths and weaknesses of manual and automated methods used
to identify and communicate media bias and its forms.
RT 2 Devise a bias identification approach that addresses the identified weaknesses
of current bias identification approaches.
RT 3 Develop methods for the devised approach and evaluate their technical performance.
RT 4 Implement a prototype of a bias identification and communication system that
employs the developed methods to reveal biases in real-world news coverage
to non-expert news consumers.
RT 5 Evaluate the approach’s effectiveness in revealing biases by testing the implemented prototype in a user study.

1.4 Thesis
This section gives an overview of the thesis at hand. Section 1.4.1 presents the
structure of the thesis and its scientific contributions. Afterward, Section 1.4.2
introduces the peer-reviewed publications that this thesis summarizes and states
how they are cited.

1.4.1 Structure and Scientific Contributions
Reading this thesis and its chapters in the provided order gives, in my opinion, the
most intuitive access to the research summarized in this thesis. At the same time,
each chapter is written to be understood without reading the other chapters first.
Summaries of information presented in other chapters serve the purpose of good
readability of individual chapters without readers having to follow cross-references
often. Of course, in addition to these summaries, readers are provided with crossreferences to the respective parts of the thesis where they can find more detailed
information.
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Chapter 1 presents a few of the severe problems caused by slanted news coverage
and identifies the research gap that motivated the research described in this thesis.
The chapter also introduces the research question that guided the summarized
research.
Chapter 2 discusses manual analysis concepts and exemplary studies from the social
sciences and automated approaches, mostly from computer science, to analyze
and reveal media bias. Either of the disciplines uses distinctive terminology, and
each has fundamentally different objectives and approaches. Thus, the chapter first
establishes a shared conceptual understanding by mapping the state of the art from
the social sciences to a framework that computer science approaches can target.
In sum, the chapter identifies the strengths and weaknesses of current approaches
for identifying and revealing media bias by presenting the first interdisciplinary
literature review on the topic.
Addressed research task: RT 1
The publications summarized in Chapter 2 are: [Ham20; HDG19]

Chapter 3 discusses the solution design space to address the identified research gap.
Then, the chapter devises person-oriented framing analysis (PFA), our approach
to identify substantial frames and to reveal slanted news coverage. PFA aims to
detect groups of articles that report similarly on an event, i.e., that frame the event
similarly, by determining how each article portrays the persons involved in the
event.
Addressed research task: RT 2
The publications summarized in Chapter 3 are: [Ham+21c; Ham+17b]
Further publications relevant for the research described in this chapter, e.g.,
which report on earlier or preliminary results leading to the results described in
the thesis, are: [Ham+21a; Ham20; Ham+20]

Chapter 4 introduces target concept analysis (TCA), the first component of PFA
after natural language preprocessing. Target concept analysis seeks to identify
phrases that may be subject to specific biases in a set of news articles reporting on an
event. Among others, the chapter introduces the first method for context-driven
cross-document coreference resolution. In contrast to prior work, the method is
capable of resolving highly topic- and event-specific coreferences that may even be
antonyms in general, such as “coalition forces” and “invading forces.”
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Addressed research task: RT 3
The publications summarized in Chapter 4 are: [HZG19a; HBG19]
Further publications relevant for the research described in this chapter are:
[HZG19b; Ham+18b; Ham+18a]

Chapter 5 presents frame identification, the second component of PFA. Conceptually,
this component seeks to identify the person-oriented framing of individual articles.
To approximate person-oriented framing, the method determines how individual
sentences portray persons involved in the analyzed news event. Most importantly,
the chapter introduces the first large-scale dataset and a novel model for targetdependent sentiment classification (TSC) in the news domain.
Addressed research task: RT 3
The publications summarized in Chapter 5 are: [HZG19a; HDG21; HD21]
A further publication, which reports on earlier results leading to the results
described in the thesis, is: [HZG19b]

Chapter 6 introduces Newsalyze, our prototype system to reveal biases to nonexpert news consumers by using the PFA approach. The chapter first devises visualizations aimed to be intuitive and easy-to-use. The prototype system then integrates
the visualizations and the methods devised in the previous chapters. In a large-scale
user study, the PFA approach effectively increases bias-awareness in study participants. The prototype reveals substantial biases present in the news coverage, which
in part could previously only be identified through manual frame analysis.
Addressed research tasks: RT 4 and RT 5
The publications summarized in Chapter 6 are: [Ham+21c; Ham+21a]

Chapter 7 summarizes the thesis and discusses the strengths and weaknesses of our
research to derive ideas for future research on media bias.
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Key Contributions
In sum, this thesis makes the following key contributions:
1. It presents the first interdisciplinary literature review on media bias combining
expertise from computer science, the social sciences, and other disciplines
relevant to analyzing media bias.
2. It proposes person-oriented framing analysis, an approach to identify and
reveal meaningful frames, rather than only facilitating the visibility of potential
perspectives.
3. It proposes a novel task named context-driven cross-document coreference
resolution. This task aims to identify and resolve highly context-dependent
coreferences as they occur frequently in slanted coverage. The thesis devises a
dataset and method for this novel task.
4. It devises the first dataset and method for target-dependent sentiment classification (TSC) on news articles.
5. It introduces a prototype system including bias-sensitive visualizations to
reveal media bias to non-expert news consumers by highlighting news articles’
framing.
6. It presents the results of a user study that approximates real-world news consumption to demonstrate the approach’s effectiveness concerning the change
of bias-awareness in respondents.
One key finding of this thesis is that the devised methods and in particular the
overview visualizations most effectively help news consumers to become aware of
biases present in the news. Moreover, the results suggest that the developed system,
Newsalyze, is the first to identify meaningful framing in person-centric coverage.
Prior, such framing could only be identified using manual analyses or when already
having an extensive understanding of a news topic.

Side Contributions
Individual chapters and sections describe further contributions required for my doctoral research, including approaches for news crawling and information extraction
(Section 3.5) and main event retrieval from news articles (Section 4.2). Another side
contribution is the exploratory research on automatically determining how news
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articles portray individual persons using so-called frame properties that represent
topic-independent framing categories (Section 5.2).

1.4.2 Publications
To subject my research to the scrutiny of peer-review, I have published all major
contributions of this thesis in conference proceedings and journals. Four of my
publications were honored an award or were nominated for one, two of which are
directly relevant to this thesis ([HZG19b; Ham+18b]), and three of which I am the
responsible first author ([HZG19b; Ham+18b; HMG17]). More information on the
awarded publications can be found in Appendix A.5.
When writing the thesis, I aimed to achieve a trade-off between a well-readable
dissertation (rewriting all my peer-reviewed publications) and a thesis following the
strictest citation rules (quoting all sections related to a publication). I decided to
focus on the content, contributions, and the reader, as I believe these to be most
important.
To be as transparent as possible, I state the origin of the text, figures, and all other
content I use in this thesis. Specifically, at the beginning of each chapter, I state all
publications from which I took or adapted texts, figures, and other content. When
using my own publications for this thesis, I copied the content of the publication
and adapted words or larger parts, e.g., for consistent wording, to better fit into the
overall structure of the thesis, or to reflect recent literature and developments that
happened since writing the original publication.
Below this list of publications at the beginning of each chapter, I also state further
publications that are not directly summarized in the chapter but contain prior results
of the respective research part. By summarizing only my latest results in this thesis
but indicating further and earlier work, I aim to improve the readability while at the
same time enabling interested readers to navigate to further, relevant publications
quickly. In some sections, I use content that I produced for research proposals or
to attain the doctoral scholarship by the Carl Zeiss Foundation. In such cases, I
state these origins directly after the previously described list of publications at the
beginning of each chapter.
All publications that are directly relevant to the thesis at hand are shown in Table 1.2.
Further publications that are partially related to this thesis are shown in Table 1.3.
The latter set of publications includes research that I authored or co-authored on
related issues, typically concerning the analysis of news texts and texts in general.
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These publications are generally in natural language processing, natural language
understanding, and information retrieval.
Tab. 1.2: Overview of the core publications describing the research summarized or used
in this thesis. The publication types C, J, and W represent conferences, journals,
and workshops, respectively.

Ch.

Venue

Year

Type

Length

Author
Position

Venue
Rating

Reference

1, 2

IJDL

2019

J

full

1 of 3

SRJ Q1

[HDG19]

1, 2, 3

ACL

2020

W

full

1 of 1

CORE A*

[Ham20]

3, 6

RecSys

2021

W

short

1 of 5

CORE B

[Ham+21c]

3

JCDL

2020

C

poster

1 of 4

CORE A*

[Ham+20]

3

ISI

2017

C

short

1 of 4

n/a

4

JCDL

2019

C

full

1 of 3

SRJ Q1

[HZG19a]

4

iConf.

2019

C

short

1 of 3

n/a

[HZG19b]

4

iConf.

2018

C

full

1 of 5

n/a

[Ham+18b]

4

JCDL

2018

C

poster

1 of 5

CORE A*

[Ham+18a]

4

RecSys

2019

W

full

1 of 3

CORE B

[HBG19]

5

iConf.

2021

C

short

1 of 3

n/a

[HDG21]

5

EACL

2021

C

full

1 of 2

CORE A

[HD21]

5, 6

JCDL

2020

C

poster

2 of 2

CORE A*

[GH20]

6

JCDL

2020

C

short

2 of 5

CORE A*

[Spi+20]

6, 3

JCDL

2021

C

full

1 of 5

CORE A*

[Ham+21a]

[Ham+17b]

The second-to-last column in each table shows the venue ratings using two widely
accepted rankings to indicate the rigor of the peer-review process. For conference
publications, the tables state the venue category in the Computing Research and
Education (CORE) Ranking.4 For journal articles, the tables show the Scimago
Journal Rank (SJR).5

To acknowledge the fellow researchers with whom I published, collaborated, and
discussed ideas, I will use “we” instead of “I” in the remainder of this thesis.
4

http://portal.core.edu.au/conf-ranks/, Ranks: A*–flagship conference, A–excellent conference, B–
good conference, C–other ranked conference.
5
https://www.scimagojr.com, Ranks: quartiles (Q1-Q4) of the SJR scores of journals in the field.
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Tab. 1.3: Overview of further publications related to this thesis. The publication types
B, C, J, and W represent books chapters, conferences, journals, and workshops,
respectively.
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Year

Venue

Type

Length

Author
Position

Venue
Rating

2021

ars dig.

B

chapter

1 of 5

n/a

[Ham+21b]

2021

ISI

C

short

4 of 4

n/a

[Ehr+21]

2021

IPM

J

short

4 of 7

SRJ Q1

[Spi+21b]

2021

iConf.

C

short

4 of 6

n/a

[Spi+21c]

2021

iConf.

C

short

2 of 4

n/a

[Zhu+21]

2020

IJDL

J

full

1 of 3

SRJ Q1

[HMG20]

2020

JCDL

C

poster

2 of 3

CORE A*

[ZHG20a]

2020

JCDL

C

poster

2 of 3

CORE A*

[ZHG20b]

2020

JCDL

C

full

4 of 6

CORE A*

[Sch+20]

2020

JCDL

C

short

2 of 5

CORE A*

[Spi+20]

2020

JCDL

C

poster

2 of 3

CORE A*

[SHG20a]

2020

iConf.

C

full

2 of 4

n/a

[Spi+21a]

2020

ECML & PKDD

W

full

2 of 3

CORE A

[SHG20b]

2018

IDD

J

full

5 of 6

SRJ Q3

[Sch+18]

2017

CIKM

C

short

3 of 5

CORE A

[Meu+17]

2017

CLEF

C

full

4 of 5

n/a

[Sch+17]

2017

ISI

C

full

1 of 4

n/a

[Ham+17a]

2017

JCDL

C

full

1 of 3

CORE A*
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Reference

[HMG17]

Preprints of all my publications are available at
https://felix.hamborg.eu/pubs.html
My Google Scholar profile is available at
https://scholar.google.com/citations?user=zFkEOJEAAAAJ
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comprehensive models to describe media bias and effective methods to analyze
it. In contrast, in computer science, computational linguistics, and related fields,
media bias is a relatively young research topic. Despite many approaches being
technically very advanced, we find that the automated approaches could often
yield more substantial results by using knowledge from social science research
on the topic.
Addressed research task: RT 1

This chapter is based on the following publication:

“Automated identification of media bias in news
articles: an interdisciplinary literature review”
Hamborg, Donnay, and Gipp.
International Journal on Digital Libraries (IJDL), pp. 391–415, 2019.
[HDG19]

Another publication that is related to this chapter is:

“Media Bias, the Social Sciences, and NLP:
Automating Frame Analyses to Identify Bias
by Word Choice and Labeling”
Hamborg.
58th Annual Meeting of the Association for Computational Linguistics
(ACL), Student Research Workshop (SWR), pp. 79–87, 2020.[Ham20]
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2.1 Introduction
The Internet has increased the degree of self-determination in how people gather
knowledge, shape their own views, and engage with topics of societal relevance
[MTM07]. Unrestricted access to unbiased information is crucial for forming a wellbalanced understanding of current events. For many individuals, news articles are
the primary source to attain such information. News articles thus play a central role
in shaping personal and public opinion. Furthermore, news consumers rate news
articles as having the highest quality and trustworthiness compared to other media
formats, such as TV or radio broadcasts, or more recently, social media [MTM07;
Urb99; Cro14]. However, media coverage often exhibits an internal bias, reflected
in news articles and commonly referred to as media bias. Factors influencing this
bias can include ownership or source of income of the media outlet, or a specific
political or ideological stance of the outlet and its audience [Uni14].
The literature identifies numerous ways in which media coverage can manifest bias.
For instance, journalists select events, sources, and from these sources the information
they want to publish in a news article. This initial selection processes introduces
bias to the resulting news story. Journalists can also affect the reader’s perception
of a topic through word choice, e.g., if the author uses a word with a positive or a
negative connotation to refer to an entity [Gre+04], or by varying the credibility
ascribed to the source [BGK94; OGK12; GS06]. Finally, the placement and size of
an article within a newspaper or on a website determine how much attention the
article will receive [BS06].
The impact of media bias, especially when implemented intentionally (see the review
of bias definitions in Section 2.2.1), on shaping public opinion has been studied by
numerous scholars [BKP08]. Historically, major outlets exerted a strong influence on
public opinion, e.g., in elections [Nap72; Mey86; LGF20], or the social acceptance
of tobacco consumption [Tye02; AH00]. The influence of media corporations has
increased significantly in the past decades. In Germany, for example, only five
corporations control more than half of the media [Kre20], and in the US, only
six corporations control 90% [Bus14; Sha09]. This naturally increases the risk of
media coverage being intentionally biased [ERF01; Str00]. Also on social media,
which typically reflects a broader range of opinions, people may still be subject to
media bias [BMA15; An+12; GH11], despite social media being characterized by
more direct and frequent interaction between users, and hence presumably more
exposure to different perspectives. Some argue that social media users are more
likely to actively or passively isolate themselves in a “filter bubble” or “echo chamber”
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[Sun02], i.e., only be surrounded by news and opinions close to their own. However,
this isolation is not necessarily as absolute as often assumed, e.g., Barberá et al.
[Bar+15] found noticeable isolation for political issues but not for others, such
as reporting on accidents and disasters. Recent technological developments are
another reason for topical isolation of social media consumers, which might lead to
a general decrease in the diversity of news consumption. For instance, Facebook, the
world’s largest social network with more than three billion users [Fac21], introduced
Trending Topics in 2014, a news overview feature. There, users can discover current
events by exclusively relying on Facebook. However, the consumption of news from
only a single distributor amplifies the previously mentioned level of influence further:
only a single company controls what is shown to news consumers.
The automated identification of media bias, and the analysis of news articles in
general, have recently gained attention in computer science. A popular example are
news aggregators, such as Google News, which give news readers a quick overview
of a broad news landscape. Yet, established systems currently provide no support for
showing the different perspectives contained in articles reporting on the same news
event. Thus, most news aggregators ultimately tend to facilitate media bias [Bui10;
WGL04]. Recent research efforts aim to fill this gap and reduce the effects of such
biases. However, the approaches suffer from practical limitations, such as being finetuned to only one news category, or relying heavily on user input [MZR09; Par+09a;
MLR13]. As we show in this chapter, an important reason for the comparably poor
performance of the technically superior computer science methods for automatic
identification of instances of media bias is that such approaches currently tend to not
make full use of the knowledge and expertise on this topic from the social sciences.
This chapter is motivated by the question of how computer science approaches
can contribute to identifying media bias and mitigating the negative bias effects
by ultimately making available a more balanced coverage of events and societal
issues to news consumers. We address this question by comparing and contrasting
established research on the topic of media bias in the social sciences with technical
approaches from computer science. This comparative review thus also serves as a
guide for computer scientists to better benefit from already more established media
bias research in the social sciences. Similarly, social scientists seeking to apply
current automated approaches to their own media bias research will also benefit
from this review.
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. In Section 2.2, we introduce
the term media bias, highlight the effects of slanted news coverage, provide an
understanding of how bias arises during the production of news, and introduce the
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most important approaches from the social sciences to analyze media bias. Then,
each of the subsections in Section 2.3 focuses on a specific form of media bias,
describes studies from the social sciences that analyze this form, and discusses
methods from computer science that have been used or could be used to identify
the specified form of bias automatically. In Section 2.4, we discuss the reliability
and generalizability of the manual approaches from the social sciences and point
out key issues to be considered when evaluating interdisciplinary research on media
bias. Section 2.5 summarizes the key findings of our literature review. Section 2.6
demonstrates the key findings and research gap using a practical example. Lastly,
Section 2.7 summarizes the findings of the chapter in the context of this thesis.

2.2 Media Bias
This section gives an overview of definitions of media bias as used in social science
research on the topic or as employed by automated approaches (Section 2.2.1).
Afterward, we describe the effects of biased news coverage (Section 2.2.2), develop a
conceptual understanding of how media bias arises in the process of news production
(Section 2.2.3), and briefly introduce the most important approaches from the social
sciences to analyze bias in the media (Section 2.2.4).

2.2.1 Definitions
The study of biased news coverage has a long tradition in the social sciences going
back at least to the 1950s [MLR13]. In the classical definition of Williams, media
bias must both be intentional, i.e., reflect a conscious act or choice, and it must
be sustained, i.e., represent a systematic tendency rather than an isolated incident
[Wil75]. This definition sets the media bias that we consider apart from other
sources of unintentional bias in news coverage. Source of unintentional bias include
the influence of news values [HO01] throughout the production of news [Par+09a],
and later the news consumption by readers with different backgrounds [OGK12].
Examples for news values include the geographic vicinity of a newsworthy event to
the location of the news outlet and consumers, or the effects of the general visibility
or societal relevance of a specific topic [MMS96].
Many other definitions of media bias and its specific forms exist, each depending on
the particular context and research questions studied. Mullainathan and Shleifer
define two high-level types of media bias concerned with the intention of news
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outlets when writing articles: ideology and spin [Sol02]. Ideological bias is present if
an outlet biases articles to promote a specific opinion on a topic. Spin bias is present
if the outlet attempts to create a memorable story. Another definition of media bias
that is commonly used distinguishes between three types: coverage, gatekeeping, and
statement (cf. [DA00]). Coverage bias is concerned with the visibility of topics or
entities, such as a person or country, in media coverage. Gatekeeping bias, also
called selection bias or agenda bias, relates to which stories media outlets select
or reject for reporting. Statement bias, also called presentation bias, is concerned
with how articles choose to report on concepts. For example, in the US elections, a
well-observed bias arises from editorial slant [DP05], in which the editorial position
on a given presidential candidate affects the quantity and tone of a newspaper’s
coverage. Further forms and definitions of media bias can be found in the discussion
by D’Alessio and Allen [DA00].
Even more definitions of media bias are found when considering research on automated bias analysis. Automated approaches tackle media bias, for example, as
“subtle differences” [Lim+20], “differences of coverage” [Par+11b], “diverse opinions” [MR10], or “topic diversity” [MZR09]. In sum, these definitions are rather
superficial and vague, especially when compared to social science research.
To closely resemble how bias is analyzed in the social sciences, we follow in this
literature review the traditional definition by Williams as mentioned previously
[Wil75]. To allow for an extensive overview of media bias literature, we also include
studies that are not strictly concerned with intentional biases only. To address the
different objectives of social science research on media bias and our thesis, we later
provide a task-specific definition of media bias that we use in the methodology
chapters of our thesis (Chapter 3). Specifically, classical research on media bias
in the social sciences is concerned with investigating bias as systematic tendencies
or patterns in news coverage on more extended time frames, e.g., to measure
the influence of (biased) coverage on society or policy decisions. In contrast, our
research question is concerned with biases in current coverage, e.g., to inform news
consumers about such biases. Thus, to enable timely bias communication to news
consumers, we explicitly allow for biases that may or may not have tendencies on
larger time frames.

2.2.2 Effects of Biased News Consumption
Media bias has a strong impact on both individual and public perception of news
events, and thus impacts political decisions [BKP08; GKB09; GGG04; De 05; Iye94;
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Zal92; KT84]. Despite the rise of social media, news articles published by wellestablished media outlets remain the primary source of information on current
events (cf. [MTM07; Urb99; Cro14]). Thus, if the reporting of a news outlet is
biased, readers are prone to adopting similarly biased views. Today, the effects of
biased coverage are amplified by social media, in which readers tend to “follow”
only the news that conforms with their established views and beliefs [GM05; Sun01;
Fre86; Mut01; MS05]. On social media, news readers encounter an “echo chamber,”
where their internal biases are only reinforced. Furthermore, most news readers
only consult a small subset of available news outlets [NLN15; New+20], as a result
of information overload, language barriers, or their specific interests or habits.
Nearly all news consumers are affected by media bias [Nap72; Mey86; DVZ03;
Lak87; KRL03], which may, for example, influence voters and, in turn, influence
election outcomes [Nap72; Mey86; DP05; DK06; LPS11]. Another effect of media
bias is the polarization of public opinion [Sun02], which complicates agreements on
contentious topics. These negative effects have led some researchers to believe that
media bias challenges the pillars of our democracy [Zal92; KT84]: if media outlets
influence public opinion, is the observed public opinion really the “true” public
opinion? For instance, a 2003 survey showed that there were significant differences
in the presentation of information on US television channels [KRL03]. Fox News
viewers were most misinformed about the Iraq war. Over 40% of viewers believed
that weapons of mass destruction were actually found in Iraq, which is the reason
used by the US government to justify the war.
According to social science research, the three key ways in which media bias affects
the perception of news are priming, agenda setting, and framing [DP05; Sch00].
Priming theory states that how news consumers tend to evaluate a topic is influenced
by their (prior) perception of the specific issues that were portrayed in news on that
topic. Agenda setting refers to the ability of news publishers to influence which topics
are considered relevant by selectively reporting on topics of their choosing. News
consumers’ evaluation of topics is furthermore based on the perspectives portrayed
in news articles, which are also known as frames [Ent93]. Journalists use framing
to present a topic from their perspective to “promote a particular interpretation”
[Ent07].
We illustrate the effect of framing using an example provided by Kahneman and
Tversky [KT84]: Assume a scenario in which a population of 600 people is endangered by an outbreak of a virus. In a first survey, Kahneman and Tversky asked
participants which option they would choose:
A. 200 people will be saved.
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B. 33% chance that 600 people will be saved. 66% chance that no one will be
saved.
In the first survey, 72% of the participants chose A, and 26% chose B. Afterward, a
second survey was conducted that objectively represents the exact same choices, but
here the options to choose from were framed in terms of likely deaths rather than
lives saved.
C. 400 people will die.
D. 33% chance that no one will die. 66% chance that 600 people will die.
In this case, the preference of participants was reversed. 22% of the participants
chose C, and 72% chose D. The results of the survey thus demonstrated that framing
alone, that is, the way in which information is presented, has the ability to draw
attention to either the negative or the positive aspects of an issue [KT84].
In summary, the effects of media bias are manifold and especially dangerous when
individuals are unaware of the occurrence of bias. The recent concentration of the
majority of mass media in the hands of a few corporations amplifies the potential
impact of media bias of individual news outlets even further.

2.2.3 Understanding Media Bias
Understanding not only various forms of media bias but also at which stage in the
news production process they can arise [Par+09a] is beneficial to devise methods
and systems that help to reduce the impact of media bias on readers. We focus on a
specific conceptualization of the news production process, depicted in Figure 2.1,
which models how media outlets turn events into news stories and how then readers
consume the stories (cf. [BGK94; Par+09a; De 05; HC10; Par+11a; Her00]). The
stages in the process map to the forms of bias described by Baker et al. [BGK94].
Since each stage of the process is distinctively defined, we find this conceptualization of the news production process and the included bias forms to be the most
comprehensive model of media bias for the purpose of devising future research in
computer science. In the following paragraphs, we exemplarily demonstrate the
different forms of media bias within the news production and consumption process.
In Section 2.3, we discuss each form in more detail. Note that while the process
focuses on news articles, most of our discussion in Section 2.3 can be adapted to
other media types, such as social media, blogs, or transcripts of newscasts.
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Fig. 2.1: The news production process is a model explaining how forms of bias emerge
during the process of turning an event (happening in reality) into a news item
(which is then perceived by news consumers). The orange part at the top represents
internal and external factors that influence the production of a news item and its
slants. The green parts at the bottom represent bias forms that can emerge during
the three phases of the news production process. The ‘consumer context’ label (far
right) additionally shows factors influencing the perception of the described news
event that are not related to media bias. Adapted from: [Par+09a]
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Various parties can directly or indirectly, intentionally or structurally influence the
news production process (refer to the motives underlying media bias shown in
the orange rectangle in Figure 2.1). News producers have their own political and
ideological views [59]. These views extend through all levels of a news company, e.g.,
news outlets and their journalists typically have a slant towards a certain political
direction [GM05]. Journalists might also introduce bias in a story if the change
is supportive of their career [Bar06]. In addition to these internal forces, external
factors may also influence the news production cycle. News stories are often tailored
for a current target audience of the news outlet [GM05; Mac97; GS10], e.g., because
readers switch to other news outlets if their current news source too often contradicts
their own beliefs and views [Sun01; Fre86; Mut01; MS05; GS10]. News producers
may tailor news stories for their advertisers and owners, e.g., they might not report
on a negative event involving one of their main advertisers or partnered companies
[De 05; Mac97; GH00]. Similarly, producers may bias news in favor of governments
since they rely on them as a source of information [Her00; DK10; BP06].
In addition to these external factors, business reasons can also affect the resulting
news story, e.g., investigative journalism is more expensive than copy-editing prepared press releases. Ultimately, most news producers are profit-oriented companies
that may not claim the provision of bias-free information to their news consumers
as their main goal [PE04]; in fact, news consumers expect commentators to take
positions on important issues, and filter important from unimportant information
(cf. [Ess98; Boc04]).
All these factors influence the news production process at various stages (gray).
In the first stage, gathering, journalists select facts from all the news events that
happened. This stage starts with the selection of events, also named story selection.
Naturally, not all events are relevant to a new outlet’s target audience, or sensational
stories might yield more sales [GM05]. Next, journalists need to select sources, e.g.,
press releases, other news articles, or studies, to be used when writing an article.
Ultimately, the journalists must decide which information from the sources to be
included and which to be excluded from the article to be written. This step is
called commission or omission, and likewise affects which perspective is taken on the
event.
In the next phase, writing, journalists may use different writings styles to bias news.
For instance, two forms defined in the production process are labeling (e.g., a person
is labeled positively, “independent politician,” whereas for the other party no label
or a negative label is used), and word choice (e.g., how the article refers to an entity,
such as “coalition forces” vs. “invading forces”).
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The last stage, editing, is concerned with the presentation style of the story. This
includes, for instance, the placement of the story and the size allocation (e.g., a
large cover story receives more attention than a brief comment on page three), the
picture selection (e.g., usage of emotional pictures or their size influence attention
and perception of an event), and the picture explanation (i.e., placing the picture in
context using a caption).
Lastly, spin bias is a form of media bias that represents the overall bias of a news
article. An article’s spin is essentially a combination of all previously mentioned
forms of bias and other minor forms (see Section 2.3.8).
Summary of the news production process:
In summary, the resulting news story has potentially been subject to various sources
of media bias at different stages of the story’s genesis before it is finally consumed
by the reader. The consumer context, in turn, affects how readers actually perceive
the described information (cf. [Sun99; Bal+10]). The perception of any event will
differ, depending on the readers’ background knowledge, their preexisting attitude
towards the described event (sometimes called hostile media perception) [VRL85],
their social status (how readers are affected by the event), and country (e.g., news
reporting negatively about a reader’s country might lead to refusal of the discussed
topic), and a range of other factors. Note, however, that ‘consumer context’ is not a
form of media bias, and thus will be excluded from analysis in the remainder of this
chapter.
Other bias models:
Other models exist of how media bias arises, but their components can effectively
be mapped to the news production and consumption process detailed previously.
For instance, Entman defines a communication process that essentially mirrors all
the same steps discussed in Figure 2.1: (1) Communicators make intentional or
unintentional decisions about the content of a text. (2) The text inherently contains
different forms of media bias. (3) Receivers, i.e., news readers, draw conclusions
based on the information and style presented in the text (which, however, may or
may not reflect the text’s perspective). (4) Receivers of a social group are additionally
subject to culture, also known as a common set of perspectives [Ent93].
Table 2.1 gives an overview of the previously described forms of media bias, where
the ‘Medium’ column shows the medium that is the source of the specific form of
bias, and the column ‘Target Object’ shows the items within the target medium that
are affected.
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Phase

Explanation / Example

Tab. 2.1: Overview of bias forms. The second column contains for each form of bias references to an exemplary study from the social sciences, and
the most relevant publications from computer science, if any.

Target Object

Medium

Prior Work

Inclusion of more sources that report
on a certain perspective.

Name

Facts that support or question a specific perspective are added to or omitted from the article.

Gathering

Liberal vs. conservative, expert, independent; intervene vs. invade, clever
vs. sneaky, refugee vs. immigrant

News article

Cover story receives more attention
than a 3rd page story.

Event selection

Gathering

A large story is likely to receive more
attention than a small story.

The news outlet rarely report on
events criticizing the government.

Gathering

What does the picture show? For example fighting vs. a peace flag.

Text, picture

Editing

Entity, action, at- Writing
tribute, etc.

Text

Editing

The caption puts the picture into context and may either support or criticize what is shown.
One or more news
articles

Picture caption

News article

Editing

Picture, entity, ac- Editing
tion, etc.

News article

All phases

The overall slant of the article, i.e.,
the result when the various types of
news bias are combined.

[GPC09; BRA18; News outlet
SCL13]

selec- [GM05; San97; News article, text
Agi+16]
[Par+09a; GS10; News article, text
GMB14]

Source
tion
Commission
and omission

News outlet

News outlet

[Gre+04; Pd08; Text
Bho09]

place- [Sto85]

Word choice
and labeling
Story
ment
[SCL13; Ste69]

Text

selec- [WD98; Seg+17; News article, picture
Bus+04]

Size allocation
Picture
tion

Picture expla- [Som+06]
nation
Spin

[Par+11a;
News article & outlet
Chr+19; Abb+13;
HMG20]
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2.2.4 Approaches in the Social Sciences to Analyze Media Bias
Researchers from the social sciences primarily conduct so-called content analyses to
identify and quantify media bias in news coverage [DA00], or to, more generally,
study patterns in communication. First, we briefly describe the concept and workflow
of content analysis. Next, we describe the concept of frame analysis, which is a
specialized form of content analysis commonly used to study the presence of frames
in news coverage [Van10]. Lastly, we introduce meta analysis, in which researchers
combine the findings from other studies and analyze general patterns across these
studies [HSJ82].

2.2.4.1 Content Analysis
Content analysis quantifies media bias by identifying and characterizing its instances
within news texts. In a content analysis, researchers first define one or more analysis
questions or hypotheses. Researchers then gather the relevant news data and coders
(also called annotators) systematically read the news texts, annotating parts of the
texts that indicate instances of media bias relevant to the analysis being performed.
Afterward, the researchers use the annotated findings to accept or reject their
hypotheses [OM00; McC+08].
In a deductive content analysis, researchers devise a codebook before coders read
and annotate the texts [DG75; Mat09]. The codebook contains definitions, detailed
rules, and examples of what should be annotated and in which way. Sometimes,
researchers reuse existing codebooks, e.g., Papacharissi and de Fatima Oliveira
[Pd08] used annotation definitions from a previous study by Cappella and Jamieson
[CJ97] to create their codebook, then they performed a deductive content analysis
comparing news coverage on terrorism in the US and the UK.
In an inductive content analysis, coders read the texts without specified instructions
on how to code the text, only knowing the research question [GM05]. Since
statistically sound conclusions can only be derived from the results of deductive
content analyses [Neu16], researchers conduct inductive content analyses mainly in
early phases of their research, e.g., to verify the line of research, or to find patterns
in the data and devise a codebook [Van10; Neu16].
Usually, creating and refining the codebook is a time-intensive process, during which
multiple analyses or tests using different iterations of a codebook are performed. A
common criterion that must be satisfied before the final deductive analysis can be
conducted is to achieve a sufficiently high inter-coder reliability (ICR) or inter-rater
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reliability (IRR) [LK77]. ICR, also called inter-coder agreement, inter-annotator
reliability or agreement, represents how often individual coders annotate the same
parts of the documents with same codes from the codebook. IRR represent this kind
of agreement as well, but in a labeling task, e.g., with a fixed set of labels to choose
from, rather than (also) annotating a phrase in a text. In some cases, these terms
and tasks may overlap. In the remainder of this thesis, we will generally use the
term ICR for annotation tasks where phrases have to be selected (and labeled), such
as in a content analysis. We will use the term IRR for labeling tasks, e.g., where only
one or more labels have to be selected but the phrase is given, such as in sentiment
classification.
Social scientists distinguish between two types of content analyses: quantitative and
qualitative [VTB13]. A qualitative analysis seeks to find “all” instances of media
bias, including subtle instances that require human interpretation of the text. In
a quantitative analysis, researchers in the social sciences determine the frequency
of specific words or phrases (usually as specified in a codebook). Additionally,
researchers may subsume specific sets of words to represent so-called salient topics,
roughly resembling frames (cf. [CK21]). Quantitative content analyses may also
measure other, non-textual features of news articles, such as the number of articles
published by a news outlet on a certain event, or the size and placement of a story in
a printed newspaper. These measurements are also called volumetric measurements
[DA00].
Thus far, the majority of studies on media bias performed in the social sciences
conduct qualitative content analyses because the findings tend to be more comprehensive. Quantitative analyses can be performed faster and can be partially
automated, but are more likely to miss subtle forms of bias [Sch12]. We discuss both
qualitative and quantitative analyses for the individual bias forms in Section 2.3.
Content analysis software, generally also called computer-assisted qualitative data
analysis software (CAQDAS), supports analysts when performing content analyses
[Low02]. Most tools support the manual annotation of findings for the analyzed
news data or for other types of reports, such as police reports [OM00]. To reduce the
large amount of texts that need to be reviewed, the software helps users find relevant
text passages, e.g., by finding documents or text segments containing the words
specified in the codebook or from a keyword list [Ste01] so that the coder must
review less texts manually. In addition, most software helps users find patterns in the
documents, e.g., by analyzing the frequencies of terms, topic, or word co-occurrences
[Low02].
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2.2.4.2 Frame Analysis

Frame analysis (also called framing analysis) investigates how readers perceive the
information in a news article [Ent93]. This is done by broadly asking two questions:
(1) what information is conveyed in the article? (2) How is that information conveyed? Both questions together define a frame. As described in Section 2.2.2, a
frame is a selection of and emphasis on specific parts of an event.
To empirically determine the frames in news articles or other news texts, frame analysis is typically concerned with one or more of four dimensions [PK93]: syntactical,
script, thematic, and rhetorical. The syntactical dimension includes patterns in the
arrangement of words and, more broadly, information, e.g., descending order of
salience in a story. The script dimension refers to characteristics similar to those of a
story, i.e., a news article may have an introduction, climax, and end. The thematic
dimension refers to which information is mentioned in a news text, e.g., which
“facts,” events, or sources are mentioned or quoted to strengthen the text’s argument.
Lastly, the rhetorical dimension entails how such information is presented, e.g., the
word choice. Using these dimensions, researchers can systematically analyze and
quantify the viewpoints of news texts.
Not all frame analyses focus on the text of news articles. For instance, DellaVigna
and Kaplan [DK06] analyzed the gradual adoption of cable TV of Fox News between
1996 and 2000 to show that Fox News had a “significant impact” [DK06] on the
presidential elections. Essentially, the study analyzed whether a district had already
adopted the Fox News channel, and what the election result was. The results
revealed that the Republican party had an increased vote share in those towns that
had adopted Fox News.

2.2.4.3 Meta Analysis

In a meta analysis, researchers combine the results of multiple studies to derive
further findings from them [HSJ82]. For example, in the analysis of event selection
bias, a common question is which factors influence whether media organizations
will choose to report on an event or not. McCarthy et al. [MMS96] performed a
meta analysis of the results of prior work suggesting that the main factors for media
to report on a demonstration are the demonstration size and the previous media
attention on the demonstration’s topic.
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2.2.5 Summary
News coverage has a strong impact on public opinion, i.e., what people think about
(agenda setting), the context in which news is perceived (priming), or how topics
are communicated (framing). Researchers from the social sciences have extensively
studied such forms of media bias, i.e., the intentional, non-objective coverage of
news events. The research has resulted in a broad literature on different forms and
possible sources of media bias and their impact on (political) communication or
opinion formation. In tandem, various well-established research methodologies,
such as content analysis, frame analysis, and meta analysis, have emerged in the
social sciences.
The three forms of analysis discussed in Section 2.2.4 require significant manual
effort and expertise [Par+09a], since those analyses require human interpretation
of the texts and cannot be fully automated. For example, a quantitative content
analysis might (semi-)automatically count words that have previously been manually
defined in a codebook but they would be unable to read for “meaning between the
lines,” which is why such methods continue to be considered less comprehensive
than a qualitative analysis. However, the recent methodological progress in natural
language processing (NLP) in computer science promises to help alleviate many of
these concerns.
In the remainder of this chapter, we discuss the different forms of media bias defined
by the news production and consumption process. The process we have laid out
in detail previously is in our view the most suitable conceptual framework to map
analysis workflows from the social sciences to computer science, and thus helps us
to discuss where and how computer scientists can make unique contributions to the
study of media bias.

2.3 Manual and Automated Approaches to Identify
Media Bias
This section is structured into nine subsections discussing all of the forms of media
bias depicted in Table 2.1. In each subsection, we first introduce each form of bias
and then provide an overview of the studies and techniques from the social sciences
used to analyze that particular form. Subsequently, we describe methods and systems
that have been proposed by computer science researchers to identify or analyze that
specific form of media bias. Since media bias analysis is a rather young topic in
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computer science, often no or few methods have been specifically designed for that
specific form of media bias, in which case, we describe the methods that could best
be used to study the form of bias. Each subsection concludes with a summary of the
main findings highlighting where and how computer science research can make a
unique contribution to the study of media bias.

2.3.1 Event Selection
From the countless stream of events happening each day, only a small fraction can
make it into the news. Event selection is a necessary task, yet it is also the first
step to bias news coverage. The analysis of this form of media bias requires both
an event-specific and a long-term observation of multiple news outlets. The main
question guiding such an analysis is whether an outlet’s coverage shows topical
patterns, i.e., some topics are reported more or less in one as compared to another
outlet, or which factors influence whether an outlet reports on an event or not.
To analyze event selection bias, at least two datasets are required. The first dataset
consists of news articles from one or more outlets; the second is used as a ground
truth or baseline, which ideally contains “all” events relevant to the analysis question.
For the baseline dataset, researchers from the social sciences typically rely on sources
that are considered to be the most objective, such as police reports [GPC09]. After
linking events across the datasets, a comparison enables researchers to deduce
factors that influence whether a specific news outlet reports on a given event. For
instance, several studies compare demonstrations mentioned in police reports with
news coverage on those demonstrations [MMS96; OM00; McC+08]. During the
manual content analyses, the researchers extracted the type of event, i.e., whether
it was a rally, march, or protest, the issue the demonstration was about, and the
number of participants. Two studies found that the number of participants and the
issue of the event, e.g., protests against the legislative body [OM00], had a high
impact on the frequency in news coverage [GPC09].
Meta-analyses have also been used to analyze event selection bias, mainly by summarizing findings from other studies. For instance, D’Alessio and Allen found that the
main factors influencing media reporting on demonstration are the demonstration
size and the previous media attention on the demonstration’s topic [DA00].
To our knowledge, only few automated approaches have been proposed that specifically aim to analyze event selection bias. Other than in social sciences studies, none
of them compares news coverage with a baseline that is considered objective, but
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they compare the coverage of multiple outlets or other online news sources [BRA18;
SCL13]. In the following, we first describe these approaches in more detail, then we
also describe current methods and systems that could support the analysis of this
form of bias.
Bourgeois et al. [BRA18] span a matrix over news sources and events extracted from
GDELT [LS13], where the value of each cell in the matrix describes whether the
source (row) reported on the event (column) [Low02]. They use matrix factorization
(MF) to extract “latent factors,” which influence whether a source reports on an
event. Main factors found were the affiliation, ownership, and geographic proximity
of two sources. Saez-Trumper et al. [SCL13] analyze relations between news sources
and events. By analyzing the overlap between news sources’ content, they find, for
example, that news agencies, such as AP, publish most non-exclusive content—i.e.,
if news agencies report on an event, other news sources will likely also report on the
event—and that news agencies are more likely to report on international events than
other sources. Media type was also a relevant event selection factor. For example,
magazine-type media, such as The Economist, are more likely to publish on events
with high prominence, i.e., events that receive a lot of attention in the media.
Similar to the manual analyses performed in the social sciences, automated approaches need to (1) find or use articles relevant to the question being analyzed (we
describe relevant techniques later in this subsection, see the paragraphs on news
aggregation), (2) link articles to baseline data or other articles, and (3) compute
statistics on the linked data.
In task (2), we have to distinguish whether one wants to compare articles to a
baseline, or technically said, across different media, or to other articles. Linking
events from different media, e.g., news articles and tweets on the same events has
recently gained attention in computer science [SCL13; TDW11]. However, to our
knowledge there are currently no generic methods to extract the required information
from police reports or other, non-media databases, since the information that needs
to be extracted depends on the particular question studied and the information
structure and format differs greatly between these documents, e.g., police reports
from different countries or states usually do not share common formats (cf. [Lex20;
McG+00]).
To link news articles reporting on the same event, various techniques can be used.
Event detection extracts events from text documents. Since news articles are usually
concerned with events, event detection is commonly used in news related analyses.
For instance, in order to group related articles, i.e., those reporting on the same
event [JBA14], one needs to first find events described in these articles. Topic
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modeling extracts semantic concepts, or topics, from a set of text documents where
topics are typically extracted as lists of weighted terms. A commonly employed
implementation is Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [Ble12], which is, for instance,
used in the Europe Media Monitor (EMM) news aggregator [Bes+05].
Related articles can also be grouped with the help of document clustering methods,
such as affinity propagation [FD07] or hierarchical agglomerative clustering (HAC)
[MRS08]. HAC, for example, computes pair-wise document similarity on textfeatures using measures such as the cosine distance on TF-IDF vectors [SB88] or
word embeddings [LM14]. This way, HAC creates a hierarchy of the most similar
documents and document-groups [MR09]. HAC has been used successfully in
several research projects [Par+09a; McK+02]. Other methods to group related
articles exploit news-specific characteristics, such as the five journalistic W questions
(5Ws). The 5Ws describe the main event of a news article, i.e., who did what, when,
where, and why. A few works additionally extract the how question [Sha+13], i.e.,
how something happened or was done (5W1H extraction or question answering).
Journalists usually answer the 5W questions within the first few sentences of a news
article [Chr+19]. Once phrases answering the 5W question are extracted, articles
can be grouped by comparing their 5W phrases. We propose a method for 5W1H
extraction in Chapter 4.
News aggregation1 is one of the most popular approaches to enable users to get an
overview of the large amounts of news that is published nowadays. Established
news aggregators, such as Google News and Yahoo News, show related articles by
different outlets reporting on the same event. Hence, the approach is feasible to
reveal instances of bias by source selection, e.g., if one outlet does not report on
an important event. News aggregators rely on methods from computer science,
particularly methods from natural language processing (NLP). The analysis pipeline
of most news aggregators aims to find the most important news topics and present
them in a compressed form to users. The analysis pipeline typically involves the
following tasks [EKM04; HMG20]:
1. Data gathering, i.e., crawling articles from news websites.
2. Article extraction from website data, which is typically HTML or RSS.
3. Grouping, i.e., finding and grouping related articles reporting on the same
topic or event.
4. Summarization of related articles.
1

The paragraphs about news aggregation have been adapted partially from [HMG17].
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5. Visualization, e.g., presenting the most important topics to users.
For the first two tasks, data gathering and article extraction, established and reliable
methods exist, e.g., in the form of web crawling frameworks [Mit15]. Articles can
be extracted with naive approaches, such as website-specific wrappers [Pal+08], or
more generic methods based on content heuristics [KFN10]. Combined approaches
perform both crawling and extracting, and offer other functionality tailored to news
analysis. In Section 3.5, we propose news-please, a web crawler and extractor for
news articles, which extracts information from all news articles on a website, given
only the root URL of the news outlet to be crawled.
The objective of grouping is to identify topics and group articles on the same
topic, e.g., using LDA or other topic modeling techniques, as described previously.
Articles are then summarized using methods such as simple TF-IDF-based scores or
complex approaches considering redundancy and order of appearance [Rad+04].
By performing the five tasks of the news aggregation pipeline in an automatized
fashion, news aggregators can cope with the large amount of information produced
by news outlets every day.
However, no established news aggregator reveals event selection bias of news outlets
to their users. Incorporating this functionality for short-term or event-oriented
analysis of event selection bias, news aggregators could show the publishers that did
not publish an article on a selected event. For long-term or trend-oriented analysis,
news aggregators could visualize a news outlet’s coverage frequency of specific
topics, e.g., to show whether the issues of a specific politician or party, or an oil
company’s accident is either promoted or demoted.
In addition to traditional news aggregators, which show topics and related topics in
a list, recent news aggregators use different analysis approaches and visualizations
to promote differences in news coverage caused by biased event selection. Matrixbased news aggregation (MNA) is an approach we devised earlier that follows the
analysis workflow of established news aggregators while organizing and visualizing
articles into rows and columns of a two-dimensional matrix [HMG20; HMG17]. The
exemplary matrix depicted in Figure 2.2 reveals what is primarily stated by media
in one country (rows) about another country (columns). For instance, the cell of
the publisher country Russia and the mentioned country Ukraine, denoted with
RU-UA, contains all articles that have been published in Russia and mention Ukraine.
Each cell shows the title of the most representative article, determined through a
TF-IDF-based summarization score among all cell articles [HMG20]. Users either
select rows and columns from a list of given configurations for common use cases,
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Mentioned Countries
RU
GB

Publisher Countries

UA

DE

RU

Foreign Policy Adviser
Says Russia
Committed to Peace
Process in East
Ukraine

Ukraine Crisis,
Sanctions Against
Russia Not on G20
Agenda in Australia:
Russian Sherpa

Cameron Says Britain
Will Pay Only Half of
$2.6 Bln EU Surcharge

Berlin wall: the
symbol of Cold War as
an art object

GB

Ukraine crisis: Kiev
accuses Russia of
military invasion after
‚tanks cross border‘

Tank column crosses
from Russia into
Ukraine – Kiev military

Cameron has warned
there wil be a „major
problem“ if Brussels
insists on Britain
paying its $2.6 bn

Fall of the Berlin Wall:
‚Our tears of
frustration turned to
those of joy‘

DE

Kyiv calls Berlin amid
Russian incursion
reports

Kyiv: 32 tanks enter
Ukraine from Russia

Britain allowed to
halve EU budget bill

Germany‘s east still
lags behind

US

Ukraine accuses
Russia of sending in
donzens of tanks

Ukraine accuses
Russia of sending in
donzens of tanks

Britain finds deal with
EU over controversial
bill

AP WAS THERE: The
Berlin Wall crumbles

Fig. 2.2: News overview to enable comparative news analysis in matrix-based news aggregation. The color of each cell refers to its main topic. Source: [Ham+17a]

e.g., to analyze only major Western countries, or define own rows and columns from
which the matrix shall be generated.
To analyze event selection bias, users can use MNA to explore main topics in
different countries as in Figure 2.2, or span the matrix over publishers and topics in
a country.
Research in the social sciences concerned with bias by event selection requires significant effort due to the time-consuming manual linking of events from news articles to
a second “baseline” dataset. Many established studies use event data from a source
that is considered “objective,” for example police reports (cf. [OM00; McG+00;
ACW90]). However, the automated extraction of relevant information from such
non-news sources requires the development and maintenance of specialized tools for
each of the sources. Reasons for the increased extraction effort include the diversity
or unavailability of such sources, e.g., police reports are structured differently in
different countries or may not be published at all. Linking events from different
sources in an automated fashion poses another challenge because of the different
ways in which the same event may be described by each of the sources. This places
a limit on the possible contributions of automated approaches for comparison across
sources or articles.
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In our view, the automated analysis of events within news articles, however, is a
very promising line of inquiry for computer science research. Sophisticated tools
can already gather and extract relevant data from online news sources. Methods
to link events in news articles are already available or are the subject of active
research [Par+09a; JBA14; Ble12; Bes+05; SB88; MR09; McK+02]. In Section 4.2,
we propose a method that extracts phrases describing journalistic properties of an
articles main event, i.e., who did what, when, where, why, and how. Of course, news
articles must originate from a carefully selected set of news publishers, which not
only represent mainstream media but also alternative and independent publishers,
such as Wikinews.2 Finally, revealing differences in the selection of top news
stories between publishers, or even the mass media of different countries has shown
promising results [HMG20], and could eventually be integrated into regular news
consumption using news aggregators demonstrating the potential for computer
science approaches to make a unique contribution to the study event selection.

2.3.2 Source Selection
Journalists must decide on the trustworthiness of information sources and the
actuality of information for a selected event. While source selection is a necessary
task to avoid information overload, it may lead to biased coverage, e.g., if journalists
mainly consult sources supporting one perspective when writing the article. The
choice of sources used by a journalist or an outlet as a whole can reveal patterns
of media bias. However, journalistic writing standards do not require journalists to
list sources [WD98], which make the identification of original sources difficult or
even impossible. One can only find hints in an article, such as the use of quotes,
references to studies, phrases such as “according to [name of other news outlet]”
[Gre+04], or the dateline, which indicates whether and from which press agency
the article was copy-edited. One can also analyze whether the content and the
argumentation structure match those of an earlier article [DG75].
The effects of source selection bias are similar to the effects of commission and
omission (Section 2.3.3), because using only sources supporting one side of the
event when writing an article (source selection) is similar to omitting all information
supporting the other side (omission). Because many studies in the social sciences
are concerned with the effects of media bias, e.g., [BKP08; Nap72; KRL03; GS10;
Mey86; GKB09; De 05; Iye94; Zal92; KT84; DVZ03; Lak87], and the effects of these
2
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three bias forms are similar, bias by source selection and bias by commission and
omission are often analyzed together.
Few analyses in the social sciences aim to find the selected sources to derive insights
on the source selection bias of an article or an outlet. However, there are notable
exceptions, for example, one study counts how often news outlets and politicians cite
phrases originating in think tanks and other political organizations. The researchers
had previously assigned the organizations to a political spectrum [GM05]. The
frequencies of specific phrases used in articles, such as “We are initiating this
boycott, because we believe that it is racist to fly the Confederate Flag on the
state capitol” [GM05], which originated in the civil rights organization NACCP, are
then aggregated to estimate the bias of news outlets. In another study of media
content, Papacharissi and Oliveira annotate indications of source selection in news
articles, such as whether an article refers to a study conducted by the government
or independent scientists [Pd08]. One of their key findings is that UK news outlets
often referred to other news articles, whereas US news outlets did that less often
but referred to governments, opinions, and analyses.
On social media, people can be subject to their own source selection bias, as discussed
in Section 2.1. For instance, on Facebook people tend to be friends with likewise
minded people, e.g., who share similar believes or political orientations [BMA15].
People who use social media platforms as their primary news source are subject to
selection bias not only by the operating company [ERF01; Fac21], but also by their
friends [BMA15].
To our knowledge, there are currently no approaches in computer science that aim
to specifically identify bias by source selection. One exception is NewsDeps, an exploratory approach for determining the content dependencies between news articles
[Ham+21b]. Our approach employs simple methods from plagiarism detection (PD)
described afterward to identify which parts of a news article stem from previously
published news articles.
However, several automated techniques are well suited to address this form of
bias. Plagiarism detection (PD) is a field in computer science with the broad aim
of identifying instances of unauthorized information reuse in documents. Methods
from PD may be used to identify the potential sources of information for a given
article beyond identifying actual “news plagiarism” (cf. [KCT09]). While there are
some approaches focused on detecting instances of plagiarism in news, e.g., using
simple text-matching methods to find 1:1 duplicates [San97], research on news
plagiarism is not as active as research on academic plagiarism. This is most likely a
consequence of the fact that authorized copy-editing is a fundamental component
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in the production of news. Another relevant field that we describe in this section
is semantic text similarity (STS), which measures the semantic equivalence of two
(usually short) texts [Agi+16].
The vast majority of plagiarism detection techniques analyzes text [MG13; FMG20],
and thus could also be adapted and subsequently applied to news texts. Current
methods can reliably detect copy and paste plagiarism, the most common form of
plagiarism [FMG20; ZS06]. Ranking methods use, for instance, TF-IDF and other
information retrieval techniques to estimate the relevance of other documents as
plagiarism candidates [HZ03]. Fingerprinting methods generate hashes of phrases or
documents. Documents with similar hashes indicate plagiarism candidates [HZ03;
SG95]. Hybrid approaches assess documents’ similarity using diverse features
[Meu+18].
Today’s plagiarism detection methods already provide most of the functionality
to identify the potential sources of news articles. Copy-edited articles are often
shortened or slightly modified, and in some cases, are a 1:1 duplicate of a press
agency release. These types of slight modifications, however, can be reliably detected
with ranking or fingerprinting methods (cf. [San97; MG13]). Current methods
only continue to struggle with heavily paraphrased texts [MG13], but research is
extending also to other non-textual data types such as analyzing links [GTB10], an
approach that can be used for the analysis of online news texts as well. Another
text-independent approach to plagiarism detection are citation-based plagiarism
detection algorithms, which achieve good results by comparing patterns of citations
between two scientific documents [Gip14]. Due to their text-independence, these
algorithms also allow a cross-lingual detection of information reuse [Gip14]. News
articles typically do not contain citations, but the patterns of quotes, hyperlinks, or
other named entities can also be used as a suitable marker to measure the semantic
similarity of news articles (cf. [GM05; GTB10; LBK09]). Some articles also contain
explicit referral phrases, such as “according to the New York Times.” The dateline of
an article can also state whether and from where an article was copy-edited [Han14].
Text search and rule-based methods can be used to identify referral phrases and to
extract the resources being referenced. In our view, future research should focus on
identifying the span of information that was taken from the referred resource (see
also Section 2.3.3).
Semantic textual similarity (STS) methods measure the semantic equivalence of
two (usually short) texts [Agi+16]. STS methods use basic measures, such as
ngram-overlap, WordNet node-to-node distance, and syntax features, e.g., compare
whether the predicate is the same in two sentences [Šar+12]. More recent methods
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combine various techniques and use deep learning networks, achieving a Pearson
correlation of their STS results to human coders of 0.78 [Ryc+16]. Recently, these
methods have also focused on cross-lingual STS [Agi+16], and use, for example,
machine translation before employing regular mono-lingual STS methods [BS16].
Machine translation has proven useful also for other cross-lingual tasks, such as
event analysis [Van10].
Graph analysis is concerned with the analysis of relations between nodes in a graph.
The relation between news articles can be used to construct a dependency graph.
Spitz and Gertz analyzed how information propagates in online news coverage
using hyperlinks linking to other websites [SG15]. They identified four types of
hyperlinks: navigational (menu structure to navigate the website), advertisement,
references (links within the article pointing to semantically related sites), and internal
links (further articles published by the same news outlet). They only used reference
links to build a network, since the other link types contain too many unrelated
sites (internal) or irrelevant information (advertisement and navigational). One
finding by Spitz and Gertz is that networks of news articles can be analyzed with
methods of citation network analysis. Another method extracts quotes attributed
to individuals in news articles to follow how information propagates over time in a
news landscape [LBK09]. One finding is that quotes undergo variation over time
but remain recognizable with automated methods [LBK09].
In our view, computer science research could therefore provide promising solutions
to long-standing technical problems in the systematic study of source selection by
combining methods from PD and graph analysis. If two articles are strongly similar,
the later published article will most likely contain reused information from the
former published article. This is a typical case in news coverage, e.g., many news
outlets copy-edit articles from press agencies or other major news outlets [The14].
Using PD, such as fingerprinting and pattern-based analysis as previously described,
to measure the likelihood of information reuse between all possible pairs of articles
in a set of related articles, implicitly constructs a directed dependency graph. The
nodes represent single articles, the directed edges represent the flow of information
reuse, and the weights of the edges represent the degree of information reuse.
The graph can be analyzed with the help of methods from graph analysis, e.g., to
estimate importance or slant of news outlets or to identify clusters of articles or
outlets that frame an event in a similar manner (cf. [SG15]). For instance, if many
news outlets reuse information from a specific news outlet, the higher we can rate
its importance. The detection of semantic (near-)duplicates would also help lower
the number of articles that researchers from the social sciences need to manually
investigate to analyze other forms of media bias in content analyses.
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In summary, the analysis of bias by source selection is challenging, since the sources
of information are mostly not documented in news articles. Hence, in both the social
sciences and in computer science research, only few studies have analyzed this form
of bias. Notable exceptions are the studies discussed previously that analyzed quotes
used by politicians originating from think tanks. Methods from computer science
can in principle provide the required techniques for the (semi-)automated analysis
of this form of bias and thus make a very valuable contribution. The methods, most
importantly those from plagiarism detection research, could be (and partially already
have been [San97]) adapted and extended from academic plagiarism detection and
other domains, where reliable methods already exist.

2.3.3 Commission and Omission of Information
Analyses of bias by commission and omission compare the information contained in
a news article with those in other news articles or sources, such as police reports
and other official reports. The “implementation” and effects of commission and
omission overlap with those of source selection, i.e., when information supporting
or opposing a perspective is either included or left out of an article. Analyses in
the social sciences aim to determine which frames the information included in such
articles support. For instance, frame analyses typically compare the frequencies of
frame-attributing phrases in a set of news articles [GS10; Hae03]. More generally,
content analysis compares which facts are presented in news articles and other
sources [Smi+01]. In the following, we describe exemplary studies of each of the
two forms.
A frame analysis by Gentzkow and Shapiro quantified phrases that may sway readers
to one or the other side of a political issue [GS10]. For this analysis, the researchers
first examined which phrases were used significantly more often by politicians of
one party over another, and vice versa. Afterward, they counted the occurrence
of phrases in news outlets to estimate the outlet’s bias towards one side of the
political spectrum. The results of the study showed that news producers have
economic motives to bias their coverage towards the ideological views of their
readers. Similarly, another method, briefly mentioned in Section 2.3.2, counts how
often US congressmen use the phrases coined by think tanks, which the researchers
previously associated with political parties [GM05]. One finding is that Fox News
coverage was significantly slanted towards the US republican party.
A content analysis conducted by Smith et al. [Smi+01] investigated whether the
aims of protesters corresponded to the way in which news reported one demon-
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strations. One of their key hypotheses was that news outlets will tend to favor the
positions of the government over the positions of protesters. In the analysis, Smith
et al. extracted relevant textual information from news articles, transcripts of TV
broadcasts, and police reports. They then asked analysts to annotate the data and
could statistically confirm the previously mentioned hypothesis.
Bias by commission and omission has not specifically been addressed by automated
approaches despite the existence of various methods that we consider beneficial for
the analysis of both forms of bias in a (semi-)automated manner. Researchers from
the social sciences are already using text-search to find relevant documents and
phrases within documents [Ste01]. However, search terms need to be constructed
manually and the final analysis still requires a human interpretation of the text to
answer coding tasks, such as “assess the spin of the coverage of the event” [Smi+01].
Another challenge is that content analyses comparing news articles with other
sources requires the development of scrapers and information extractors tailored
specifically to these sources.3 To our knowledge, there are no established or publicly
available generic extractors for commonly used sources such as police reports.
An approach that partially addresses commission and omission of information is
aspect-level browsing as implemented in the news aggregator NewsCube [Par+09a].
Park et al. [Par+09a] define an “aspect” as the semantic proposition of a news
topic. The aspect-level browsing enables users to view different perspectives on
political topics. The approach follows the news aggregation workflow described in
Section 2.3.1, but with a novel grouping phase: NewsCube extracts aspects from
each article using keywords and syntactic rules, and weighs these aspects according
to their position in the article (motivated by the inverted pyramid concept: the earlier
the information appears in the article, the more important it is [Chr+19]). Afterward,
NewsCube performs HAC to group related articles. The visualization is similar to the
topic list shown in established news aggregators, but additionally shows different
aspects of a selected topic. A user study found that users of NewsCube became
aware of the different perspectives, and subsequently read more articles containing
perspective-attributing aspects. However, the approach cannot reliably assess the
diversity of the aspects. NewsCube shows all aspects, even though many of them are
similar, which decreases the efficiency of using the visualization to get an overview
of the different perspectives in news coverage. Word and phrase embeddings might
be used to recognize the similarity of aspects (cf. [LM14; SZJ18]). The visualization
also does not highlight which information is subject to commission and omission bias,
i.e., what information is contained in one article and left out in another article.
3

In Section 3.5, we propose a system for crawling and extracting news articles.
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Methods from plagiarism detection (see Section 2.3.2) open a promising research
direction for the automated detection of commission and omission of information
in news. More than 80% of related news articles add no new information and only
reuse information contained in previously published articles [The14]. Comparing
the presented facts of one article with the facts presented in previously published
articles would help identify commission and omission of information. Methods
from PD can detect and visualize which segments of a text may have been taken
from other texts [Gip14]. The relatedness of bias by source selection and bias by
commission and omission suggests that an analysis workflow may ideally integrate
methods from PD to address both issues (also see Section 2.3.2).
Centering resonance analysis (CRA) aims to find how influential terms are within a
text by constructing a graph with each node representing a term that is contained
in the noun phrases (NP) of a given text [Cor+02]. Two nodes are connected if
their terms are in the same NP or boundary terms of two adjacent NPs. The idea
of the approach is that the more edges a node has, the more influential its term is
to the text’s meaning. To compare two documents, methods from graph analysis
can be used to analyze both CRA graphs (Section 2.3.2 gives a brief introduction to
methods from graph analysis). Researchers from the social sciences have successfully employed CRA to extract influential words from articles, and then manually
compare the information contained in the articles [Pd08]. Recent advancements
towards computational extraction and representation of the “meaning” of words
and phrases, especially word embeddings [LM14], may serve as another way to
(semi-)automatically compare the contents of multiple news articles.
To conclude, studies in the social sciences researching bias by commission and
omission have always compared the analyzed articles with other news articles and/or
non-media sources, such as police reports. No approaches from computer science
research specifically aim to identify this bias form. However, automated methods,
specifically PD, CRA, graph analysis, and more recent also word embeddings, are
promising candidates to address this form of bias opening new avenues for unique
contributions of well-established computer science methodology in this area. CRA,
for instance, has already been employed by researchers from the social sciences to
compare the information contained in two articles.

2.3.4 Word Choice and Labeling
When referring to a semantic concept, such as an entity, a geographic position, or
activity, authors can label the concept and choose from various words to refer to it
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(cf. [FDM21]). Instances of bias by labeling and word choice frame the referred
concept differently, e.g., simply positively or negatively, or they highlight a specific
perspective, e.g., economical or cultural (see Section 2.2.2 for a background on
framing). Examples include “immigrant” or “economic migrant” and “Robert and
John got in a fight” and “Robert attacked John.” The effects of this form of bias
range from concept-level, e.g., a specific politician is shown to be incompetent, to
article-level, e.g., the overall tone of the article features emotional or factual words
[Pd08; Niv02].
Content analyses and framing analyses are used in the social sciences to identify
bias by labeling and word choice within news articles. Similar to the approaches
discussed in previous sections, the manual coding task is once again time consuming,
since annotating news articles requires careful human interpretation. The analyses
are typically either topic-oriented or person-oriented. For instance, Papacharissi and
Oliveira used CRA to extract influential words (see Section 2.3.3). They investigated
labeling and word choice in the coverage of different news outlets on topics related
to terrorism [Pd08]. They found that the New York Times used a more dramatic tone,
e.g., news articles dehumanized terrorists by not ascribing any motive to terrorist
attacks or usage of metaphors, such as “David and Goliath” [Pd08]. The Washington
Post used a less dramatic tone, and both the Financial Times and the Guardian
focused their news articles on factual reporting. Another study analyzed whether
articles portrayed Bill Clinton, the US president at that time, positively, neutrally, or
negatively [Niv02].
The automated analysis of labeling and word choice in news texts is challenging due
to limitations of current NLP methods [HMG20], which cannot reliably interpret the
frame induced by labeling and word choice, due to the frame’s dependency on the
context of the words in the text [OGK12]. Few automated methods from computer
science have been proposed to identify bias induced by labeling and word choice.
Grefenstette et al. devised a system that investigates the frequency of affective words
close to words defined by the user, for example, names of politicians [Gre+04].
They find that the automatically derived polarity scores of named entities are in
line with the publicly assumed slant of analyzed news outlets, e.g., George Bush,
the republican US president at that time, was mentioned more positively in the
conservative Washington Times compared to other news outlets.
The most closely related field is sentiment analysis, which aims to extract an author’s
attitude towards a semantic concept mentioned in the text [PL08]. Current sentiment
analysis methods reliably extract the unambiguously stated sentiment [PL08]. For
example, those methods reliably identify whether customers used ‘positive,’ such
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as “good” and “durable,” or ‘negative’ words, such as “poor quality,” to review a
product [PL08]. However, the highly context-dependent, hence more ambiguous
sentiment in news coverage described previously in this section remains challenging
to detect reliably [OGK12]. Recently, researchers proposed approaches using affect
analysis, e.g., using more dimensions than polarity in sentiment analysis to extract
and represent emotions induced by a text, and crowdsourcing, e.g., systems that ask
users to rate and annotate phrases that induce bias by labeling and word choice
[Par+11a]. We describe these fields in the following paragraphs.
While sentiment analysis presents one promising techniques to be used for automating the identification of bias by word choice and labeling, the performance
of current sentiment classification on news texts is poor (cf. [OGK12; KFT12]) or
even “useless” [Ste+17]. Two reasons why sentiment analysis performs poorly on
news texts [OGK12] are (1) the lack of large-scale gold standard datasets and (2)
the high context-dependency or implicitness of sentiment-inducing phrases. Large
annotated datasets are required to train current sentiment classifiers [Zen+19].
More traditional classifiers use manually [HL04] or semi-automatically [GSS07;
Ste+17; BES10] created dictionaries of positive and negative words to score a
sentence’s sentiment. However, to our knowledge no sentiment dictionary exists
that is specifically designed for news texts, and generic dictionaries tend to perform
poorly on such texts (cf. [OGK12; Bal+10; KFT12]). Godbole et al. [GSS07] used
WordNet to automatically expand a small, manually created seed dictionary to a
larger dictionary. They used the semantic relations of WordNet to expand upon
the manually added words to closely related words. An evaluation showed that
the resulting dictionary had similar quality in sentiment analysis as solely manually created dictionaries. However, the performance of entity-related sentiment
classification using the dictionary tested on news websites and blogs is missing
a comparison against a ground-truth, such as an annotated news dataset. Most
importantly, dictionary-based approaches are not sufficient for news texts, since the
sentiment of a phrase depends on its context, for example, in economics a “low
market price” may be good for consumers but bad for producers.
To avoid the difficulties of interpreting news texts, researchers have proposed
approaches to perform sentiment analysis specifically on quotes [Bal+10] or on the
comments of readers [Par+11b]. The motivation for analyzing only the sentiment
contained in quotes or comments is that phrases stated by someone are far more
likely to contain an explicit statement of sentiment or opinion-conveying words.
While the analysis of quotes achieved poor results [Bal+10], readers’ comments
appeared to contain more explicitly stated opinions and regular sentiment analysis
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methods perform better: a classifier that used the extracted sentiments from the
readers’ comments achieved a precision of 0.8 [Par+11b].
Overall, the performance of sentiment analysis on news texts is still rather poor. This
is attributable to the fact that, thus far, not much research has focused on improving
sentiment analysis when compared to the large number of publications targeting
the prime use case of sentiment analysis: product reviews. Currently, no public
annotated news dataset for sentiment analysis exists, which is a crucial requirement
for driving forward successful, collaborative research on this topic.
A final challenge when applying sentiment analysis to news articles is that the onedimensional positive-negative scale used by all mature sentiment analysis methods
may fall short of representing the complexity of news articles. Some researchers
suggested to investigate emotions or affects, e.g., induced by headlines [SM07]
or in entire news articles [Gre+04], whereas investigating the full text seems to
yield better results. Affect analysis aims to find the emotions that a text induces
on the contained concepts, e.g., entities or activities, by comparing relevant words
from the text, e.g., nearby the investigated concept, with affect dictionaries [SH01].
Bhowmick [Bho09] devised an approach that automatically estimates which emotions a news text induces on its readers using features such as tokens, polarity, and
semantic representation of tokens. An ML-based approach by Mishne classifies blog
posts into emotion classes using features such as n-grams and semantic orientation
to determine the mood of the author when writing the text [Mis05].
Semantics derived using word embeddings may be used to determine whether words
in an article contain a slant, since the most common word embeddings models
contain biases, particularly gender bias and racial discrimination [CBN17; Bol+16].
Bolukbasi describe a method to debias word embeddings [156]; the dimensions that
were removed or changed by this process contain potentially biased words; hence,
they may also be used to find biased words in news texts.
Besides fully automated approaches to identify bias by labeling and word choice,
semi-automated approaches incorporate users’ feedback. For instance, NewsCube
2.0 employs crowdsourcing to estimate the bias of articles reporting on a topic.
The system allows users to collaboratively annotate bias by labeling and word
choice in news articles [Par+11a]. Afterward, NewsCube 2.0 presents contrastive
perspectives on the topic to users. In their user study, Park et al. [Par+11a] find
that the NewsCube 2.0 supports participants to collectively organize news articles
according to their slant of bias. Section 2.3.8 describes AllSides, a news aggregator
that employs crowdsourcing, though not to identify bias by labeling and word choice
but to identify spin bias, i.e., the overall slant of an article.
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The forms of bias by labeling and word choice have been studied extensively in the
social sciences using frame analyses and content analyses. However, to date not
much research on both forms has been conducted in computer science. Yet, the
previously presented techniques from computer science, such as sentiment analysis
and affect analysis, are already capable of achieving reliable results in other domains.
Besides, crowdsourcing has already successfully been used to identify instances of
such bias.

2.3.5 Placement and Size Allocation
The placement and size allocation of a story indicates the value a news outlet assigns
to that story [BGK94; DA00]. Long-term analyses reveal patterns of bias, e.g., the
favoring of specific topics or avoidance of others. Furthermore, the findings of such
an analysis should be combined with frame analysis to give comprehensive insights
on the bias of a news outlet, e.g., a news outlet might report disproportionately much
on one topic, but otherwise its articles are well-balanced and objective [DP05].
The first manual studies on the placement and size of news articles in the social
sciences were already conducted in the 1960s. Researchers measured the size and
the number of columns of articles present in newspapers, or the broadcast length
in minutes dedicated to a specific topic, to investigate if there were any differences
in US presidential election coverage [Sto85; Ste69; SW84; Sto88]. These early
studies, and also a more recent study conducted in 2000 [34], found no significant
differences in article size between the news outlets analyzed. Fewer studies have
focused on the placement of an article, but found that article placement does not
reveal patterns of bias for specific news outlets [Sto85; Sto88]. Related factors
that have also been considered are the size of headlines and pictures (see also
Section 2.3.6 for more information on the analysis of pictures), which also showed
no significant patterns of bias [Sto85; Sto88].
Bias by article placement and size have more recently not been re-visited, even
though the rise of online news and social media may have introduced significant
changes. Traditional printed news articles are a permanent medium, in the sense
that once they were printed, their content could not (easily) be altered, especially
not for all issues ever printed. However, online news websites are often updated.
For example, if a news story is still developing, the news article may be updated
every few minutes (cf. [Coh19]). Such updates of news articles also include the
placement and allotted size of previews of articles on the main page and on other
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navigational pages. To our knowledge, no study has yet systematically analyzed the
changes in the size and position of online news articles over time.
Fully automated methods are able to measure placement and size allocation of
news articles because both forms can be determined by volumetric measurements
(see Section 2.2.4). Printed newspapers must be digitalized first, e.g., using optical
character recognition (OCR) and document segmentation techniques [MNY99;
JB92]. Measuring a digitalized or online article’s placement and size is a trivial
task. Due to the Internet’s inherent structure of linked websites, online news even
allows for a more advanced and fully automated measurements of news article
importance, such as PageRank [Pag+99], which could also be applied within pages
of the publishing news outlet. Most popular news datasets, such as RCV1 [Lew+04],
are text-based and do not contain information on the size and placement of a news
article. Future research, however, should especially take into consideration the fast
pace in online news production as described previously.
While measuring size and placement automatically is a straightforward task in
computer science, only few specialized systems currently exists that can measure
these forms of news bias. Saez-Trumper et al. [SCL13] devised a system that
measures the importance ascribed to a news story by an outlet by counting the
total number of words of news articles reporting on the story. To measure the
importance ascribed to the story by the outlet’s readers, the system counts the
number of Tweets linking to these news articles. One finding is that both factors
are slightly correlated. NewsCube’s visualization is designed to provide equal size
and avoid unfair placement of news articles to “not skew users’ visual attention”
[Par+09a]. Even though the authors ascribe this issue high importance in their
visualization, they do not analyze placement and size in the underlying articles.
Research in the social sciences and in computer science benefit from the increasing
accessibility of online news, which allows effective automated analysis of bias by
taking into consideration article placement and size. Measuring placement and size
of articles is a trivial and scalable task that can be performed on any number of
articles without requiring high manual effort. However, most recent studies in the
social sciences have not considered including bias by placement and size into their
analysis. The same is true for systems in computer science that should similarly
include the placement and size of articles as an additional dimension of media bias.
With the conclusions that have been drawn based on the analysis of traditional,
printed articles, still in need of verification for online media, computer science
approaches can here make a truly unique contribution.
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2.3.6 Picture Selection
Pictures contained in news articles can influence how readers perceive a reported
topic [Ros+86]. In particular, readers who wish to get an overview of current
events are likely to browse many articles and thus view only each article’s headline
and image. The effects of picture selection even go so far as to influence readers’
voting preferences in elections [Ros+86]. Reporters or news agencies sometimes
(purposefully) show pictures out of context [Est14], e.g., a popular picture in 2015
showed an aggressive refugee with an alleged ISIS flag fighting against police officers.
It later turned out that the picture was taken in 2012, before the rise of ISIS, and
that the flag was not related to ISIS [Dea15]; hence, the media had falsely linked
the refugee with the terrorist organization.
Researchers from the social sciences have analyzed pictures used in news articles for
over 50 years [Ker59], approximately as long as media bias itself has been studied.
Basic studies count the number of pictures and their size to measure the degree of
importance ascribed by the news outlet to a particular topic (see also Section 2.3.5
for information on bias by size). In this section, we describe the techniques studies
use to analyze the semantics of selected images. To our knowledge, all bias-related
studies in the social sciences are concerned with political topics. Analyses of picture
selection are either person-oriented or topic-oriented.
Person-oriented analyses ask analysts to rate the articles’ pictures showing specific
politicians. Typical rating dimensions are [WD98; KS93]:
• Expression, e.g., smiling vs. frowning
• Activity, e.g., shaking hands vs. sitting
• Interaction, e.g., cheering crowd vs. alone
• Background, e.g., the country’s flags vs. not identifiable
• Camera angle, e.g., eye-level shots vs. shots from above
• Body posture, e.g., upright vs. bowed torso
Findings are mixed, e.g., a study from 1998 found no significant differences in
the selected pictures between the news outlets analyzed, e.g., whether selected
pictures of a specific news outlets were in favor of a specific politician [WD98].
Another study from 1988 found that the Washington Post did not contain significant
picture selection bias but that the Washington Times selected images that were more
likely favorable towards Republicans [KS93]. A study of German TV broadcasts in
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1976 found that one candidate for German chancellorship, Helmut Schmidt, was
significantly more often shown in favorable shots including better camera angles
and reactions of citizens than the other main candidate, Helmut Kohl [Kep82].
Topic-oriented analyses do not investigate bias towards persons but towards certain
topics. For instance, a recent study on Belgian news coverage analyzed the presence
of two frames [Van05]: asylum seekers in Belgium are (1) victims that need protection or (2) intruders that disturb Belgian culture and society. Articles supporting the
first frame typically chose pictures depicting refugee families with young children
in distress or expressing fear. Articles supporting the second frame chose pictures
depicting large groups of mostly male, asylum seekers. The study found that the
victim frame was predominantly adopted in Belgian news coverage, and particularly
in the French-speaking part of Belgium. The study also revealed a temporal pattern:
during Christmas time, the victim frame was even more predominant.
To our knowledge, there are currently no systems or approaches from computer
science that analyze media bias through image selection. However, methods in
computer vision can measure many of the previously described dimensions. This is
especially true since the recent rise of deep learning, where current methods achieve
unprecedented classification performance [Vou+18]. Automated methods can
identify faces in images, recognize emotions, categorize objects shown in pictures,
and even generate captions for a picture. Research has advanced so far in these
applications that several companies, such as Facebook, Microsoft, and Google, are
using such automated methods in production, e.g., in autonomous cars, or are
offering them as a paid service.
In the broad context of bias through image selection, Segalin et al. [Seg+17] trained
a convolutional neural network (CNN) on the Psycho-Flickr dataset to estimate the
personality traits of the pictures’ authors. To evaluate the classification performance
of the system, they compared the CNN’s classifications with self-assessments by
picture authors and also with attributed assessments by participants of a study. The
results of their evaluation suggest that CNNs are suitable to derive such characteristics that are not even visible in the analyzed pictures.
Picture selection is an important factor in the perception of news. Basic research
from psychology has shown that image selection can slant coverage towards one
direction, although studies in the social sciences on bias by selection in the past
concluded that there were no significant differences in picture selection. Advances
in image processing research and the increasing accessibility of online news provide
completely new avenues to study potential effects of picture selection. Computer
science approaches can here primarily contribute by enabling the automated analysis
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of images on much bigger scale allowing us to reopen important questions on the
effect of picture selection in news coverage and beyond.

2.3.7 Picture Explanation
Captions below images and referrals to the images in the main text provide images
with the needed textual context. Images and their captions should be analyzed
jointly because text can change a picture’s meaning, and vice versa [Ker59; Ker55].
For instance, during hurricane Katrina in 2005, two similar pictures published in
US media showed survivors wading away with food from a grocery store. The
only difference was that one picture showed a black man, who “looted” the store,
while the other picture depicted a white couple, who “found” food in the store
[Som+06].
Researchers from the social sciences typically perform two types of analyses that are
concerned with bias from image captions: jointly analyzing image and caption, or
only analyzing the caption, ignoring the image. Only few studies analyze captions
and images jointly. For instance, a comparison of images and captions from the
Washington Post and the Washington Times found that the captions were not significantly biased [KS93]. A frame analysis on the refugee topic in Belgian news coverage
also took into consideration image captions. However, the authors focused on the
overall impression of the analyzed articles rather than examining any potential bias
specifically present in the picture captions [Van05].
The vast majority of studies analyze captions without placing them in context with
their pictures. Studies and techniques concerned with the text of a caption (but
not the picture) are described in the previous sections, especially in the sections
for bias by commission and omission (see Section 2.3.3), and labeling and word
choice (see Section 2.3.4). We found that most studies in the social sciences either
analyze image captions as a component of the main text, or analyze images but
disregard their captions entirely [Sto85; Sto88; WD98]. Likewise, relevant methods
from computer science are effectively the same as those concerned with bias by
commission and omission (see Section 2.3.3), and labeling and word choice (see
Section 2.3.4). For the other type of studies, i.e., jointly analyzing images and
captions, relevant methods are discussed in Section 2.3.6, i.e., computer vision to
analyze the contents of pictures, and additionally in the Sections 2.3.3 and 2.3.4,
e.g., sentiment analysis to find biased words in captions.
To our knowledge, no study has examined picture referrals contained in the article’s
main text. This is most likely due to the infrequency of picture referrals.
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The few analyses on captions suggest that bias by picture explanation is not very
common. However, more fundamental studies show the impact of captions on
the perception of images and note rather subtle differences in word choice. While
many studies analyzed captions as part of the regular text, e.g., analyzing bias by
labeling and word choice, research currently lacks specialized analyses that examines
captions in conjunction with their images.

2.3.8 Spin: The Vagueness of Media Bias
Bias by spin is closely related to all other forms of media bias and is also the vaguest
form. Spin is concerned with the context of presented information. Journalists
create the spin of an article on all textual levels, e.g., by supporting a quote with
an explanation (phrase level), highlighting certain parts of the event (paragraph
level), or even by concluding the article with a statement that frames all previously
presented information differently (article level). The order in which facts are
presented to the reader influences what is perceived (e.g. some readers might only
read the headline and lead paragraph) and how readers rate the importance of
reported information [Chr+19]. Not only the text of an article but all other elements,
including pictures, captions, and the presentation of the information contribute to
an article’s overall spin.
In the social sciences, the two primarily used methods to analyze the spin of articles
are frame analysis, and more generally content analysis. For instance, one finding in
the terrorism analysis conducted by Papacharissi and Oliveira (see Section 2.3.2)
was that the New York Times often personified the events in their articles, e.g.,
by focusing on persons involved in the event and the use of dramatic language
[Pd08].
Some practices in journalism can be seen as countermeasures to mitigate media
bias. Press reviews summarize an event by referring to the main statements found in
articles by other news outlets. This does not necessarily reveal media bias, because
any perspective can be supported by source selection, e.g., only “reputable” outlets
are used. However, typically press reviews broaden a reader’s understanding of
an event and might be a starting point for further research. Another practice that
supports mitigation of media bias are opposing commentaries in newspapers, where
two authors subjectively elaborate their perspective on the same topic. Readers will
see both perspectives and can make their own decisions regarding the topic.
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Social media has given rise to new collaborative approaches to media bias detection.
Reddit4 is a social news aggregator, where users post links or texts regarding current
events or other topics, and rate or comment on posts by other users. Through the
comments on a post, a discussion can emerge that is often controversial and contains
the various perspectives of commenters on the topic. Reddit also has a “media
bias” thread5 where contributors share examples of biased articles. Wikinews6 is a
collaborative news producer, where volunteers author and edit articles. Wikinews
aims to provide “reliable, unbiased and relevant news [. . . ] from a neutral point of
view.” However, two main issues are as follows. First, the mixed quality of the news
items, because many authors may participate in producing them. Second, the low
number of articles, i.e., only major events are covered in the English version, and
other languages have even fewer articles. Thus, Wikinews currently cannot be used
as a primary, fully reliable news source. Some approaches employ crowdsourcing to
visualize different opinions or statements on politicians or news topics, for example,
the German news outlet Spiegel Online frequently asks readers to define their
position regarding two pairs of contrary statements that span a two-dimensional
map [Spi16]. Below the map, the news outlet lists excerpts from other outlets that
support or contradict the map’s statements.
The automated analysis of spin bias using methods from computer science is maybe
the most challenging of all forms because its manifestation is the vaguest among
the forms of bias discussed. Spin refers to the overall perception of an article. Bias
by spin is not, however, just the sum of all other forms but includes other factors,
such as the order of information presented in a news article, the article’s tone, and
emphasis on certain facts. Methods we describe in the following are partially also
relevant for other forms of bias. For instance, the measurement of an article’s degree
of personification in the terrorism in news coverage study [Pd08] is supported by
the computation of CRA [Chr+19]. What is not automated is the annotation of
entities and their association with an issue. Named entity extraction [NS07; YB18]
could be used to partially address these previously manually performed tasks.
Other approaches analyze news readers’ input, such as readers’ comments, to identify
differences in news coverage. The rationale of these approaches is that readers’
input contains explicitly stated opinions and sentiment on certain topic, which are
usually missing from the news article itself. Explicitly stated opinion can reliably be
extracted with the help of NLP methods, such as sentiment analysis. For instance, one
method analyzes readers’ comments to categorize related articles [Abb+13]. The
4

https://www.reddit.com/
https://www.reddit.com/r/MediaBias/
6
https://en.wikinews.org/wiki/
5
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method measures the similarity of two articles by comparing their reader comments,
focusing on the entities mentioned and the sentiment expressed in the comments,
and country of the comment’s author. Another method counts and analyzes Twitter
followers of news outlets to estimate the political orientation of the audience of the
news outlet [GH11]. A seed group of Twitter accounts is manually rated according
to their political orientation, e.g., conservative or liberal. This group is automatically
expanded using those accounts’ followers. The method then estimates the political
orientation of a news outlet’s audience by averaging the political orientation of
the outlet’s followers in the expanded, group of categorized accounts (cf. [GM05;
Mac97; GS10]).
The news aggregator AllSides [All21] shows users the most contrastive articles
on a topic, e.g., left and right leaning on a political spectrum. The system asks
users to rate the spin of news outlets, e.g., after reading articles published by these
outlets. To estimate the spin of an outlet, AllSides uses the feedback of users
and expert knowledge provided by their staff. NewsCube 2.0 lets (expert) users
collaboratively define and rate frames in related articles [Par+11a]. The frames are
in turn presented to other users, e.g., a contrast view shows the most contrasting
frames of one event. Users can then incrementally improve the quality of coding by
refining existing frames.
Another method for news spin identification categorizes news articles on contentious
news topics into two (opposing) groups by analyzing quotes and nearby entities
[PLS11]. The rationale of the approach is that articles portraying a similar perspective on a topic have more common quotes, which may support the given perspective,
than articles that have different perspectives. The method extracts weighted triples
representing who criticizes whom, where the weight depends on the importance of
the triple, e.g., estimated by the position within the article (the earlier, the more
important). The method measures the similarity of two articles by comparing their
triples.
Other methods analyze frequencies and co-occurrences of terms to find frames in
related articles and assign each article to one of the frames. For instance, one
method clusters articles by measuring the similarity of two documents using the
co-occurrences of the two documents’ most frequent terms [Mil97]. The results of
this rather simple method are then used for a manually conducted frame analysis.
Hiérarchie uses recursive topic modeling to find topics and subtopics in Tweets posted
by users on a specific issue [SHM14]. A radial treemap visualizes the extracted
topics and subtopics. In the presented case study, users find and explore different
theories on the disappearance of flight MH-370 discussed in Tweets.
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Lastly, manually annotated information related to media bias, e.g., the overall spin
of articles rated by users of AllSides, or articles annotated by social scientists during
frame analysis, can in our view serve as a basis when creating training datasets
for machine learning. Other data that exploits the wisdom of the crowd might be
incorporated as well, e.g., analyzing the Reddit media bias thread. However, one
should carefully review the information for its characteristics and inherent biases,
especially if crowdsourced.
In our view, the existence of the very concept of spin bias allows drawing two
conclusions. First, media bias is a complex model of skewed news coverage with
overlapping and partially contradicting definitions. While many instances of media
bias fit into one of the other more precisely defined forms of media defined in the
news production and consumption process (see Section 2.2.3), some instances of
bias do not. Likewise, such instances of bias may fit into other models from the
social sciences that are concerned with differences in news coverage, such as the
bias forms of coverage, gatekeeping, and statement (Section 2.2.3 briefly discusses
other models of media bias), while other instances would not fit into such models.
Second, we found that most of the approaches from computer science for identifying,
or suitable for identifying, spin bias, omit the research that has been conducted in
the social sciences. Computer science approaches currently still address media bias
as vaguely defined differences in news coverage and therefore stand to profit from
prior research in the social sciences. In turn, there are few scalable approaches to
the analysis of media biases in the social sciences significantly hampering progress in
the field. We therefore see a strong prospect for collaborative research on automated
approaches to the analysis of media bias across both disciplines.

2.3.9 Summary
Most automated approaches focus on analyzing vaguely defined “biases.” These
biases can be technically significant but may often not represent meaningful slants of
the news. In contrast, in social science research, media bias emerges from observing
systematic tendencies of specific bias forms or means. For example, the news
production process that we use in our literature review defines nine bias forms.
One reason for the previously mentioned lack of conclusive or meaningful results
is that almost no automated approach aims to specifically find such individual bias
forms. At the same time, however, we found that suitable automated techniques are
available to aid in the analysis of the individual bias forms.
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2.4 Reliability, Generalizability and Evaluation
This section discusses how automated approaches for analyzing media bias should be
evaluated. Therefore, we first describe how social scientists measure the reliability
and generalizability of studies on media bias.
The reliability and generalizability of manual annotation in the social sciences
provides the benchmark for any automated approach. Best practices in social science
research can involve both the careful development and iterative refinement of
underlying codebooks, as well as the formal validation of inter-coder reliability.
For example, as discussed in Section 2.2.4, a smaller, careful inductive manual
annotation aids in constructing the codebook. The main deductive analysis is then
performed by a larger pool of coders where the results of individual coders, their
agreement on the assignment of codes can be systematically compared. Standard
measures for inter-coder reliability, e.g., the widely used Krippendorff’s Alpha
[HK07], provide estimates for the reliability and robustness of the coding. Whether
coding rules, and with these the quality of annotations, can be generalized beyond a
specific case is usually not routinely analyzed because, by virtue of the significant
effort required for manual annotation, the scope of such studies is usually limited
to a specific question or context. Note, however, that the usual setup of a small
deductive analysis, conducted on a subset of the data, implies that a codebook
generated in this way can generalize to a larger corpus.
Computer science approaches for the automated analysis of media bias stand to
profit a lot from a broad adoption of their methods by researchers across a wider set
of disciplines. The impact and usefulness of automatized approaches for substantial
cross-disciplinary analyses, however, hinges critically on two central questions.
First, compared to manual methodologies, how reliable are automated approaches?
Specifically, broad adoption of automated approaches in social sciences applications
is only likely if the automated approaches identify at least close to the same instances
of bias as manual annotations would.
Depending on which kind of more or less subtle form of bias is analyzed, the
results gained through manual annotation might represent a more or less difficult
benchmark to beat. Especially in complex cases, manual annotation of individual
items may systematically perform better in capturing subtle instances relevant to the
analysis question than automated approaches. Note that, for example, currently no
public annotated news dataset for sentiment analysis exists (see Section 3.4). The
situation is similar for most of the applications reviewed in this article, i.e., there is
currently a dearth of standard benchmark datasets. Meaningful validation would
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thus require as a first step the careful (and time-intensive) development of such
datasets across a range of relevant contexts.
One way to counter the present lack of evaluation datasets is to not solely rely
on manual content analysis for annotation. For simple annotation tasks, such
as rating the subjective slant of a news picture, crowdsourcing can be a suitable
alternative to content analysis. This procedure requires less effort than conducting
a full content analysis, including creation of a codebook and refining it until the
ICR is sufficiently high (cf. [Hri05]). One can also use other available data. For
example, Recasens et al. [RDJ13] use bias-related revisions from the Wikipedia
edit history to retrieve presumably biased single-word phrases. The political slant
classification of news articles and outlets crowdsourced by users on web services
such as AllSides (see Section 2.3.8) may serve as another comparison baseline. As
stated in Section 2.3.8, before employing crowdsourced information, one should
carefully review its characteristics and quality.
Another way to evaluate the performance of bias identification methods, is to
manually analyze the automatically extracted instances of media bias, e.g., through
crowdsourcing or (typically fewer) specialized coders. However, evaluating the
results of an automated approach this way decreases the comparability between
approaches, since these have to be evaluated in the same way manually again.
Generating annotated benchmark datasets on the other hand requires greater initial
effort, but the results can then be used multiple times to evaluate and compare
multiple approaches.7
The second central question is how well automated approaches generalize to the
study of similar forms of bias in different contexts than those contexts for which they
were initially developed. This question pertains to the external validity of developed
approaches, i.e., is their performance dependent on a specific empirical or topical
context? Out-of-sample performance could be tested against benchmark datasets not
used for initial evaluation, however, as emphasized before, such datasets must still
be developed. Hence, systematically testing the performance of approaches across
many contexts is likely also infeasible for the near future simply because the costs of
generating benchmark datasets is too high. Ultimately, it would be best practice for
benchmark studies to establish more generally whether or not specific characteristics
of news are related to the performance of the automated approaches developed.
7
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The SemEval series [Agi+16] are a representative example from computer science where with high
initial effort comprehensive evaluation datasets are created, allowing a quantitative comparison of
the performance of multiple approaches afterward.
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2.5 Key Findings
News coverage strongly influences public opinion. While slanted news coverage is
not harmful per se, systematically biased news coverage can negatively impact the
public. Recent trends, such as social bots that automatically write news posts, or
the centralization of media outlet ownership, have the potential to further amplify
the negative effects of biased news coverage. News consumers should be able to
view different perspectives of the same news topic [MZR09]. Unrestricted access
to unbiased information is crucial for citizens to form their own views and make
informed decisions [MS05; Ham+17a], e.g., during elections. Since media bias has
been, and continues to be, structurally inherent in news coverage [Par+09a; HC10;
Her00], the detection and analysis of media bias is a topic of high societal and policy
relevance.
Researchers from the social sciences have studied media bias over the past decades,
resulting in a comprehensive set of methodologies, such as content analysis and
frame analysis, as well as models to describe media bias. One of these models, the
news production process, describes how journalists turn events into news articles.
The process defines nine forms of media bias that can occur during the three phases
of news production: in the first phase, ‘gathering of information,’ the bias forms
are (1) event selection, (2) source selection, and (3) commission and omission of
information. In the second phase, ‘writing,’ the bias forms are (4) labeling and word
choice. In the third phase, ‘editing,’ the bias forms are (5) story placement, (6)
size allocation, (7) picture selection, and (8) picture explanation. Lastly, bias by
(9) spin is a form of media bias that represents the overall bias of a news article
and essentially combines the other forms of bias, including minor forms not defined
specifically by the news production and consumption process.
For each of the forms of media bias, we discussed exemplary approaches being
applied in the social sciences and described the automated methods from computer
science that have been used, or could best be used, to address the particular form of
bias. We summarize the findings of our review of the current status-quo as follows:
F1 Only few approaches in computer science address the analysis of media bias.
The majority of these approaches analyze media bias from the perspective of
regular news consumers and neglect both the approaches and models that have
already been developed in the social sciences. In many cases, the underlying
models of media bias are too simplistic, and their results when compared to
models and results of research in the social sciences do not provide additional
insights.
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F2 The majority of content analyses in the social sciences do not employ state-ofthe-art methods for automated text analysis. As a result, the manual content
analysis approaches conducted by social scientists require exacting and very
time-consuming effort, as well as significant expertise and experience. This
severely limits the scope of what social scientists can study and has significantly
hampered progress in the field.
F3 Thus, there is, in our view, much potential for interdisciplinary research
on media bias among computer scientists and social scientists. Automated
approaches are available for each of the nine forms of media bias that we
discussed. On the one hand, methodologies and models of media bias in
the social sciences can help to make automated approaches more effective.
Likewise, the development of automated methods to identify instances of
specific forms of media bias can help make content analysis in the social
sciences more efficient by automating more tasks.
Media bias analysis is a rather young research topic within computer science, particularly when compared with the social sciences, where the first studies on media bias
were published more than 70 years ago [Whi50; Ker55]. Our first finding (F1) is
that most of the reviewed computer science approaches treat media bias vaguely,
and view it only as “differences of [news] coverage” [Par+11b], “diverse opinions”
[MR10], or “topic diversity” [MZR09]. The majority of the existing approaches
neglect the state of the art developed in the social science. They do not make
use of models describing different forms of media bias or how biased news coverage emerges in the news production and consumption process [BGK94; Par+09a]
(Section 2.2.3). Also, approaches in computer science do not employ methods to
analyze the specific forms of bias, such as content analysis [DA00] and frame analysis [Van10] (Section 2.2.4). Consequently, many approaches in computer science
are limited in their capability for identifying instances of media bias. For instance,
matrix-based news aggregation (MNA) organizes articles and topics in a matrix to
facilitate showing differences in international news topics, but the approach can
neither determine whether there are actual differences, nor can MNA enforce finding
differences [HMG17]. Likewise, Hiérarchie finds subtopics in news posts that may
or may not refer to differences caused by media bias [SHM14]. To overcome the
limitations in identifying bias, some approaches, such as NewsCube 2.0 [Par+11a]
and AllSides (Section 2.3.8), outsource the task of identifying media bias to users,
e.g., by asking users to manually rate the slant of news articles.
Content analysis and frame analysis both require significant manual effort and
expertise (F2). Especially time-intensive are the tasks of systematic screening and
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subsequent annotation of texts. Such tasks can currently only be performed by
human coders [DA00; Van10]. Currently, in our view, the execution of these tasks
cannot be improved significantly by employing automated text analysis methods
due to the lack of mature methods capable of identifying specific instances of
media bias, which follows from F1. This limitation, however, may be revised once
interdisciplinary research has resulted in more advanced automated methods. Other
tasks, such as data gathering, or searching for relevant documents and phrases, are
already supported by basic (semi-)automated methods and tools, such as content
analysis software [Low02]. However, clearly the full potential of the state of the
art in computer science is not yet being exploited. The employed techniques, e.g.,
keyword-based text matching to find relevant documents [Ste01], or frequencybased extraction of representative terms to find patterns [Low02], are rather simple
compared to state-of-the-art methods for text analysis. Few of the reviewed tools
used by researchers in the social sciences employ methods proven effective in natural
language processing, such as resolution of co-references or synonyms, or finding
related article using an event-based search approach.

In our view, combining the expertise of the social sciences and computer science
results in valuable opportunities for interdisciplinary research (F3). Reliable models
of media bias and manual approaches for the detection of media bias can be combined with methods for automated data analysis, in particular, with text analysis
and natural language processing approaches. NewsCube [Par+09a], for instance,
extracts so called “aspects” from news articles, which refer to the frames defined by
social scientists [Iye94]. Users of NewsCube became more aware of the different
perspectives contained in news coverage on specific topics, than users of Google
News. In this chapter, we showed that promising automated methods from computer
science are available for all forms of media bias as defined by the news production
and consumption process (see Section 2.3). For instance, studies concerned with bias
by source selection or the commission and omission of information, investigate how
information is reused in news coverage [GM05; GS10; Hae03]. Similarly to these
studies, methods from plagiarism detection aim to identify instances of information
reuse in a set of documents, and these methods yield reliable results for plagiarism
with sufficient textual similarity [KCT09; FMG20]. Finally, recent advancements
text analysis, particularly word embeddings [LM14] and deep learning [LBH15],
open a promising area of research on media bias. Thus far, few studies use word
embeddings and deep learning to analyze media bias in news coverage. However,
the techniques have proven very successful in various related problems (cf. [Agi+16;
Ryc+16; Kum+15; SG14]), which lets us anticipate that the majority of the textual
bias forms could be addressed effectively with such approaches.
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We believe that interdisciplinary research on media bias can result in three main
benefits. First, automated approaches for analyzing media bias will become more
effective and more broadly applicable, since they build on the substantial, theoretical
expertise that already exists in the social sciences. Second, content analyses in the
social sciences will become more efficient, since more tasks can be automated, or
supported by automated methods from computer science. Finally, we argue that
news consumers will benefit from improved automated methods for identifying
media bias, since the methods can be used by news aggregators to detect and
visualize the occurrence of potential media bias in real-time.

2.6 Practical View on the Research Gap: A Real-World
Example
This section practically demonstrates the implications of the literature review’s
finding using a real-world example of news coverage and consumption.
Objective: Suppose you are reading the news. When viewing the coverage on
an event, e.g., in your favorite news aggregator, or a single article reporting on
the event, e.g., on the website of your favorite news outlet, you are wondering
whether there might be other perspectives on the event. Which information are
you missing since it is not mentioned in the articles you viewed or read? Mapping
these questions to the terminology introduced earlier, the objective in this scenario
is to efficiently and effectively get an overview of all the major perspectives present
in the media. Efficiency is vital since newsreaders typically have only limited time
for informing themselves on current events. While this example entails only one
event, newsreaders are interested in multiple events, limiting the time available for
a single event further. Effectiveness refers to understanding distinct and meaningful
perspectives that help determine whether one already has a comprehensive overview
of the coverage or if and which articles may offer alternative interpretations or
additional information.
Setting: Table 2.2 shows headlines of news articles reporting on the Republican
party debate during the US presidential primaries in New Hampshire hosted by
ABC News on February 6, 2016. We selected the articles using the following
criteria: they had to primarily report on the event and be published by a popular
online US news outlet8 on the day of the event or the day after. This way, we
8
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retrieved more than 30 articles. Afterward, we conducted an inductive frame
analysis (Section 2.2.4.2) to get a comprehensive overview of the content and
perspectives present in the event coverage. For the sake of simplicity in this example,
we selected eight articles that represented all major perspectives with only minor
differences between the articles. In daily news consumption, the eight articles could,
for example, be the results of an online search for coverage on the event or be shown
in a news aggregator or another news application. Note that our pre-selection of
articles already gives an unrealistic improvement concerning the example’s objective
compared to regular news consumption because the article set is small and at the
same time fully represents the coverage’s substantial frames.

Interactive experiment
Look at the headlines in Table 2.2. The headlines are taken from
news articles that report on a debate during the 2016 presidential
primaries. Estimate how many major perspectives there are in the
event coverage on the debate. Think of a perspective as a distinct
viewpoint on the debate that is the most prominent viewpoint
common to one or more articles.
Next, decide for each article which perspective it has on the event.
You can try to increase the “accuracy” of your results by looking
at further information, such as the articles’ outlets, their political
orientation (Table 2.2), or the articles’ full text (Appendix A.1).
Please write down your results for each article and compare them
with those presented in the following.

Manual frame analysis: The previously mentioned frame analysis yielded three
frames,9 which are shown in the last column (‘Frame’) for each article (‘ID’) in
Table 2.3. Frame F1 occurs in a single article (ID 2 with political orientation center),
which is the only article that was updated consistently during the event to contain
up-to-date information. In contrast to the other frames and articles, F1 consists
primarily of quotes by the candidates, mostly about themselves. The frame thus
9

Frame analyses are task-specific, and the resulting frames may depend on the data and analysis
question at hand. Due to the articles’ focus on persons involved in the debate, we centered our
framing categories on these persons.
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Tab. 2.2: Articles’ headlines on an event of the 2016 Republican Party presidential primaries.
Column ‘Pol.’ refers to the outlet’s political orientation as stated on AllSides
[All21]. For a list of the articles’ URLs please refer to Table A.1 in Appendix A.1.
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ID

Outlet

Pol.

Headline

0

CNN

L

GOP takes aim at Marco Rubio during debate

1

PoliticusUSA

L

Here Are The Winners And Losers From ABC’s Republican Presidential Debate

2

USA Today

C

Eighth GOP debate: Highlights from New Hampshire

3

Chicago Tribune

C

GOP debate: Trump calls for a lot worse than waterboarding against terrorists

4

CNBC

C

Rubio falters in presidential debate, offering hope
to rivals

5

Fox News

R

Top tier takes heat: Rubio, others under fire at NH
debate

6

Fox News

R

After strong debate, Christie, Bush resume attack
on Rubio

7

Fox News

R

Marco Rubio is biggest loser. Trump and the governors all have a good night in NH
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Tab. 2.3: Results of approaches to identify biases in the real-world example. The columns
‘Headline,’ ‘Political,’ ‘Clustering,’ and ‘Frame’ show each article’s central perspective on the event according to the headline’s potential frame as identified by the
author, the outlet’s political orientation, an automated clustering technique on
word embeddings, and inductive manual frame analysis. For each approach, the
colors of its groups are chosen to maximize congruence with the framing groups
of the inductive frame analysis. The higher the visual congruence of any column
with the ‘Frame’ column, the better.

ID

Headline

Political

Clustering

Frame

0

H1

P1

C2

F2

1

?

P1

C2

F3

2

?

P2

C1

F1

3

H2

P2

C3

F2

4

H1

P2

C2

F3

5

H3

P3

C2

F2

6

H1(a)

P3

C2

F2

7

H1(b)

P3

C2

F3

portrays most candidates as they portrayed themselves in the debate, i.e., positively.
There is not much commentary or assessment by journalists in this frame.
Common to much coverage on the event and thus also common to the two remaining
frames is the prominence of three candidates. Chris Christie is portrayed as rather
strong, and Marco Rubin as weak, being a target of verbal attacks by Christie and the
other candidates. Also common to most articles reporting on the debate is that they
prominently or often report on Donald Trump. At the time of the event, he generally
received particular media interest, e.g., because he had boycotted the previous
debate. As such, Trump is also frequently mentioned in the remaining articles of
the set and serves as a distinguishing factor for the two remaining frames. Articles
of frame F2 portray Trump rather negatively. Articles of F2 mention, for example,
that Trump was “booed” by the audience (0, left), accused “of taking advantage of
an elderly woman” (3, center), and that “Trump was hit hard by Bush” (6, right).
In contrast, articles of frame F3 portray Trump primarily positively, e.g., that “he
seemed to do well enough to possibly win” (4, center), “he was unwaveringly in
charge,” (7, right) and that “Trump was measured and thoughtful” (7, right), and “it
is easy to see the Trump train getting on a roll” (1, left).
We use the results of the manual frame analysis as the ground truth since the
technique represents one of the standards in social science research on media bias.
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Means for bias-sensitive news consumption: In addition to frame analysis, we
tested three means to identify the articles’ perspectives. These means represent
practices suitable for daily news consumption as well as automated techniques.
Table 2.3 shows the perspectives assigned to individual articles by the approaches.
The column ‘Headline’ represents a means applied by many news consumers due
to its high efficiency, i.e., determining the content of an article by its headline.
Specifically, the column contains the author’s results of the previous interactive
experiment, where H1 represents a perspective10 that portrays Rubin negatively.
Using as much information as available in the headlines, we identified two subperspectives of H1 where additionally Christie and Bush are portrayed positively
(H1a), and Trump is portrayed positively (H1b). H2 represents an ‘anti-Trump’
perspective, and in perspective H3 all candidates and especially Rubio are portrayed
negatively. Following the previous perspective categorization centered on persons,
two headlines (articles 1 and 2) could not be assigned to a meaningful perspective.11
When comparing these headline-implied perspectives with the frames in the right
column that were deduced by carefully analyzing the articles’ full content, the lack
of an overall coherence across both directly indicates that the headlines do not allow
for reliably estimation of an article’s slant.
Using the political orientation of the articles’ outlets to determine the articles’
potential slant is another means [All21] for bias identification (column ‘Political’).
Employing the left-right dichotomy is fast and often also effective when analyzing
political discourse, and even more so in polarized media landscapes such as in the
US [Yan+16]. However, the lack of coherence between the perspectives implied by
the outlets’ political orientation and the frames shown in Table 2.3 highlights that
this approach is superficial and its results are inconclusive. While employing the
political orientation can increase the visibility of slants they cannot reliably identify
an article’s slant. In the example, there are major differences even across articles
that have the same perspective according to this means.
The clustering approach (column ‘Clustering’), albeit simply using affinity propagation [FD07] on word embeddings,12 is the only approach to determine the previously
mentioned difference of article 2, the only with frame F1, compared to all others.
However, otherwise, the technique yields inconclusive results, e.g., a large group
of articles (C2) entailing articles from the entire political spectrum and entails
10

We use the term “perspective” to highlight that this classification resulted from applying a practice or
technique. In contrast to a frame, a perspective may, however, not fully or meaningfully represent
an article’s content and framing.
11
However, in another categorization scheme, the headlines could be interpreted as a perspective
giving an overview of the event.
12
The embeddings were derived using the largest model ‘en_core_web_lg’ of the natural language
processing toolkit spaCy (v3.0). Source: https://spacy.io/usage/v3
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both remaining frames. The results of this simple approach are representative of
automated approaches for bias identification, which analyze bias, for example, as
vaguely defined “topic diversity” [MZR09] or “differences in coverage” [Par+11b]
as shown in the literature review. Other technical means may even amplify the
newsreaders’ own biases, e.g., Google News, Facebook, and other news aggregators
or channels learn from users’ preferences and show primarily those news items that
are to the users’ liking or interest.13
Summary: Of course, the generalizability of this simple example is limited by
various factors. For example, the inductive frame analysis was conducted only by
one person, likely increasing the degree of subjectivity. In frame analyses, researchers
in the social sciences typically rely on the annotations of multiple persons. At least
during test phases, the annotations are compared and discussed to avoid subjectivity
or achieve a known level of subjectivity that is coherent across the annotations
(Section 2.2.4).
However, the example also highlights two key findings of our literature review.
Whether they are automated or manual, current means are unreliable and suffer
from superficial methodology and results or are reliable but cause high manual
effort. There is no coherence across the perspectives determined by the three fast
approaches compared to the results of the frame analysis. There is not even any
coherence when comparing any pair of the fast methods.
If you participated in the interactive experiment, your findings might differ from
those shown in Table 2.3, depending on which information you analyzed. Examining
further information than the headlines alone may have yielded a more comprehensive understanding of the news coverage but came at an additional investment of
time and effort. This effort is even increased in regular news consumption since
newsreaders first have to research relevant articles of an event. Ultimately, critical
assessment of the news takes too much time to be applied during regular news consumption. However, as automated approaches are unreliable, such manual practices
currently present the only reliable means to analyze media bias.
It is this gap that the thesis at hand aims to address.
13

A typical example highlighting the filter bubble issue occurred when compiling the set of articles
used in this example. Google News and Google Search presented the author with articles from
only two political orientations, even when using the browser’s privacy mode. This could only
be overcome by using search engines that did not adapt search results to their users, such as
DuckDuckGo.
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2.7 Summary of the Chapter
This chapter reviewed the issue of media bias and gave an interdisciplinary overview
on the topic, particularly on methods and tools used to analyze media bias. The comparison of prior work in computer science, political science, and related disciplines
revealed differences. Media bias has been studied extensively in the social sciences,
whereas it is a relatively young research subject in computer science and other
disciplines concerned with devising automated approaches. Consequently, while
many automated methods offer effortless, scalable analysis, they yield inconclusive
or less substantial results than methods used in the social sciences. Conversely, social
science methods are practice-proven and effective but require much effort because
researchers have to conduct them manually.
The chapter showed that the work conducted in either of the disciplines could benefit
from incorporating knowledge and methods established in the other disciplines.
Thus, while this thesis has a focus on computer science methodology, our general
research principle is to make use of social science expertise where possible and
feasible. Chapter 3 discusses how we can effectively address our research question
in the context of the state of the art in computer science and the social sciences.
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3.6

This chapter proposes person-oriented framing analysis (PFA), our approach
to reveal biases. In a discussion of the solution space to tackle media bias, the
chapter uses the findings of the literature review from Chapter 2 to narrow the
research question from Chapter 1 down to a specific research objective. The PFA
approach seeks to address this research objective. In contrast to prior work, PFA
is designed to approximate analysis concepts and uses methodology established
in the social sciences for bias analysis. As Chapter 6 shows, by identifying
in-text means of specific bias forms, the approach detects meaningful frames in
person-centric news coverage.
Besides, this chapter introduces news-please, a crawler and extractor for online
news articles that can be used in various use cases, such as prior to PFA.
Addressed research task: RT 2
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The following publications are related to the discussions and findings described in
this chapter:

“How to Effectively Identify and Communicate
Person-Targeting Media Bias in Daily News
Consumption?”
Hamborg, Spinde, Heinser, Donnay, and Gipp.
15th ACM Conference on Recommender Systems, 9th International
Workshop on News Recommendation and Analytics (INRA 2021), pp.
1–11, 2021.

[Ham+21c]

“Newsalyze: Effective Communication of PersonTargeting Biases in News Articles”
Hamborg, Heinser, Zhukova, Donnay, and Gipp.
2021 ACM/IEEE Joint Conference on Digital Libraries (JCDL), pp.
130–139, 2021.

[Ham+21a]

“Media Bias, the Social Sciences, and NLP:
Automating Frame Analyses to Identify Bias
by Word Choice and Labeling”
Hamborg.
58th Annual Meeting of the Association for Computational Linguistics
(ACL), Student Research Workshop (SWR), pp. 79–87, 2020.[Ham20]

“Newsalyze: Enabling News Consumers to
Understand Media Bias”
Hamborg, Zhukova, Donnay, and Gipp.
ACM/IEEE Joint Conference on Digital Libraries (JCDL), pp. 455–456,
2020.

Section 3.5 is based on the following publication:
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“news-please: a Generic News Crawler and
Extractor”
Hamborg, Meuschke, Breitinger, and Gipp.
15th International Symposium of Information Science (ISI 2017), pp.
218–223, 2017.

[Ham+17b]

Parts of Section 3.1 are based on the text or figures I have written or developed for the Heidelberg Academy of Sciences and Humanities research proposal “Fake News and Collective
Decision Making” and its extension proposal.
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3.1 Introduction
The previous chapters showed that media bias and its extreme form, fake news,
are pressing issues that can influence how—and even if at all—societies can make
decisions. Only rarely are news consumers aware of biases in the news. Revealing
biases as such, for example by showing the frames present in coverage on the same
topic, can help news consumers become aware of bias and make more informed
decisions. This idea is at the heart of the research presented in this thesis.
Automatically identifying framing in news articles to reveal bias:
As the literature review in Chapter 2 showed, media bias is highly complex and—
albeit in computer science often being analyzed as a single, rather broadly defined
concept—consists of a broad spectrum of forms. Many of these forms are rather
subtle and difficult to identify. During daily news consumption, sophisticated critical
assessment of news coverage is nearly impossible if one is not trained to recognize
such bias form and can afford to invest significant time, e.g., for researching facts
and contrasting coverage. In sum, identifying framing or media bias using, for
example, media literacy practices and social science frame analyses, requires indepth expertise and time-consuming work. Automating these effortful but effective
means to enable bias-sensitive news consumption is the objective of this thesis.
The current chapter proposes person-oriented framing analysis (PFA) to address our
research question. In the following, we first provide a definition of media bias
(Section 3.2). Then, we discuss the solution space to tackle media bias (Section 3.3).
Using the findings of these discussion, we propose the PFA approach to reveal biases
in news articles (Section 3.4). Lastly, we introduce a side contribution of this thesis,
a system for news crawling and extraction (Section 3.5). The system collects news
articles from online news outlets. The news extractor can be used before PFA to
gather articles for analysis and has also demonstrated its usefulness in other use
cases throughout the research described in this thesis.
After this chapter, Chapters 4 and 5 introduce the individual methods part of PFA,
and Chapter 6 then introduces our prototype and evaluation to demonstrate the
effectiveness of the PFA approach.

3.2 Definition of Media Bias
As our literature shows, many definitions of media bias exist (Section 2.2.1). In
sum, researchers in the social sciences have proposed various task-specific and in
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part overlapping or disagreeing definitions of bias. Compared to them, automated
approaches tackle bias instead as a single holistic or superficial concept. In the
remainder of this thesis, we use a definition of bias reflecting the shared, conceptual
understanding established by our literature review.
Definition of bias
We define bias as the effect of framing, i.e., the promotion of “a particular
problem definition, causal interpretation, moral evaluation, and/or treatment
recommendation” [Ent93], that arises from one or more of the bias forms
defined by the news production process.

Bias can exist on various levels due to various means. For example, individual
sentences and news articles can be slanted towards a specific attitude due to word
choice and labeling, source selection, and other means of bias defined by the news
production process (Section 2.2.3).

When comparing our definition to the various bias definitions devised in the social
sciences, we identify the following commonalities and differences. First, our definition entails both intentional and unintentional bias. Some social science studies
distinguish whether bias is intentionally implemented or unintentionally “exists” (cf.
[Wil75; Sol02]). Second, to allow for timely identification of bias, our definition
allows bias to emerge from single incidents. In contrast, researchers in the social
sciences analyze bias as a systematic tendency, i.e., an effect of multiple observations on extended time frames, since they are typically interested in the effects or
implications of (biased) coverage, e.g., on society or policy decisions (cf. [Wil75]).

Third, our definition is task-specific. Identical to social science research, which
specific forms of bias are analyzed and how, depends on the task at hand and
research question. For example, in the social sciences, researchers devise features,
such as frames, which they then quantify in the data, e.g., using content analysis.
In our definition, the analyzed features are frames due to specific bias forms as
described later in this chapter (Section 3.3.2). Fourth, identical to social science
research, our definition is fundamentally based on the relativity of bias. Bias can
only emerge from comparing multiple pieces of information (cf. [EFH18; Pit+18],
Section 2.3). Newsreaders may have the sensation of bias (whether factually founded
or not) when comparing news items with another or with their own attitude. Social
science researchers compare news articles, e.g., with another, over a time frame, or
with other information sources, such as police reports.

3.2

Definition of Media Bias
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3.3 Discussion of the Solution Space
As our literature review shows, the spectrum of means to tackle media bias is as
diverse as the complex issue of media bias itself. This section discusses questions that
guide us towards a specific solution to address our research question. We summarize
the findings of our literature review and discuss them in the context of our research
question. Section 3.3.1 discusses when media bias can be tackled and the broad
spectrum of means to tackle bias. Section 3.3.2 discusses approaches to address our
research question specifically. Both discussions also strengthen the brief reasoning
of our research question from Chapter 1.

3.3.1 Tackling Media Bias
Before discussing how media bias can be tackled, we need to discuss when it can be
tackled.
Tackling media bias during news production or after:
Park et al. [Par+09a] distinguish two cases to tackle bias: during the production of
news and afterward. The various means during the news production aim to prevent
media bias in the first place or exposing it explicitly. Such means range from setting
the goal to write and publish “objective” news coverage [Wik21] to news formats
that contrast media perspectives (so-called press reviews) or that are intended
to explicitly convey the journalist’s opinion, such as columns, commentaries, or
reviews.
According to Park et al. [Par+09a], all such means are impractical or inefficient.
For example, defining “objective” news coverage is difficult or even impossible in
a meaningful way. This can, for example, trivially be seen when looking at bias
by event election. Given the myriads of events happening every day, journalists
have to select a tiny subset to report on. Albeit necessary, how could this event
selection be objective? Even when allowing “some degree of tolerable bias” [Wil75],
the fundamental issue remains: any approach aiming at objective—or tolerably
biased—coverage will fail as long as there is no objectively measurable definition of
such coverage.
There are various other reasons why news is rather biased than not. Perhaps
most importantly, the news is meant to put events into context and assess the
events’ meaning for individuals and society (see Chapter 2). Press standards, for
example, often do not set objectivity as a higher-level goal but instead fairness or
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human dignity [Trä21]. News publishers have also a financial incentive to at least
slightly slanting their coverage towards the ideology of their target audience (see
Section 2.2.3).
Lastly, bias-sensitive news formats, such as press reviews or commentaries, are an
interesting means to tackle bias but suffer from the following issues. For example,
press review can naturally only be created after other event coverage was already
published. Similarly, a commentary can only serve as a source for an expert’s
opinions and thoughts regarding an issue. While valuable as such, commentaries
are by definition far from factual reporting. Thus, neither of such news formats can
be a primary or universal form of news coverage. Instead, these forms can only
complement up-to-date news formats, such as event coverage.
We conclude that avoiding slanted coverage or generally tackling media bias during
news production seems infeasible or at least impractical. Because of the term’s
vagueness, defining the term “objective” is problematic in the first place, as is
adhering to it if set as a goal for news production. Press standards and research from
the social sciences suggest that biases are structurally inherent to news coverage. In
principle, a diversity of opinions and slants in the news can even considered to be
desirable. Consequently, investigating post-production means to tackle media bias
seems more suitable concerning our research question and also in general.
Post-production means to tackle biases after the production of news:
We identify three conceptual categories of means to address media bias: bias analysis,
bias correction, and bias communication.1 The first category, bias analysis, includes
both manual and automated approaches to identify and analyze biases. As we discuss
in Section 2.3, to date, the most effective methods rely on costly manual analysis, e.g.,
systematic reading and annotation as part of content analysis. Scalable, automated
approaches exist but yield less substantial or inconclusive results, especially when
comparing their results to manual approaches from the social sciences. For example,
they focus on quantitative properties and thereby missing the “meaning between the
1

Our three categories are in part adapted from the four categories by Park et al. [Par+09a] with the
following key differences. Our category ‘bias analysis’ matches their categories “bias diagnosis”
and “bias measurement.” Since both of their categories at their core aim at identifying biases
(one category focusing on qualitative analysis, the other on quantitative, rather) [Par+09a], we
consider them conceptually very similar concerning our research question and summarize them
in one category. Further, our ‘bias communication’ is approximately similar to their category
“bias mitigation,” which in other disciplines, such as psychology [HNM15], medicine [OS18], and
information visualization [WSE19], is partially also called “cognitive bias mitigation.” However,
these terms differ insofar from another that our term more explicitly highlights the need to
communicate bias to mitigate the negative effects of bias, rather than mitigating bias itself. We
think this definition better reflects that slanted news coverage is not harmful per se and may even
be desirable if readers are aware of the biases. See also Section 1.1 and Chapter 2 for a discussion
on this matter.
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lines.” Or they analyze only vaguely defined instances of media bias, such as “topic
diversity” [MZR09] or “differences of [news] coverage” [Par+11b] (Section 2.2.4).
In practical terms, automated approaches find technically significant biases, which,
however, are often not meaningful or do not represent all frames of an event’s
coverage.
Second, approaches for bias correction aim to identify biases and then “correct”
[Par+09a] them, e.g., by removing biases or replacing biased statements with
(more) neutral statements conveying the same information. The category represents
a relatively young line of computer science research. Bias correction lacks an
equivalent in social science research on media bias, possibly because of the previously
mentioned characteristics (biases are inherent to the news and may—in principle—
even be desirable to facilitate a rich diversity in opinions). The few automated
approaches are mostly exploratory and yield mixed results [Par+09a]. For example,
one recent approach aims to identify and then flip the slant of news headlines,
e.g., from having a left stance to become right-slanted [Che+18]. The poor results
indicate the complexity of this task. 63% of the generated headlines with flipped
slant were not even understandable. In only 42%, the bias could be flipped while
still reporting on the initial headline’s event. Other approaches rely heavily on userprovided feedback (cf. [Par+09a]). Here, the lack of a ground truth comparison can
be very problematic since users bring their own biases. The two fundamental issues
of current approaches for bias correction are as follows. First, defining unbiased
news is practically impossible as stated previously [Par+09a]. Second, current
natural language generation methods do not suffice to reliably produce ‘corrected’
texts from biased news texts, e.g., due to the lack of training datasets (cf. [Liu+19;
Bro+20]).
Lastly, approaches for bias communication aim to inform news consumers about
biases, e.g., by showing different slants present in news coverage on a given event.
Previous studies find that bias-sensitive visualizations can effectively communicate
biases and help news consumers to become aware of these biases. For example, users
of NewsCube’s bias-sensitive visualizations read more articles than users of a biasagnostic baseline. Thereby, the users actively exposed themselves to more diverse
perspectives because many articles conveyed perspectives not aligning with the
individual users’ ideology. In sum, the users of bias-sensitive visualizations developed
“more balanced views” [Par+09a] on the news events. Similarly, the evaluation
of our matrix-based news aggregation finds that users exposed to bias-sensitive
visualizations more effectively and more efficiently became aware of the various
perspectives present in the news coverage [HMG20]. Besides such academic efforts,
other approaches exist to communicate biases during everyday news consumption.
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For example, AllSides is a bias-aware news aggregator that shows for each topic
one article from a left-wing, center, and right-wing news outlet, respectively [All21].
In contrast to popular news aggregators, this approach facilitates showing diverse
perspectives.
In addition to the confirmed effectiveness, studies concerned with bias communication found positive effects on individuals and society. For example, bias communication supports news consumers in making more informed choices, e.g., in elections
[Bau+17]. However, despite their effectiveness, effectively communicating biases
suffers from the effort of manual techniques for bias identification or the superficial
results yielded by automated approaches.
In sum, we conclude that devising a post-production approach for bias identification
(category ‘bias analysis’) and subsequent communication (‘bias communication’) is
the most promising research direction to address the issues caused by media bias.
The previous discussion thus also strengthens the brief reasoning for our research
question described in Chapter 1.

3.3.2 Addressing our Research Question
One key finding of our literature review is that interdisciplinary research can improve
the effectiveness and efficiency of prior work conducted separately in each discipline
(see Section 2.5). The largely manual methods from the social sciences are effective,
e.g., they yield substantial results. However, they are also not as efficient compared
to automated approaches. Simultaneously, while automated approaches are highly
efficient, they are often not as effective as methods employed in social science
research. One reason for the often only superficial or inconclusive results is the
discrepancy in how bias is defined and analyzed in automated approaches compared
to the practice-proven models established in the social sciences.
We aim to combine the relevant methodologies of both disciplines in this thesis. In
particular, we propose an automated approach that roughly resembles the manual
process of frame analysis established in bias research in the social sciences. By
following social science methodology, we can address the previously mentioned
discrepancy that is a fundamental cause for the comparably low performance of
automated approaches. The automated approaches prevalently analyze media bias
as a single holistic or vaguely defined concept (Section 1.2). In contrast, the news
production process (Section 2.2.3) defines nine strongly different forms of media
bias, each due to strongly different causes and each causing effects on different
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objects. Not distinguishing the individual forms and analyzing just one holistic “bias”
must lead to superficial, unmeaningful, or inconclusive results.
So, instead of analyzing vaguely defined biases, such as “subtle differences” [Lim+20],
we seek to identify meaningful frames in order to reveal biases. Following our definition of media bias (Section 3.2), we seek to identify substantial frames by analyzing
specific forms defined by the news production process described in Section 2.2.3.
When selecting which forms to identify, we need to balance two goals: representativeness, i.e., covering a broad range of bias forms, and low cost, i.e., covering
only a few forms. Our literature review shows that in-depth analysis of individual
forms causes exacting effort to achieve substantial and reliable results. Of course,
an automated approach would spare much or all of the repetitive effort caused by
manual analyses. However, devising a reliable approach for analyzing a particular
form still causes high cost initially. For example, because of the forms’ differing
characteristics, individual methods would need to be devised for each form, each
requiring also the creation of a sufficiently large, high-quality dataset for training or
at least testing. Thus, on the one hand, focusing on a subset of bias forms seems
more feasible than devising analysis methods for all forms individually. On the other
hand, focusing on too few forms may cause the approach to missing relevant means
of bias in a given news article or coverage. Thus, we aim to cover a sufficiently
large set of impactful bias forms while maintaining high specificity and effectiveness
through focusing on a set as small as possible. We expect that a well-balanced
trade-off between both goals will allow us to identify substantial and meaningful
frames.
We propose to identify a fundamental effect resulting from multiple bias forms
emerging at the text-level rather than analyzing them individually: effects of persontargeting framing, i.e., how individual persons are portrayed in the news. Persontargeting framing yields person-oriented frames, which roughly resemble the political
frames proposed by [Ent93] and used in our definition of bias (Section 3.2). However,
our person-oriented frames are somewhat exploratory, e.g., implicitly defined and
loosely structured. Person-oriented frames emerge, in particular, from the following
bias form.2
• Word choice and labeling: how the word choice affects the perception of
individual persons, e.g., due a text describes a person, actions performed by
the person, or causes of these actions (see Section 2.3.4).
2
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More indirectly, person-oriented frames also emerge from the following two forms
of media bias.
• Source selection: which sources are used when writing a news article and
how their content and language affect the perception of individual persons
(see Section 2.3.2).
• Commission and omission of information: which information, such as actions and causes thereof, is included in the article (or left out) from these
sources and how this affects the portrayal of individual persons (see Section 2.3.3).

3.3.3 Research Objective
As a conclusion of the discussion in Section 3.3, we define the following research
objective, which we seek to address in this thesis:
Devise an approach to reveal substantial biases in English news articles
reporting on a given political event by automatically identifying text-based,
person-oriented frames and then communicating them to non-expert news
consumers. Implement and evaluate the approach and its methods.
Focusing our research objective on person-targeting framing logically misses biases
not related to individual persons. However, persons are especially important in news
articles reporting on policy topics, e.g., because decisions are made by politicians
and affect individuals in society. Further, according to the news production process
(Section 2.2.3), the three bias forms jointly represent all means on the text-level
to directly affect the perception of persons. Thus, we hypothesize that focusing
our research on the identification of person-targeting framing has high potential
to effectively identify and communicate a significant share of the biases real-world
news coverage consists of. We investigate this hypothesis in our prototype evaluation
(Section 6.7).

3.4 Overview of the Approach
We propose person-oriented framing analysis (PFA), an approach to reveal biases
by identifying and communicating how persons are portrayed in individual news
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articles. The PFA approach identifies person-targeting forms of bias, most importantly word choice and labeling, source selection, and commission and omission of
information.
This section gives a brief conceptual overview of the analysis workflow and the
individual methods. Chapters 4 and 5 then detail the respective methods and evaluate them individually. Chapter 6 introduces our prototype system that integrates
the individual methods and subsequently reveals media bias to news consumers.
Chapter 6 also presents our large-scale user study findings, demonstrating the effectiveness of the PFA approach in increasing bias-awareness in non-expert news
consumers.
Our analysis seeks to find articles that similarly frame the persons involved in
given political event coverage. As shown in Figure 3.1, the analysis consists of
three components: preprocessing, target concept analysis, and frame analysis. The
analysis takes as an input a set of articles reporting on the same political event and
first performs natural language preprocessing. Secondly, target concept analysis
aims to find which persons occur in the event and identify each person’s mentions
across all news articles. Thirdly, automated frame analysis aims to identify how
each article portrays the individual persons, both at the article and sentence levels.
Afterward, frame analysis clusters those articles that similarly portray the persons
involved in the event. The output of our analysis is thus the set of news articles
enriched with:
• the set of persons that occur in the news coverage on the event,
• for each such person, all of its mentions resolved across the set of articles,
• for each such mention, weighted framing categories representing how the
local context of the mention portrays the person, and
• further information derived from the former types of information, including
groups of articles with similar perspectives.
In the following, we briefly present each component involved in our analysis workflow. The subsequent chapters of this thesis then provide methodological details.
The input to PFA is a set of news articles written in English reporting on a single event
related to politics. We define an event as something that happens at a specific and,
more importantly, single point in time, typically at a single (geographic) location (cf.
[LS13]). In contrast, we refer to a topic (also called issue) broadly as the “subject
of a discourse” [Mer16]. In the context of news coverage, a topic may consist of
multiple news events. For example, a news topic might be the 2020 United States
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Deep Learning Classifier
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News articles with similar
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News articles
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Fig. 3.1: Shown is the three-components analysis workflow as it preprocesses news articles,
extracts and resolves phrases referring to the same persons, and groups articles
reporting similarly on these persons. Afterward, users can view the analysis results
using our visualizations. Adapted from: [Ham20]

presidential election. An individual event related to this topic (and of course related
to also other topics) is the storming of the United States Capitol on January 6,
2021.
The first component of PFA is preprocessing. Downstream analysis components,
i.e., methods in target concept analysis and frame analysis, use the information
extracted during preprocessing. Our preprocessing includes part-of-speech (POS)
tagging, dependency parsing, full parsing, named entity recognition (NER), and
coreference resolution [CM16a; CM16b]. We use Stanford CoreNLP with neural
models where available, otherwise using the defaults for the English language
[Man+14]. Section 4.3.3.1 details our preprocessing.
The second component of PFA is target concept analysis. Its objective is to identify
which persons are mentioned in the news articles passed to the analysis. More
specifically, the output of this component are the persons mentioned in the news
coverage on the event, and for each person, the set of its mentions in all news
articles. Therefore, the component performs two tasks (see Figure 3.1). First,
candidate extraction to extract any phrase that might be referring to a person.
Second, candidate merging to resolve these individual mentions, i.e., find mentions
that refer to the same person. Chapter 4 describes our research and methods for
target concept analysis.
The third component of our analysis is frame analysis. This component aims to
find groups of articles that similarly frame the event. The component performs two
tasks to identify the framing. First, frame analysis determines how each news article
portrays the individual persons identified earlier. More specifically, frame analysis
determines for each mention how the mention’s local context, e.g., the surrounding
sentence, portrays the person referred by the mention. Chapter 5 details our research
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and methods for this part of the frame analysis component. Second, frame analysis
uses clustering techniques so that articles similarly portraying the individual persons
are part of the same framing group (Section 6.3).
Lastly, our prototype system for bias identification and communication reveals the
identified framing groups of articles. We devise visualizations intended to aid in the
typical news consumption workflow, i.e., first to get an overview of current events
and second to get more details on an event, e.g., by reading one or more individual
news articles reporting on it. Chapter 6 details our prototype, visualizations, and
our large-scale user study to demonstrate the effectiveness of the PFA approach.
In addition to these core components of our analysis, we provide an optional
component for data gathering, which can be used before the analysis to collect
relevant news articles conveniently. Specifically, we present a web crawler and
extractor for news articles. The system named news-please takes, for example, a set
of URLs pointing to article web pages and extracts structured information, such as
title, lead paragraph, and main text. Subsequently, this information can be passed
to the system. The following section describes the crawler and extractor in more
detail.

3.5 Before the Approach: Gathering News Articles
This section details our method and system for crawling and extracting news articles
from online news outlets. Besides the need for such a system in this thesis, e.g., to
conveniently acquire news coverage on a specific event, there is also a general need
in the research community that motivated devising the system. For example, while
news datasets such as RCV1 [Lew+04] are freely available, researchers often need
to compile their own dataset, e.g., to include news published by specific outlets or
in a certain time frame. Due to the lack of a publicly available, integrated crawler
and extractor for news, researchers often implement such tools redundantly. The
process of gathering news data typically consists of two phases: (1) crawling news
websites and (2) extracting information from news articles.
Crawling news websites can be achieved using many web crawling frameworks, such
as scrapy for Python [Kou16]. Such frameworks traverse the links of websites, hence
need to be tailored to the specific use case.
Extracting information from news articles is required to convert the raw data that
the crawler retrieves into a format that is suitable for further analysis tasks, such
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as natural language processing. Information to be extracted typically includes
the headline, authors, and main text. Website-specific extractors, such as used in
[Mes+16; Pal+08], must be tailored to the individual websites of interest. These
systems typically achieve high precision and recall for their extraction task, but
require significant initial setup effort in order to customize the extractors to a set of
specific news websites. Such website-specific extractors are most suitable when high
data quality is essential, but the number of different websites to process is low.
Generic extractors are intended to obtain information from different websites without
the need for adaption. They use heuristics, such as link density and word count,
to identify the information to be extracted. Our literature review and experiments
show that Newspaper [Ou-21] is currently one of the most sophisticated and best
performing news extractors. It features robust extraction of all major news article
elements and supports more than ten languages. Newspaper includes basic crawling,
but lacks full website extraction, auto-extraction of new articles, and news content
verification, i.e. determining whether a page contains a news article. The extraction
performance of other frameworks, such as boilerpipe [KFN10], Goose [KFN10], and
readability [Gra21] is lower than that of the Newspaper tool. Furthermore, these
latter tools do not offer support for crawling websites.
To our knowledge, no available tool fully covers both the crawling and extraction
phase for news data. Web crawler frameworks require use-case specific adaptions.
News extractors lack comprehensive crawling functionality. Existing systems lack
several key features, particularly the capability (1) to extract information from all
articles published by a news outlet (full website extraction) and (2) to auto-extract
newly published articles. With news-please, we provide a system that addresses these
two weaknesses using a generic crawling and extraction approach. The following
section details the processing pipeline of news-please.

3.5.1 Method
news-please is a news crawler and extractor developed to meet five requirements: (1)
broad coverage—extract news from any outlet’s website, (2) full website extraction,
(3), high quality of extracted information, (4) ease of use—simple initial configuration, and (5) maintainability. Where possible, news-please combines prior tools
and methods, which we extended with functionality to meet the outlined requirements. This section describes the processing pipeline of news-please as shown in
Figure 3.2.
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any outlet’s website, (2) full website extraction, (3), high quality of extracted
information, (4) ease of use – simple initial configuration, and (5) maintainability. Where possible, news-please uses existing state-of-the-art tools, which
we extended with functionality to meet the outlined requirements. This section
describes the processing pipeline of news-please as shown in FIG 1.
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falls back to recursive in the case of an error). The approaches can also be combined,
e.g., by starting two news-please instances in parallel, one in automatic mode to get
all articles published so far, and another instance in RSS mode to retrieve recent
articles.

Extraction. We use multiple news extractors to obtain the desired information,
i.e., title, lead paragraph, main content, author, date, main image, and language.
In preliminary tests (see Section 3.5.2), we evaluated the performance of four
extractors (boilerpipe, Goose, Newspaper, and readability). Newspaper yielded the
highest extraction accuracy for all news elements combined followed by readability.
Thus, we integrated both extractors into news-please. Because both Newspaper and
readability performed poorly for extracting publication dates, we employ a regexbased date extractor [Gev18]. Because none of the extractors is able to determine
the language an article is written in, we employ a library for language detection
[Dan20]. Our component-based design allows easily adding or removing extractors
in the future. Currently, news-please combines the results of the extractors using
rule-based heuristics. We discard pages that are likely not articles using a set of
heuristics, such as link-to-headline ratio, and metadata filters.
Data Storage. news-please currently supports writing the extracted data to JSON
files and to an Elasticsearch interface.
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Besides the crawling and extraction workflow outlined previously, news-please supports two further use cases. First, users can directly use the extraction functionality
(without the crawling part) for single URLs directly pointing to individual online
news articles to retrieve the articles’ content as structured information, e.g., consisting of title and the other categories outlined previously. Second, news-please
allows users to conveniently access the Common Crawl News Archive [Nag16],
which consists as of writing of over 400M potential articles gathered from more 50k
potential news sources.3 Especially the extraction functionality for Common Crawl
has been used frequently during the individual research parts summarized in this
thesis (see Section 3.5.3).

3.5.2 Evaluation
We conducted a preliminary, quantitative evaluation where we asked four assessors
(students in computer science, aged between 19 and 25, 3 male, 1 female) to rate
the quality of the information extracted by news-please and the four approaches
described in Section 3.5, i.e., newspaper, readability, goose, and boilerpipe. We
selected 20 articles from 20 news websites (the top 15 news outlets by global
circulation and five major outlets in Germany) and manually assessed the quality
of extracted information using a 4-point Likert-scale. Our multi-graded relevance
assessment includes the four categories: (A) perfect; (B) good: the beginning of
an element is extracted correctly, later information is missing or information from
other elements is wrongfully added, (C) poor: in addition to (B), the beginning
of an element is not extracted entirely correctly, (D) unusable: much information
is missing or from other elements. After two to three training iterations with the
individual assessors, each including a discussion of their previous annotations, the
inter-rater reliability measured with mean pairwise agreement was sufficiently high
IRR = 0.78 (measured using average pairwise percentage agreement).
Table 3.1 shows the mean average generalized precision (MAgP), a score suitable for
multi-graded relevance assessments [KJ02]. The MAgP of news-please was 70.6 over
all dimensions, assessors, and articles. Moreover, news-please yielded best extraction
performances both overall and for each individual extraction dimension, except
for main image and author. It performed particularly well for titles (MAgP=82.0),
description (70.0), date (70.0), and main image (76.0). For main content (63.6) and
author (30.3), performance was worse but still better than or similar to the other
3

Since the archive was created automatically, many of its data items are in fact not news articles and
even less report on policy issues (cf. [GH20]). Yet, to our knowledge, the Common Crawl News
Archive represents the largest archive of news articles to date.
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Tab. 3.1: MAgP-Performance of news-please and other news extractors. “Desc.” refers
to the description, i.e., the lead paragraph. “Img.” to the article’s main image.
“Lang.” to the language the article is written in.

Approach

Title

Desc.

Text

Author

Date

Img.

Lang.

newspaper

80.3

33.0

57.0

31.0

61.0

89.0

0.00

readability

42.6

37.0

64.8

0.00

22.2

55.6

0.00

goose

66.7

51.9

24.1

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

boilerpipe

59.1

44.0

36.8

16.5

55.1

0.00

0.00

news-please

88.0

70.0

63.6

30.3

70.0

76.0

94.0

approaches. Overall, news-please performed better than the included extractors
individually.

3.5.3 Conclusion
We presented news-please, the first integrated crawler and information extractor
designed explicitly for news articles. The system is designed to be able to crawl
all articles of a news outlet, including articles published during the crawling process. The system combines the results of three state-of-the-art extractors. For high
maintainability and extendibility, news-please allows for inclusion of additional
extractors and adaption to use-case-specific requirements, e.g., by adding an SQL
result writer.
Our quantitative evaluation with four assessors found that news-please overall
achieves a higher extraction quality than the individual extractors. By integrating
both the crawling and extraction task, researchers can gather news faster and with
less initial and long-term effort.
Within the context of this thesis, the system provides a convenient way to collect
news articles that can then be analyzed for bias and subsequently visualized. We
find that the system effectively helps to reduce the amount of manual work required
throughout many use cases of this thesis, i.e., during the creation of our datasets
for event detection (Section 4.2), coreference resolution and frame properties
(Section 4.3), target-dependent sentiment classification (Chapter 5), and finally, the
user study (Chapter 6). In all cases, we use news-please to gather news articles
and extract structured information from them, which we then manually revise for
extraction errors. Due to the on average high extraction performance, we find that
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the amount of manual work required for revising the data is much lower than for
manually extracting the news articles’ data from their respective web pages. Other
researchers have used the output of news-please without manual verification. For
example, Liu et al. [Liu+19] used our system to create part of their large-scale
dataset to pre-train the widespread deep language model RoBERTa.
The system and code is available at:
https://github.com/fhamborg/news-please

3.6 Summary of the Chapter
This chapter proposed person-oriented framing analysis (PFA), our approach to
reveal biases in news articles. By discussing the findings of our literature review in
the context of our research question, we narrowed down our intentionally broadly
defined and open research question to a specific research objective. Specifically, we
concluded that of the three conceptual means to address media bias, the following
two are most promising to address our research question effectively. Bias analysis,
which aims to identify biases present in news coverage. Bias communication, which
aims to inform news consumers about such biases.
Methodologically, we narrowed down our research question to identify personoriented frames as the effects of person-targeting bias forms, especially bias by source
selection, commission and omission of information, and word choice and labeling.
According to the news production process, the three bias forms jointly represent all
means on the text level to affect a person’s portrayal directly. Focusing on persons
seems promising since news coverage on policy issues is fundamentally about
persons, such as individuals in society affected by political decisions or politicians
making such decisions. Thus, we hypothesize that our design can cover a wide range
of substantial biases while avoiding the issues if we were to analyze all bias forms,
e.g., infeasibly high annotation cost or unreliable methods. In Chapter 6, we will
investigate the strengths and limitations due to these design decisions.
In sum, the PFA approach takes a set of news articles written in English reporting on
the same policy event. The analysis employed by PFA consists of three components.
First, we employ preprocessing. Second, we perform target concept analysis to identify
and resolve persons mentioned in the news articles. Third, we perform automated
frame analysis to identify how each news article portrays the individual persons, also
on the sentence level.
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A side contribution of this chapter is a system for news crawling and extraction,
designed to conveniently gather news articles, such as to be analyzed subsequently
using the PFA approach. We will also use this news extractor in all parts of this thesis
to create our training and test datasets (see Section 3.5.3).
In the following chapters, we will introduce the individual analysis components of
PFA. For each analysis component, we will explore different methods to tackle the
respective component’s goals. Afterward, we will demonstrate the effectiveness of
the PFA approach in a large-scale user study.
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This chapter details the first component of person-oriented framing analysis:
target concept analysis. This component aims to find and resolve mentions
of persons, which can be subject to media bias. The chapter introduces and
discusses two approaches for this task. First, the chapter introduces an approach
for event extraction. The approach extracts answers to the journalistic 5W1H
questions, i.e., who did what, when, where, why, and how. The in-text answers
to these questions describe a news article’s main event.
Afterward, the chapter introduces an approach that is the first to resolve highly
context-dependent coreferences across news articles as they commonly occur in
the presence of sentence-level bias forms. Our approach can resolve mentions
that are coreferential also only in coverage on the same event and that otherwise
may even be contradictory, such as “attack” or “self-defense” and “riot” or
“protest.”
Lastly, the chapter argues for using the latter approach for the target concept
analysis component, in particular because of its high classification performance.
Another reason for our decision is that using the event extraction approach
in the target concept analysis component would require the development of
a subsequent approach, i.e., to compare the events extracted from individual
articles and resolve them across all articles.
Addressed research task: RT 3

This chapter is based on the following publications:

“Automated Identification of Media Bias by Word
Choice and Labeling in News Articles”
Hamborg, Zhukova, and Gipp.
19th ACM/IEEE Joint Conference on Digital Libraries (JCDL), pp. 196–
205, 2019.
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[HZG19a]

“Giveme5W1H: A Universal System for Extracting
Main Events from News Articles”
Hamborg, Breitinger, and Gipp.
13th ACM Conference on Recommender Systems, 7th International
Workshop on News Recommendation and Analytics (INRA 2019), pp.
1–8, 2019.

[HBG19]

Further publications related to this chapter, e.g., describing initial results leading to
the methods and results presented in this chapter, are:

“Illegal Aliens or Undocumented Immigrants?
Towards the Automated Identification of Bias by
Word Choice and Labeling”
Hamborg, Zhukova, and Gipp.
iConference 2019: Information in Contemporary Society, pp. 179–187,
2019.

[HZG19b]

“Giveme5W: Main Event Retrieval from News
Articles by Extraction of the Five Journalistic W
Questions”
Hamborg, Lachnit, Schubotz, Hepp, and Gipp.
iConference 2018: Transforming Digital Worlds, pp. 356–366, 2018.
[Ham+18b]

“Extraction of Main Event Descriptors from News
Articles by Answering the Journalistic Five W and
One H Questions”
Hamborg, Breitinger, Schubotz, Lachnit, and Gipp.
18th ACM/IEEE on Joint Conference on Digital Libraries (JCDL), pp.
339–340, 2018.

[Ham+18a]
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4.1 Introduction
Target concept analysis finds and resolves mentions of persons that can be subject
to the bias forms analyzed by person-oriented framing analysis (PFA), in particular,
word choice and labeling, source selection, and commission and omission of information (Section 3.3.2). This task is of particular importance in PFA and difficulty in
slanted coverage, for example, due to the divergent word choice across differently
slanted news articles. While one article might refer to “undocumented immigrants,”
others may refer to “illegal aliens.” Also, within single articles, different terms may
be used to refer to the same persons, such as referring to “Kim Jong-un” and later
quoting a politician using the term “little rocket man” [DL18].
In PFA, target concept analysis is the first analysis component (Figure 3.1). The
input to the target concept analysis is a set of news articles reporting on the same
event. The output should be the set of all persons mentioned in the event coverage
and each person’s mentions resolved across all news articles.
We investigate two conceptually different approaches to tackle the task of target
concept analysis. Section 4.2 describes our first approach, main event extraction. The
approach extracts phrases describing a given article’s main event, e.g., who is the
main actor and what action is performed by the main actor.
Section 4.3 describes our method for context-driven cross-document coreference resolution, which is a technique to find mentions of semantic concepts, such as persons,
and resolve them across one or more text documents, i.e., news articles in the
context of our thesis. Compared to event extraction, coreference resolution allows
for directly finding and resolving all mentions of persons (and other concept types)
across the given news articles.
Lastly, Section 4.4 contrasts both approaches and reasons why coreference resolution
is used as the primary approach employed in target concept analysis.

4.2 Event Extraction
Methods in the field of event extraction aim to determine one or more events in
a given document and extract specific properties of these events [XW19]. In the
context of target concept analysis, event extraction can be useful as the first step of
two. In the first step, we would use event extraction to extract phrases describing
important properties of each article’s events, such as the actor, which action the actor
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Tab. 4.1: Simplistic example showing two of the six 5W1H-properties where the ‘what’
properties are semantically identical.

Sentence

Who

What

Illegal aliens cross the border.

illegal aliens

cross the border

Undocumented immigrants cross
border

undocumented immigrants

cross border

performed, where, when, and to whom. In the second step, we would then analyze
across the articles which events are identical. Using this way matched events, we
could deduce that their individual properties refer to the same concepts. At the end
of this process, mentions, even those apparently dissimilar, could be resolved across
the set of articles. Table 4.1 shows a simple example of the previously outlined idea,
where—for the sake of simplicity only two—event properties, i.e., the actor (‘who’)
and action (‘what’) performed by the actor, are extracted from articles’ sentences
and headlines (first column). Despite the textual and semantic difference of “illegal
aliens” and “undocumented immigrants” our approach could resolve them to the
same semantic concept, here a group of persons, due to the action’s similarity, which
is in both cases “cross [the] border.”
To tackle the first step of the previously outlined idea, we propose Giveme5W1H, a
method to extract phrases answering the journalistic 5W1H questions.1 Figure 4.1
depicts an example of 5W1H phrases, which describe an article’s main event, i.e.,
who does what, when, where, why, and how. We also introduce an annotated dataset
for the evaluation of the approach.
Specifically, our objective is to devise Giveme5W1H as an automated method for
extracting the main event being reported on by a given news article. For this purpose,
we exclude non-event-reporting articles, such as commentaries or press reviews.
First, we define the extracted main event descriptors to be concise (requirement
R1). This means they must be as short as possible and contain only the information
describing the event, while also being as long as necessary to contain all information
of the event. Second, the descriptors must be of high accuracy (R2). For this reason,
we give higher priority to extraction accuracy than execution speed.
The remainder of this section is structured as follows. Section 4.2.1 discusses prior
work in event extraction. Section 4.2.2 details our event extractor. Section 4.2.3
1

Giveme5W1H represents the recent result of our research on the extraction of main event descriptors
from news articles. An earlier variant, named Giveme5W [Ham+18b], extracted phrases answering
only the 5W questions and used a simpler methodology, achieving lower extraction accuracy
compared to Giveme5W1H. See also Section 4.2.2.
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INRA 2019, September 2019, Copenhagen, Denmark
Taliban attacks German consulate in northern Afghan city of
Mazar-i-Sharif with truck bomb
The death toll from a powerful Taliban truck bombing at the German
consulate in Afghanistan's Mazar-i-Sharif city rose to at least six Friday,
with more than 100 others wounded in a major militant assault.
The Taliban said the bombing late Thursday, which tore a massive
crater in the road and overturned cars, was a "revenge attack" for US air
strikes this month in the volatile province of Kunduz that left 32 civilians dead. […] The suicide attacker rammed his explosives-laden car into
the wall […].
Fig. 4.1: News article consisting of title (bold), lead paragraph (italic), and first of remaining
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The extraction of 5W1H phrases from news articles is related to
closed-domain question answering, which is why some authors
call their approaches 5W1H question answering (QA) systems.
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Hamborg et al. [17] gave an in-depth overview of 5W1H extraction systems. Thus, we only provide a brief summary of the current state-of-the-art and focus this section on the extraction of the
‘how’ phrases. Most systems focus only on the extraction of 5W
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Systems for 5W QA on news texts typically perform three tasks to determine the
article’s main event [WZW10; Yam+09]: (1) preprocessing, (2) phrase extraction
[FGM05; Kho+98; Sha+13; YPC98; YHT09], where for instance linguistic rules are
used to extract phrases candidates, and (3) candidate scoring, which selects the best
answer for each question by employing heuristics, such as the position of a phrase
within the document. The input data to QA systems is usually text, such as a full
article including headline, lead paragraph, and main text [Sha+13], or a single
sentence, e.g., in news ticker format [YHT09]. Other systems use automatic speech
recognition (ASR) to convert broad casts into text [Yam+09]. The outcomes of the
process are six textual phrases, one for each of the 5W1H questions, which together
describe the main event of a given news text, as highlighted in Figure 4.1.
The preprocessing task (1) performs sentence splitting, tokenizes them, and often
applies further NLP methods, including part-of-speech (POS) tagging, coreference
resolution [Sha+13], NER [FGM05], parsing [MS+99], or semantic role labeling
(SRL) [CM05].
For the phrase extraction task (2) various strategies are available. Most systems use
manually created linguistic rules to extract phrase candidates from the preprocessed
text [Kho+98; Sha+13; Yam+09]. Noun phrases (NP) yield candidates for ‘who’,
while sibling verb phrases (VP) are candidates for ‘what’ [Sha+13]. Other systems
use NER to only retrieve phrases that contain named entities, e.g., a person or an
organization [FGM05]. Others approaches use SRL to identify the agent (‘who’)
performing the action (‘what’) and location- and temporal information (‘where’
and ‘when’) [YHT09]. Determining the reason (‘why’) can even be difficult for
humans because often the reason is only described implicitly, if at all [Gir03]. The
applied methods range from simple approaches, e.g., looking for explicit markers of
causal relations [Kho+98], such as “because,” to complex approaches, e.g., training
machine learning (ML) methods on annotated corpora [Asg16]. The clear majority
of research has focused on explicit causal relations, while only few approaches
address implicit causal relations, which also achieve lower precision than methods
for explicit causes [BM08].
The candidate scoring task (3) estimates the best answer for each 5W question.
The reviewed 5W QA systems provide only few details on their scoring. Typical
heuristics include: shortness of a candidate, as longer candidates may contain
too many irrelevant details [Sha+13], ‘who’ candidates that contain an NE, and
active speech [Yam+09]. More complex methods are discussed in various linguistic
publications, and involve supervised ML [JM00; YHT09]. Yaman et al. [YHT09]
use three independent subsystems to extract 5W answers. A trained SVM then
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decides which subsystem is “correct” using features, such as the agreement among
subsystems, or the number of non-null answers per subsystem.
Both the extraction of phrases answering the ‘why’ and ‘how’ questions pose a
particular challenge in comparison to the other questions. Determining the reason
or cause (i.e. ‘why’) can even be difficult for humans. Often the reason is unknown,
or it is only described implicitly, if at all [Gir03]. Extracting the ‘how’ answer is
also difficult, because this question can be answered in many ways. To find ‘how’
candidates, the system by Sharma et al. [Sha+13] extracts the adverb or adverbial
phrase within the ‘what’ phrase. The tokens extracted with this simplistic approach
detail the verb, e.g., “He drove quickly,” but do not answer the method how the action
was performed, e.g., by ramming an explosive-laden car into the consulate (in the
example in Figure 4.1), which is a prepositional phrase. Other approaches employ
ML [Kho15], but have not been devised for the English language. In summary,
few approaches exist that extract ‘how’ phrases. The reviewed approaches provide
no details on their extraction method, and achieve poor results, e.g., they extract
adverbs rather than the tool or the method by which an action was performed (cf.
[IOM98; Kho15; Sha+13]).
While the evaluations of the reviewed papers generally indicate sufficient quality
to be usable for news event extraction, e.g., the system by Yaman et al. [YHT09]
achieved macro F1F 1 = 0.85 on the Darpa corpus from 2009, they lack comparability
for two reasons: (1) There is no gold standard for journalistic 5W1H question
answering on news articles. A few datasets exist for automated question answering,
specifically for the purpose of disaster tracking [Lej+15; Sun92]. However, these
datasets are so specialized to their own use cases that they cannot be applied to
the use case of automated journalistic question answering. Another challenge to
the evaluation of news event extraction is that the evaluation datasets of previous
papers are no longer publicly available [Par+09b; Yam+09; YHT09]. (2) Previous
papers use different quality measures, such as precision and recall [DBG12] or error
rates [Yam+09].
Another weakness of the reviewed prior work is that none of them yield canonical or
normalized data. Canonical output is more concise and also less ambiguous than
its original textual form (cf. [Wic+08]), e.g., polysemes, such as crane (animal or
machine), have multiple meanings. Hence, canonical data is often more useful in
downstream analyses (see Section 4.2). Phrases containing temporal information or
location information may be canonicalized, e.g., by converting the phrases to dates
or timespans [CM12; SG13] or to precise geographic positions [Li+03]. Phrases
answering the other questions could be canonicalized by employing NERD on the
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contained NEs, and then linking the NEs to concepts defined in a knowledge graph,
such as YAGO [Hof+11], or WordNet [Mil95].
In sum, methods for extracting events from articles suffer from three main shortcomings. First, most approaches only detect events implicitly, e.g., by employing
topic modeling [Fra05; TPA08]. Second, they are specialized for the extraction of
task-specific properties, e.g., extracting only the number of injured people in an
attack [OM00; TPA08]. Lastly, some methods extract explicit descriptors, but are
not publicly available, or are described in insufficient detail to allow researchers to
reimplement the approaches [Par+09b; WZW10; Yam+09; YHT09].

4.2.2 Method
Giveme5W1H is a method for main event retrieval from news articles that addresses
the objectives we defined in Section 4.2. The system extracts 5W1H phrases that
describe the most defining characteristics of a news event, i.e., who did what, when,
where, why, and how. This section describes the analysis workflow of Giveme5W1H,
as shown in Figure 4.2. Due to the lack of a large-scale dataset for 5W1H extraction (see Section 4.2.1), we devise the system using traditional machine learning
techniques and domain knowledge.
Besides the intended use in PFA, Giveme5W1H can be accessed by other software
as a Python library and via a RESTful API. Due to its modularity, researchers can
efficiently adapt or replace components. For example, researchers can integrate a
custom parser or adapt the scoring functions tailored to the characteristics of their
data. The system builds on our earlier system, Giveme5W [Ham+18b], but improves the extraction performance by addressing the planned future work directions:
Giveme5W1H uses coreference resolution, question-specific semantic distance measures, combined scoring of candidates, and extracts phrases for the ‘how’ question.
The values of the parameters introduced in this section result from a semi-automated
search for the optimal configuration of Giveme5W1H using an annotated learning
dataset including a manual, qualitative revision (see Section 4.2.2.5).

4.2.2.1 Preprocessing
Giveme5W1H accepts as input the full text of a news article, including headline,
lead paragraph, and body text. The user can specify these three components as one
or separately. Optionally, the article’s publishing date can be provided, which helps
Giveme5W1H parse relative dates, such as “yesterday at 1 pm.”
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question answering, specifically for the purpose of disaster tracking [28, 41]; However, these datasets are so specialized to their
own use cases that they cannot be applied to the use case of automated journalistic question answering. Another challenge to the
evaluation of news event extraction is that the evaluation data sets
of previous papers are no longer publicly available [34, 47, 48].
Second, previous papers each used different quality measures,
such as precision and recall [9] or error rates [47].
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5W1H extraction accuracy (rather than fast execution speed), we
use the best-performing model for each of the CoreNLP annotators, i.e., the ‘neural’ model if available. We use the default settings for English in all libraries.
After the initial preprocessing, we bring all NEs in the text into
their canonical form. Following from requirement R1, canonical
information is the preferred output of Giveme5W1H, since it is
the most concise form. Because Giveme5W1H uses the canonical
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Raw Article

During preprocessing, we use Stanford CoreNLP for sentence splitting, tokenization,
lemmatization, POS-tagging, full parsing, NER (with Stanford NER’s seven-class
model), and pronominal and nominal coreference resolution. Since our main goal
is high 5W1H extraction accuracy (rather than fast execution speed), we use the
best-performing model for each of the CoreNLP annotators, i.e., the ‘neural’ model if
available. We use the default settings for English in all libraries.
After the initial preprocessing, we bring all NEs in the text into their canonical
form. Following from requirement R1, canonical information is the preferred output
of Giveme5W1H, since it is the most concise form. Because Giveme5W1H uses
the canonical information to extract and score ‘when’ and ‘where’ candidates, we
implement the canonicalization task during preprocessing.
We parse dates written in natural language into canonical dates using SUTime
[Tye02]. SUTime looks for NEs of the type date or time and merges adjacent tokens
to phrases. SUTime also handles heterogeneous phrases, such as “yesterday at 1
pm,” which consist not only of temporal NEs but also other tokens, such as function
words. Subsequently, SUTime converts each temporal phrase into a standardized
TIMEX3 instance [Pus+03]. TIMEX3 defines various types, also including repetitive
periods. Since events according to our definition occur at a single point in time,
we only retrieve datetimes indicating an exact time, e.g., “yesterday at 6pm,” or a
duration, e.g., “yesterday,” which spans the whole day.
Geocoding is the process of parsing places and addresses written in natural language
into canonical geocodes, i.e., one or more coordinates referring to a point or area on
earth. We look for tokens classified as NEs of the type location (cf. [YHT09]). We
merge adjacent tokens of the same NE type within the same sentence constituent,
e.g., within the same NP or VP. Similar to temporal phrases, locality phrases are
often heterogeneous, i.e., they do not only contain temporal NEs but also function
words. Hence, we introduce a locality phrase merge range rwhere = 1, to merge
phrases where up to rwhere arbitrary NE tokens are allowed between two location
NEs. Lastly, we geocode the merged phrases with Nominatim,2 which uses free data
from OpenStreetMap.
We canonicalize NEs of the remaining types, e.g., persons and organizations, by
linking NEs to concepts in the YAGO graph [MBS15] using AIDA [Hof+11]. The
YAGO graph is a knowledge base, where nodes in the graph represent semantic
concepts that are connected to other nodes through attributes and relations. The
data is derived from other well-established knowledge bases, such as Wikipedia,
WordNet, WikiData, and GeoNames [SKW07].
2

https://github.com/openstreetmap/Nominatim, v3.0.0
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4.2.2.2 Phrase Extraction
Giveme5W1H performs four independent extraction chains to retrieve the article’s
main event: (1) the action chain extracts phrases for the ‘who’ and ‘what’ questions,
(2) environment for ‘when’ and ‘where,’ (3) cause for ‘why,’ and (4) method for
‘how.’
The action extractor identifies who did what in the article’s main event. The main
idea for retrieving ‘who’ candidates is to collect the subject of each sentence in
the news article. Therefore, we extract the first NP that is a direct child to the
sentence in the parse tree, and that has a VP as its next right sibling. We discard all
NPs that contain a child VP, since such NPs yield lengthy ‘who’ phrases. Take, for
instance, this sentence: “((NP) Mr. Trump, ((VP) who stormed to a shock election
victory on Wednesday)), ((VP) said it was [. . . ]),” where “who stormed [. . . ]” is the
child VP of the NP. We then put the NPs into the list of ‘who’ candidates. For each
‘who’ candidate, we take the VP that is the next right sibling as the corresponding
‘what’ candidate. To avoid long ‘what’ phrases, we cut VPs after their first child NP,
which long VPs usually contain. However, we do not cut the ‘what’ candidate if
the VP contains at most lwhat,min = 3 tokens, and the right sibling to the VP’s child
NP is a prepositional phrase (PP). This way, we avoid short, undescriptive ‘what’
phrases. For instance, in the simplified example “((NP) The microchip) ((VP) is
((NP) part) ((PP) of a wider range of the company’s products)).” the truncated VP
“is part” contains no descriptive information; Hence, our presented rules prevent this
truncation.
The environment extractor retrieves phrases describing the temporal and locality
context of the event. To determine ‘when’ candidates, we take TIMEX3 instances
from preprocessing. Similarly, we take the geocodes as ‘where’ candidates.
The cause extractor looks for linguistic features indicating a causal relation within
a sentence’s constituents. We look for three types of cause-effect indicators (cf.
[Kho+98; Kho95]): causal conjunctions, causative adverbs, and causative verbs.
Causal conjunctions, e.g. “due to,” “result of,” and “effect of,” connect two clauses,
whereas the second clause yields the ‘why’ candidate. For causative adverbs, e.g.,
“therefore,” “hence,” and “thus,” the first clause yields the ‘why’ candidate. If we
find that one or more subsequent tokens of a sentence match with one of the
tokens adapted from Khoo et al. [Kho+98], we take all tokens on the right (causal
conjunction) or left side (causative adverb) as the ‘why’ candidate.
Causative verbs, e.g. “activate” and “implicate,” are contained in the middle VP
of the causative NP-VP-NP pattern, whereas the last NP yields the ‘why’ candidate
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[Gir03; Kho95]. For each NP-VP-NP pattern we find in the parse-tree, we determine
whether the VP is causative. To do this, we extract the VP’s verb, retrieve the verb’s
synonyms from WordNet [Mil95] and compare the verb and its synonyms with the
list of causative verbs from Girju [Gir03], which we also extended by their synonyms
(cf. [Gir03]). If there is at least one match, we take the last NP of the causative
pattern as the ‘why’ candidate. To reduce false positives, we check the NP and VP
for the causal constraints for verbs proposed by Girju [Gir03].
The method extractor retrieves ‘how’ phrases, i.e., the method by which an action
was performed. The combined method consists of two subtasks, one analyzing
copulative conjunctions, the other looking for adjectives and adverbs. Often, sentences
with a copulative conjunction contain a method phrase in the clause that follows
the copulative conjunction, e.g., “after [the train came off the tracks].” Therefore,
we look for copulative conjunctions compiled from the Oxford English Dictionary
[Oxf09]. If a token matches, we take the right clause as the ‘how’ candidate. To
avoid long phrases, we cut off phrases longer than lhow,max = 10 tokens. The second
subtask extracts phrases that consist purely of adjectives or adverbs (cf. [Sha+13]),
since these often represent how an action was performed. We use this extraction
method as a fallback, since we found the copulative conjunction-based extraction
too restrictive in many cases.

4.2.2.3 Candidate Scoring
The last task is to determine the best candidate for each 5W1H question. The scoring
consists of two sub-tasks. First, we score candidates independently for each of the
5W1H questions. Second, we perform a combined scoring where we adjust scores of
candidates of one question dependent on properties, e.g., position, of candidates of
other questions. For each question q, we use a scoring function that is composed as
a weighted sum of n scoring factors:
sq =

n−1
X

(4.1)

wq,i sq,i ,

i=0

where wq,i is the weight of the scoring factor sq,i .
To score ‘who’ candidates, we define three scoring factors: the candidate shall occur
in the article (1) early and (2) often, and (3) contain a named entity. The first scoring
factor targets the concept of the inverse pyramid [Chr+19]: news mention the most
important information, i.e., the main event, early in the article, e.g., in the headline
and lead paragraph, while later paragraphs contain details. However, journalists
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Tab. 4.2: Weights and scoring factors for ‘who’ phrases

i

Name

0

wwho,i

swho,i

position

0.900

pos(c)

1

frequency

0.095

f (c)

2

type

0.005

NE(c)

often use so called hooks to get the reader’s attention without revealing all content
of the article [PCK12]. Hence, for each candidate, we also consider the frequency of
similar phrases in the article, since the primary actor involved in the main event is
likely to be mentioned frequently in the article. Furthermore, if a candidate contains
a NE, we will score it higher, since in news, the actors involved in events are often
NEs, e.g., politicians. Table 4.2 shows the weights and scoring factors.
n

(c)

n (c)

f
To calculate these factors, we define pos(c) = 1 − pos
dlen , f (c) = maxc0 ∈C (nf (c0 )) ,
where npos is the candidate c’s position measured in sentences within the document,
nf (c) the frequency of phrases similar to c in the document, and NE(c) = 1 if c
contains an NE, else 0 (cf. [FGM05]). To measure nf (c) of the actor in candidate c,
we use the number of the actor’s coreferences, which we extracted during coreference
resolution (see Section 4.2.2.1). This allows Giveme5W1H to recognize and count
name variations, as well as pronouns. Due to the strong relation between agent and
action, we rank VPs according to their NPs’ scores. Hence, the most likely VP is the
sibling in the parse tree of the most likely NP: swhat = swho .

We score temporal candidates according to four scoring factors: the candidate shall
occur in the article (1) early and (2) often. It should also be (3) close to the publishing
date of the article, and (4) of a relatively short duration. The first two scoring factors
have the same motivation as in the scoring of ‘who’ candidates. The idea for the third
scoring factor, close to the publishing date, is that events reported on by news articles
often occurred on the same day or on the day before the article was published. For
example, if a candidate represents a date one or more years in the past before the
publishing date of the article, the candidate will achieve the lowest possible score
in the third scoring factor. The fourth scoring factor prefers temporal candidates
that have a short duration, since events according to our definition happen during
a specific point in time with a short duration. We logarithmically normalize the
duration factor between one minute and one month (cf. [YPC98]). The resulting
scoring formula for a temporal candidate c is the sum of the weighted scoring factors
shown in Table 4.3.
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Tab. 4.3: Weights and scoring factors for ‘when’ phrases

i

Name

0
1

wwhen,i

swhen,i

position

0.24

pos(c)

frequency

0.16

2

containment

0.40

3

specificity

0.20

f (c)

1−

∆ (c,d )
1 − min(1, s emaxpub )
log s(c)−log smin
min(1, log
smax −log smin )

To count nf (c), we determine two TIMEX3 instances as similar if their start and

end-dates are at most 24h apart. ∆s c, dpub is the difference in seconds of candidate
c and the publication date of the news article dpub , s (c) the duration in seconds of c,
and the normalization constants emax ≈ 2.5 Ms (one month in seconds), smin = 60 s,
and smax ≈ 31 Ms (one year).
The scoring of location candidates follows four scoring factors: the candidate shall
occur (1) early and (2) often in the article. It should also be (3) often geographically
contained in other location candidates and be (4) specific. The first two scoring
factors have the same motivation as in the scoring of ‘who’ and ‘when’ candidates.
The second and third scoring factors aim to (1) find locations that occur often, either
by being similar to others, or (2) by being contained in other location candidates.
The fourth scoring factor favors specific locations, e.g., Berlin, over broader mentions
of location, e.g., Germany or Europe. We logarithmically normalize the location
specificity between amin = 225 m2 (a small property’s size) and amax = 530, 000 km2
(approx. the mean area of all countries [43]). We discuss other scoring options
in Section 4.2.4. The used weights and scoring factors are shown in Table 4.4.
We measure nf (c), the number of similar mentions of candidate c, by counting
how many other candidates have the same Nominatim place ID. We measure ne (c)
by counting how many other candidates are geographically contained within the
bounding box of c, where a (c) is the area of the bounding box of c in square
meters.
Scoring causal candidates was challenging, since it often requires semantic interpretation of the text and simple heuristics may fail [Gir03]. We define two objectives:
candidates shall (1) occur early in the document, and (2) their causal type shall be
reliable [Kho95]. The second scoring factor rewards causal types with low ambiguity
(cf. [Asg16; Gir03]), e.g., “because” has a very high likelihood that the subsequent
phrase contains a cause [Gir03]. The weighted scoring factors are shown in Table 4.5. The causal type TC (c) = 1 if c is extracted due to a causal conjunction, 0.62
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Tab. 4.4: Weights and scoring factors for ‘where’ phrases

i

Name

0
1

wwhere,i

swhere,i

position

0.37

pos(c)

frequency

0.30

2

containment

0.30

3

specificity

0.03

f (c)
ne (c)

1 − min(1,

maxc0 ∈C(ne (c0 ))
log a(c)−log amin
log amax −log amin )

Tab. 4.5: Weights and scoring factors for ‘why’ phrases

i

Name

0
1

wwhy,i

swhy,i

position

0.56

pos(c)

type

0.44

CT(c)

if it starts with a causative RB, and 0.06 if it contains a causative VB (cf. [Kho+98;
Kho95]).
The scoring of method candidates uses three simple scoring factors: the candidate
shall occur (1) early and (2) often in the news article, and (3) their method type
shall be reliable. The weighted scoring factors for method candidates are shown in
Table 4.6.
The method type TM (c) = 1 if c is extracted because of a copulative conjunction, else
0.41. We determine the number of mentions of a method phrase nf (c) by the term
frequency (including inflected forms) of its most frequent token (cf. [WZW10]).
The final sub-task in candidate scoring is combined scoring, which adjusts scores
of candidates of a single 5W1H question depending on the candidates of other
questions. To improve the scoring of method candidates, we devise a combined
sentence-distance scorer. The assumption is that the method of performing an action
Tab. 4.6: Weights and scoring factors for ‘how’ phrases
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i

Name

0

whow,i

show,i

position

0.23

pos(c)

1

frequency

0.14

f(c)

2

type

0.63

TM(c)
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should be close to the mention of the action. The resulting equation for a method
candidate c given an action candidate a is:

swho,new (c, a) = show (c) − w0

|npos (c) − npos (a)|
,
dlen

(4.2)

where w0 = 1. Section 4.2.4 describes additional scoring approaches.

4.2.2.4 Output
The highlighted phrases in Figure 4.1 are candidates extracted by Giveme5W1H for
each of the 5W1H event properties of the shown article. Giveme5W1H enriches
the returned phrases with additional information that the system extracted for its
own analysis or during custom enrichment, with which users can integrate their own
preprocessing. The additional information for each token is its POS-tag, parse-tree
context, and NE type if applicable. Enriching the tokens with this information
increases the efficiency of the overall analysis workflow in which Giveme5W1H may
be embedded, since later analysis tasks can reuse the information.
For the temporal phrases and locality phrases, Giveme5W1H also provides their
canonical forms, i.e., TIMEX3 instances and geocodes. For the news article shown
in Figure 4.1, the canonical form of the ‘when’ phrase represents the entire day of
November 10, 2016. The canonical geocode for the ‘where’ phrase represents the
coordinates of the center of the city Mazar-i-Sharif (36°42’30.8"N 67°07’09.7"E),
where the bounding box represents the area of the city, and further information from
OSM, such as a canonical name and place ID, which uniquely identifies the place.
Lastly, Giveme5W1H provides linked YAGO concepts [MBS15] for other NEs.

4.2.2.5 Parameter Learning
Determining the best values for the parameters introduced in Section 4.2.2, e.g.,
weights of scoring factors, is a supervised ML problem [Jør04]. Since there is no gold
standard for journalistic 5W1H extraction on news (seeSection 4.2.1), we created
an annotated dataset.
The dataset is available in the open-source repository (see Section 4.2.5). To facilitate
diversity in both content and writing style, we selected 13 major news outlets from
the US and the UK. We sampled 100 articles from the news categories politics,
disaster, entertainment, business and sports for November 6th – 14th , 2016. We
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crawled the articles (see Section 3.5) and manually revised the extracted information
to ensure that it was free of extraction errors.
We asked three assessors (graduate IT students, aged between 22 and 26, all male)
to read each of the 100 news articles and to annotate the single most suitable phrase
for each 5W1H question. Finally, for each article and question, we combined the
annotations using a set of combination rules, e.g., if all phrases were semantically
equal, we selected the most concise phrase, or if there was no agreement between the
annotators, we selected each annotator’s first phrase, resulting in three semantically
diverging but valid phrases. We also manually added a TIMEX3 instance to each
‘when’ annotation, which was used by the error function for ‘when.’ The interrater reliability was IRRann = 81.0, measured using average pairwise percentage
agreement.
We divided the dataset into two subsets for training (80% randomly sampled articles)
and testing (20%). To find the optimal parameter values for our extraction method,
we used an exhaustive grid search over all possible parameter configurations.3
For each parameter configuration we then calculated the mean error (ME) on the
training set. To measure the ME of a configuration, we devised three error functions
measuring the semantic distance between candidate phrases and annotated phrases.
For the textual candidates, i.e., who, what, why, and how, we used the Word Mover’s
Distance (WMD) [Kus+15]. WMD is a generic measure for semantic similarity of
two phrases. For ‘when’ candidates, we computed the difference in seconds between
candidate and annotation. For ‘where’ candidates, we computed the distance in
meters between both coordinates. We linearly normalized all measures.
We then validated the 5% best performing configurations on the test set and discarded all configurations that yielded a significantly different ME. Finally, we selected
the best performing parameter configuration for each question.

4.2.3 Evaluation
We conducted a survey with three assessors (three graduate IT students, aged
between 22 and 26, all male) and a dataset of 120 news articles, which we sampled
from the BBC dataset [GC06]. The dataset contains 24 news articles in each of the
following categories: business (‘Bus’), entertainment (‘Ent’), politics (‘Pol’), sport
(‘Spo’), and tech (‘Tec’). We asked the assessors to read one article at a time. After
reading each article, we showed the assessors the 5W1H phrases that had been
3
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Tab. 4.7: IRR and MAgP-performance of Giveme5W1H. The last row displays the mean
when evaluated on only the first four W questions.

Question

IRR

Bus

Ent

Pol

Spo

Tec

Avg.

Who

93.0

98.0

88.0

89.0

97.0

90.0

92.0

What

88.0

85.0

69.0

89.0

84.0

66.0

79.0

When

89.0

55.0

91.0

79.0

81.0

82.0

78.0

Where

94.0

82.0

63.0

85.0

79.0

80.0

78.0

Why

95.0

48.0

62.0

42.0

45.0

42.0

48.0

How

87.0

63.0

58.0

68.0

51.0

65.0

61.0

Avg. all

91.0

72.0

72.0

75.0

73.0

71.0

73.0

Avg. 4W

91.0

80.0

78.0

86.0

85.0

80.0

82.0

extracted by the system and asked them to judge the relevance of each answer on a
3-point scale: non-relevant (if an answer contained no relevant information, score
s = 0), partially relevant (if only part of the answer was relevant or if information
was missing, s = 0.5), and relevant (if the answer was completely relevant without
missing information, s = 1).
Table 4.7 shows the mean average generalized precision (MAgP), a score suitable
for multi-graded relevance assessments [KJ02]. MAgP was 73.0 over all categories
and questions.s If only considering the first 4Ws, which the literature considers as
sufficient to represent an event (cf. [Ide+05; SM13; YPC98]), overall MAgP was
82.0.
Of the few existing approaches capable of extracting phrases that answer all six
5W1H questions (see Section 4.2.1), only one publication reported the results of
an evaluation: the approach developed by Khodra achieved a precision of 74.0 on
Indonesian articles [Kho15]. Others did not conduct any evaluation [Sha+13] or
only evaluated the extracted ‘who’ and ‘what’ phrases of Japanese news articles
[IOM98].
We also investigated the performance of systems that are only capable of extracting
5W phrases. Our system achieves MAgP5W = 75.0, which is 5pp. higher than the
MAgP of our earlier system Giveme5W [Ham+18b]. Directly comparing our system
to other systems was not possible (cf. [Ham+18b]): other systems were tested
on non-disclosed datasets [Par+09b; Yam+09; YHT09], they were translated from
other languages [Par+09b], they were devised for different languages [IOM98;
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Kho15; WZW10], or they used different evaluation measures, such as error rates
[Yam+09] or binary relevance assessments [YHT09], which are both not optimal
because of the non-binary relevance of 5W1H answers (cf. [KJ02]). Finally, none of
the related systems have been made publicly available or have been described in
sufficient detail to enable a re-implementation.
Therefore, a direct comparison of the results and related work was not possible
but we compared the reported evaluation metrics. Compared to the fraction of
correct 5W answers by the best system by Parton et al. [Par+09b], Giveme5W1H
achieves a 12pp. higher MAgP5W . The best system by Yaman et al. [YHT09]
achieved a precision P5W = 89.0, which is 14pp. higher than our MAgP5W and—as
a rough approximation of the best achievable precision [Hri05]—surprisingly almost
identical to the inter-rater reliability (IRR) of our assessors.
We found that different forms of journalistic presentation in the five news categories
of the dataset led to different extraction performance. Politics articles, which yielded
the best performance, mostly reported on single events. The performance on sports
articles was unexpectedly high, even though they not only report on single events but
also are background reports or announcements, for which event detection is more
difficult. Determining the ‘how’ in sports articles was difficult (MAgPhow = 51.0),
since often articles implicitly described the method of an event, e.g., how one team
won a match, by reporting on multiple key events during the match. Some categories,
such as entertainment and tech, achieved lower extraction performances, mainly
because they often contained much background information on earlier events and
the actors involved.

4.2.4 Future Work
We plan to improve the extraction quality of the ‘what’ question, being one of the
important 4W questions. We aim to achieve an extraction performance similar to
the performance of the ‘who’ extraction (MaGPwho = 91.0), since both are very
important in event description. In our evaluation, we identified two main issues: (1)
joint extraction of optimal ‘who’ candidates with non-optimal ‘what’ candidates and
(2) cut-off ‘what’ candidates. In some cases (1), the headline contained a concise
‘who’ phrase but the ‘what’ phrase did not contain all information, e.g., because it
only aimed to catch the reader’s interest, a journalistic hook (Section 4.2.1). We
plan to devise separate extraction methods for both questions. Thereby, we need to
ensure that the top candidates of both questions fit to each other, e.g., by verifying
that the semantic concept of the answer of each question, e.g., represented by the
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nouns in the ‘who’ phrase, or verbs in the ‘what’ phrase, co-occur in at least one
sentence of the article. In other cases (2), our strategy to avoid too detailed ‘what’
candidates (Section 4.2.2.2) cut off the relevant information, e.g., “widespread
corruption in the finance ministry has cost it $2m,” in which the underlined text was
cut off. We will investigate dependency parsing and further syntax rules, e.g., to
always include the direct object of a transitive verb.
For ‘when’ and ‘where’ questions, we found that in some cases an article does not
explicitly mention the main event’s date or location. The date of an event may be
implicitly defined by the reported event, e.g., “in the final of the Canberra Classic.”
The location may be implicitly defined by the main actor, e.g., “Apple Postpones
Release of [. . . ],” which likely happened at the Apple headquarters in Cupertino.
Similarly, the proper noun “Stanford University” also defines a location. We plan to
investigate how we can use the YAGO concepts, which are linked to NEs, to gather
further information regarding the date and location of the main event. If no date can
be identified, the publishing date of the article or the day before it might sometimes
be a suitable fallback date.
Using the TIMEX3 instances from SUTime is an improvement (MAgPwhen = 78.0)
over a first version, where we used dates without a duration (MAgPwhen = 72.0).
The extraction of ‘why’ and ‘how’ phrases was most challenging, which manifests
in lower extraction performances compared to the other questions. One reason is
that articles often do not explicitly state a single cause or method of an event, but
implicitly describe this throughout the article, particularly in sports articles (see
Section 4.2.3). In such cases, NLP methods are currently not advanced enough to
find and abstract or summarize the cause or method (see Section 4.2.2.3). However,
we plan to improve the extraction accuracy by preventing the system from returning
false positives. For instance, in cases where no cause or method could be determined,
we plan to introduce a score threshold to prevent the system from outputting
candidates with a low score, which are presumably wrong. Currently, the system
always outputs a candidate if at least one cause or method was found.
To improve the performance of all textual questions, i.e., who, what, why, and
how, we will investigate two approaches. First, we want to improve measuring
a candidate’s frequency, an important scoring factor in multiple questions (see
Section 4.2.2.3). We currently use the number of coreferences, which does not
include synonymous mentions. We plan to count the number of YAGO concepts
that are semantically related to the current candidate. Second, we found that a
few top candidates of the four textual questions were semantically correct but only
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contained a pronoun referring to the more meaningful noun. We plan to add the
coreference’s original mention to extracted answers.
Section 4.2 outlined a two-tasks approach within which Giveme5W1H could be
used to tackle the goal of target concept analysis, i.e., identifying and resolving
mentions of persons. In the first step, Giveme5W1H would extract the 5W1H event
properties. In the second step, these could be resolved across all articles, e.g., by
deducing that the actors (‘who’) of two events refer to the same person if the events’
actions are identical. In a simplistic example of two sentences “illegal aliens cross
the border” and “undocumented immigrants cross border,” this two-tasks approach
could resolve both actors, i.e., “illegal aliens” and “undocumented immigrants,” to
the same semantic concept, here group of persons, since their action is identical (see
Table 4.1).
However, the difficulty of this task increases strongly when not only one but multiple
event properties are dissimilar. For example, Table 4.8 shows an additional, third
sentence “The migrant caravan invades the country.” which has a different actor
(“migrant caravan”) and a different action (“invades the country”). In a qualitative
investigation of the extracted 5W1H phrases, we find that real-world news coverage
often has divergent 5W1H phrases, especially in the presence of bias, making the
previously mentioned idea to resolve the mentions infeasible. Moreover, since
we want to find and resolve not only a single main actor for each of the event’s
news articles, we would additionally need to extract fine-grained side-events at the
sentence level. Lastly, PFA focuses on individual persons, whereas the actors of
main events extracted by Giveme5W1H can also be groups of persons, countries,
and other concept types.4 Given these issue of using event extraction, i.e., strongly
increased complexity in real-world news articles, and the additionally required work
to devise methods for extracting fine-grained side-events as well as resolving the
event descriptors afterward, we choose to focus our research on a different line of
research, which we describe in Section 4.3.

4.2.5 Conclusion
In this section, we proposed Giveme5W1H, the first open-source system that extracts
answers to the journalistic 5W1H questions, i.e., who did what, when, where, why,
and how, to describe a news article’s main event. The system canonicalizes temporal
mentions in the text to standardized TIMEX3 instances, locations to geocoordinates,
4
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Tab. 4.8: Simplistic example showcasing the difficulty of resolving phrases when an event
property is only ambiguously similar to others (‘what’ in the third row).

Sentence

Who

What

Illegal aliens cross the bor- illegal aliens
der.

cross the border

Undocumented immigrants
cross border

undocumented immigrants

cross border

The migrant caravan invades
the country.

migrant caravan

invades the country

and other NEs, e.g., persons and organizations, to unique concepts in a knowledge
graph. The system uses syntactic and domain-specific rules to extract and score
phrases for each 5W1H question. Giveme5W1H achieved a mean average generalized precision (MAgP) of 73.0 on all questions, and an MAgP of 82.0 on the first four
W questions (who, what, when, and where), which alone can represent an event.
Extracting the answers to ‘why’ and ‘how’ performed more poorly, since articles often
only imply causes and methods. Answering the 5W1H questions is at the core of
understanding any article, and thus an essential task in many research efforts that
analyze articles. We hope that redundant implementations and non-reproducible
evaluations can be avoided with Giveme5W1H as the first universally applicable,
modular, and open-source 5W1H extraction system. In addition to benefiting developers and computer scientists, our system especially benefits researchers from
the social sciences, for whom automated 5W1H extraction was previously not made
accessible.
In the context of this thesis, the event extraction achieved by Giveme5W1H represents the first step of a two-step approach that could be used to tackle target concept
analysis. This approach, outlined in more detail in Section 4.2, relies on the idea
of first extracting events and matching these across articles in order to determine
which event properties refer to the same semantic concepts. Due to conceptual
issues as described in Section 4.2.4, such as high ambiguity when matching events,
we focus our research for target concept analysis on cross-document coreference
resolution. Taking this approach also has the advantage of directly extracting and
resolving mentions in one method and thus decreases the conceptual complexity of
target concept analysis.
Giveme5W1H and the datasets for training and evaluation are available at:
https://github.com/fhamborg/Giveme5W1H
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4.3 Context-Driven Cross-Document Coreference
Resolution
Methods in the field of coreference resolution aim to resolve mentions of semantic
concepts, such as persons, in a given text document [RHM10]. Context-driven
cross-document coreference resolution (CDCDCR) is a special form of coreference
resolution with two differences. First, mentions are identified and resolved across
multiple documents. Second, mentions can be less strictly related to another but can
still be considered coreferential. Such mentions include also those that are typically
non-coreferential, such as “White House” and “US President,” or are even contradictory in other contexts, such as “activist” and “extremist.” This is an extension to
regular (cross-document) coreference resolution, which resolves only mentions that
have an identity relation, i.e., that are strictly identical, such as “US President” and
“Biden” [RHM10].
In the context of our analysis workflow and in particular the target concept analysis,
we use context-driven cross-document coreference resolution to find and identify
mentions of persons across the set of news articles reporting on the given event.
While our overall bias analysis focuses on person-targeting biases only, we devise our
method for context-driven cross-document coreference resolution in this section to
resolve also other types of semantic concepts, such as countries, so that the method
can be used outside the scope of our analysis.
The remainder of this section is structured as follows.5 Section 4.3.1 describes related
work, highlighting that most research focuses on coreference resolution but only
few works exists for cross-document coreference resolution or that aim to resolve
mentions with less strictly identical relations. We then describe in Section 4.3.2 how
we create and annotate our test dataset named NewsWCL50. We annotate not only
coreferential mentions but also so called frame properties, e.g., how the persons
we annotate are portrayed. We do this because we use the dataset not only for the
evaluation of our method for context-driven cross-document coreference resolution
but also for the evaluation of a second approach, which aims to identify how the
persons are portrayed (see Section 5.2). Section 4.3.3 introduces and describes
our approach for context-driven cross-document coreference resolution. We then
5
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To reflect recent developments in the field compared to the publication ([HZG19a]) summarized in
this section, the following changes are made to this section by adapting parts of our recent paper
on cross-document coreference resolution [Zhu+22]. The discussion of related work is updated to
include the latest literature (Section 4.3.1). The description of our preprocessing is updated to
contain an improved variant that addresses an issue caused by CoreNLP (Section 4.3.3.1). The
evaluation is updated to compare our method with the state of the art (Section 4.3.4).
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evaluate the approach (Section 4.3.4) and derive future work ideas (Section 4.3.5).
Lastly, we summarize our research and set the results in context of the overall
approach (Section 4.3.6).
In this section, for improved readability, we use the term sentence-level bias forms
to refer to the three bias forms that cover the broad spectrum of text means to
slant coverage, i.e., word choice and labeling, source selection, and commission and
omission of information. We do not use the term person-targeting bias forms to
highlight that our method can resolve various concept types and not only individual
persons.
NewsWCL50 and its codebook are available at:
https://github.com/fhamborg/NewsWCL50

4.3.1 Related Work
The task of coreference resolution entails techniques that aim to resolve mentions of
entities, typically in a single text document. Coreference resolution is employed as
an essential analysis component in a broad spectrum of use cases, such as identifying
potential targets in sentiment analysis or as a part of discourse interpretation. While
traditional coreference resolution focuses on single documents, cross-document
coreference resolution (CDCR) resolves concept mentions across a set of documents.
Compared to traditional coreference resolution, CDCR is a less-researched task.
Moreover, CDCR can be considered more difficult than traditional coreference
resolution since multiple documents yield a larger search space than only a single
document. Adding to the difficulty, multiple documents are more likely to differ
in their writing style (cf. ‘word choice’ as described in Section 2.3.4). In this
thesis, especially the varying word choice represents an important issue that current
methods for coreference resolution and CDCR fail to tackle.
Only a few methods and datasets for CDCR have been proposed, especially compared
to traditional single-document coreference resolution. Albeit evaluated on different
datasets, the mildly decreased performance of CDCR can serve as an indicator for the
increased difficulty and decreased research popularity (F 1 = [71.2; 79.5] [Bar+19])
compared to single-document coreference resolution (F 1 = 80.2 [XC20a]). Additionally, in initial experiments, we noticed strong performance losses when applying
most techniques in a more realistic setup to reflect real-world use (cf. [Zhu+22]).
The key difference between established evaluation practices and real-world use is
that no gold-standard mentions are available in the latter. Instead, other techniques
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must first find and extract mentions before coreference resolution can resolve them.
Naturally, such automated extraction is prone to errors, and imperfectly resolved
concepts and mentions may degrade the performance of coreference resolution.
To our knowledge, there is only one approach that jointly extracts and resolves
mentions [Lee+17].
Missing the highly context-specific coreferences of varying word choice as they occur
in biased news coverage is the fundamental shortcoming of prior CDCR. Identifying
and resolving such mentions is especially important in person-oriented framing
analysis (PFA). A fitting CDCR method would need to identify and resolve not only
clearly defined concepts and identity coreferences. Additionally, the method would
need to resolve near-identity mentions, such as in specific contexts “the White House”
and “the US,” and highly event-dependent coreferences, such as “Kim Jong-un” and
“little rocket man” [DL18]. However, prior CDCR focuses on clearly defined concepts
that are either event-centric or entity-centric. This narrowly defined structural
distinction leads to corresponding methods and dataset annotations missing the
previously mentioned concept types and highly context-dependent coreferences.
As stated previously, established CDCR datasets are either event-centric or entitycentric. When comparing the relevant datasets, we find a broad spectrum of concept
scopes, e.g., whether two mentions are considered coreferential and which phrases
are to be annotated as mentions in the first place. Correspondingly, individual
datasets ‘miss’ concepts and mentions that would have been annotated if the other
annotation scheme had been used. The EventCorefBank (ECB) dataset entails two
types of concepts, i.e., action and entity [BH10]. ECB+ is an event-centric corpus
that extends ECB to consist of 502 news articles. Compared to ECB, annotations in
ECB+ are more detailed, e.g., the dataset distinguishes various sub-types of actions
and entities [CV14]. ECB+ contains only those mentions that describe an event,
i.e., location, time, and human or non-human participants. NP4E is a dataset for
entity-only CDCR [HON06]. NiDENT is an explorative CDCR evaluation dataset
based on NP4E. Compared to the previously mentioned datasets, NiDENT also
contains more abstract and less obvious coreference relations coined near-identity
[RMO12]. Zhukova et al. [Zhu+22] provide an in-depth discussion of these and
further datasets.
To our knowledge, all CDCR methods focus on resolving only events and, if at all,
resolve entities as subordinate attributes of the events [KYI17; LN18]. There are two
common, supervised approaches for event-centric CDCR: easy-first and mention-pair
[LN18]. Easy-first models are so-called sieve-based models, where sieves are executed sequentially. Thereby, each sieve merges, i.e., resolves, mentions concerning
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specific characteristics. Initial sieves address reliable and straightforward properties,
such as heads of phrases. Later sieves address more complex or specialized cases
using techniques such as pair-wise scoring of pre-identified concepts with binary
classifiers [Lee+12; Int18; LN16]. Recently, a mention-pair model was proposed,
which uses a neural model trained to score the likelihood of a pair of events or entity
mentions to be the same semantic concept. The model represents such mentions
using spans of text, contexts, and semantic dependencies [Bar+19].
In sum, the reviewed CDCR methods suffer from at least one of three essential
shortcomings. First, they only resolve clearly defined identity mentions. Second,
they only focus on event-related mentions. Third, the suffer performance losses when
evaluated in real-world use cases due to requiring gold standard mentions, which
are not available in real-world use cases. These shortcomings hold correspondingly
for the current CDCR datasets. Thus, to our knowledge, there is no CDCR method
that resembles the annotation of persons and other concept types as established
in framing analyses, including broadly defined concepts and generally concepts
independent of fine-grained event occurrences. In the remainder of this section, we
thus create a dataset and method that addresses these shortcomings.

4.3.2 NewsWCL50: Dataset Creation
To create NewsWCL50, the first dataset for the evaluation of methods for contextdriven cross-document coreference resolution and methods to automatically identify
sentence-level bias forms, we conducted a manual content analysis. Thereby, we
follow the procedure established in the social sciences, e.g., we first use an inductive
to explore the data and derive categories to be annotated as well as annotation
instructions. Afterward, we conduct a deductive content analysis, following these
instructions and using only these categories. NewsWCL50 consists of 50 news articles
that cover 10 political news events, each reported on by 5 online US news outlets
representing the ideological spectrum, e.g., including left-, center, and right-wing
outlets. The dataset contains 8656 manual annotations, i.e., each news article has
approximately 170 annotations.

4.3.2.1 Collection of News Articles
We selected ten political events that happened during April 2018, and manually
collected for each event five articles. To ease the identification and annotation of
sentence-level bias forms, we aimed to increase the diversity of both writing style
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and content. Therefore, we selected articles published by different news outlets and
selected events associated with different topical categories. We selected five large,
online US news outlets representing the political and ideological spectrum of the US
media landscape [Mit+14; Uni21]:
• HuffPost (formerly The Huffington Post, far left, abbreviated LL)
• The New York Times (left, L)
• USA Today (center or middle, M)
• Fox News Channel (right, R)
• Breitbart News Network (far right, RR)
News outlets with different slants likely use different terms when reporting on the
same topic (see Section 2.3.4), e.g., the negatively slanted term “illegal aliens” is
used by RR, whereas “undocumented immigrants” is rather used by L when referring
to DACA recipients.
To increase the content diversity, we aimed to gather events for each of the following
political categories (cf. [GFL12]): economic policy (focusing on US economy),
finance policy, foreign politics (events in which the US is directly involved), other
national politics, and global / interventions (globally important events, which are
part of the public, political discourse).
Table 4.9 shows the collected events of NewsWCL50. One frequent issue during
data gathering was that even major events were not reported on by all five news
outlets; especially the far left or far right outlets did not report on otherwise popular
events (which may contribute to a different form of bias, named event selection,
see Section 2.3.1). We could not find any finance policy event in April that all five
outlets reported on; hence, we discarded this category.

4.3.2.2 Training Phase: Creation of the Codebook
We create and use NewsWCL50 to evaluate two methods. The first method is for
context-driven cross-document coreference resolution as used in target concept
analysis. Additionally, we use NewsWCL50 to evaluate a method we will propose
in Section 5.2, which aims to identify how persons are portrayed in news articles.
This second method is used in the frame analysis component. Integrating the
annotation of both properties, i.e., coreferential relations of mentions and how the
mentions, e.g., of persons, are portrayed, approximates the manual procedure of
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Tab. 4.9: Overview of the events part of NewsWCL50. All dates are in 2018.

ID

Date

Category

Name

# Annotations

0

04/18

for

Pompeo’s meeting in PRK

684

1

04/19

nat

Comey memos

711

2

04/20

glo

PRK suspends nuclear tests

720

3

04/20

nat

DNC sues Russia, Trump campaign

1153

4

04/24

for

Macron and Trump meeting

1064

5

04/26

for

Planning Trump’s visit to the UK

621

6

04/29

nat

Migrant caravan crosses into the US

938

7

04/30

nat

Delays of US metal tariffs

784

8

04/30

eco

Mueller’s questions for Trump

881

9

04/30

glo

Iran nucelar files

720

frame analysis. Thus, in the following, we describe the creation of NewsWCL50,
including coreferential mentions of persons (and other semantic concept types) and
the framing categories representing how the persons are portrayed.
The goal of the training phase was to get an understanding of news articles concerning their types of mentions as well as the mentions’ coreference relations and
portrayal. The training phase was conducted on news articles not contained in
NewsWCL50. We collected the articles as described in Section 4.3.2.1 but for different time frames. In a first, inductive content analysis, we asked three coders
(students in computer science or political sciences aged between 20 and 29) to read
five news articles and use MAXQDA, a content analysis software, to annotate any
phrase that they felt was influencing their perception or judgment of a person and
other semantic concept mentioned in the article. Specifically, coders were asked to
(1) mark such phrases, and state which (2) perception, judgment, or feeling the
phrase caused in them, e.g., affection, and its (3) target concept, i.e., which concept
the perception effect was ascribed to. We then used the initial codings to derive
coding rules and a set of frame properties, representing how the annotators felt a
target was portrayed.
We use the stated perception or judgment (see step 2 described previously) to derive
so-called frame properties. Frame properties are pre-defined categories representing
specific dimensions of political frames. A detailed definition and discussion is
described in Section 5.2, where we introduce our method that determines the frame
properties. Our desired characteristics of frame properties are on the one hand to
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be general so that they can be applied meaningfully to a variety of political news
events, but on the other hand to be specific, allowing fine-grained categorization of
persons’ portrayal. Thus, during training, we added, removed, refined or merged
frame properties, e.g., we found that ‘unfairness’ was always accompanied by (not
necessarily physical) aggression, and hence was better, i.e., more fine-grained,
represented by ‘aggressor’ or ‘victim,’ which convey additional information on the
perception of the target. We created a codebook including definitions of frame
properties, coding rules, and examples.
During training, we refined the codebook until we reached an acceptable inter-coder
reliability (ICR) after six training iterations. The inter-coder reliability at the end of
our training was 0.65 for frame properties and 0.86 for target mentions (calculated
with mean pairwise average agreement). The comparably low inter-coder reliability
of the annotations concerning frame properties is in line with results of other studies
that aim to annotate topic-independent “frame types” [Car+15]. This indicates the
complexity and difficulty of the task.
In total, we derived 13 bi-polar frame properties, i.e., that have an antonym, and
3 without an antonym. Since the frame properties are not used in the target
concept analysis, further details concerning the frame properties are described in
Section 5.2.2, which also describes the method that uses the frame properties.
Target concepts can be ‘actors’ (single individua), ‘actions,’ ‘countries,’ ‘events,’
‘groups’ (of individua acting collectively, e.g., demonstrators), other (physical)
‘objects,’ and also more abstract or broadly defined semantic concepts, such as
“Immigration issues,” coined ‘misc’ (see Table 4.12). To define these seven types, we
used established named entity types [TD03] and refined them during our annotation
training to better fit our use case, e.g., by removing types that were never subject
to bias, such as ‘TIME,’ and adding fine-grained sub-types, such as ‘countries’ and
‘groups’ instead of only ‘ORG.’
The codebook is available as part of NewsWCL50 (see Section 4.3.6).

4.3.2.3 Deductive Content Analysis
To create our NewsWCL50 dataset, we conducted a deductive content analysis.
One coder read and annotated the newsa rticles, and two researchers reviewed
and revised the annotations to ensure adherence to the codebook (cf. [Neu16;
Sch12]). For the annotation process, we used the two coding concepts devised
in Section 4.3.2.2: target concepts, which are semantic concepts including persons
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that can be the target of sentence-level bias forms, and frame properties, which are
categorized framing effects.
To facilitate the use of our dataset and method for context-driven cross-document
coreference resolution also outside the scope of this thesis, we do not restrict the
annotation of only persons but include the previously mentioned in total seven types
of semantic concepts. This way, the dataset and the context-driven coreference
resolution method we evaluate on it can more realistically cover the broad spectrum
of coreferential mentions as they occur in real world news coverage.
Following the codebook, the coder was asked to code any relevant phrase that
represents either a target concept or frame property. This is in contrast to the
beginning of the training phase, where any annotation originated from a change in
perception or judgment of a concept. Said differently, while in training annotation
the mentions of persons and other semantic concepts were only annotated as such
if the coder felt the sentence or generally an (adjacent) expression changed the
perception of such semantic concept, in the deductive annotation we annotated
all mentions of any semantic concept. To improve annotation efficiency, we asked
the coder, however, to first briefly read the given news article and determine which
semantic concepts are mentioned at least three times. Then, mentions of only these
and semantic concepts that were identified in previously annotated news articles
had to be annotated.
For each frame property, additionally the corresponding target concept had to be
assigned. For example, in “Russia seizes Ukrainian naval ships,” “Russia” would be
coded as a target concept (type ‘country’), and “seizes” as a frame property (type
‘Aggressor’) with “Russia” being its target. Each mention of a target concept in a text
segment can be targeted by multiple frame property phrases. More details on the
coding instructions can be found in NewsWCL50’s codebook. The dataset consists
of 5926 target concept codings, and 2730 frame property codings. NewsWCL50 is
openly available in an online repository (see Section 4.3.6).

4.3.3 Method
Given a set of news articles reporting on the same event, our method finds and
resolves mentions referring to the same semantic concepts. The method consists
of the preprocessing, candidate extraction, and candidate merging as shown in
Figure 3.1. Our evaluation dataset (Section 4.3.2.3) is not sufficiently large to
train a method that uses deep learning techniques, and a large-scale dataset would
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cause high cost, e.g., the OntoNotes dataset, commonly used to train methods
for coreference resolution, consists of more than 2000 documents and more than
25000 coreference chains [ASS19]. By devising a rule-based method as described in
the following, we are able to reduce the otherwise high annotation cost (see also
Section 4.3.2).
While the previous section reporting on the dataset creation (Section 4.3.2) described
also information important for the frame analysis component, e.g., how we devised
and annotated frame properties, this section describes only our method for contextdriven cross-document coreference resolution. The method for the identification
of frame properties as devised for the frame analysis components is described in
Section 5.2.
In the target concept analysis, the goal of the first sub-task, candidate extraction, is to
identify phrases that contain a semantic concept, i.e., phrases that could be the target
of sentence-level bias forms (Section 4.3.3.1). We identify noun phrases (NPs) and
verb phrases (VPs). We coin such phrases candidate phrases, and they compare to
the mentions of target concepts annotated in the content analysis (Section 4.3.2.3).
The goal of the second sub-task, candidate merging, is to merge candidates referring
to the same semantic concept, i.e., groups of phrases that are coreferential (see
Section 4.3.3.2). Candidate merging includes state-of-the-art coreference resolution,
but also aims to find coreferences across documents and in a broader sense (see
Sections 4.3 and 4.3.1), e.g., “undocumented immigrants” and “illegal aliens.”

4.3.3.1 Preprocessing and Candidate Extraction
We perform natural language preprocessing, including part-of-speech (POS) tagging,
dependency parsing, full parsing, named entity recognition (NER), and coreference
resolution [CM16a; CM16b], using Stanford CoreNLP with neural models where
available, otherwise using the defaults for the English language [Man+14].
As initial candidates, we extract coreference chains, noun phrases (NPs), and verb
phrases (VPs). First, we extract each coreference chain including all its mentions
found by coreference resolution as a single candidate. Conceptually, this can be seen
as an initial merging of candidates, since we merge all mentions of the coreference
chain into one candidate. Second, we extract each NP found by the parser as a single
candidate. We avoid long phrases by discarding any NP consisting of 20 or more
words. If phrase contains one or more child NPs, we extract only the parent, i.e.,
longest, phrase. We follow the same extraction procedure for VPs. In the following,
when referring to NPs, we always refer to VPs as well, if not noted otherwise.
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We set a representative phrase for each candidate, which represents the candidate’s
meaning. For coreference chain candidates, we take the representative mention
defined by CoreNLP’s coreference resolution [Sta21]. For NP-based candidates, we
take the whole NP as the representative phrase. We use the representative phrases
as one property to determine the similarity of candidates.
We also determine a candidate’s type, which is one of the types shown in Table 4.10.
For each phrase in a candidate, we determine whether its head is a ‘person,’ ‘group,’
or ‘country,’ using the lexicographer dictionaries from WordNet [Mil95] and NE types
from NER [FGM05], e.g., “crowd” or “hospital” are of type ‘group.’ In linguistics, the
head is defined as the word that determines a phrase’s syntactic category [Mil11],
e.g., the noun “aliens” is the head of “illegal aliens,” determining that the phrase is
an NP. In WordNet, individual words, i.e., here the head words, can have multiple
senses, e.g., “hospital” could be a building and an organization. We use WordNet’s
ranked list of senses for each head word, to determine the head word’s most likely
type. Specifically, for h, a head’s sense s of rank ns = {1, 2, 3, ...}, we define
m(s) = 1/ns as a weighting factor. We then calculate the head’s type score for each
type t individually as follows:
s(h, t) =

X

m(s)T (s, t),

(4.3)

s∈W (h)

where W (h) yields all senses of h in WordNet and T (s, t) returns 1 if the queried
type t is identical to the sense s’s type defined in WordNet, else 0. For a candidate
c consisting of h ∈ c head words, we then calculate c’s type score for each type t
individually as follows:
X
S(c, t) =
s(h, t).
(4.4)
h∈c

Lastly, we assign the type t to candidate c where S(c, t) is maximized. This way, our
fine-grained type determination well reflects the different senses a word can have
and their likeliness.
If the candidate contains at least one NE mention, we set the NE flag. For example,
if most phrases of a candidate are NE mentions of a ‘person,’ we set the candidate
type ‘person-ne.’ If the type is a person, we distinguish between singular and plural
by counting the heads’ POS types: NN and NNP for singular, NNS and NNPS for
plural. If a candidate is neither a ‘person,’ ‘group,’ nor ‘country,’ e.g., because the
candidate is an abstract concept, such as “program,” we set its type to ‘misc.’ We use
the candidate types to determine which candidates can be subject to merging, and
for type-to-type specific merge thresholds.
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Tab. 4.10: Candidate types identified during preprocessing

Candidate type

Definition

Example

person-ne

Single person (NE)

Biden

person-nes

Multiple persons (NE)

Democrats

person-nn

Single person (non-NE)

immigrant

person-nns

Multiple persons (non-NE)

officials

group-ne

Organization (NE)

Congress

group

Group of people, place (non-NE)

crowd, hospital

country-ne

Country (NE)

Germany

country

Location (non-NE)

country

misc

Abstract concepts

program

We refer to the previously described preprocessing as our standard preprocessing.
Since CoreNLP is prone to merge (large) coreferential chains incorrectly [CM16b],
we propose a second preprocessing variant. Our split preprocessing executes an additional task after all tasks of standard preprocessing. It takes CoreNLP’s coreference
chains and split likely incorrectly merged chains and mentions into separate chains.
To determine which mentions of a chain are likely not truly part of that chain, split
preprocessing employs named entity linking. Specifically, it attempts to link each
mention of a coreference chain to its Wikipedia page [Gol14]. Given a coreference
chain and its mentions, our preprocessing removes mentions having a different
linked entity than the entity linked by the majority of the chain’s mentions. For the
removed mentions, our preprocessing creates new chains [Min+16].

4.3.3.2 Candidate Merging
The goal of the sub-task candidate merging is to find and merge candidates that
refer to the same semantic concept. Current methods for coreference resolution
(see Section 4.3.1) cannot resolve abstract and broadly defined coreferences as
they occur in sentence-level bias forms, especially in bias by word choice and
labeling (see Table 1.1). Thus, we propose a merging method consisting of six
sieves for our rule-based merging system (see Figure 3.1), where each sieve analyzes
specific characteristics of two candidates to determine whether the candidates should
be merged.6 Merging sieves 1 and 2 determine the similarity of two candidates,
6
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particularly of the ‘actor’ type, as to their (core) meaning. Sieves 3 and 4 focus
on multi-word expressions. Sieves 5 and 6 focus on frequently occurring words
common in two candidates.
Sieves and examples:
(1) Representative phrases’ heads: we merge two candidates by determining the
similarity of their core meaning (as a simplified example, we would merge “Donald
Trump” and “President Trump”). (2) Sets of phrases’ heads: we determine the
similarity as to the meaning of all phrases of two candidates ({Trump, president}
and {billionaire}). (3) Representative labeling phrases: similarity of adjectival labeling
phrases. Labeling is an essential property in sentence-level bias forms, especially
in bias by word choice and labeling (“illegal immigrants” and “undocumented
workers”). (4) Compounds: similarity of nouns bearing additional meaning to the
heads (“DACA recipients” and “DACA applicants”). (5) Representative wordsets:
similarity of frequently occurring words common in two candidates (“United States”
and “US”). (6) Representative frequent phrases: similarity of longer multi-word
expressions where the order is important for the meaning (“Deferred Action of
Childhood Arrival” and “Childhood Arrivals”).
For each merging sieve i, we define a 9×9 comparison matrix cmati spanned over the
nine candidate types listed in Table 3. The normalized scalar in each cell cmati,u,v
defines whether two candidates of types u and v are considered comparable (if
cmati,u,v > 0). As described later, for some merging sieves, we also use cmati,u,v as
a threshold, i.e., we merge two candidates with types u and v if the similarity of both
candidates is larger than cmati,u,v . We found generally usable default values for the
comparison matrices’ cells and other parameters described in the following through
experimenting and domain knowledge (see Section 4.3.5). The specific values of all
comparison matrices can be found in the source code (Appendix A.4).
We organize candidates in a list sorted by their number of phrases, i.e., mentions in
the texts; thus, larger candidates are at the top of the list. In each merging sieve, we
compare the first, thus largest, candidate with the second candidate, then third, etc.
If two candidates at comparison meet a specific similarity criterion, we merge the
current (smaller) candidate into the first candidate, thereby removing the smaller
candidate from the list. Once the pairwise comparison reaches the end of the list
for the first candidate, we repeat the procedure for each remaining candidate in
the list, e.g., we compare the second (then third, etc.) candidate pairwise with the
remainder of the list. Once all candidates have been compared with another, we
proceed with the next merging sieve.
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As stated previously, the first and second sieve aim to determine the similarity of two
candidates as to their (core) meaning. In the first merging sieve, we merge two
candidates if the head of each of their representative phrase (see Section 4.3.3.1) is
identical by string comparison. By default, we apply the first merging sieve only to
candidates of identical NE-based types, but one can configure the sieve’s comparison
table cmat1 to be less restrictive, e.g., allow also other type comparison or inter-type
comparisons.
In the second merging sieve, we merge two candidates if their sets of phrases’
heads are semantically similar. For each candidate, we create a set H consisting
of the heads from all phrases belonging to the candidate. We then vectorize each
head within H into the word embeddings space of the enhanced word2vec model
trained on the GoogleNews corpus (300M words, 300 dimensions) [Mik+13], using
an implementation that also handles out-of-vocabulary words [Pat+18]. We then
−→ for the whole set of head vectors.
compute the mean vector −
m
H
Then, to determine whether two candidates c0 and c1 are semantically similar, we
−→, −
→
−−→
compute their similarity s (c0 , c1 ) = cossim (−
m
H nH ), where mH is the mean head
vector of c0 , −
n→
H the mean head vector of c1 , and cossim(. . .) the cosine similarity
function. We merge the candidates, if c0 and c1 are of the same type, e.g., each
represents a person, and if their cosine similarity s (c0 , c1 ) ≥ t2,low = 0.5. We also
merge candidates that are of different types if we consider them comparable (defined
in cmat2 ), e.g., NEs such as “Trump” with proper nouns (NNP) such as “President,”
and if s (c0 , c1 ) ≥ t2,high = 0.7. We use a higher, i.e., more restrictive, threshold since
the candidates are not of the same type.
The third and fourth sieves focus on resolving multi-word expressions, such as
“illegal immigrants” and “undocumented workers.” In the third merging sieve, we
merge two candidates if their representative labeling phrases are semantically similar.
First, we extract all adjective NPs from a candidate containing a noun and one or
more labels, i.e., adjectives attributing to the noun. If the NP contains multiple
labels, we extract for each label one NP, e.g., “young illegal immigrant” is extracted
as “young immigrant” and “illegal immigrant.” Then, we vectorize all NPs of a
candidate and cluster them using affinity propagation [FD07]. To vectorize each NP,
we concatenate its words, e.g., “illegal_worker” and look it up in the embeddings
space produced by the enhanced word2vec model (see second merging sieve), where
frequently occurring phrases were treated as separate words during training [LM14].
If the concatenated NP is not part of the model, we calculate a mean vector of the
vectors of the NP’s words. Each resulting cluster consists of NPs that are similar
in meaning. For each cluster within one candidate, we select the single adjective
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NP with the global most frequent label, i.e., the label that is most frequent among
all candidates. This way selected NPs are the representative labeling phrases of a
candidate.
Then, to determine the similarity between two candidates c0 and c1 in the third
merging sieve, we compute a similarity score matrix S (V, W ) spanned by the
representative labeling phrases vi ∈ V of c0 and wj ∈ W of c1 . We look up a type-totype specific threshold t3 = cmat3 [type (c0 )] [type(c1 )], and type (c) returns the type
of candidate c (see Table 3). For each cell si,j in S (V, W ), we define a three-class
similarity score

→
− −
→

2, if cossim( v , w ) ≥ t + t
i

si,j =








j

3

1,

−
→) ≥ t
if cossim(→
vi , −
w
j
3

0,

otherwise,

3,r

(4.5)

−
→) is the cosine similarity of both vectors, and t = 0.2 to reward
where cossim (→
vi , −
w
j
3,r
more similar vectors into the highest similarity class. We found the three-class score
to yield better results than using
P the cosine similarity directly. We merge c0 and c1
si,j

if V ∼ W , i.e., sim (V, W ) = |Vs∈S
||W | ≥ t3,m = 0.3. When merging candidates, we
transitively merge different candidates U, V, W if U ∼ W and V ∼ W , i.e., we say
U ∼ W, V ∼ W → U ∼ V , and merge both candidates U and W into V .
In the fourth merging sieve, we merge two candidates if they contain compounds
that are semantically similar. In linguistics, a compound is a word or multi-word
expression that consists of more than one stem, and that cannot be separated without
changing its meaning [LŠ11]. We focus only on multi-word compounds, such as
“DACA recipient.”
In this sieve, we first analyze the semantic similarity of the stems common in
multiple candidates. Therefore, we find all words that are common in at least one
compound of each candidate at comparison. In each candidate, we then select as its
compound phrases all phrases that contain at least one of these words, and vectorize
the compound phrases into the word embeddings space. Then, to determine the
similarity of two candidates, we compute a similarity score matrix S (V, W ) spanned
by all compound phrases vi ∈ V of candidate c0 and wj ∈ W of c1 using the same
approach we used for the third merging sieve (including merging candidates that
are transitively similar). If sim (V, W ) ≥ t4,m we merge both candidates. Else, we
proceed with the second merge method.
In the second method, we check for the lexical identity of specific stems in multiple
candidates. Specifically, we merge two candidates c0 and c1 if there is at least one
phrase in c0 that contains a head that is a dependent in at least one phrase in c1 , and
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if both candidates are comparable according to cmat4 . For instance, two candidates
are of type person-ne (see Table 3), and one phrase in c0 has a headword “Donald,”
and one phrase in c1 is “Donald Trump,” where “Donald” is the dependent word.
The fifth and sixth sieves focus on the special cases of coreferences that are still
unresolved, particularly candidates that have frequently occurring words in common, such as “United States” and “US.” In the fifth merging sieve, we merge two
candidates if their representative wordsets are semantically similar. To create the
representative wordset of a candidate, we perform the following steps. We create frequent itemsets of the words contained in the candidate’s phrases excluding
stopwords (we currently use an absolute support supp = 4) and select all maximal
frequent itemsets [AH14]. Note that this merging sieve thus ignores the order of
the words within the phrases. To select the most representative wordsets from the
maximal frequent itemsets, we introduce a representativeness score
r(w) = log(1 + l(w)) log(f (w)),

(4.6)

where w is the current itemset, l(w) the number of words in the itemset, and f (w)
the frequency of the itemset in the current candidate. The representativeness score
balances two factors: first, the descriptiveness of an itemset, i.e., the more words
an itemset contains, the more comprehensively it describes its meaning. Second,
the importance, i.e., the more often the itemset occurs in phrases of the candidate,
the more relevant the itemset is. We then select as the representative wordsets the
N itemsets with the highest representativeness score, where N = min(6, fp (c)),
where fp (c) is the number of phrases in a candidate. If a word appears in more
than rs5 = 0.9 of all phrases in a candidate but is not present in the maximal
frequent itemsets, we select only N − 1 representative wordsets and add an itemset
consisting only of that word to the representative wordsets. Lastly, we compute the
−
mean vector →
v of each representative wordset v by vectorizing each word in the
representative wordset using the word embeddings model introduced in the second
merging sieve.
Then, to determine the similarity of two candidates c0 and c1 in the fifth merging
sieve, we compute a similarity score matrix S (V, W ) spanned by all representative
wordsets vi ∈ V of candidate c0 and wj ∈ W of c1 analogously constructed as the
matrix described in the third merging sieve. We merge c0 and c1 , if sim (V, W ) ≥
t5 = 0.3.
In the sixth merging sieve, we merge two candidates if they have similar representative frequent phrases. To determine the most representative wordlists of a candidate,
we conceptually follow the procedure from the fifth merging sieve but apply the
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steps to phrases instead of wordsets. Specifically, the representativeness score of
a phrase o is calculated using Equation (4.6) with phrase o instead of itemset w.
We then select as the representative frequent phrases the N phrases with the highest
representative score, where N = min 6, fp (c).
Then, to determine the similarity of two candidates c0 and c1 in the sixth merging
sieve, we compute a similarity score matrix S (V, W ) spanned by all representative
wordlists vi ∈ V of candidate c0 and wj ∈ W of c1 . We look up a type-to-type specific
threshold t6 = cmat6 [type (c0 )] [type(c1 )]. We calculate the similarity score of each
cell si,j in S (V, W ):

si,j =



2,



if levend (vi , wj ) ≤ t6 − t6,r

1, if levend (vi , wj ) ≤ t6






(4.7)

0, otherwise,

where levend (vi , wj ) is the normalized Levenshtein distance [Lev66; MRS08] of
both phrases, and t6,r = 0.2. Then, over all rows j we find the maximum sum of
similarity scores simhor , and likewise simvert over all columns i:


simhor = max 
0≤i<|W |

and
simvert = max

0≤j<|V |

|V |
X



si,j  /|W |

(4.8)

j=0



|W |
X

si,j  /|V | .

(4.9)

i=0

We calculate a similarity score for the matrix:

simval(V, W ) =



simhor ,




if simhor ≥ simvert ∧ |W | > 1






otherwise.

simvert , else if |V | > 1
0,

(4.10)

Finally, we merge candidates c0 and c1 if simval ≥ t6,m = 0.5.
Using the previously outlined series of six sieves, our method merges those candidates that CoreNLP’s coreference resolution used in the preprocessing step did
not identify as coreferential. In practical terms, our method relies on CoreNLP as
an established method for single-document coreference resolution and uses the
six sieves to enhance CoreNLP’s results in two ways. First, our method merges
the coreferences found in single documents across multiple documents. Second, it
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additionally merges highly context-dependent coreferences as they occur frequently
in the sentence-level bias forms that our PFA approach seeks to identify.

4.3.4 Evaluation
To measure the effectiveness of the context-driven cross-document coreference
resolution in the context of our overall analysis for the automated identification and
communication of media bias, we perform an in-depth evaluation of the approach in
this section. After presenting the evaluation results in Section 4.3.4.3, we discuss the
strengths and weaknesses of our approach, from which we derive future research
directives in Section 4.3.5.

4.3.4.1 Setup and Metrics
We evaluate our method and all baselines on the events and articles contained in
the NewsWCL50 dataset (Section 4.3.2.3). Similar to prior work, we evaluate exclusively the coreference resolution performance but not the extraction performance
[Bar+19]. Thus, we do not automatically extract the mentions for coreference
resolution but pass the set of all true mentions as annotated in NewsWCL50 to
evaluate the method.
Our primary evaluation metric is weighted macro F1 (F 1m ), where we weight the
F1 score of each candidate (as automatically resolved) by the number of samples
from its true class (as annotated in our dataset). Secondary metrics are precision
(P ) and recall (R). We generally prefer recall over precision within the secondary
metrics since CoreNLP is prone to yield many small or even singleton coreference
chains on our dataset. CoreNLP thus achieves very high precision scores while at the
same time the larger coreference chains miss many mentions, i.e., those mentions
that are part of the singleton chains. To measure the metrics, we compare resolved
candidates, i.e., coreference chains, with manually annotated target concepts, e.g.,
“USA/Donald Trump.” For each target concept annotated in NewsWCL50, we find the
best matching candidate extracted automatically (cf. [MRS08]), i.e., the candidate
whose phrases yield the largest overlap to the mentions of the target concept. To
account for the subjectivity of the coding task in the content analysis, particularly
when coding abstract target concepts (Section 4.3.2), we allow in our evaluation
multiple true labels to be assigned to the candidates, i.e., a predicted candidate can
have multiple true annotated target concepts.
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We report and discuss all the performances of the evaluated methods for all concept
types. However, we use the ‘Actor’ type as the primary concept type since the
person-oriented framing approach focuses on the analysis of individual persons
(Section 3.3.2).

4.3.4.2 Baselines
We compare our approach with three baselines, which we describe briefly in the
following.
EECDCR represents the state of the art in cross-document coreference resolution. The
authors reported the highest evaluation results [Bar+19] compared to Kenyon-Dean
et al. [KCP18], Lee et al. [Lee+12], and NLP Architect [Int18]. EECDCR resolves
event and entity mentions jointly. To reproduce EECDCR’s performance, we use
the model’s full set of optional features: semantic role labeling (SRL), ELMo word
embeddings [Pet+18], and dependency relations. Since we could not setup SwiRL,
the originally used SRL parser, we used the most recent SRL method by AllenNLP
[SL19]. To resolve intra-document mentions, we use CoreNLP [CM16a]. We use
default parameters for the model inference.
Two further baselines represent the state of the art in single-document coreference
resolution, both employ CoreNLP [CM16a; CM16b]. Since CoreNLP is designed
for single-document coreference resolution, each baseline uses a different adaption
to make CoreNLP suitable for the cross-document task. Baseline CoreNLP-merge
creates a virtual document by appending all documents. It then performs CoreNLP’s
coreference resolution on this virtual document. Baseline CoreNLP-cluster employs
CoreNLP’s coreference resolution on each document individually. The baseline then
clusters the mentions of all coreference chains in the word2vec space [LM14] using
affinity propagation [FD07]. Each resulting cluster of phrases yields one candidate
(cf. [Cam+16]), i.e., coreference chain.

4.3.4.3 Results
Table 4.11 shows the CDCR performance of the evaluated methods. Our method
achieved the highest performance concerning our primary metric (F 1m = 59.0).
The CoreNLP baselines yield worse performance (at best: F 1m = 53.2). Our method
performed also slightly better than EECDCR (F 1m = 57.8). We found that our
split preprocessing tackled CoreNLP’s merging issue, where large chains are merged
incorrectly as described in Section 4.3.3.1. Specifically, our split preprocessing
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Tab. 4.11: Performance of the context-driven cross-document coreference resolution
method and baselines on NewsWCL50. Best performing approaches are highlighted.

Method

P

R

F1

CoreNLP-merge

90.7

34.8

43.1

CoreNLP-cluster

79.4

44.8

53.2

EECDCR

86.3

49.6

57.8

Preprocessing

95.5

15.8

25.6

Sieve 1

88.4

35.4

42.8

Sieves 1 to 2

81.1

51.1

56.8

80.9

51.2

56.8

Sieves 1 to 4

80.4

51.4

57.0

Sieves 1 to 5

75.1

53.5

56.3

Sieves 1 to 6

75.1

53.5

56.3

Preprocessing

95.0

34.2

44.2

Sieve 1

88.7

40.0

47.8

Sieves 1 to 2

84.3

53.2

59.0

83.5

53.2

58.8

Sieves 1 to 4

81.6

53.5

58.8

Sieves 1 to 5

76.8

56.1

58.5

Sieves 1 to 6

76.8

56.1

58.5

Sieves 1 to 3

Preprocessing

standard

Sieves 1 to 3

split

improved the F 1m performance from at best 57.0 to 59.0. The effect of our split
preprocessing can be seen when comparing the recall scores after preprocessing
(standard preprocessing: R = 15.8, split preprocessing: R = 34.2). Since our
method performed better with split preprocessing, we refer in the remainder of this
section to this variant if not noted otherwise.
Table 4.12 shows the performance achieved on the individual concept types. Importantly, our method achieved the highest performance on the ‘Actor’ type (F 1m = 88.7
compared to the best baseline: F 1m = 81.9). The high ‘Actor’ performance allows for
using our method in target concept analysis, since person-oriented framing analysis
focuses on individual persons, i.e., as part of the ‘Actor’ type. Further, our method
performed for most of the other concept types better than the baselines: ‘Action,’
‘Group,’ ‘Misc,’ and ‘Object.’ On the ‘Event’ type, EECDCR performed best, which is
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Tab. 4.12: Performance of the context-driven cross-document coreference resolution
method and baselines for each concept type. Macro F1 is shown for each
of the three baselines: CoreNLP-merge, CoreNLP-cluster, and EECDCR.

Concept type

Support

merge

cluster

EECDCR

P

R

F1

Action

124

8.0

37.9

39.7

53.4

37.9

39.7

Actor

1336

75.3

74.7

81.9

91.6

87.4

88.7

Actor-I

512

26.0

37.3

34.8

84.0

28.1

36.4

Country

1569

44.2

47.4

53.1

61.3

48.6

46.0

Event

493

36.1

55.6

63.6

62.2

67.1

60.8

Group

498

27.3

35.9

39.6

70.9

34.7

43.1

Misc

514

11.7

38.0

42.8

95.8

32.0

43.2

Object

583

38.1

61.8

64.2

83.7

67.1

71.3

expected since the method was specifically designed for event-centric coreference
resolution (F 1m = 63.6 compared to us: F 1m = 60.8).

In general, we found that our method and the baselines performed best on concepts
that consist mainly of NPs and that are narrowly defined. In contrast, our method
performed worse on concepts that consist mainly of (1) VPs, are (2) broadly defined,
or are (3) abstract. Our method achieved a low macro F1 on the ‘Action’ type
(F 1m = 39.7), whose candidates consist mainly of VPs. The concept type ‘ActorI’ is very broadly defined as to our codebook and yields the lowest performance
(F 1m = 36.4). One reason for the low performance is that in the content analysis,
different individua were subsumed under one Actor-I concept to increase annotation
speed (Section 4.3.2). We propose means to address this issue in Section 4.3.5.
The extraction of candidates of the type ‘Misc’ is as expected challenging (F 1m =
43.2), since by definition its concepts are mostly abstract or complex. For example,
the concept “Reaction to IRN deal” (event #9) contains both actual as well as
possible future (re)actions to the event (the “Iran deal”), and assessments and other
statements by persons regarding the event.

Table 4.13 shows the performance of our method on the individual events of
NewsWCL50. The approach performed best on events #1, #4, and #9 (F 1m,1 =
68.2) and worse on events #6, #7, and #3 (F 1m,6 = 46.2). When investigating the
events’ compositions of concept types, we found that in general higher performances
were achieved for events that consist mainly of NPs, e.g., 44.1% of all mentions in
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Tab. 4.13: Performance of the context-driven cross-document coreference resolution
method for each event

Event ID

Support

P

R

F1

0

548

66.4

63.8

59.1

1

612

90.9

63.0

68.2

2

608

74.3

54.8

59.6

3

835

79.8

45.4

52.2

4

628

77.6

67.2

64.7

5

444

70.9

60.8

60.0

6

583

75.5

39.8

46.2

7

577

63.8

53.0

50.9

8

641

81.9

58.6

62.1

9

498

84.4

60.3

64.7

event #1 are of type ‘Actor.’7 In contrast, events with lower performance contain
typically a higher number of broadly defined concepts or ‘Action’ concepts.
We also found that our approach was able to extract and merge unknown concepts,
i.e., concepts that are not contained in the word embeddings used during the candidate merging process [LM14; Pat+18]. For example, when the GoogleNews corpus
was published in 2013 [Mik+13], many concepts, such as “US President Trump”
or “Denuclearization,” did not exist yet or had a different, typically more general,
meaning than in 2018. Yet, the approach was able to correctly merge phrases with
similar meanings, e.g., in event #2, the target concept “Peace” contains among
others “a long-term detente,” “denuclearization,” and “peace.” In event #6, the
approach was able to resolve, for example, “many immigrants,” “the caravan,” “the
group marching toward the border,” “families,” “refugees,” “asylum seekers,” and
“unauthorized immigrants.” In event #1, the approach resolved, among others, “allegations,” “the infamous Steele dossier,” “the salacious dossier,” and “unsubstantiated
allegations.”
Table 4.11 shows that using only sieves 1 to 2 achieved over all concept types the
highest performance (F 1m = 59.0). Though, subsequent sieves improved recall
further (from R = 53.2 after sieve 2 to R = 56.1 after sieve 6) while only slightly
reducing F 1m to 58.5. We thus recommend to generally run all sieves. However, in
the context of person-oriented framing analysis (PFA), we recommend to use only
7
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Tab. 4.14: Performance of the context-driven cross-document coreference resolution
method evaluated only on the ‘Actor’ type

Method

P

R

F1

Preprocessing

97.7

72.4

81.2

Sieve 1

92.4

83.5

86.9

Sieves 1 to 2

91.6

87.4

88.8

Sieves 1 to 3

91.6

87.4

88.8

Sieves 1 to 4

91.6

87.4

88.8

Sieves 1 to 5

91.6

87.4

88.7

Sieves 1 to 6

91.6

87.4

88.7

sieves 1 and 2. Table 4.14 shows that using only these two sieves suffices to achieve
the best possible performance for the ‘Actor’ type (F 1m = 88.8). This is expected
since sieves 1 and 2 focus specifically on resolving mentions of the ‘Actor’ type.
In sum, the results of the evaluation showed an improved performance of our method
in resolving highly context-dependent coreferences compared to the state of the art,
especially on the Actor concept type, which is most relevant for PFA.

4.3.5 Future Work
When devising our method, we focused on using it only as part of person-oriented
framing analysis (PFA). In this use case, i.e., resolving individual persons (concept
type: ‘Actor’) in event coverage, our method outperformed the state of the art in
coreference resolution (F 1m = 88.7 compared to 81.9). Moreover, the evaluation
showed that our method achieved competitive or higher performance compared to
current methods for cross-document coreference resolution when evaluated on all
concept types or individual concept types. However, our evaluation cannot elucidate
how effective our method is in other domains and applications. We seek to address
this by creating a larger dataset, for which we plan to implement and validate minor
improvements in the codebook, e.g., infrequent individua are currently coded jointly
into a single ‘[Actor]-I’ target concept. While such coding requires less coding effort,
it also negatively skews the measured evaluation performance (see Section 4.3.4).
An idea is to either not code infrequent target concepts or code them as single
concepts.
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To further strengthen the evaluation of the coreference resolution task, we plan to
test our method on established datasets for coreference resolution (Section 4.3.1).
Doing so will help to investigate how our method performs in other use cases and
domains. Albeit standard in the evaluation practices of coreference resolution, the
evaluation of methods only on true mentions means that the practical performance
of such methods may differ strongly. We expect that the performance of a CDCR
methods is lower when employed in real-world use cases where almost never true
mentions, e.g., as annotated in a ground truth, are available. Instead, in real-world
use cases, such mentions typically have to be extracted automatically. We thus
propose to conduct a future evaluation that uses automatically extracted mentions,
where we compare pure coreference resolution performance with its performance
when employed in settings resembling real-world use.
A larger dataset would also enable the training of recent deep learning models, and
we expect that deep learning models could achieve higher performance. Recent
models for single-document coreference resolution achieve increased performance
compared to earlier, traditional methods [XC20b]. A key issue that prevented us
from creating a sufficiently large dataset is the tremendous annotating cost required
for its annotation (see Section 4.3).

4.3.6 Conclusion
The previous sections introduced our method for context-driven cross-document
coreference resolution. Our method is the first to find and resolve coreferences as
they are relevant for sentence-level bias forms. When evaluated on our dataset for
the PFA use case, our method outperformed the state of the art (on the concept
type ‘Actor’, our method achieved F 1m = 88.7 compared to 81.9). When considering
all concept types, our method performed slightly better than the state of the art
(F 1m = 59.0 compared to 57.8).
As noted in Section 4.3.5, our use-case-specific evaluation can only serve as a first
indicator for the general coreference resolution performance in other use cases and
on other text domains. Moreover, coreference resolution is a broad and complex
field of research, with a diverse spectrum of sub-tasks and use cases. Our thesis can
only contribute a first step in the task of context-driven cross-document coreference
resolution. Despite that, because of the high performance of our method on the
‘Actor’ type as evaluated on the NewsWCL50 dataset, we conclude that the method
is an effective means to be used within the PFA approach.
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NewsWCL50 and its codebook are available at:
https://github.com/fhamborg/NewsWCL50

4.4 Summary of the Chapter
This chapter introduced target concept analysis as the first analysis component in
person-oriented framing analysis (PFA). Target concept analysis aims to find and
resolve the mentions of persons across the given news articles. This task is of
particular importance and difficulty in slanted coverage, for example, due to the
divergent word choice across differently slanted news articles. We explored two
approaches to enable target concept analysis: event extraction and coreference
resolution.
Our approach for event extraction (Section 4.2) achieved overall high performance in
extracting answers for the journalistic 5W1H questions, which describe an article’s
main event. However, additional research effort would be required to employ this
approach in target concept analysis. First, we would need to extend the approach
to extract not only the single main event of each article but also multiple side
events. The latter is crucial for PFA, which requires multiple mentions and persons
to identify the overall frame of a news article. In contrast, a lower reliability of the
frame identification would be expected when relying on only a single characteristic of
each article, e.g., the actor of the single main event. Second, for the event extraction
to be used in PFA, we would need to devise a second method for resolving the
events and their phrases across the event coverage. Besides these two shortcomings
concerning the use in PFA, our event extraction approach represents a universally
usable means for event extraction, achieves high extraction performance, and is
publicly available (Section 4.2.5).
Due to the two shortcomings of the line of research employing event extraction, we
decided to focus on a second line of research. The main contribution of this chapter
is the first method to perform context-driven cross-document coreference resolution
(Section 4.3). In the evaluation, our method resolved highly context-dependent
mentions of persons and other concept types as they occur commonly in persontargeting forms of media bias. When considering mentions of individual persons
as relevant for PFA, our method achieved a high performance (F 1m = 88.7) and
outperformed the state of the art (F 1m = 81.9). We will thus use our method for
coreference resolution for the target concept analysis component.
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This chapter details the last component of person-oriented framing analysis:
frame analysis. The component aims to classify how persons are portrayed in
news articles. The chapter introduces and discusses two approaches for this
task. First, it briefly presents an exploratory approach that aims to classify
fine-grained categories of how persons are portrayed.
Afterward, the chapter introduces the first method for target-dependent sentiment classification in the domain of news articles. The dataset and method
enable sentiment classification in a domain that could not reliably be analyzed
earlier.
Lastly, the chapter argues for using the latter approach in the frame analysis
component, in particular because of its high classification performance.
Addressed research task: RT 3

This chapter is based on the following publications:

“Automated Identification of Media Bias by Word
Choice and Labeling in News Articles”
Hamborg, Zhukova, and Gipp.
19th ACM/IEEE Joint Conference on Digital Libraries (JCDL), pp. 196–
205, 2019.

[HZG19a]

“Towards Target-Dependent Sentiment
Classification in News Articles”
Hamborg, Donnay, and Gipp.
iConference 2021: Diversity, Divergence, Dialogue, pp. 1–9, 2021.
[HDG21]
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“NewsMTSC: A Dataset for (Multi-)Targetdependent Sentiment Classification in Political
News Articles”
Hamborg and Donnay.
2021 Conference of the European Chapter of the Association for Computational Linguistics (EACL), pp. 1–13, 2021.

[HD21]

A related publication reporting on initial results is:

“Illegal Aliens or Undocumented Immigrants?
Towards the Automated Identification of Bias by
Word Choice and Labeling”
Hamborg, Zhukova, and Gipp.
iConference 2019: Information in Contemporary Society, pp. 179—
187, 2019.

[HZG19b]
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5.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the frame analysis component, which aims to identify how
persons are portrayed in the given news articles, both at the article and sentence
levels. This task is of difficulty for various reasons, such as that news articles rather
implicitly or indirectly frame persons, for example, by describing actions performed
by a person. Consequently, a high level of interpretation is necessary to identify how
news articles portray persons. Because of this and other issues highlighted later in
this chapter, prior approaches to analyze frames or derivatives yield inconclusive
or superficial results or require high manual effort, e.g., to create large annotated
datasets.
Frame analysis is the second and last analysis component in person-oriented framing
analysis (PFA). The input to frame analysis is a set of news articles reporting on the
same policy event, including the persons involved in the event and their mentions
across all articles. The output of the frame analysis component should be information
concerning how each person is portrayed and groups of articles similarly framing
the persons involved in the event.
An approach in principle suitable for the frame analysis component is identifying
political frames as defined by Entman [Ent93]. Doing so would approximate the content analysis, particularly the frame analysis, as conducted in social science research
on media bias most closely. However, as pointed out in Section 3.3.2, taking such an
approach would result in infeasibly high annotation cost. Further, political frames
are defined for a specific topic or analysis question [Ent93], whereas PFA is meant
to analyze bias in news coverage on any policy event. Thus, identifying political
frames seems out of the thesis’s scope and also methodologically infeasible currently.
We revisit this design decision later in the chapter and also in our discussion of the
thesis’s limitations and future work ideas in Section 7.3.2.
In this chapter, we explore two conceptually different approaches to determine how
individual persons are portrayed. The first approach more closely resembles how
researchers in the social sciences analyze framing. It aims to identify categories
representing topic-independent framing effects, which we call frame properties, such
as whether a person is portrayed as being competent, wise, powerful, or trustworthy
(or not). The second approach follows a more pragmatic route to the task of the
frame analysis component, which we devise to address fundamental issues of the
first approach, such as high annotation cost, high annotation difficulty, and low
classification performance. Both approaches have in common that they do not
analyze frames, which would be the standard procedure in the social sciences, but
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instead categorized effects of framing. We focus on framing effects since frames
as analyzed in social science research on media bias are topic-specific. In contrast,
our approach is meant to analyze news coverage on any policy issue (see also
Sections 1.3 and 3.3.2).
Note that the frame analysis component consists of an additional second task, i.e.,
frame clustering (Figure 3.1). Once the frame analysis has identified how each
person is portrayed at both the article and sentence levels, frame clustering aims
to find groups of articles that frame the persons similarly. For frame clustering, we
use a simple technique that we will describe when introducing our prototype system
(Chapter 6).

5.2 Exploring Person-Targeting Framing(-Effects) in
News Articles
The section presents the results of a research direction we pursued initially for the
frame analysis component. We explore a simple approach that aims to identify
so-called frame properties, which are fine-grained constituents of how a person is
portrayed at the sentence level, e.g., whether a person is shown as competent or
powerful. Frame properties resemble framing effects in social science research. We
propose frame properties as pre-defined categorical characteristics that might be
attributed to a target person due to one or more frames. For example, in a sentence
that frames immigrants as intruders that might harm a country’s culture and economy
(rather than victims that need protection, cf. [Van05]), respective frame properties
of the mentioned immigrants could be ‘dangerous’ and ‘aggressive.’
The remainder of this section is structured as follows. Section 5.2.1 briefly summarizes prior work on automated frame analysis. We then present our exploratory
approach for frame property identification in Section 5.2.2. Afterward, we discuss
the results of an exploratory, qualitative analysis in Section 5.2.3. Section 5.2.4
highlights the shortcomings and difficulties of this approach and discusses how to
address or avoid them. Specifically, our approach achieved in the evaluation only
mixed results, but we can use the identified issues to derive our main approach for
the frame analysis component, which is then described in Section 5.3. Lastly, Section 5.2.5 provides a brief summary of our exploratory research on frame property
identification.
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The dataset used for the approach and its codebook are available at:
https://github.com/fhamborg/NewsWCL50

5.2.1 Related Work
This section briefly summarizes key findings of our literature review concerning
the analysis of political framing. An in-depth discussion of the following and other
related approaches can be found in Chapter 2.
To analyze how persons (or other semantic concepts) are portrayed, i.e., framed,
researchers from the social sciences primarily employ manual content analyses and
frame analyses (see Section 2.3.4). In content analyses focusing on the persontargeting bias forms (Section 3.3.2), social scientists typically analyze how news
articles frame individual persons or groups of persons. For example, whether there
is a systematic tendency in coverage to portray immigrants in a certain way, such as
being aggressive or helpless [Niv02]. Observing these tendencies may then yield
specific frames, such as the ‘intruder’ or ‘victim’ frames mentioned in the beginning
of Section 5.2. Other analyses not concerned with persons but, e.g., topics, may
focus on whether news outlets use emotional or factual language when reporting
on a specific topic, or which topical aspects of an issue are highlighted in coverage
[Pd08].
In sum, in our literature review on identifying media bias, we find that no automated
system focuses on the analysis of person-targeting bias forms at the sentence-level
(see Sections 2.3.2 to 2.3.4). However, two prior works are of special interest.
First, the research conducted for the creation of the media frame corpus (MFC)
aims to directly represent political frames [Ent07] as established in the social
sciences [Car+15]. In contrast to political frames, MFC’s “frame types” are topic
independent and thus are in principle highly relevant for our task. However, from a
conceptual perspective, the MFC’s frame types are independent of any target, i.e.,
they holistically describe the content or “frame” of a news article or a sentence
within. Moreover, this approach suffers from high annotation cost and low intercoder reliability (ICR) [Car+15]. As a consequence, classifiers trained on the MFC
yield low classification accuracy on the sentence-level [Car+16].
Second, a recent approach aims to automatically extract so called “microframes”
from a set of text documents, e.g., news articles [Kwa+20]. Given a set of text
documents, the respective microframes are defined as semantic axes that are overrepresented in individual documents. Each such semantic axis is a bi-polar adjective
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pair as used in semantic differential scales established in psychology [Hei70]. Since
the microframes are extracted for a given set of documents, they are topic-dependent,
or more specifically, dataset-dependent. For example, in a topic and corresponding
documents on immigration, the adjective pair of one microframe could be ‘illegal’–
‘legal.’ After the extraction of these microframes for a given dataset, users then review
the microframes and select a subset of them to be used for further analysis. The
approach yields qualitative microframes that resemble closely our frame properties
but are, in contrast to them, dataset-specific.
Most of the other reviewed approaches that are only partially related to our task use
quantitative methodology and their results are mostly superficial, especially when
compared to the results of manual content analyses. For example, one approach
investigates the frequency of affective words close to user-defined words [Gre+04],
e.g., names of politicians. Another approach aims to find bias words by employing
IDF [LJY18].
Another field that is relevant for the task of determining how persons are portrayed
is sentiment analysis and more specifically target-dependent sentiment classification
[Liu12]. Though, researchers have questioned whether the one-dimensional polarity
scale of sentiment classification suffices to capture the actual fine-grained effects of
framing (see Section 2.3.4). We will investigate sentiment classification and this
question in Section 5.3.

5.2.2 Method
Given a person mention and its context, the objective of our method is to determine
which frame properties the context as well as the mention yield on the person.
Specifically, our simple method looks for words that express one or more frame
properties on the person mention. Afterward, we aggregate for each target person
frame properties from all its mentions in the given news article from sentence-level
to article-level.1
The idea of our approach is to extend the one dimensional polarity scale, i.e., positive,
neutral, and negative, established in traditional sentiment classification with further
classes, i.e., fine-grained properties, such as competent, powerful, and antonyms
thereof. We call these fine-grained properties frame properties. Conceptually, some
1

The work described in this section was jointly conducted with our research for the method for
context-driven cross-document coreference resolution. To avoid redundancy while improving
readability, we refer to the respective sections in Chapter 4 and briefly summarize the work in the
section at hand.
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frame properties can be subsumed using sentiment polarity but they also extend the
characteristics that can be represented using polarity. For example, while affection
and refusal can be represented as more specific forms of positive and negative
portrayal, respectively, other frame properties cannot be projected into the positive–
negative scale. Such frame properties include, for example, (being portrayed as
an) aggressor versus a victim, where the victim has neither positive nor negative
sentiment polarity (the aggressor, though, has clearly negative polarity). This way,
our approach seeks to overcome the shortcomings of the one dimensional polarity
scale used in sentiment classification (see Section 2.3.4).
Using a series of inductive and deductive small-scale content analyses, we devised
in total 29 frame properties, of which 13 are bi-polar pairs and 3 have no antonym.
Specifically, to derive the final set of frame properties, we initially asked coders
annotate any phrase that they felt was influencing their assessment of a person or
other semantic concepts mentioned and also to state which perception, judgment,
or feeling the phrase caused in them. We then used these initial open statements to
derive a set of frame properties, which represented how the annotators felt a target
was portrayed. Table 5.1 shows the final set of frame properties.
We refined these initial frame properties in an interactive process following best
practices from the social sciences until three goals or factors were achieved or
maximized. First, an acceptable inter-coder reliability was reached. Second, the set
of frame properties covers a broad spectrum of person characteristics highlighted by
“any” news coverage while, third, still being as specific as possible. The second and
third goal aim to achieve a balance between being topic-independent and generic
while preferring specific categories, such as ‘competent,’ over general categories,
such as ‘positive.’ We achieved these goals after conducting six test iterations
consisting of reviewing previous annotation results, refining the codebook and frame
properties, and discussion of the changes with the annotators. We reached an
acceptable inter-coder reliability of 0.65 (calculated with mean pairwise average
agreement). The comparably low inter-coder reliability indicates the complexity and
difficulty of the task (cf. [Car+15]). Further information on the training prior to the
main annotation is described in Section 4.3.2.2.
Finally, we conducted a deductive content analysis on 50 news articles reporting on
policy issues using the codebook created during the training annotations. In the main
annotation, 5926 mentions of persons and other target concepts were annotated.
Further, 2730 phrases that each induce at least one frame property were annotated.
For each frame property, additionally the corresponding target concept had to be
assigned. For example, in “Russia seizes Ukrainian naval ships,” “Russia” would be
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Tab. 5.1: Frame properties in NewsWCL50. Parentheses in the first column show the name
of the respective antonym, if any.

Name

# mentions

# mentions of antonym

173

70

Trustworthiness (no trustworthiness)

43

120

Reason (unreason/irrationality)

72

84

Affection (refusal)

Fairness / morality

6

Confidence

65

Easiness (difficulty)

2

99

Positive economy (negative economy)

24

35

Honor (dishonor)

30

17

Importance (unimportance)

242

15

Lawfulness (unlawfulness)

26

63

517

173

35

56

Aggressor (victim)

262

150

Safety (unsafety)

46

78

Positive (negative)

26

26

Power / leadership (weakness / passiveness)
Good quality / functioning (poor quality)

Other bias

172
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annotated as a target concept of type ‘country,’ and “seizes” as a frame property with
type ‘Aggressor’ that targets “Russia.” Each mention of a target concept in a text
segment can be targeted by multiple frame property phrases. Further information
on the training prior to the main annotation is described in Section 4.3.2.3.
After the annotation and in a one-time process, we manually defined a set of seed
words for each of the frame properties Sk ∈ S. For each frame property Sk , we
gathered seed words by carefully selecting common synonyms from a dictionary
[Mer16], e.g., for the frame property ‘affection’ we selected the seed words: attachment, devotion, fondness, love, passion.
For each news article passed to the frame analysis component, our method performs
the following procedure. First, to identify frame property words the method iterates
all words in the given news article and determines for each word its semantic
similarity to each of the frame properties. Specifically, we calculate the cosine
similarity of the current word w and each seed word s ∈ Sk of the current frame
property Sk in a word embedding space [SH12]. We define the semantic similarity
−
−
sim (w, Sk ) = cossim (→
w,→
s ).

(5.1)

We assign to a word w any frame property Sk , where sim (w, Sk ) > tp = 0.4. At the
end of this procedure, each word has a set of weighted frame properties. The weight
of a frame property on a word is defined by sim (w, Sk ).
Second, for each target person ci , we aggregate frame properties Sk ∈ S from all
its modifiers wj of ci found by dependency parsing [6]. We use manually devised
rules to handle the different types of relations between head ci and modifier wj , e.g.,
to assign the frame properties of an attribute (modifier) to its noun (target person
mention), or a predeterminer (modifier) to its head (target person mention).
Given a news article and a set of persons or other semantic concepts with one or
more mentions, the output of the proposed method is as follows. For each mention,
the method determines a set of weighted frame properties, yielded by the sentence
of the mention. Further, for each semantic concept, the method returns a set of
weighted frame properties by aggregating them from mention-level to article-level.

5.2.3 Exploratory Evaluation
We discuss the usability of this exploratory approach as to determining frame properties in a set of news articles reporting on the same event in two use cases. Due to the
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low inter-coder reliability of the frame property annotations (see Section 5.2.2), we
expected low classification performance of our approach. Thus, we did not conduct a
quantitative evaluation but instead qualitatively investigated the approach to derive
future research ideas [Car+16]. In contrast to the research objective of this thesis,
i.e., identifying and communicating biases targeting persons, in this investigation
we also considered semantic concepts of the type groups of persons. This allows us
to better demonstrate and discuss the results of the method.
In the first use case, we investigated the frame properties of persons and other
semantic concepts in an event, where the DNC, a part of the Democratic Party in
the US, sued Russia and associates of Trump’s presidential campaign in 2018 (see
event #3 in Table 4.9). Table 5.2 shows exemplary frame properties of the three
main actors involved in the event: Donald Trump, the Democratic Party, and the
Russian Federation; each being a different concept type (shown in parentheses in
Table 5.2). The first column shows each candidate’s representative phrase (see
Section 4.3.3.1). The linearly normalized scores s(c, a, f ) in the three exemplary
frame property columns represent how strongly each article a (row) portrays a frame
property f regarding a candidate c: s = 1 or −1 indicates the maximum presence of
the property or its antonym, respectively. A value of 0 indicates the absence of the
property, or equal presence of the property and its antonym.
Left-wing outlets (LL and L) more strongly ascribe the property ‘aggressor’ to
Trump, e.g., s(Trump, LL, aggressor) = 1, than right-wing outlets do, for example, s(Trump, R, aggressor) = 0.34. This is conformal with the findings of manual
analyses of news coverage of left- versus right-wing outlets regarding Republicans
[DK06; Gre+04; GM05]. The Democratic Party is portrayed in all outlets as rather
aggressive (s = [0.91, 1]), which can be expected due to the nature of the event,
since the DNC sued various political actors.
The difficulty of frame property classification is visible in other frame properties
that yielded inconclusive trends, such as ‘reason.’ We found that an increased level
of abstractness is the main cause for lower frame identification performance (cf.
[LJY18; Par+09a; Car+15]). For example, in the content analysis (see Section 4.3.2),
we noticed that ‘reason’ was often not induced by single words but rather more
abstractly through actions that were assessed as reasonable by the human coders.
In the second use case, we investigated frame properties in an event where special
counsel Mueller provided a list of questions to Trump in 2018 (see event #8 in
Table 4.9). Table 5.3 shows selected frame properties of the two main actors
involved in the event: Trump and Mueller. Since both are individual persons,
their semantic concept type is ‘Actor.’ The results of our method indicated that
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Tab. 5.2: Excerpt of exemplary frame properties as determined automatically in the first
use case

Concept label

Trump

Actor

Democratic Party

Russia

Type

Group

Country

Outlet

honor

aggressor

reason

LL

-0.51

1.00

-0.32

L

-0.75

0.76

0.00

M

0.04

0.00

0.89

R

0.00

0.34

0.00

RR

0.00

0.44

0.00

LL

0.40

1.00

0.00

L

0.57

1.00

0.00

M

-1.00

0.91

-0.87

R

0.93

1.00

-0.37

RR

-0.98

1.00

0.00

LL

1.00

0.53

0.00

L

0.00

0.00

0.00

M

0.00

-0.89

0.87

R

1.00

0.03

0.00

-0.98

1.00

0.00

RR
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Tab. 5.3: Excerpt of exemplary frame properties as determined automatically in the second
use case

Concept label

Mueller

Trump

Type

Actor

Actor

Outlet

confidence

power

trustw.

LL

0.70

0.00

1.00

L

1.00

0.00

0.97

M

0.61

0.00

0.63

R

0.13

1.00

0.49

RR

0.00

0.17

0.00

LL

-0.19

0.41

-0.93

L

-0.80

0.00

-1.00

M

0.41

0.00

-0.19

R

0.48

0.00

0.00

RR

1.00

0.47

-0.16

the reviewed left-wing outlets ascribe rather positive frame properties to Mueller,
e.g., s(Mueller, LL, confidence) = 1, than right-wing outlets do, s(. . . , RR, . . .) = 0.
For Trump, we identified the opposite, e.g., s(Trump, LL, trustworthiness) = −0.19
and s(. . . , RR, . . .) = 1. More strongly, left-wing news outlets even ascribe nontrustworthiness to Trump, e.g., s(Trump, LL, trustworthiness) = −0.93. Besides
these expected patterns, other frame properties again showed inconclusive trends,
such as power.
Due to the difficulty of automatically estimating frames (see Section 2.5), the
identification of frame properties ascribed to persons and other semantic concepts
did not always yield clear or expected patterns. We found this is especially true for
abstract or implicitly ascribed frame properties. For example, we could not find clear
patterns for the frame properties ‘reason’ in the first use case (Table 5.2) and ‘power’
in the second use case (Table 5.3), which is mainly due to the abstractness used to
portray a person as being powerful or reasonable.

5.2.4 Future Work
In our exploratory evaluation, we found that our basic approach yielded trends
concerning frame properties that are in part as expected and in part inconclusive.
We think there are two main causes for the inconclusive results. First, the simplicity
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of the approach is one key reason. The second potential cause is the general difficulty
of annotating or determining frames and respectively in our case the frames’ effects
[Car+15].
To address the first issue, we propose to improve the approach using more sophisticated techniques, such as deep learning and recent language models. Fundamentally, our current approach is word-based and may often fail to catch the
“meaning between the lines” (see Section 2.2.5). This is in contradiction to the
substantial character of frames [Ent07], which typically requires a higher degree
of interpretation, being one key reason for the comparably “superficial” results of
many automated approaches to date compared to manual content analyses (see
Section 2.5). For example, determining implicitly ascribed frame properties, such
as ‘reason,’ requires a high degree of interpretation since typically a news articles
would not state that a person acted reasonably but instead this conclusion would
be made by news consumers after reading one or more sentences describing, for
example, actions that portray the person in a specific way. One idea to improve
the classification performance is to use deep language models, such as RoBERTa,
pre-trained on large amounts of also news articles [Liu+19]. RoBERTa and other
language models have significantly improved natural language understanding capabilities across many tasks [Wan+18]. Given these advancements, we expect that
such language models can also reliably determine complex and implicitly ascribed
frame properties. However, fine-tuning language models, especially for multi-label
classification tasks with high degree of required interpretation as for frames and
frame properties, requires also the creation of very large datasets (cf. [Car+16]).
The second cause is the difficulty of frame annotation as well as frame classification,
or in our cases more specifically the effects of framing, i.e., frame properties. As our
comparably low inter-coder reliability (see Section 5.2.2) and prior work indicate
[Car+15], the annotation of frames and frame properties is highly complex and
some “degree of subjectivity in framing analysis [is] unavoidable” [Car+15]. In our
view, the most effective idea to address the high annotation difficulty is to reduce the
number of frame properties that are to be annotated. Other, commonly used means to
tackle the subjectivity are performing more training iterations, might be less effective
since we already conducted as many iterations as we could improve the inter-coder
reliability. Another promising idea is to determine frame properties on a much larger
set of news articles. While our exploratory evaluation showed in principle also
expected framing patterns, we tested our method only on five articles for each use
case. We think that the task’s ambiguity could—besides technical improvements
as mentioned previously—be addressed by identifying framing patterns on more
articles instead of attempting to pinpoint frame properties on individual articles.
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5.2.5 Conclusion
This section presented the results of our exploratory research on imitating manual
frame analysis. Albeit effective, such analysis entails the definition of topic-specific
and analysis-question-specific frames. Such dependencies are in contrast to the
objectives of the person-oriented framing analysis approach, which is intended to be
applied to any news coverage on policy issues. Instead of frames, we proposed to
analyze frame properties, which represent the effects of person-oriented framing,
such as whether a person is shown as being ‘aggressive.’
In our view, the approach represents a promising line of research but at the same
time suffers from shortcomings that are common to prior approaches aiming to
imitate frame analysis, especially high annotation cost for the required training
dataset. Likewise, we noticed a degree of subjectivity that could not be reduced
without lowering the “substance” of the frame properties (cf. [Car+15]), which
is required to interpret the “meaning between the lines” like it is done in frame
analysis.
The dataset used for the approach and its codebook are available at:
https://github.com/fhamborg/NewsWCL50

5.3 Target-dependent Sentiment Classification
This section describes the second approach for our frame analysis component.
Specifically, we describe a dataset and method for target-dependent sentiment
classification (TSC, also called aspect-term sentiment classification) in news articles.
In the context of the overall person-oriented framing analysis (PFA) and in particular
the frame analysis component, we use TSC to classify a fundamental effect of personoriented framing, i.e., whether sentences and articles portray individual persons
positively or negatively. As we show in this section and our prototype evaluation
(Chapter 6), TSC represents a pragmatic and effective alternative to the fine-grained
but expensive approach of classifying frame properties. The advantages of TSC
over approaches aiming to capture frames or frame derivatives are the reduced
annotation cost and high reliability.
We define our objective in this section as follows: we seek to detect polar judgments
towards target persons [Ste+17]. Following the TSC literature, we include only
in-text, specifically in-sentence, means to express sentiment. In news texts, such
means are, for example, word choice or describing actions performed by the target,
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e.g., “John and Bert got in a fight” or “John attacked Bert.” Sentiment can also be
expressed indirectly, e.g., through quoting another person, such as “According to
John, an expert on the field, the idea ‘suffers from fundamental issues’ such as [...]”
[Ste+17]. Other means may also alter the perception of persons and topics in the
news, but are not in the scope of the task [Bal+10], e.g., because they are not on
sentence-level. For example, story selection, source selection, article’s placement
and size (Section 2.1), and epistemological bias [RDJ13]. Albeit excluding nonsentence-level means from our objective in this section, in the context of the overall
thesis, the TSC method will still be able to catch the effects of source selection
and commission and omission of information. For example, when journalists write
articles and include mostly information of one perspective that is in favor of specific
persons, the resulting article will mostly reflect that perspective and thus be in favor
of these persons (Section 3.3.2).
The main contributions of this section are: (1) We create a small-scale dataset
and train state-of-the-art models on it to explore characteristics of sentiment in
news articles. (2) We introduce NewsMTSC, a large, manually annotated dataset
for TSC in political news articles. We analyze the quality and characteristics of the
dataset using an on-site, expert annotation. Because of its fundamentally different
characteristics compared to previous TSC datasets, e.g., as to how sentiment is
expressed and text lengths, NewsMTSC represents a challenging novel dataset for
the TSC task. (3) We propose a neural model that improves TSC performance on
news articles compared to prior state-of-the-art models. Additionally, our model
yields competitive performance on established TSC datasets. (4) We perform an
extensive evaluation and ablation study of the proposed model. Among others, we
investigate the recently claimed “degeneration” [Jia+19] of TSC to sequence-level
classification, finding a performance drop in all models when comparing single- and
multi-target sentences.
The remainder of this section is structured as follows. In Section 5.3.1, we provide
an overview of related work and identify the research gap of sentiment classification
in news articles. In Section 5.3.2, we explore the characteristics of how sentiment is
expressed in news articles by creating and analyzing a small-scale TSC dataset. We
then use and address the findings of this exploratory work, to create our main dataset
(Section 5.3.3) and model (Section 5.3.4). Key differences and improvements of the
main dataset compared to the small-scale dataset are as follows. We significantly
increase the dataset’s size and the number of annotators per example and address
class imbalance. Further, we devise annotation instructions specifically created to
capture a broad spectrum of sentiment expressions specific to news articles. In
contrast, the early dataset misses the more implicit sentiment expressions commonly
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used by news authors (see Section 5.3.2.5). Also, we test various consolidation
strategies and conduct an expert annotation to validate the dataset.
We provide the dataset and code to reproduce our experiments at:
https://github.com/fhamborg/NewsMTSC

5.3.1 Related Work
Analogously to other NLP tasks, the TSC task has recently seen a significant performance leap due to the rise of language models [Dev+19]. Pre-BERT approaches
yield up to F 1m = 63.3 on the SemEval 2014 Twitter set [Kir+14]. They employ
traditional machine learning combining hand-crafted sentiment dictionaries, such as
SentiWordNet [BES10], and other linguistic features [BF89]. On the same dataset,
vanilla BERT (also called BERT-SPC) yields 73.6 [Dev+19; Zen+19]. Specialized
downstream architectures improve performance further, e.g., LCF-BERT yields 75.8
[Zen+19].
The vast majority of recently proposed TSC approaches employ BERT and focus
on devising specialized down-stream architectures [SHQ19; Zen+19; Son+19].
More recently, to improve performance further, additional measures have been
proposed. For example, domain adaption of BERT, i.e., domain-specific language
model finetuning prior to the TSC finetuning [Rie+20; Du+20]; use of external
knowledge, such as sentiment or emotion dictionaries [HDM20; Zha+20], rulebased sentiment systems [HDM20], and knowledge graphs [Gho+20]; use of all
mentions of a target and/or related targets in a document [Che+20]; and explicit
encoding of syntactic information [PO20; YMC20].
To train and evaluate recent TSC approaches, three datasets are commonly used:
Twitter [Nak+13; Nak+16; RFN17], Laptop and Restaurant [Pon+14; Pon+15].
These and other TSC datasets [PL05] suffer from at least one of the following
shortcomings. First, implicitly or indirectly expressed sentiment is rare in them. In
their domains, e.g., social media and reviews, typically authors explicitly express
their sentiment regarding a target [ZWL18]. Second, they largely neglect that a text
may contain coreferential mentions of the target or mentions of different concepts
(with potentially different polarities), respectively [Jia+19].
Texts in news articles differ from reviews and social media in that news authors
typically do not express sentiment towards a target explicitly (exceptions include
opinion pieces and columns). Instead, journalists implicitly or indirectly express
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sentiment (Section 2.3.4) because language in news is typically expected to be
neutral and journalists to be objective [Bal+10; GSS07].
Our objective as described in the beginning of Section 5.3 is largely identical to
prior news TSC literature [Ste+17; Bal+10] with key differences: we do not
generally discard the “author-” and “reader-level.” Doing so would neglect large
parts of sentiment expressions. Thus, it would degrade real-world performance of
the resulting dataset and models trained on it. For example, word choice (listed
as “author-level” and discarded from their problem statement) is in our view an
in-text means that may in fact strongly influence how readers perceive a target, e.g.,
“compromise” or “consensus.” While we do not exclude the “reader-level,” we do
seek to exclude polarizing or contentious cases, where no uniform answer can be
found in a set of randomly selected readers (Sections 5.3.3.3 and 5.3.3.4). As a
consequence, we generally do not distinguish between the three levels of sentiment
(“author,” “reader,” and “text”).
Previous news TSC approaches mostly employ sentiment dictionaries, e.g., created
manually [Bal+10; Ste+17] or extended semi-automatically [GSS07], but yield
poor or even “useless” [Ste+17] performances. To our knowledge, there exist
two datasets for the evaluation of news TSC methods. Steinberger et al. [Ste+17]
proposed a news TSC dataset, which—perhaps due to its small size (N = 1274)—has
not been used or tested in recent TSC literature. Another dataset contains quotes
extracted from news articles, since quotes more likely contain explicit sentiment
(N = 1592) [Bal+10].
In summary, no suitable datasets for news TSC exist nor have news TSC approaches
been proposed that exploit recent advances in NLP.

5.3.2 Exploring Sentiment in News Articles
We describe how the procedure used to create our exploratory TSC dataset for the
domain of news articles, including the collection of articles and the annotation
procedure. Afterward, we discuss the characteristics of the dataset. Then, we
report the results of our evaluation where we test state-of-the-art TSC models on
the dataset. Lastly, we discuss the findings and shortcomings of our qualitative
dataset investigation and quantitative evaluation to derive means to address these
shortcomings in our main dataset.
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5.3.2.1 Creating an Exploratory Dataset

Our procedure to create the exploratory dataset for sentiment classification on
news articles entails the following steps. First, we create a base set of articles
of high diversity in topics covered and writing styles, e.g., whether emotional or
factual words are used (cf. [GH20]). Using our news extractor (Section 3.5), we
collect news articles from the Common Crawl news crawl (CCNC, also known as
CC-NEWS), consisting of over 250M articles until August 2019 [Nag16]. To ensure
diversity in writing styles, we select 14 US news outlets,2 which are mostly major
outlets that represent the political spectrum from left to right, based on selections
by [BGR16; GM05; BG08]. We cannot simply select the whole corpus, because
CCNC lacks articles for some outlets and time frames. By selecting articles published
between August 2017 and July 2019, we minimize such gaps while covering a time
frame of two years, which is sufficiently large to include many diverse news topics.
To facilitate the balanced contribution of each outlet and time-range we perform
binning: we create 336 bins, one for each outlet and month, and randomly draw 10
articles reporting on politics for each bin, resulting in 3360 articles in total.3 During
binning, we remove any article duplicates by text equivalence.
To create examples for annotation, we select all mentions of NEs recognized as
PERSON, NROP, or ORG for each article [Wei+13].4 We discard NE mentions in
sentences shorter than 50 characters. For each NE mention, we create an example
by using the mention as the target and its surrounding sentence as its context. We
remove any example duplicates. Afterward, to ensure diversity in writing styles and
topics, we use the outlet-month binning described previously and randomly draw
examples from each bin.
Different means may be used to address expected class imbalance, e.g., for the Twitter set, only examples that contained at least one word from a sentiment dictionary
were annotated [Nak+13; Nak+16]. While doing so yields high frequencies of
classes that are infrequent in real-world distribution, it also causes dataset shift
and selection bias [Qui+09]. Thus, we instead investigate the effectiveness of
different means to address class imbalance during training and evaluation (see
Section 5.3.2.4).
2

BBC, Breitbart, Chicago Tribune, CNN, LA Daily News, Fox News, HuffPost, LA Times, NBC, NY
Times, Reuters, USA Today, Washington Post, and Wall Street Journal.
3
To classify whether an article reports on politics, we use a DistilBERT-based [San+19] classifier
with a single dense layer and softmax trained on the HuffPost [Mis18] and BBC datasets [GC06].
During the subsequent manual annotation, coders discard remaining, non-political articles.
4
For this task, we use spaCy v2.1: https://spacy.io/usage/v2-1
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Tab. 5.4: Class frequencies of the splits in the exploratory TSC dataset

Set

Negative

Neutral

Positive

Total

training

530

1600

171

2301

test

167

487

47

701

total

697

2087

218

3002

5.3.2.2 Annotating the Exploratory Dataset
We set up an annotation process following best practices from TSC literature
[Pon+15; Nak+16; RFN17; Ste+17]. For each example, we asked three coders to
read the context, in which we visually highlighted the target, and assess the target’s
sentiment. Examples were shown in random order to each coder. Coders could
choose from positive, neutral, and negative polarity, whereby they were allowed
to choose positive and negative polarity at the same time. Coders were asked to
reject an example, e.g., if it was not political or a meaningless text fragment. Before,
coders read a code book that included instructions on how to code and examples.
Five coders, students, aged between 24 and 32, participated in the process.
In total, 3288 examples were annotated, from which we discard 125 (3.8%) that
were rejected by at least one coder, resulting in 3163 non-rejected examples. From
these, we discard 3.3% that lacked a majority class, i.e., examples where each coder
assigned a different sentiment class, and 1.8% that were annotated as positive and
negative sentiment at the same time, to allow for better comparison with previous
TSC datasets and methods (see Section 5.3.1). Lastly, we split the remaining 3002
examples into training and test sets, see Table 5.4.
We use the full set of 3163 non-rejected examples to illustrate the degree of agreement between coders: 3.3% lack a majority class, for 62.7%, two coders assigned
the same sentiment, and for 33.9% all coders agreed. On average, the accuracy
of individual coders is Ah = 72.9%. We calculate two inter-rater reliability (IRR)
measures. For completeness, Cohen’s Kappa is κ = 25.1, but it is unreliable in
our case due to Kappa’s sensitivity to class imbalance [CF90]. The mean pairwise
observed agreement over all coders is 72.5.
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5.3.2.3 Exploring the Characteristics of Sentiment in News Articles
In a manual, qualitative analysis of our exploratory dataset, we found two key
differences of news compared to established domains: first, we confirmed that
news contains mostly implicit and indirect sentiment (see Section 5.3.1). Second,
determining the sentiment in news articles typically requires a greater degree of
interpretation (cf. [Ste+17]). The second difference is caused by multiple factors,
particularly the implicitness of sentiment (mentioned as the first difference) and that
sentiment in news articles is more often dependent on non-local, i.e., off-sentence,
context. In the following, we discuss annotated examples (part of the dataset and
discarded examples) to understand the characteristics of target-dependent sentiment
in news texts.
In our analysis, we found that in news articles, a key means to express targeted
sentiment is to describe actions performed by the target. This is in contrast, e.g., to
product reviews where more often a target’s feature, e.g., “high resolution,” or the
mention of the target itself, e.g., “the camera is awesome,” express sentiment. For
example, in “The Trump administration has worked tirelessly to impede a transition
to a green economy with actions ranging from opening the long-protected Arctic
National Wildlife Refuge to drilling, [...].” the target (underlined) was assigned
negative sentiment due to its actions.
We found sentiment in ≈ 3% of the examples to be strongly reader-dependent (cf.
[Bal+10]).5 In the previous example, the perceived sentiment may, in part, depend
on the reader’s own ideological or political stance, e.g., readers focusing on economic
growth could perceive the described action positively whereas those concerned with
environmental issues would perceive it negatively.
In some examples, targeted sentiment expressions can be interpreted differently due
to ambiguity. As a consequence, we mostly found such examples in the discarded
examples and thus they are not contained in our exploratory dataset. While this
can be true for any domain (cf. “polarity ambiguity” in [Pon+15]), we think it
is especially characteristic for news articles, which are lengthier than tweets and
reviews, giving authors more ways to refer to non-local statements and to embed
their arguments in larger argumentative structures. For instance, in “And it is true
that even when using similar tactics, President Trump and President Obama have
expressed very different attitudes towards immigration and espoused different goals.”
the target was assigned neutral sentiment. However, when considering this sentence
5

We drew a random sample of 300 examples and concluded in a two-person discussion that the
sentiment in 8 examples could be perceived differently.
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in the context of its article [Tau18], the target’s sentiment may be shifted (slightly)
negatively.
From a practical perspective, considering more context than only the current sentence seems to be an effective means to determine otherwise ambiguous sentiment
expressions. By considering a broader context, e.g., the current sentence and previous sentences, annotators can get a more comprehensive understanding of the
author’s intention and the sentiment the author may have wanted to communicate.
The greater degree of interpretation required to determine non-explicit sentiment
expressions may naturally lead to a higher degree of subjectivity. Due to our majoritybased consolidation method (see Section 5.3.2.2), examples with non-explicit or
apparently ambiguous sentiment expressions are not contained in our exploratory
dataset.

5.3.2.4 Experiments and Discussion
We evaluated three TSC methods that represent the state of the art on the established
TSC datasets Laptop, Restaurant, and Twitter: AEN-BERT [Son+19], BERT-SPC
[Dev+19], and LCF-BERT [Zen+19]. Additionally, we tested the methods using
a domain-adapted language model, which we created by fine-tuning BERT (base,
uncased) for 3 epochs on 10M English sentences sampled from CCNC (cf. [Rie+20]).
For all methods, we test hyperparameter ranges suggested by their respective authors.6 Additionally, we investigated the effects of two common measures to address
class imbalance: weighted cross-entropy loss (using inverse class frequencies as
weights) and oversampling of the training set. Of the training set, we use 2001
examples for training and 300 for validation.
We used average recall (Ra ) as our primary measure, which was also chosen as the
primary measure in the TSC task of the latest SemEval series, due to its robustness
against class imbalance [RFN17]. We also measured accuracy (A), macro F1 (F 1m ),
and average F1 on positive and negative classes (F 1pn ) to allow comparison to
previous works [Nak+16].
Table 5.5 shows that LCF-BERT performed best (Ra = 67.3 using BERT and 69.8
using our news-adapted language model).7 Class-weighted cross-entropy loss helped
6

Epochs ∈ {3, 4}; batch size ∈ {16, 32}; learning rate ∈ {2e − 5, 3e − 5, 5e − 5}; label smoothing
regularization (LSR) [Sze+16]:  ∈ {0, 0.2 }; dropout rate: 0.1; L2 regularization: λ = 10−5 .
We used Adam optimization [KB15], Xaviar uniform initialization [GB10], and cross-entropy loss
[GBC16]. Where multiple values for a hyperparameter are given, we tested all their combinations
in an exhaustive search.
7
Each row in Table 5.5 shows the results of the hyperparameters that performed best on the validation
set.
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Tab. 5.5: TSC performance on the exploratory dataset. LM refers to the language model
used, where base is BERT (base, uncased) and news is our fine-tuned BERT model.

LM

base

news

Method

Ra

A

F1m

F1pn

AEN-BERT

59.7

62.9

55.0

47.3

BERT-SPC

62.1

62.1

53.3

44.9

LCF-BERT

67.3

61.3

54.4

46.5

AEN-BERT

59.8

62.9

54.5

46.2

BERT-SPC

66.7

63.5

55.0

45.8

LCF-BERT

69.8

66.0

58.8

51.4

best to address class imbalance (Ra = 69.8 compared to 67.2 using oversampling
and 64.6 without any measure).
Performance in news articles was significantly lower than in established domains,
where the top model (LCF-BERT) yielded in our experiments Ra = 78.0 (Laptop),
82.2 (Restaurant), and 75.6 (Twitter). For Laptop and Restaurant, we used domainadapted language models [Rie+20]. News TSC accuracy A = 66.0 was lower than
single-human-level Ah = 72.9 (see Section 5.3.2.3).
We carried out a manual error analysis (up to 30 randomly sampled examples for
each true class). We found target misassociation as the most common error cause: in
40%, sentences express the predicted sentiment towards a different target. In 30%,
we cannot find any apparent cause. The remaining cases contain various potential
causes, including usage of euphemisms or sayings (12% of examples with negative
sentiment). Infrequently, we found that sentiment is expressed by rare words or
figurative speech, or is reader-dependent (the latter in 2%, approximately matching
the 3% of reader-dependent examples reported in Section 5.3.2.3).
Previous news TSC approaches, mostly dictionary-based, could not reliably classify
implicit or indirect sentiment expressions (see Section 5.3.1). In contrast, our experiments indicate that BERT’s language understanding suffices to interpret implicitly
expressed sentiment correctly (cf. [Dev+19; Bal+10; GSS07]). Our exploratory
dataset does not contain instances in which the broader context defines sentiment,
since human coders could or did not classify them in our annotation procedure. Our
experiments therefore cannot elucidate this particular characteristic discussed in
Section 5.3.2.3.
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5.3.2.5 Summary

We explored how target-dependent sentiment classification (TSC) can be applied
to political news articles. After creating an exploratory dataset of 3000 manually
annotated sentences sampled from news articles reporting on policy issues, we
qualitatively analyzed its characteristics. We found notable differences concerning
how authors express sentiment towards targets as compared to other, well-researched
domains of TSC, such as product reviews or posts on social media. In these domains,
authors tend to explicitly express their opinions. In contrast, in news articles, we
found dominant use of implicit or indirect sentiment expressions, e.g., by describing
actions, which were performed by a given target, and their consequences. Thus,
sentiment expressions may be more ambiguous, and determining their polarity
requires a greater degree of interpretation.
In our quantitative evaluation, we found that current TSC methods performed lower
on the news domain (average recall Ra = 69.8 using our news-adapted BERT model,
Ra = 67.3 without) than on popular TSC domains (Ra = [75.6, 82.2]).
While our exploratory dataset contains clear sentiment expressions, it lacks other
sentiment types that occur in real-world news coverage. For example, sentences that
express sentiment more implicitly or ambiguously. To create a labeled TSC dataset
that better reflects real-world news coverage, we suggest to adjust annotation
instructions to raise annotators’ awareness of these sentiment types and clearly
define how they should be labeled. Technically, apparently ambiguous sentiment
expressions might be easier to label when considering a broader context, e.g., not
only the current sentence but also previous sentences. Considering more context
might also help to improve a classifier’s performance.

5.3.3 NewsMTSC: Dataset Creation
This section describes the procedure to create our main dataset for TSC in the news
domain. When creating the dataset, we rely on best practices reported in literature
on the creation of datasets for NLP [PS12], especially for the TSC task [RFN17].
As our previous exploration has showed (Section 5.3.2.5), compared to previous
TSC datasets though, the nature of sentiment in news articles requires key changes,
especially in the annotation instructions and consolidation of answers [Ste+17].
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5.3.3.1 Data sources
We use two datasets as sources: our POLUSA dataset [GH20] and the Bias Flipper
2018 (BF18) dataset [Che+18]. Both satisfy five criteria that are important to our
problem. First, they contain news articles reporting on political topics. Second,
they approximately match the online media landscape as perceived by an average
US news consumer.8 Third, they have a high diversity in topics due to the number
of articles contained and time frames covered (POLUSA: 0.9M articles published
between Jan. 2017 and Aug. 2019, BF18: 6447 articles associated to 2781 events).
Fourth, they feature high diversity in writing styles because they contain articles
from across the political spectrum, including left- and right-wing outlets. Fifth, we
find that they contain only few minor content errors albeit being created through
scraping or crawling.
In early tests when selecting data sources, we tested other datasets as well. While
we found that other factors are more important for the resulting quality of annotated
examples (filtering of candidate example, annotation instructions, and consolidation
strategy), we also found that other datasets are slightly less suitable as to the five
previously mentioned criteria because the datasets, e.g., contain only contentious
news topics and articles [Car+15] or hyperpartisan sentences [Kie+19], are of
mixed content quality [NHA19], or contain too few sentences [Agi+15; Agi+16].

5.3.3.2 Creation of examples
To create a batch of examples for annotation, we devise a three tasks process: first,
we extract example candidates from randomly selected articles. Second, we discard
non-optimal candidates. Only for the train set, third, we filter candidates to address
class imbalance. We repeatedly execute these tasks so that each batch yields 500
examples for annotation, contributed equally by both sources.
First, we randomly select articles from the two sources. Since both are at least very
approximately uniformly distributed over time [GH20; Che+18], randomly drawing
articles will yield sufficiently high diversity in both writings styles and reported
topics (Section 5.3.3.1). To extract from an article examples that contain meaningful
target mentions, we employ coreference resolution (CR).9 We iterate all resulting
8

Each dataset roughly approximates the US media landscape, i.e., POLUSA by design [GH20], and
BF18 because it was crawled from a news aggregator on a daily basis [Che+18].
9
We employ spaCy 2.1 (https://github.com/explosion/spaCy/releases/tag/v2.1.8) and neuralcoref
4.0 (https://github.com/huggingface/neuralcoref/releases/tag/v4.0.0).
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coreference clusters of the given article and create a single example for each mention
and its enclosing sentence.
Extraction of mentions of named entities (NEs) is the commonly employed method
to create examples in previous TSC datasets [RFN17; Nak+16; Nak+13; Ste+17].
We do not use it since we find it would miss ' 30% mentions of relevant target
candidates, e.g., pronominal or near-identity mentions.
Second, we perform a two level filtering to improve quality and “substance” of
candidates. On coreference cluster level, we discard a cluster c in a document
d if |Mc | ≤ 0.2|Sd |, where |...| is the number of mentions of a cluster (Mc ) and
sentences in a document (Sd ). Also, we discard non-persons clusters, i.e., if ∃m ∈
Mc : t(m) ∈
/ {−, P }, where t(m) yields the NE type10 of m, and − and P represent
the unknown and person type, respectively. On example level, we discard short and
similar examples e, i.e., if |se | < 50 ∨ ∃ê : sim(se , sê ) > 0.6 ∧ me = mê ∧ te = tê where
se , me , and te are the sentence of e, its mention, and the target’s cluster, respectively,
and sim(...) the cosine similarity. Lastly, if a cluster has multiple mentions in a
sentence, we try to select the most meaningful example. In short, we prefer the
cluster’s representative mention11 over nominal mentions, and those over all other
instances.
Third, for only the train set, we filter candidates to address class imbalance. Specifically, we discard examples e that are likely the majority class (p(neutral|se ) > 0.95)
as determined by a simple binary classifier [San+19]. Whenever annotated and
consolidated examples are added to the train set of NewsMTSC, we retrain the
classifier on them and all previous examples in the train set.

5.3.3.3 Annotation
Instructions used in popular TSC datasets plainly ask annotators to rate the sentiment
of a text towards a target [RFN17; Pon+15]. For news texts, we find that doing so
yields two issues [Bal+10]: low inter-rater reliability (IRR) and low suitability. Low
suitability refers to examples where annotators’ answers can be consolidated but the
resulting majority answer is incorrect as to the task. For example, instructions from
prior TSC datasets often yield low suitability for polarizing targets, independently
of the sentence they are mentioned in. Figure 5.1 depicts our final annotation
instructions.
10
11
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Imagine you are a journalist asked to write a news article about a given topic. Depending on your own attitude
towards the topic or the people involved in the news story, you may portray people more positively and other
more negatively. For example, by using rather positive of negative words, e.g., ‘freedom fighters’ vs. ‘terrorists’
or ‘cross the border’ vs. ‘invade,’ or by describing positive or negative aspects, e.g., that a person did
something negative.
In the sentence below, what do you think is the attitude of the sentence’s author towards the underlined
subject? Consider the attitude only towards the underlined subject, not the event itself or other people. FYI:
further assignments may show the same sentence but with a different underlined subject than the subject
shown below.

Subject: the president
The comments come after McConnell expressed his frustrations with the president for having “excessive
expectations” for his agenda.

The attitude of the sentence’s author towards the underlined subject is…

Fig. 5.1: Final version of the annotation instructions as shown on Amazon Mechanical Turk.
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In an interactive process with multiple test annotations (six on-site and eight on
Amazon Mechanical Turk, MTurk), we test various measures to address the two
issues. We find that asking annotators to think from the perspective of the sentence’s
author strongly facilitates that annotators overcome their personal attitude. Further,
we find that we can effectively draw annotators’ attention not only at the event and
other “facts” described in sentence (the ‘what’) but also at word choice (‘how’ it is
described) by exemplarily mentioning both factors and abstracting these factors as
the author’s holistic “attitude.”12 We further improve IRR and suitability, e.g., by
explicitly instructing annotators to rate sentiment only regarding the target but not
regarding other aspects, such as the reported event.
We also test other means to address low IRR and suitability in news TSC annotation
but find our means to be more efficient while similarly effective. For example,
Balahur et al. [Bal+10] ask annotators to only rate the target’s sentiment but not
consider whether the news are “good” or “bad.” They also ask annotators to interpret
only “what is said” and not use their own background knowledge. Additionally, we
test a design where we ask annotators to select the more negative sentence of a
pair of sentences sharing a target. We use semantic text similarity (STS) datasets
[Agi+15; Agi+16] and extract all pairs with an STS score > 2.5. While this design
yields high IRR, suitability (especially political framing through word choice is found
more effectively [KT84]), and efficiency, the STS datasets contain too few examples.
On MTurk, we find consistently across all instruction variants that short instructions
yield higher suitability and IRR than more comprehensive instructions. Surprisingly,
the average duration of each crowdworkers’ first assignment is shorter for the latter.
This is perhaps because crowdworkers have high incentive to minimize the duration
per task to increase their salary and in case they deem instructions too long the
crowdworkers will not read them at all or only very briefly [Rog+11; SHC11].
While most TSC dataset creation procedures use 3- or 5-point Likert scales [Nak+13;
Nak+16; RFN17; Pon+14; Pon+15; Bal+10; Ste+17], we use a 7-point scale to
encourage rating also only slightly positive or negative examples as such.
Technically, we closely follow previous literature on TSC datasets [Pon+15; RFN17].
We conduct the annotation of our examples on MTurk. Each example is shown to five
randomly selected crowdworkers. To participate in our annotation, crowdworkers
must have the “Master” qualification, i.e., have a record of successfully completed,
high quality work on MTurk. To ensure quality, we implement a set of objective
measures and tests [KYY12]. While we pay all crowdworkers always (USD 0.07
12
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per assignment), we discard all of a crowdworker’s answers if at least one of the
following conditions is met. A crowdworker (a) was not shown any test question
or answered at least one incorrectly,13 (b) provided answers to invisible fields in
the HTML form (0.3% of crowdworkers did so, supposedly bots), or (c) the average
duration of time spent on the assignments was extremely low (< 4s).
The IRR is sufficiently high (κC = 0.74) when considering only examples in
NewsMTSC. The expected mixed quality of crowdsourced work becomes apparent
when considering all examples, including those that could not be consolidated and
answers of those crowdworkers who did not pass our quality checks (κC = 0.50).

5.3.3.4 Consolidation
We consolidate the answers of each example to a majority answer by employing a
restrictive strategy. Specifically, we consolidate the set of five answers A to the singlelabel 3-class polarity p ∈ {pos., neu., neg.} if ∃C ⊆ A : |C| ≥ 4 ∧ ∀c ∈ C : s(c) = p,
where s(c) yields the 3-class polarity of an individual 7-class answer c, i.e., neutral
⇒ neutral, any positive (from slightly to strongly) ⇒ positive, and respectively for
negative. If there is no such consolidation set C, A cannot be consolidated and the
example is discarded. Consolidating to 3-class polarity allows for direct comparison
to established TSC dataset.
While the strategy is restrictive (only 50.6% of all examples are consolidated this
way), we find it yields the highest quality. We quantify the dataset’s quality by
comparing the dataset to an expert annotation (Section 5.3.3.6) and by training
and testing models on dataset variants with different consolidations. Compared to
consolidations employed for previous TSC datasets, quality is improved significantly
on our examples, e.g., our strategy yields F 1m = 86.4 when comparing to experts’
annotations and models trained on the resulting set yield up to F 1m = 83.1 whereas
the two-step majority strategy employed for the Twitter 2016 set [Nak+16] yields
50.6 and 53.4, respectively.

5.3.3.5 Splits and multi-target examples
NewsMTSC consists of three sets as depicted in Table 5.6. For the train set, we
employ class balancing prior to annotation (Section 5.3.3.2). To minimize dataset
shift, which might yield a skewed sentiment distribution in the dataset compared to
13

Prior to submitting a batch of examples to MTurk, we add 6% test examples with unambiguous
sentiment, e.g., “Mr. Smith is a bad guy.”
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Tab. 5.6: Class frequencies of NewsMTSC. Columns (f.l.t.r.): name; count of targets with
any, positive, neutral, and negative sentiment, respectively; count of examples
with multiple targets of any and different polarity, respectively.

Set

Total

Pos.

Neu.

Neg.

MT-a

MT-d

Train

8739

2395

3028

3316

972

341

Test-mt

1476

246

748

482

721

294

Test-rw

1572

361

587

624

73

30

Tab. 5.7: Statistics of coreference-related examples in NewsMTSC. Columns (f.l.t.r.): name;
count of targets and their coreferential mentions with any, positive, neutral, and
negative sentiment, respectively.

Set

+Corefs

Pos.

Neu.

Neg.

11880

3434

3744

4702

Test-mt

1883

333

910

640

Test-rw

1572

361

587

624

Train

the real-world [Qui+09], we do not use class balancing for either of the two test sets.
Sentences can have multiple targets (MT) with potentially different polarities. We
call this MT property. To investigate the effect on TSC performance of considering
or neglecting the MT property [Jia+19], we devise a test set named test-mt, which
consists only of examples that have at least two semantically different targets,
i.e., each belonging to a separate coreference cluster (Section 5.3.3.2). Since the
additional filtering required for test-mt naturally yields dataset shift, we create a
second test set named test-rw, which omits the MT filtering and is thus designed to
be as close as possible to the real-world distribution of sentiment. We seek to provide
a sentiment score for each person in each sentence in train and test-rw but mentions
may be missing, e.g., because of erroneous coreference resolution or crowdworkers’
answers could not be consolidated.

5.3.3.6 Quality and characteristics
We conducted an expert annotation of a random subset of 360 examples used during
the creation of NewsMTSC with five international graduate students (studying
Political or Communication Science at the University of Zurich, Switzerland, 3
female, 2 male, aged between 23 and 29). Key differences compared to the MTurk
annotation are: first, extensive training until high IRR is reached (considering all
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examples: κC = 0.72, only consolidated: κC = 0.93). We conducted five iterations,
each consisting of individual annotations by the students, quantitative and qualitative
review, adaption of instructions, and individual and group discussions. Second,
comprehensive instructions (4 pages). Third, no time pressure, since the students
were paid per hour (crowdworkers per assignment).
When comparing the expert annotation with our dataset, we found that NewsMTSC
is of high quality (F 1m = 86.4). The quality of unfiltered answers from MTurk is, as
expected, much lower (50.1).
What is contained in NewsMTSC? In a random set of 50 consolidated examples from
MTurk, we found that most frequent, non-mutually exclusive means to express a
polar statement (62% of the 50) are usage of quotes (in total, direct, and indirect
42%, 28%, and 14%, respectively), target being subject to action (24%), evaluative
expression by the author or an opinion holder mentioned outside of the sentence
(18%), target performing an action (16%), and loaded language or connotated
terms (14%). Direct quotes often contain evaluative expressions or connotated
terms, indirect quotes less. Neutral examples (38% of the 50) contain mostly
objective storytelling about neutral events (16%) or variants of “[target] said that
[...]” (8%). Yet, “said” variants cannot be used as a reliably indicator for neutral
sentiment, e.g., if the target has multiple mentions in the sentences or if the target’s
statement is considered positive or negative, e.g., “‘Not all of that is preventable, but
a lot of it is preventable if we’ve got better cooperation [...],’ Obama said.”
What is not contained in NewsMTSC? We qualitatively reviewed all examples where
individual answers could not be consolidated to identify potential causes why
annotators do not agree. The predominant reason is technical, i.e., the restrictiveness
of the consolidation (MTurk compared to experts: 26% ≈ 30%). Other examples lack
apparent causes (24%  8%). Further potential causes are (not mutually exclusive):
ambiguous sentence (16% ≈ 18%), sentence contains positive and negative parts
(8% ≈ 6%), opinion holder is target (6% ≈ 8%), e.g., “[...] Bauman asked supporters
to ’push back’ against what he called a targeted campaign to spread false rumors
about him online.” In a subset of such instances, more context could have helped
to resolve ambiguity, e.g., by showing annotators also the sentence prior to the
mention.
What are qualitative differences in the annotations by crowdworkers and experts? We
reviewed all 63 cases (18%) where answers from MTurk could be consolidated but
differ to experts’ answers. The major reason for disagreement is the restrictiveness
of the consolidation (53 cases have no consolidation among the experts). In 10
cases the consolidated answers differ. We found that in few examples (2-3%)
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crowdsourced annotations are superficial and fail to interpret the full sentence
correctly.
Texts in NewsMTSC are much longer than in prior TSC datasets (mean over all
examples): 152 characters compared to 100, 96, and 90 in Twitter, Restaurant, and
Laptops, respectively.

5.3.4 Method
The goal of TSC is to find a target’s polarity y ∈ {pos., neu., neg.} in a sentence. Our
model consists of four key components (Figure 5.2): a pre-trained language model
(LM), a representation of external knowledge sources (EKS), a target mention mask,
and a bidirectional GRU (BiGRU) [Cho+14]. We adapt our model from Hosseinia
et al. [HDM20] and change the design as follows: we employ a target mask (which
they did not) and use multiple EKS simultaneously (instead of one). Further, we use
a different set of EKS (Section 5.3.5) and do not exclude the LM’s parameters from
fine-tuning.
Input representation:
We construct three model inputs. The first is a text input T constructed as suggested
by Devlin et al. [Dev+19] for question-answering (QA) tasks. Specifically, we
concatenate the sentence and target mention and tokenize the two segments using
the LM’s tokenizer and vocabulary, e.g., WordPiece for BERT [Wu+16].14 This step
results in a text input sequence T = [CLS, s0 , s1 , ..., sp , SEP, t0 , t1 , ..., tq , SEP] ∈ Nn
consisting of n word pieces, where n is the manually defined maximum sequence
length.
Various forms of this representation have been proposed, e.g., opposite order sentence and target or instead of the plain target mention using a natural language
question or pseudo sentence [SHQ19; HDM20]. We find that on average in the TSC
domain they yield lower performance than the plain variant that we employ.
The second input is a feature representation of the sentence, which we create using
one or more EKS, such as dictionaries [HDM20; Zha+20]. Given an EKS with
d dimensions, we construct an EKS representation E ∈ Rn×d of S, where each
vector ei∈{0,1,...,p} is a feature representation of the word piece i in the sentence.
For example, when using a sentiment dictionary with two mutually non-exclusive
polarities dimensions positive and negative [HL04], d = 2. Given a sentence “Good
14
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Fig. 5.2: Architecture of the proposed model for target-dependent sentiment classification
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[...],” we set e1 = [1, 0]. To facilitate learning associations between the token-based
EKS representation and the WordPiece-based sequence T , we create E so that it
contains k repeated vectors for each token where k is the token’s number of word
pieces. Thereby, we also consider special characters, such as CLS. If multiple EKS
P
with a total number of dimensions dˆ = d are used, their representations of the
ˆ
sentence are stacked resulting in E ∈ Rn×d .
The third input is a target mask M ∈ Rn , i.e., for each word piece i in the sentence
that belongs to the target, mi = 1, else 0 [Gao+19].
Embedding layer:
We feed T into the LM to yield a contextualized word embedding of shape Rn×h ,
where h is the number of hidden states in the language model, e.g., h = 768
ˆ
for BERT [Dev+19]. We feed E into a randomly initialized matrix WE ∈ Rd×h
to yield an EKS embedding. We repeat M to be of shape Rn×h . By creating all
embeddings in the same shape, we facilitate a balanced influence of each input to
the model’s downstream components. We stack all embeddings to form a matrix
[T EM ] ∈ Rn×3h .
Interaction layer:
We allow the three embeddings to interact using a single-layer BiGRU [HDM20],
which yields hidden states H ∈ Rn×6h = BiGRU([T EM ]). RNNs, such as LSTMs
and GRUs, are commonly used to learn a higher-level representation of a word
embedding, especially in state-of-the-art TSC prior to BERT-based models but also
recently [LJM15; Li+19; HDM20; Zha+20]. We choose an BiGRU over an LSTM
because of the smaller number of parameters in BiGRUs, which may in some cases
result in better performance [Chu+14; Jia+19; HDM20; GJ20].
Pooling and decoding:
We employ three common pooling techniques to turn the interacted, sequenced
representation H into a single vector [HDM20]. We calculate element-wise (1) mean
and (2) maximum over all hidden states H and retrieve the (3) last hidden state
hn−1 . Then, we stack the three vectors to P , feed P into a fully connected layer F C
so that z = F C(P ) and calculate y = σ(z).

5.3.5 Evaluation
This section describes the experiments we conducted to evaluate our model for
target-dependent sentiment classification.
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Data and metrics:
In addition to NewsMTSC, we used the three established TSC sets: Twitter, Laptop,
and Restaurant. We used metrics established in the TSC literature: macro F1 on all
(F 1m ) and only the positive and negative classes (F 1pn ), accuracy (A), and average
recall (Ra ). If not otherwise noted, performances are reported for our primary
metric, F 1m .
Baselines:
We compared our model with TSC methods that yield state-of-the-art results on at
least one of the established datasets: SPC-BERT [Dev+19]: input is identical to our
text input. FC and softmax is calculated on CLS token. TD-BERT [Gao+19]: masks
hidden states depending on whether they belong to the target mention. LCF-BERT
[Zen+19]: similar to TD but additionally weights hidden states depending on their
token-based distance to the target mention. We used the improved implementation
[Yan20] and enable the dual-LM option, which yields slightly better performance
than using only one LM instance [Zen+19]. We also planned to test LCFS-BERT
[PO20] but due to technical issues we were not able to reproduce the authors’ results
and thus exclude LCFS from our experiments.
Implementation details:
To find for each model the best parameter configuration, we performed an exhaustive
grid search. Any number we report is the mean of five experiments that we run per
configuration. We randomly split each test set into a dev-set (30%) and the actual
test-set (70%). We tested the base version of three LMs: BERT, RoBERTa, and XLNET.
For all methods, we tested parameters suggested by their respective authors.15 We
tested all 15 combinations of the following 4 EKS: (1) SENT [HL04]: a sentiment
dictionary (number of non-mutually exclusive dimensions: 2, domain: customer
reviews). (2) LIWC [TP10]: a psychometric dictionary (73, multiple). (3) MPQA
[WWH05]: a subjectivity dictionary (3, multiple). (4) NRC [MT10]: dictionary of
sentiment and emotion (10, multiple).
Overall performance:
Table 5.8 reports the performances of the models using different LMs and evaluated
on both test sets. We found that the best performance was achieved by our model
(F 1m = 83.1 on test-rw compared to 81.8 by the prior state of the art). For all
models, performances were improved when using RoBERTa, which is pre-trained
on news texts, or XLNET, likely because of its large pre-training corpus. XLNET is
15

Epochs ∈ {2, 3, 4}; batch size ∈ {8, 16} (due to constrained resources not 32); learning rate
∈ {2 × 10−5 , 3 × 10−5 , 5 × 10−5 }; label smoothing regularization (LSR) [Sze+16]:  ∈ {0, .2
}; dropout rate: .1; L2 regularization: λ = 1 × 10−5 ; SRD for LCF ∈ {3, 4, 5}. We used Adam
optimization [KB15], Xavier uniform initialization [GB10], and cross-entropy loss.
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Tab. 5.8: Overview of experimental results on NewsMTSC

Model

BERT

RoBERTa

Test-rw

Test-mt

F 1m

a

F 1pn

ra

F 1m

a

F 1pn

ra

SPC

80.1

80.7

79.5

79.8

73.7

76.1

71.1

76.0

TD

79.4

79.9

78.9

80.0

75.6

79.1

72.0

75.8

LCF

79.7

80.9

78.9

79.2

77.7

80.5

74.6

79.1

GRU

80.2

81.1

79.7

80.0

77.3

80.0

74.1

77.9

SPC

81.1

82.7

80.5

80.6

79.4

81.6

77.0

79.9

TD

81.7

82.5

81.3

81.4

78.4

81.1

75.3

78.2

LCF

81.4

82.5

80.8

81.1

81.2

83.8

78.6

81.7

GRU

83.1

83.8

82.9

83.3

82.5

84.6

80.2

81.0

not reported in Table 5.8 since its performances were generally similar to those of
RoBERTa except for the TD model, where XLNET degrades performance by 5-9pp.
Looking at BERT, we found no significant improvement of the proposed model
over the prior state of the art. Even if we domain-adapted BERT [Rie+20] for 3
epochs on a random sample of 10M English sentences [GH20], BERT’s performance
(F 1m = 81.8) was lower than RoBERTa. We noticed a performance drop for all
models when comparing test-rw and test-mt. It seems that RoBERTa is better able to
resolve in-sentence relations between multiple targets (performance degeneration of
only up to −0.6pp.) than BERT (−2.9pp.). We suggest to use RoBERTa for TSC on
news, since fine-tuning it was faster than fine-tuning XLNET, and RoBERTa achieved
similar or better performance than other LMs.
While the proposed model yielded competitive results on previous TSC datasets
(Table 5.9), LCF was the top performing model.16 When comparing the performances
across all four datasets, the importance of the consolidation became apparent,
e.g., performance was lowest on the Twitter set, where a simplistic consolidation
was employed during the dataset’s creation (Section 5.3.3.4). The performance
differences of individual models when contrasting their use on prior datasets and
NewsMTSC highlight the need LCF performed consistently best on prior datasets
but worse than the proposed model on NewsMTSC. One reason might be that
LCF’s weighting approach relies on a static distance parameter, which seems to
degrade performance when used on longer texts as in NewsMTSC (Section 5.3.3.6).
16
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Tab. 5.9: Classification performance on previous TSC datasets

Model

Laptop

Restaurant

Twitter

F 1m

a

F 1m

a

F 1m

a

SPC

77.4

80.3

78.8

86.0

73.6

75.3

TD

74.4

78.9

78.4

85.1

74.3

77.7

LCF

79.6

82.4

81.7

87.1

75.8

77.3

GRU

79.0

82.1

80.7

86.0

74.6

76.0

When increasing LCF’s window width SRD, we noticed a slight improvement of 1pp.
(SRD=5) but degradation for larger SRD.
Ablation study:
We performed an ablation study to test the impact of four key factors: target mask,
EKS, coreferential mentions, and fine-tuning the LM’s parameters. We tested all LMs
and if not noted otherwise report results for RoBERTa since it generally performed
best (Section 5.3.5). We report results for test-mt (performance influence was similar
on either test set, with performances generally being ≈ 3–5pp. higher on test-rw).
Overall, we found that our changes to the initial design [HDM20] contributed to an
improvement of approximately 1.9pp. The most influential changes were the selected
EKS and in part the use of coreferential mentions. Using the target mask input
channel without coreferences and LM fine-tuning yielded insignificant improvements
of up to 0.3pp. each. We did not test the VADER-based sentence classification
proposed by Hosseinia et al. [HDM20] since we expected no improvement by using
it for various reasons. For example, VADER uses a dictionary created for a domain
other than news and classifies the sentence’s overall sentiment and thus is targetindependent.
Table 5.10 details the results of exemplary EKS, showing that the best combination
(SENT, MPQA, and NRC) yielded an improvement of 2.6pp. compared to not using
an EKS (zeros). The single best EKS (LIWC or SENT) each yielded an improvement
of 2.4pp. The two EKS ‘no EKS’ and ‘zeros’ represented a model lacking the EKS
input channel and an EKS that only yields 0’s, respectively.
The use of coreferences had a mixed influence on performance (Table 5.11). While
using coreferences had no or even a negative effect in our model for large LMs
(RoBERTa and XLNET), it can be beneficial for smaller LMs (BERT) or batch sizes
(8). When using the mode ‘ignore,’ ‘add coref. to mask,’ and ‘add coref. as example’
we ignored coreferences, added them to the target mask, and created an additional
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Tab. 5.10: Classification influence of exemplary EKS combinations

Name

F 1m

A

no EKS

78.2

81.0

zeros

78.4

81.1

SENT

80.7

83.0

LIWC

80.8

83.1

MPQA

78.8

80.8

NRC

80.0

82.0

best combination

81.0

83.3

Tab. 5.11: Influence of target mask and coreferences

Name

BERT

RoBERTa

none

73.1

78.1

target mask

73.3

78.2

add coref. to mask

75.6

78.1

add coref. as example

73.0

73.4

example for each, respectively. Mode ‘none’ represents a model that lacks the target
mask input channel.

5.3.6 Error Analysis
To understand the limitations of the proposed model, we carried out a manual error
analysis by investigating a random sample of 50 incorrectly predicted examples
for each of the test sets. For test-rw, we found the following potential causes (not
mutually exclusive): edge cases with very weak, indirect, or in part subjective
sentiment (22%) or where both the predicted and true sentiment can actually be
considered correct (10%); sentiment of given target confused with different target
(14%). The latter occurred especially often for long sentences consisting mostly of
phrases that indicate the predicted sentiment but concerning a different target, e.g.,
“By the time he and Mr. Smith (predicted: negative, true: neutral) were trading
texts, [...], John was already fired by his boss.” Further, sentence’s sentiment was
unclear due to missing context (10%) and the consolidated answer in NewsMTSC
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was wrong (10%). In 16% we found no apparent reason. For test-mt, potential
causes occurred approximately similarly often as in test-rw, except that targets are
confused more often (20%).

5.3.7 Future Work
We identify three main areas for future work. The first area is related to the dataset.
Instead of consolidating multiple annotators’ answers during the dataset creation, we
propose to test to integrate the label selection into the model [Ray+10]. Integrating
the label selection into the machine learning part could improve the classification
performance. It could also allow us to include more sentences in the dataset,
especially the edge cases that our restrictive consolidation currently discards.
To improve the model design, we propose to design the model specifically for
sentences with multiple targets, for example, by classifying multiple targets in a
sentence simultaneously. While we early tested various such designs, we did not
report them due to their comparably poor performances. Further work in this
direction should perhaps also focus on devising specialized loss functions that set
multiple targets and their polarity into relation. Lastly, one can improve various
technical details of the proposed model, e.g., by testing other interaction layers,
such as LSTMs, or using layer-specific learning rates in the overall model, which can
increase performance [Sun+19].

5.3.8 Conclusion
In this section, we presented NewsMTSC, a dataset for target-dependent sentiment
classification (TSC) on news articles consisting of 11.3k manually annotated examples. Compared to prior TSC datasets, the dataset is different in key factors, such as
that its texts are on average 50% longer, sentiment is expressed explicitly only rarely,
and there is a separate test set for sentences containing multiple targets. In part as a
consequence of these differences, state-of-the-art TSC models yielded non-optimal
performances in our evaluation.
We proposed a model that uses a bidirectional GRU on top of a language model (LM)
and other embeddings, instead of masking or weighting mechanisms as employed
by the prior state of the art. We found that the proposed model achieved superior
performances on NewsMTSC and was competitive on prior TSC datasets. RoBERTa
yielded better results compared to using BERT, because RoBERTa is pre-trained
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on news and we found it can better resolve in-sentence relations of targets, i.e.,
RoBERTa can better distinguish the individual sentiments if multiple targets are
present in a sentence.
In the context of the PFA approach, TSC represents a method which we propose
to use in the target concept analysis component. Conceptually the TSC method
is simpler compared to the fine-grained framing effect classification proposed in
Section 5.2. However, at the same time, the TSC method represents a pragmatic
alternative to imitating part of the manual frame analysis as conducted in social
science research on media bias. Due to its simplicity, the TSC method achieves
strongly higher classification performance than the approach for frame property
identification.
We provide the dataset and code to reproduce our experiments at:
https://github.com/fhamborg/NewsMTSC

5.4 Summary of the Chapter
This chapter presented frame analysis as the second and last analysis component
of person-oriented framing analysis (PFA). The component aims to identify how
persons are portrayed in the given news articles, both at the article and sentence
levels. This task is difficult for various reasons, such as news articles rather implicitly
or indirectly frame persons, for example, by describing actions performed by a
person. In sum, reliably inferring how news articles and sentences portray persons
is much more complex compared to prior work in related fields. For example, targetdependent sentiment classification (TSC) is concerned with inferring a sentence’s
sentiment towards a target concept. TSC methods achieve high classification performance, but only on domains where authors explicitly state their attitude towards the
targets, such as product reviews or Twitter posts. Because of this difficulty and the
other issues highlighted in the chapter, prior approaches concerning frame analysis
yield inconclusive or superficial results or require exacting manual effort. Thus,
automatically and reliably identifying how persons are portrayed in news articles
is essential for the success of PFA. We explored two approaches to enable target
concept analysis: event extraction and coreference resolution.
Our first, exploratory approach identifies how a person is portrayed using so-called
frame properties (Section 5.2). Frame properties are categories that represent
predefined, topic-independent effects of political framing. As such, the approach
aims to resemble how media bias is analyzed in social science research while avoiding
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the topic-specific and analysis-question-specific frames used there. Early during our
research on this approach, we conducted a short qualitative evaluation and found
inconclusive results. The inconclusive results and the at that point already very high
annotation cost are difficulties common among prior automated approaches that
aim to resemble frame analyses (Section 5.2.5).
We took these issues as a motivation to explore a more pragmatic route to our frame
analysis component. Specifically, we devised a dataset and deep learning model
for target-dependent sentiment classification (TSC) in news articles (Section 5.3).
Similar to the frame properties approach outlined previously, the TSC method aims
to identify how a person is portrayed using categories representing predefined, topicindependent effects of political framing. In contrast to frame properties, TSC uses
only a single dimension as a fundamental effect of framing: polarity, i.e., whether a
person is portrayed positively, negatively, or neither. This way, we avoid the infeasibly
high annotation cost and ambiguity of analyzing frames or frame derivatives while
still capturing an essential framing effect. In contrast to any prior work, our method
is the first to reliably classify sentiment in news articles (F 1m = 83.1) despite the
high level of interpretation required.
In the evaluation described in Chapter 6, we will investigate whether analyzing
only a single framing effect dimension, i.e., sentiment polarity, instead of finegrained framing effects, such as the frame properties, suffices to identify meaningful
person-oriented frames.
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This chapter demonstrates the effectiveness of person-oriented framing analysis
(PFA) by implementing and evaluating a prototypical system for bias identification and communication. In the single-blind setting of the evaluation,
only the PFA prototype consistently, significantly, and most strongly increased
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respondents’ bias-awareness, i.e., respondents’ motivation and capabilities to
contrast news coverage. The study results and a qualitative analysis indicate
that a reason for the improved bias-awareness is that the frames identified by
PFA are meaningful and indeed present in person-centric news coverage. In
contrast, and confirming the findings of Chapter 2, the most effective baselines
only facilitate the visibility of potential frames.
Addressed research tasks: RT 4 and RT 5

This chapter is based on the following publications:

“How to Effectively Identify and Communicate
Person-Targeting Media Bias in Daily News
Consumption?”
Hamborg, Spinde, Heinser, Donnay, and Gipp.
15th ACM Conference on Recommender Systems, 9th International
Workshop on News Recommendation and Analytics (INRA 2021), pp.
1–11, 2021.

[Ham+21c]

“Newsalyze: Effective Communication of PersonTargeting Biases in News Articles”
Hamborg, Heinser, Zhukova, Donnay, and Gipp.
2021 ACM/IEEE Joint Conference on Digital Libraries (JCDL), pp.
130–139, 2021.
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6.1 Introduction
As stated in Chapter 1, empowering newsreaders in recognizing biases in political
coverage is crucial since slanted news coverage can decisively impact public opinion and societal decisions, such as in elections. Fitting means for more balanced
interaction with news media include practicing media literacy. However, while such
non-technical means can be highly effective, they require high effort, such as for
researching an event’s articles and contrasting their coverage. The high effort may
represent an insurmountable barrier, preventing critical assessment in daily news
consumption. Automated approaches to effortlessly identify and expose potential
biases can complement manual media literacy techniques or even enable them in
the first place during daily news consumption (Chapter 3).
This chapter introduces and evaluates Newsalyze, our prototype system to reveal
biases in news articles by employing person-oriented framing analysis (PFA). While
the previous chapters devised methods for PFA and then evaluated their technical
performance, this chapter employs a large-scale user study to evaluate the practical
effectiveness of the PFA approach in revealing biases. Our goal is to encourage nonexpert news consumers to contrast how news articles report on individual events
and investigate if our prototype supports its users in doing so.
The remainder of the chapter is structured as follows. Section 6.2 summarizes the
most related findings of the literature review described in Chapter 2. Section 6.3
introduces our prototype system Newsalyze, which implements PFA by integrating
target concept analysis and frame analysis. Section 6.4 introduces layouts and
components to build modular visualizations to reveal biases. Section 6.5 presents
the study design to evaluate our prototype in a setting that resembles real-world
news consumption. In Section 6.6, we use two pre-studies to confirm and refine
the design and visualizations. Section 6.7 presents the results of the study, and
Section 6.8 discusses the limitations of both the prototype and the study to derive
future research ideas. Lastly, Section 6.9 summarizes the main findings of our
approach, and Section 6.10 concludes this chapter by discussing these findings in
the context of this doctoral thesis.
We publish the survey materials, including questionnaires, news articles, visualizations, and anonymized respondents’ data at:
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4704891
The source code of the Newsalyze prototype is available at:
https://github.com/fhamborg/newsalyze-backend/

6.1 Introduction
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6.2 Background
This section briefly defines terms that are relevant for our study (see Section 6.2.1)
and summarizes prior work relevant for the tasks of bias identification and bias
communication (see Section 6.2.2). More in-depth information concerning the
reviewed approaches can be found in Chapter 2.

6.2.1 Definitions
We use our definition of media bias as introduced in Section 3.2. Specifically, we
define bias as the effect of framing, i.e., the promotion of “a particular problem
definition, causal interpretation, moral evaluation, and/or treatment recommendation” [Ent93] that arises from one or more of the bias forms defined by the news
production process.
We define bias-awareness generally as an effect of bias communication. In practical
terms, we define bias-awareness in this chapter as an individual’s motivation and
ability to relate and contrast perspectives present in news coverage, both to another
[Par+09a] and also to the individual’s views [GC94].

6.2.2 Approaches
Following the thesis’s research objective (Section 3.3.3), we briefly summarize
approaches for the analysis and communication of media bias (also called bias
diagnosis, measurement, and mitigation [Par+09a]). In this review, we exclude
other means to tackle media bias, such as bias prevention during production of news
because they cannot practically tackle media bias (see our discussion of the solution
space in Section 3.3).
Our literature review on prior work concerned with the analysis or communication
of media bias reveals that bias-sensitive visualizations can effectively increase news
consumers’ bias-awareness. Thus, such approaches may in principle support news
consumers in making more informed choices [Bau+17]. However, we also find that
the reviewed approaches suffer from one or more of the following shortcomings.1
High cost and lack of recency: Content analyses and frame analyses are among the
most effective bias analysis tools. Decade-long research in the social sciences has
1
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An in-depth discussion of the following and related approaches can be found in Chapter 2.
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proven them effective and reliable, e.g., to capture also subtle yet powerful biases
(cf. [Ent93]). However, because researchers need to conduct these analyses mostly
manually, the analyses do not scale with the vast amount of news (Section 2.2.4).
In turn, such studies are always conducted for few topics in the past and do not
deliver insights for the current day [McC+08; OM00]; this would, however, be an
effective means to support readers in critically assessing the news during daily news
consumption (see Section 3.3.3).

Superficial results: Many automated approaches for bias identification suffer from
superficial results, especially when compared to the results of analyses as conducted
in the social sciences (Section 2.5). Reasons include that the approaches treat media
bias as a rather vaguely or broadly defined concept, e.g., “differences of [news]
coverage” [Par+11b], “diverse opinions” [MR10], or “topic diversity” [MZR09] and
neglect social science bias models (see Chapter 2). Further, especially early approaches [Par+09a; MZR09] suffer from poor performance since word-, dictionary-,
or rule-based methods as commonly employed in traditional machine learning fail to
capture the “meaning between the lines” [HDG19]. To improve performance, some
approaches employ crowdsourcing [Par+11a; All21; Spi+20], e.g., to gain bias
ratings. Crowdsourcing can be an effective means to gather labeled data. However,
such data is problematic if not carefully reviewed for biases [HFG19], e.g., if users
are not a representative sample or already biased through earlier exposure to systematically biased news coverage. Other approaches approximate biases by grouping
news articles according to their news outlets’ respective political orientation [All21].
Recent methods that employ deep learning or word embeddings can yield more substantial results, e.g., they identify framing categories that reflect meaningful patterns
in the analyzed news texts. However, the creation of large-scale datasets required for
their training is very costly (Section 5.1), and semi-automated approaches require
careful manual revision of the automatically identified bias categories [Kwa+20].

Inconsistency: The design of some approaches only facilitates the visibility of biases
that might be in the data rather than identifying meaningful biases present in the
data. Reasons for this inconsistency partially overlap with the previously mentioned
reasons for automated approaches’ superficial results. Additional reasons include
that approaches do not analyze the articles’ content to determine their biases but
approximate potential biases using metadata, such as the political orientation of
the articles’ outlets [All21]. Others analyze the content but use only shallow or
non-representative features, e.g., they analyze only headlines but not the remainder
of articles [KLK18].
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Besides, many of the previously mentioned approaches are expert systems and thus
not suitable for daily news consumption. While there are some easy-to-use systems
and visualizations, especially outside the academic context, they suffer either from
the previously mentioned shortcoming concerning bias identification [All21] or
are entirely bias-agnostic. For example, Figure 6.1 depicts the bias-agnostic news
overview provided by Google News. The main part in the center shows a list of
current news events, where for each event, multiple articles reporting on it are
shown. No information is available concerning how these articles are selected.
However, we find that they are selected to represent the event and fit the users’
preferences, e.g., are from their favorite news outlets or are geographically close.
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crawler then extracts the required information from the articles’ web pages, i.e., title,
lead paragraph, and main text. Alternatively, users can directly provide news articles
to the system, e.g., by providing JSON files containing the previously mentioned
information.
The bias identification using PFA consists of the three tasks depicted in Figure 3.1
in Section 3.4. First, we perform NLP preprocessing as described in Section 4.3.3.1.
We use our split preprocessing (Section 4.3.3.1) since it yields better coreference
resolution performance than the standard preprocessing (Section 4.3.4.3).
In the following, we describe the subsequent tasks of PFA, i.e., target concept analysis
and frame analysis.
Target concept analysis finds and resolves persons mentioned across the topic’s articles,
including highly event-specific coreferences as they frequently occur in persontargeting bias forms. As highlighted in Chapter 1 and Section 2.3.4, especially
in the presence of bias by word choice and labeling, persons’ mentions may be
coreferential only in the coverage on a specific event, but otherwise they may be not
be coreferential or even opposing in meaning, such as “regime” and “government.”
To resolve such mentions, we use the method for context-driven cross-document
coreference as described in Section 4.3. Specifically, we use the method using the
first two sieves since they suffice to achieve the highest performance on individual
persons (see concept type Actor in Section 4.3.4.3). The output of target concept
analysis is the set of persons involved in the news coverage of the event, and, for
each person, all the person’s mentions across all news articles.
Frame analysis determines how the news articles portray the persons involved in
the event and then finds groups of articles that similarly portray these persons.
This task centers around our concept of person-targeting framing, which resemble (political) framing as defined by Entman [Ent93], where a frame “promotes
a particular problem definition, causal interpretation, moral evaluation, and/or
treatment recommendation” [Ent93]. Our person-oriented frames resemble these
political frames, but are somewhat exploratory, e.g., implicitly defined and loosely
structured.2 As we discuss in Section 3.3.2, identifying frames would approximate
content analyses, the standard tool used in the social sciences to analyze media bias
(Section 2.2.4). However, doing so would require infeasible effort since researchers
in the social sciences typically create frames for a specific research question [Ent93;
Car+15; Car+16]. PFA, however, is meant to analyze media bias on any coverage
reporting on policy issues. Thus, we seek to determine a fundamental bias effect
resulting from framing: polarity of individual persons, which we identify for each
2
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More information on both concepts is described in Section 3.3.2.
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person mention (on the sentence-level) and aggregate to article-level. To achieve
state-of-the-art performance in target-dependent sentiment classification (TSC) on
news articles, we use our RoBERTa-based [Liu+19] neural model trained on our
dataset (Section 5.3).
The last step of frame analysis is to determine groups of articles that frame the event
similarly, i.e., the persons involved in the event. We call the resulting groups framing
groups. By definition, all articles of one framing group share the same personoriented frame, i.e., they represent one perspective present in the event coverage.
We propose two methods for grouping. (1) Grouping-MFA, a simple, polarity-based
method, first determines the single person that occurs most frequently across all
articles, called most frequent actor (MFA). Then, the method assigns each article to
one of three groups, depending on whether the article mentions the MFA mostly
positively, ambivalently, or negatively. (2) Grouping-ALL considers the polarity of all
persons instead of only the MFA. Specifically, the method uses k-means with k = 3
on a set of vectors where each vector a represents a single news article:

 
s0 
 
.
a =  ..  ,
 
 

(6.1)

si

where i ∈ (0, . . . , |P | − 1), P the set of all persons, a person’s sentiment polarity si
in a is

si =

X w(m)s(m)
m∈M

mmax,a

(6.2)

,

where m is each mention of all the person’s mention in a, w(m) is a weight depending
on the position of the mention (mentions in the beginning of an article are considered
more important [Chr+14]), s(m) yields the polarity score of m (1 for positive, -1
for negative, 0 else). To consider the individual persons’ frequency in an article for
clustering, we normalize by mmax,a , which is the number of mentions of the most
frequent person in a.
In addition to grouping, we calculate each article’s relevance to the event and the
article’s group using simple word-embedding scoring.
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6.4 Visualizations
Our visualizations aim to aid in typical online news consumption, i.e., an overview
enables users to first get a synopsis of news events and articles (Section 6.4.1) and
an article view shows an individual news article (Section 6.4.2). We seek to devise
visualizations that are (1) easy to understand, i.e., usable by non-experts without
prior training, and that (2) reveal biases (see our research objective described in
Section 3.3.3). To measure the effectiveness not only of our visualizations but also
their constituents, we design them so that individual visual features can be altered
or exchanged. Later, in our conjoint-based evaluation [HHY14], we can measure
the effects of each constituent, i.e., the individual visual clues. In the following, a
“conjoint profile” refers to a specific combination of all visual clues. For example,
one specific conjoint profile of the news overview would show certain visual clues
with specific settings while not showing other visual clues. The conjoint design will
be described in detail in Section 6.5.2.
To more precisely measure the change in bias-awareness concerning only the textual
content as required by our research objective (Section 3.3.3), we apply changes
compared to typical news consumption. For example, the visualizations show the
texts of articles (and information about biases in the texts) but no other content,
e.g., no photos or outlet names. Further, in our study, the overview shows only a
single event instead of multiple.

6.4.1 Overview
The overview aims to enable users to get a synopsis of a news event quickly. We
devise a modular, bias-sensitive visualization layout, which we use to implement and
test specific visualizations. The comparative layout aims to support users in quickly
understanding the frames present in coverage on the event. The layout is vertically
divided into three parts, denoted as parts A, B, and C in Figure 6.3. The event’s main
article (part A) shows the event’s most representative article. The comparative groups
part (B) shows up to three perspectives present in event coverage by showcasing
each perspective’s most representative article. It is designed to encourage users to
contrast the articles and critically assess their content. When employing PFA, these
perspectives are person-oriented frames. Since we also test baselines representing
the state of the art, we generally refer to perspectives in this section. To determine
the framing groups, the system uses one of the grouping methods described in
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Section 6.3, i.e., Grouping-MFA and Grouping-ALL. Finally, a list shows the headlines
of further articles reporting on the event (part C).
All visualizations show brief explanations for all features that users may not be
familiar with. For example, the overview contains a brief explanation informing
users about what the comparative groups represent and how they were derived (see
‘1’ in Figure 6.4 for the specific variant of Grouping-MFA and ‘1’ in Figure 6.5 for the
generic variant used by any grouping).
In each overview, two types of visual clues conveying bias information can be enabled
and altered depending on the conjoint profile (see Section 6.5.2). First, zero or
more headline tags are shown next to each article’s headline. They indicate the
political orientation of the article’s outlet (PolSides tags, see ‘2’ in Figure 6.4), the
article’s overall polarity regarding the MFA due to Grouping-MFA (MFAP tags, see
‘3’), and the article’s group according to its polarity regarding all persons due to
Grouping-ALL (ALLP tags), respectively.
Second, labels and explanations in the visualization are either generic or specific.
The specific variants explain how the grouping was specifically performed (see ‘1’ in
Figure 6.4) and provide specific group labels (see ‘4’ in Figure 6.4). In contrast, all
visualizations employing the generic variant use the same universal explanation, e.g.,
only mentioning that our system automatically determined the three perspectives
(see ‘1’ in Figure 6.5), and use the same generic coloring and labels, e.g., ‘Perspective
1’ as shown close to ‘3’ and ‘4’ in Figure 6.5.

6.4.2 Article View
The article view visualizes a single news article. It thus represents the second step in
typical news consumption, i.e., after getting an overview of current events, users
subsequently may want to read individual articles of interest. The layout of the view
is vertically divided into three parts, denoted as parts A, B, and C in Figure 6.6. The
bias information part (A) at the top contains various visual elements that aim to
inform newsreaders about the bias and positioning of the current article. The main
part (B) shows the given article’s headline, lead paragraph, and main text. Lastly, a
list shows the headlines of further articles reporting on the event (part C). Within
these three parts, various visual clues to communicate bias information are enabled,
disabled, or altered depending on the conjoint profile. We describe them in the
following.

6.4 Visualizations
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Below you see an overview showing you a single news topic and multiple news articles reporting on it. Please
familiarize yourself with the topic and its articles. Also, understand additional information that is presented to you
below, if any.
It is crucial that you get at least an understanding of the topic's main perspectives present in the news coverage
shown below.
Once !nished, click the button on the bottom of the page to continue the survey.

Overview
Tags shown near a headline denote the political orientation (as self-identi!ed by the publisher) of its article
( left center right ) and how the article possibly portrays (determined automatically) the topic's main person
President Donald Trump ( possibly contra possibly ambivalent possibly pro ).

A

Trump, Congress Reach Agreement On 2-Year Budget Deal

center possibly pro

President Trump announced an agreement on a two-year budget deal and debt-ceiling increase. The deal would
raise the debt ceiling past the 2020 elections and set $1.3 trillion for defense and domestic spending over the
next two years. […]
Each article is assigned to either of the following groups depending on how the article portrays the main
person. Below, you see for each group its most representative article. To determine how an article reports
on the main person, we automatically classify the sentiment of all mentions of that person. In this topic, the
main person is:

President Donald Trump

B

Possibly pro

Possibly ambivalent

Possibly contra

Trump, Congress Clinch
Debt-Limit Deal After Tense
Negotiations center

Donald Trump, congressional
Democrats reach two-year
budget deal, avoid crisis on
debt ceiling center

Donald Trump and the G.O.P.
ConGrm Their Fiscal
Conservatism Was a Sham left

President
Donald
Trump
announced a bipartisan deal to
suspend the U.S. debt ceiling and
boost spending levels for two
years, capping weeks of frenzied
negotiations that avert the risk of
a damaging payments default. […]

C

WASHINGTON — The White
House and congressional leaders
have reached a new budget deal
that calls for raising federal
spending levels and lifting the
debt ceiling for two years,
potentially averting what could
have been another nasty partisan
battle this fall. […]

This week, the Republican Party,
with its eyes on November, 2020,
and with encouragement from
Trump, said to heck with the
de!cit and the debt. […]

Further articles
▼ White House, congressional Democrats agree on debt ceiling hike right possibly pro
The White House and congressional Democrats agreed Monday on a two-year budget deal that settles on a
new debt ceiling and would likely eliminate the risk of a government shutdown this fall. […]
▶ Trump announces 'real compromise' on budget deal, as Gscal hawks and some Dems cry foul
right possibly ambivalent

▶ Trump Announces Deal On Debt Limit, Spending Caps left possibly ambivalent

Fig. 6.3: Newsalyze’s overview consists of three parts: the main article (part A) represents
Continue:groups
Click here
you !nished
reading.
a single; the comparative
(partwhen
B) showcase
up to
three perspectives in the
event coverage; further articles (part C) are a list of further articles reporting on
Progress: 57%
the event.
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Tags shown near a headline denote the political orientation (as self-identi!ed by the publisher) of its article
( left center right ) and how the article possibly portrays (determined automatically) the topic's main person
President Donald Trump ( possibly contra possibly ambivalent possibly pro ).

A
1

B

Trump, Congress Reach Agreement On 2-Year Budget Deal

3

President Trump announced an agreement on a two-year budget deal and debt-ceiling increase. The deal would
raise the debt ceiling past the 2020 elections and set $1.3 trillion for defense and domestic spending over the
next two years. […]
Each article is assigned to either of the following groups depending on how the article portrays the main person.
Below, you see for each group its most representative article. To determine how an article reports on the main
person, we automatically classify the sentiment of all mentions of that person. In this topic, the main person is:

President Donald Trump

Possibly pro

4

Trump, Congress Clinch
Debt-Limit Deal After Tense
Negotiations center

2

Fig.

center possibly pro

Possibly ambivalent

Possibly contra

Donald Trump, congressional
Democrats reach two-year
budget deal, avoid crisis on
debt ceiling center

Donald Trump and the G.O.P.
ConGrm Their Fiscal
Conservatism Was a Sham left

President
Donald
Trump
This week, the Republican Party,
announced a bipartisan deal to
with its eyes on November, 2020,
WASHINGTON — The White
suspend the U.S. debt ceiling and
and with encouragement from
House and congressional leaders
6.4:
Excerpt of the news overview showing three perspectives
of news coverage on a
boost spending levels for two
Trump, said to heck with the
have reached a new budget deal
debt-ceiling
event
years,
capping weeks
of frenzied
de!cit
and the debt. […]
that calls for raising federal
negotiations that avert the risk of
spending levels and lifting the
a damaging payments default. […]
debt ceiling for two years,

The bias information part (‘A’ in Figure
6.6)averting
contains
to three visual clues to inform
potentially
whatup
could
have been another nasty partisan
about potential slants of the current
article. Specifically, the polarity context bar aims
battle this fall. […]
to enable users to quickly understand the overall slant concerning the event’s MFA of
the current and other articles. The 1D scatter plot depicted in Figure 6.7 represents
Further articles
each article as a circle. The polarity context bar places each circle depending on its
▼ White House, congressional Democrats agree on debt ceiling hike right possibly pro
article’s overall polarity regarding the MFA. To quickly assess how the current article’s
The White House and congressional Democrats agreed Monday on a two-year budget deal that settles on a
polarity new
compares
toand
the
other
slants,
current
articlethisisfall.
highlighted
using
debt ceiling
would
likelyarticles’
eliminate the
risk of athe
government
shutdown
[…]
a bold▶circle
‘1’ in'real
Figure
6.7). Users
can
interactively,
i.e.,some
by hovering
their
Trump(see
announces
compromise'
on budget
deal,
as Gscal hawks and
Dems cry foul
right the
possibly
ambivalent
cursor over
circles,
view individual articles’ headlines (see ‘2’).
▶ Trump Announces Deal On Debt Limit, Spending Caps left possibly ambivalent

Also within the bias information part, bias indicators show the article’s framing group,
analogously to the headline
tags, Click
i.e., here
the outlet’s
political
(PolSides) and
Continue:
when you
!nishedorientation
reading.
how the article reports on the MFA, called MFAP (as identified by grouping-MFA, see
57%
Section 6.3), or all persons, called ALLP Progress:
(as identified
by grouping-ALL). In contrast
to the headline tags, which are shown besides all headlines, each indicator is a
component that prominently shows the framing group of only the current article.
Depending on the conjoint profile (identical to headline tags), individual indicators
are shown or disabled. Figure 6.8 depicts the PolSides bias indicator, Figure 6.9
depicts the MFAP bias indicator.
Within the main part of the article view (‘B’ in Figure 6.6), in-text polarity highlights
aim to enable users to quickly comprehend how the individual sentences of the
current news article portray the mentioned persons. To achieve this, we visually
mark mentions of individual persons within the news article’s text. We test the
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shown below.
Once !nished, click the button on the bottom of the page to continue the survey.

Overview
Tennessee passes abortion restriction bill

Perspective 2

3

Tennessee passed sweeping legislation Friday seeking to place restrictions on abortion, becoming the latest
state to try to curtail access to the procedure. The bill was one of several pieces of legislation that had been put
on pause during the pandemic, but it was boosted after negotiations between the two legislative chambers. […]

1

When reviewing media coverage on the given news topic, we identi!ed three main perspectives. We
determined the main perspective of each article. Below, you see for each perspective its most
representative article.

Perspective 1

4

Perspective 2

Perspective 3

Tennessee advances 6-week
abortion ban, lawsuit 7led

Tennessee passes abortion
restriction bill

NASHVILLE,
Tenn.
—
Amid
nationwide unrest and a global
pandemic that wrecked the state
budget, Tennessee lawmakers
advanced one of the strictest
abortion bans in the country as
most Tennesseans were asleep
Friday and largely unaware the
GOP-dominant General Assembly
had taken up the controversial
proposal. […]

Tennessee
passed
sweeping
legislation Friday seeking to place
restrictions on abortion, becoming
the latest state to try to curtail
access to the procedure. The bill
was one of several pieces of
legislation that had been put on
pause during the pandemic, but it
was boosted after negotiations
between the two legislative
chambers. […]

Tennessee lawmakers pass
'heartbeat' abortion bill
banning procedure after six
weeks
Tennessee lawmakers passed one
of
the
tightest
abortion
restrictions in the country on
Friday, banning the procedure
once a fetal heartbeat is detected
at around six weeks, which is
often before a woman realizes she
is pregnant. […]

Further articles
▼ Tennessee lawmakers pass fetal heartbeat abortion bill backed by governor Perspective 1
Washington Tennessee lawmakers have passed a bill backed by the state's Republican governor Bill Lee that
would ban abortions after a fetal heartbeat is detected. Early Friday morning, the Tennessee Senate
approved the bill, after the House had passed the legislation earlier. Republicans control both chambers. […]
▶ Tennessee Legislature Passes Fetal Heartbeat Bill Perspective 2
▶ Tennessee passes 6-week abortion ban during last-second budget negotiation Perspective 1

Fig. 6.5: Shown is a news overview where the specific explanations, e.g., how the grouping
was performed,
and labels,
e.g., when
headline
are replaced
Continue:
Click here
youtags,
!nished
reading.with generic variants.
The added labels (‘1,’ ‘3,’ and ‘4’) refer to the same as depicted in Figure 6.4.
Progress: 28%

effectiveness of the following modes: single-color (visually marking a person mention
using a neutral color, i.e., gray, if the respective sentence mentions the person
positively or negatively), two-color (using green and red colors for positive and
negative mentions, respectively), three-color (same as two-color and additionally
showing neutral polarity as gray), and disabled (no highlights are shown). For
example, in the sentence “The Mueller report was tough on Trump.” the person
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Below you see a single news article as you would !nd it in any online news outlet (without pictures, though). Please
familiarize yourself with the news article as you would typically do. Also, understand additional information that is
presented to you below, if any.
In any case, it is crucial that you get at least an understanding of the article's main message and its perspective(s) on
the topic.
Once !nished, click the button on the bottom of the page to continue the survey.

A

Information about the article
This article has the following political orientation
orientation:
left

center

right

How articles that report on the topic portray (determined automatically) the topic's main person Prime
Minister Scott Morrison
Morrison:

Possibly contra

B

Possibly pro
this article

Article
Color coding indicates a sentence's possible stance toward the highlighted person (pro (green), ambivalent
(yellow), or contra (red)).

Climate change or poor policy? As Australia’s wild8res see some relief, blame game ascends
The sky !nally cracked open atop much of the !re grounds in NSW, Australia this week – the welcome
deluge slashing the number of burning !res to below 100 for the !rst time in more than a month.
But the challenge is far from over as the !nger-pointing game ignites.
“ There are many reasons for the !res starting,” Paul Baxter, Commissioner of Fire and Rescue NSW and President
and Board Chair of the Australasian Fire and Emergency Services Authorities Council (AFAC), told Fox News. “ Some
have been natural – lightning – and some have been caused by human, both maliciousness and carelessness.
“ Climate change has brought bountiful rains throughout most of the past two decades, which have suppressed
wild!res and allowed for more vegetation growth. That is a good thing, ” said James Taylor, Director of the Arthur B.
Robinson Center for Climate and Environmental Policy at The Heartland Institute. “ However, Australian government
policies that discourage or prohibit prescribed burns and other proactive land management have meant that when
we !nally have a dry year, there is more fuel for the !res.
“ All considered, climate change is suppressing Australian wild!res, but poor government policies, ironically
supported by climate and environmental activists, are making the present wild!res worse,” Taylor conjectured.
Conservative Prime Minister Scott Morrison has pledged to “address issues around hazard reduction for national
parks, dealing with land clearing laws, zoning laws and planning laws around people’s properties and where they can
be built.”
Morrison has furthermore denied accusations that he has failed to acknowledge climate change during his tenure in
o"ce. But he also has remained steadfast in protecting the coal industry and the hundreds of thousands of families
who rely on it to make ends meet.
Arson, too, has played its part.
Police in New South Wales this week announced that, since the beginning of November, two dozen people have
been charged with intentionally lighting !res, while 53 others have been accused of failing to comply with total !re
ban regulations.
Scientists insist that climate change has acerbated already ripe conditions for calamitous !res, while critics have
contended that such devastation is nothing new to the Australian landscape.
“This is not Australia’s hottest year. Bush!res are a common occurrence there, going back a long time,” argued Steve
Milloy, publisher of JunkScience.com. “The 1939 bush!res, for example, were much worse. The most important
reason for the bush!res is poor land management practices. ”
But for those most impacted by the combustion – some described shooting their animals, their faces awash with

C

tears – skepticism remains that it will never really be over.

Further articles
Tags shown near a headline denote the political orientation (as self-identi!ed by the publisher) of its article ( left
center right ).

Australians urged to <ee as huge wild8res revitalize

left

Australia's Wild8res Spark Disinformation Battle As They Take A Tragic Toll

center

'Apocalypse': 500 million animals estimated dead as Australian wild8res rage

right

Continue: Click here when you !nished reading.
Fig. 6.6: Newsalyze’s article view
consists of three parts: the bias information part (A)
shows bias-related information concerning
Progress: 35% the given article; the main part (B)
contains the given article; further articles (part C) are a list of further articles
reporting on the event.
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Task: view a single news article
Below you see a single news article as you would !nd it in any online news outlet (without pictures, though). Please
familiarize yourself with the news article as you would typically do. Also, understand additional information that is
presented to you below, if any.

Information about the article

In any case, it is crucial that you get at least an understanding of the article's main message and its perspective(s) on
the topic.

Task: view a single news article

How articles that report on the topic portray (determined automatically) the topic's main

Once !nished, click the button on the bottom of the page to continue the survey.
Below you see a single news article as you would
!ndScott
it in anyMorrison
online news outlet (without pictures, though). Please
person
Morrison:
familiarize yourself with the news article as you would typically do. Also, understand additional information that is
presented to you below, if any.

1

Possibly contra
Possibly pro
Information
about
the
In any case, it is crucial
that
youarticle
get at least an understanding of the article's main message and its perspective(s) on
the topic.

Australia bushfires: Flames

This article has the following political
orientation
orientation:
threaten
Once !nished, click the button
on article
the bottom of the page to continue
theSydney
survey. suburbs due
this
left

center

to strong winds

right

2

Fig. 6.7: Polarity context bar showing the current and other articles’ polarity regarding the

Overall,
this
article
is regarding
the topic's
person
Scott Morrison possibly:
Information
about
the
article
MFA
and
a tooltip
of the headline
of amain
hovered
article.
How articles that report on the topic portray (determined automatically) the topic's main person Prime
Minister Scott Morrison
Morrison:
contra
This article has the following political orientation
orientation:

Possibly contra left

Article
Fig. 6.8:

center

right

Possibly pro

PolSides bias indicator showing
the current article’s political orientation as identithis article

fied that
by its
outlet
How articles
report
on the topic portray (determined automatically) the topic's main person Prime
Minister
Scotthas
Morrison
Morrison:
Gray marks indicate that a sentence
possibly
a stance toward the highlighted person
Overall, this article is regarding the topic's main person Prime Minister Scott Morrison possibly:
Possibly contracontra

(pro or contra).
ambivalent

pro

Possibly pro

this the
article
Fig. 6.9: MFAP
bias indicator
showing
current article’s
overall
polarity
concerning
the
Australia's
Wild-res
Spark
Disinformation
Battle
As They
Take
A Tragic
Article
MFA (here, the MFA “Prime Minister Scott Morrison” is shown ambivalently).
Toll
Overall,
article is
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topic'sstance
main toward
person Prime
Ministerperson
Scott (pro
Morrison
Color
codingthis
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to cope polarity
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mentionis“Trump”
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prime minister called up about 3,000 military reservists to help the !re-a#ected communities.

Experts say the intense and widespread e"ects of Australia's wild!res are related to a
Pop star Pink pledged $500,000 to help !ght the !res.
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as requested by our research question (Section 1.3). In particular, the definition
of bias-awareness highlights the need to contrast perspectives in the news as an
effective means to become aware of biases, which in turn are defined as just these
perspectives.
We focus in our study on the overview visualizations, with their comparative
groups being the primary means to enable contrasting perspectives and thus
reveal biases.
Q1: How does a bias-sensitive, easy-to-understand news overview improve
bias-awareness in non-expert news consumers?

Secondarily, we seek explore how bias-awareness can be affected by revealing biases
in individual articles and by the respondents themselves.
Q2: How does a bias-sensitive, easy-to-understand article view improve biasawareness in non-expert news consumers?
Q3: How do demographic factors of news consumers affect their bias-awareness?

6.5.2 Methodology
We propose to use a conjoint design [LT64], which is especially suitable for estimating
the effect of individual components. Traditional survey experiments are limited to
only identifying the “catch-all effect” [HHY14] due to confounding of the treatment
components. In contrast, conjoint experiments identify “component-specific causal
effects by randomly manipulating multiple attributes of alternatives simultaneously”
[HHY14]. In a conjoint design, respondents are asked to rate so-called profiles,
which consist of multiple attributes. In our study, such attributes are, for example,
the overview, which topic it shows (or which article the article view shows), and if
or which tags or in-text highlights are shown.
Conjoint experiments rest on three core assumptions: (1) stability and no carry-over
effects, (2) no profile-order effects, (3) randomization of the profiles [HHY14]. In
our evaluation, (2) holds by design for all tasks except for the forced-choice question
(see workflow step 6 in Section 6.5.6). We briefly describe our means to ensure (1)
and (3) in the following.3
3

We describe the means here for improved readability, even though we executed these means for
each of our pre-studies and the main study.

6.5 Study Design
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To ensure (1), i.e., the absence of carry-over effects from one task set to another, we
applied during the study the diagnostics proposed by Hainmueller et al. [HHY14].
We refer to a task set as all tasks shown to a respondent for a single topic, e.g., in
our main study, we show respondents for each topic one overview and subsequently
two article views. We then calculated if there are meaningful differences across
the task sets by building a sub-group for each task set. We found weak carry-over
effects when comparing the individual attributes’ effects (using our main overview
question across the task sets) and when testing the effect of the task set’s order (for
all overview questions combined (Est. = 3.28%, p = 0.018), i.e., respondents were
on average more bias-aware in the second task set). Further, in our main study,
when sub-grouping for the task set, the other attributes’ effects differed. However,
this is not necessarily problematic. A learning effect is expected and desirable in
bias communication. Since we randomized the attributes within each task set, we
can include the task sets in the analysis and thus measure the effects, regardless of
the task set.
We ensure (3) by randomly choosing the attributes independently of another and for
each respondent. To confirm the randomization was successful in our experiments,
we employed a Shapiro-Wilk test during the study [RY11].
Since in each of our experiments the three assumptions hold, our design allows for
an estimation of the relative influence of each component on the bias-awareness,
which is called average marginal component effects (AMCEs) [HHY14]. An AMCE
represents the effect of an attribute level, e.g., the 2-color mode (attribute level)
of our in-text highlights (attribute), compared to a pre-selected baseline of that
attribute, e.g., not showing any in-text highlights. In simplified terms, the concept
of AMCEs is to create two sub-sets, one for the current attribute level and one for
the attribute baseline. Then, the respondents’ answers, e.g., to our questions in the
post-article questionnaire, are averaged in each sub-set. Lastly, by comparing the
averaged answers of both sets, the AMCE represents the increase or decrease of an
attribute’s specific level compared to the attribute’s baseline.
In our questionnaires, we employ discrete choice (DC) as well as rating questions
(see Section 6.5.6) to measure bias-awareness on a behavioral as well as attitudinal
level [RS17]. DC questions are widely used within the conjoint design and found to
have high external validity in mimicking real-world behavior [HHY15]. Additionally,
DC questions elicit behavior, i.e., which news article respondents prefer to read or
rely on for decision-making [PJM02]. In contrast, rating questions capture attitudes
and personal viewpoints better [Wij+15].
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6.5.3 Data
We select four news topics with varying degrees of expected biases among the news
articles reporting on the topic. To approximate the degree of bias, we use the topics’
expected polarization. Specifically, we select three topics expected to be highly
polarizing for US news readers: gun control (Orlando shooting in 2016), debt ceiling
(discussions in July 2019), and abortion rights (Tennessee abortion ban in June
2020). To better approximate regular news consumption, where consumers typically
are exposed to news coverage on single events, we select a single event for each of
these topics (shown in parentheses). We add a fourth event, which we expect to
be only mildly polarizing: Australian bush fires, i.e., a foreign event without direct
US involvement. As described later, during our pre-studies, we added the abortion
topic due to a negative influence of the debt-ceiling topic on bias-awareness. In the
pre-studies, we could trace this back qualitatively to respondents’ critique of the
topics being too “boring” and “complicated,” which also manifested in lower reading
times on average.
For each event, we select ten articles from left-, center, and right-wing, online US
outlets (political orientation as self-identified by the outlets or from [All21]). To
ensure high quality, we manually retrieve the articles’ content. Before the second prestudy, we shortened all articles so that they were of similar length (300–400 words)
to address the high reading times and noise in the responses, a key finding of the first
pre-study (see Section 6.6). We consistently apply the same shortening procedure to
preserve the perspectives of the original articles. For example, by maintaining the
relative frequency of person mentions and by discarding only redundant sentences
that do not contribute to the overall tone. In all experiments, we remove any nontextual content, such as images, to isolate the effects in the change of bias-awareness
due to the text content, our text-centric bias analysis, and visualization.

6.5.4 Setup and Quality
We conduct our experiments as a series of online studies on Amazon Mechanical
Turk (MTurk). To participate in any of our studies, crowdworkers have to be located
in the US. To ensure high quality, we further require that participants possess
MTurk’s “Masters” qualification, i.e., have a history of successfully completed, highquality work. While we compensate respondents always, our study design includes
discarding data of any respondent who fails to meet all quality criteria, including
a minimum study duration, and correctly answering questions checking attention
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and seriousness [Aus+13]. Depending on the study’s duration, participants receive
compensation that approximates an hourly wage of $10.

6.5.5 Overview Baselines
To answer our primary study question Q1, our study design compares our system and
the overview visualization variants with baselines that resemble news aggregators
popular among news consumers and an established bias-sensitive news aggregator
(cf. [Par+09a]).
Plainget
is an
an overview
overview of
variant
that
resembles
Task:
a given
news
topic popular news aggregators (Figure 6.10).
Using
a bias-agnostic
design
similar
to Google
shows
Below
you see
an overview showing
you a
single news
topic and News,
multiple this
news baseline
articles reporting
onarticle
it. Pleaseheadfamiliarize
yourself
with the in
topic
and its
articles.by
Also,
understand
information
is presented
to you
lines and
excerpts
a list
sorted
the
articles’additional
relevance
to thethat
event.
Section
6.3
below, if any.

describes the relevance calculation. Compared to our bias-sensitive overview design
described in Section 6.4.1, Plain does not contain the comparative groups (part C in
shown below.
Figure
6.3)
only the
main
article
and tolist
further
articles (part A and B). Besides
Once
!nished,
clickbut
the button
on the
bottom
of the page
continue
the survey.
each headline, headline tags as described in Section 6.4.1 can be shown, depending
Overview
on the conjoint profile.
It is crucial that you get at least an understanding of the topic's main perspectives present in the news coverage

Tennessee passes abortion restriction bill
Tennessee passed sweeping legislation Friday seeking to place restrictions on abortion, becoming the latest
state to try to curtail access to the procedure. The bill was one of several pieces of legislation that had been put
on pause during the pandemic, but it was boosted after negotiations between the two legislative chambers. […]
Further articles

▶ Tennessee Legislature Votes To Ban Abortions After A Heartbeat Can Be Detected
▶ Tennessee lawmakers pass fetal heartbeat abortion bill backed by governor
▼ Tennessee Legislature Passes Fetal Heartbeat Bill
Tennessee lawmakers on Friday passed a "heartbeat bill" banning abortion once a fetal heartbeat is detected
—a regulation on abortion that has run into legal challenges in several states. The bill makes any abortion
performed after a fetal heartbeat is detected a felony. Detection of the fetal heartbeat generally occurs six
weeks into a pregnancy, and the bill prohibits abortions based on a fetus's race, sex, or disability. The bill also
creates exceptions for situations where the health of the mother is in danger. […]
▶ Tennessee legislature passes fetal heartbeat bill, ban on abortions for Down syndrome
▶ Tennessee Gov. Bill Lee to Sign Heartbeat Abortion Bill

Fig. 6.10: The Plain news overview uses a list to show articles reporting on a topic.
Continue: Click here when you !nished reading.

PolSides is an overview variant that aims to resemble the bias-sensitive news aggregaProgress: 28%
tor AllSides [All21]. PolSides yields framing groups by grouping articles depending
on their outlets’ political orientation (left, center, and right, as self-identified by them
or taken from [All21]). The visualization uses the same bias-sensitive layout consisting of three vertical parts as we described in Section 6.4.1 and show in Figure 6.3.
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Task: get an overview of a given news topic
Figure 6.11 shows an excerpt of the main article and the comparative groups (parts

Below you see an overview showing you a single news topic and multiple news articles reporting on it. Please
A and yourself
B). Conceptually,
PolSides
employs
the left-right
a simple
yettooften
familiarize
with the topic and
its articles.
Also, understand
additionaldichotomy,
information that
is presented
you
below,
if
any.
effective means to partition the media into distinctive slants, which is also one of
It is crucial that you get at least an understanding of the topic's main perspectives present in the news coverage
the most commonly studied dimensions of bias. Being a well-known and easy
shown below.

to
interpret concept we do also expect that users will initially understand PolSides’s
Once !nished, click the button on the bottom of the page to continue the survey.
approach to determine the framing groups. However, this dichotomy is determined
only on the outlet level. It thus may incorrectly classify the biases indeed present
Overview
in a specific event (see Section 6.2.2), e.g., articles shown to be of different slants
having
indeed
(and
vice versa).
We investigate
this issue
in our
Tags shown
near similar
a headlineperspectives
denote the political
orientation
(as self-identi!ed
by the publisher)
of its article
( left center right ).
study (see Section 6.7).
Tennessee passes abortion restriction bill

center

Tennessee passed sweeping legislation Friday seeking to place restrictions on abortion, becoming the latest
state to try to curtail access to the procedure. The bill was one of several pieces of legislation that had been put
on pause during the pandemic, but it was boosted after negotiations between the two legislative chambers. […]
Each article is assigned to either of the following groups depending on its news outlet's political orientation
(left, center, right). We use the political orientation as self-identi!ed by the outlet. Below, you see for each
group its most representative article.

From the left

From the center

From the right

Tennessee advances 6-week
abortion ban, lawsuit 7led

Tennessee passes abortion
restriction bill

Tennessee Legislature Passes
Fetal Heartbeat Bill

NASHVILLE,
Tenn.
—
Amid
Tennessee
passed
sweeping
Tennessee lawmakers on Friday
nationwide unrest and a global
legislation Friday seeking to place
passed a "heartbeat bill" banning
pandemic that wrecked the state
restrictions on abortion, becoming
abortion once a fetal heartbeat is
budget, Tennessee lawmakers
the latest state to try to curtail
detected—a
regulation
on
Fig. 6.11: The PolSides news overview aims to resembles the bias-sensitive
news
aggregators
advanced one of the strictest
access to the procedure. The bill
abortion that has run into legal
AllSides, which groups articles depending on their outlets’ political orientation.
abortion bans in the country as
was one of several pieces of
challenges in several states. The
most Tennesseans were asleep
legislation that had been put on
bill
makes
any
abortion
Friday
and
largely
unaware
the
pause
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the
pandemic,
but
it
performed
after
a
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To our knowledge, the baselines exhaustively cover the relevant prior work, parGOP-dominant General Assembly
was boosted after negotiations
is detected a felony. Detection of

ticularly
the communication
of biases
in news
to non-expert
had taken concerning
up the controversial
between the two
legislative
the articles
fetal heartbeat
generally
proposal.
[…]
chambers.
[…]
occurs
six
weeks
into
a
pregnancy,
news consumers (see Section 6.2). While we deem NewsCube another conceptually
and the bill prohibits abortions
very relevant approach because of its similar research objective,
the visualizations
based on a fetus's race, sex, or
disability.
The bill
also rather
creates
proposed by Park et al. [Par+09a] are designed to show only
a single
article
exceptions for situations where
than providing a news overview and thus do not allow comparison.
the health of the mother is in
danger. […]

As stated in Section 6.4, we are interested in the effects on the bias-awareness due
to
textual
means, i.e., bias forms at the text-level. Thus, all visualizations, including
Further
articles
the baselines, show the texts of articles and information about biases due to the
▼ Tennessee lawmakers pass fetal heartbeat abortion bill backed by governor left
textual bias forms defined in Section 3.3.3 but no other content, e.g., no photos or
Washington Tennessee lawmakers have passed a bill backed by the state's Republican governor Bill Lee that
outlet
wouldnames.
ban abortions after a fetal heartbeat is detected. Early Friday morning, the Tennessee Senate
approved the bill, after the House had passed the legislation earlier. Republicans control both chambers. […]
▶ Tennessee lawmakers pass 'heartbeat' abortion bill banning procedure after six weeks center
▶ Tennessee Gov. Bill Lee to Sign Heartbeat Abortion Bill right
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To understand how visualizations, including their layout and explanations, affect
bias-awareness compared to the visualized content, e.g., the framing groups resulting from our analysis, we introduce two additional baseline concepts. First, we
include for most overviews, including the baselines previously mentioned, generic
variants (see Section 6.4.1). This single-blind setting helps to assess how respondents
are affected by knowing (such as the popular left-right dichotomy employed by
PolSides) or not knowing (such as our novel PFA approach) the employed grouping
mechanisms. Second, we test an overview with generic explanations that randomly
assign individual news articles to either of the three framing groups.
Concerning our secondary study question Q2, we test two headline tags (PolSides and
MFAP) jointly with their respective indicators showing the article’s bias classification
(PolSides and MFAP), each as described in Section 6.4.2. For example, if PolSides
headline tags (showing the political orientation of each article in the list of further
articles) are enabled, likewise is the bias indicator enabled (prominently showing
the political orientation of the current article).

6.5.6 Workflow and Questions
Our study consists of seven steps.4 We refer to a task set as a sequence of steps
associated with one topic, i.e., task set 1 refers to the first topic shown to a respondent, including the overview, the two article views, and respective questionnaires
(steps 2–6). The (1) pre-study questionnaire asks for demographic and background
data [Spi+20], such as age, political orientation, education, news consumption, and
attitudes towards the topics we used [Gao+18]. Generally, laws restricting abortion
are [wrong ↔ right]. Generally, laws restricting the use of guns are [wrong ↔ right].
Generally, laws restricting environmental pollution are [wrong ↔ right]. For these
questions and other questions concerning bi-polar adjective pairs, we use 10-point
Likert scales. We also ask respondents whether the mentioned topics are relevant
or irrelevant to them personally. Lastly, we ask whether they perceive the media to
be biased against their views, in general, to better distinguish the treatment effects
from prior skepticism (also called hostile media effect [Per15]).
Afterward, we show an (2) overview as described in Section 6.4.1 and Section 6.5.5
including instructions shown prior to the overview. The (3) post-overview questionnaire then operationalizes the bias-awareness in respondents (see Section 6.2.1) by
asking about their perception of the diversity and disagreement in viewpoints, if
4
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To download the study materials, which contain all questions and exemplary screenshots of the
visualizations, please refer to Section 6.1.
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the visualization encouraged them to contrast individual headlines, and how many
perspectives of the public discourse were shown, e.g., Do you think the coverage
shown in the previous visualization represents all main viewpoints in the public discourse (independent of whether you agree with them or not) [not at all ↔ very much]?
Overall, how did you perceive the articles shown in the previous visualization [very
different ↔ very similar; very opposing ↔ very agreeing]?. To match our definition
of bias-awareness, we use as our main question (cf. [Par+11a]): When viewing the
topic visualization, did you have the desire to compare and contrast articles’ [not at all
↔ very much]?
Afterward, we show an (4) article view as described in Section 6.4.2. A (5) postarticle questionnaire operationalizes bias-awareness in respondents on an articlelevel [Spi+20], i.e. How did you perceive the presented news article? [very unfair ↔
very fair; very partial ↔ very impartial; very unacceptable ↔ very acceptable; very
untrustworthy ↔ very trustworthy; very unpersuasive ↔ very persuasive; very biased
↔ very unbiased]. We also ask whether the article contains political bias and biases
against persons mentioned in the article. We repeat steps 2–5 two times since we
show two task sets. After each overview, we showed two articles, i.e., we repeated
steps 4 and 5 two times). To measure the effect of seeing an overview before an
article, we also introduce a variant where we skip the overview. In such cases, the
overview steps (2, 3) are skipped entirely. Afterward, a (6) discrete choice question
asks respondents to choose between two articles, i.e., which one they consider to
be more biased. In a (7) post-study questionnaire, respondents give feedback on the
study, i.e., what they liked and disliked.
In the two pre-studies, where we tested the study design and usability of the
visualizations (see Section 6.6), we repeated the same procedure with only one
article after each overview and excluding step 5. In the first pre-study, we also
excluded steps 2–6, since we only tested bias-sensitive overviews.

6.6 Pre-Studies
Before our main study, we conducted two pre-studies (E1 and E2).5 E1 consisted of
260 respondents recruited on MTurk (we discarded 3% from 268 respondents due
to the quality criteria described in Section 6.5.4). E2 consisted of 98 respondents
(we discarded 11% from 110).
5

This section outlines the most important findings of our pre-studies. For more information concerning
the pre-studies, please refer to: [Ham+21c]
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The pre-studies aimed at testing the study design described in Section 6.5 and the
usability of the visualizations described in Section 6.4. Further, we used the first prestudy to find a set of well-performing overviews, including representative baselines.
This selection was necessary to satisfy the conjoint assumption ‘randomization of
profiles.’ This assumption also requires that all profiles have the same set of attributes
(Section 6.5.2). However, the number of attributes differs across our overviews
(Section 6.5.5). For example, Plain has only two attributes (one for each headline
tag), our bias-sensitive overview layout (Section 6.4.1) has an additional grouping
attribute, and ‘no overview’ naturally has no attributes. Thus, by determining which
variants of the bias-sensitive layouts performed best in the pre-studies, we could
fixate these overviews’ attributes and compare them in the second pre-study and our
main study.
Our first pre-study, E1, aimed to confirm the overall study design and collect effect
data to make an informed selection of overview variants, both for the PFA approach
and the baselines. For the latter, we tested only variants using our bias-sensitive
overview layout, where we randomly varied all attributes, i.e., grouping and the
two headline tags. We identified (primarily insignificant) trends that indicated
well-performing variants. In E2, we then tested the same design as planned for the
main study (see Section 6.5.6), including article view and the other baselines (see
below).
We also used the pre-studies to improve our design and visualizations. Reasons for
partially mixed results in both pre-studies were various usability issues interfering
with the effectiveness. For example, in E1, respondents reported they wanted to
know how the grouping was performed and by whom. Before conducting E2, we
addressed these shortcomings, e.g., by adding explanations (specific and generic)
about how our system derives the classifications. After addressing these issues,
we found positive, significant effects of our bias-sensitive overviews in the second
pre-study, confirming our research design concerning the overview.
E2 revealed that showing both headline tags was most effective in improving biasawareness in the Plain baseline. In contrast, for the bias-sensitive overviews, the
bias-awareness remained unchanged or decreased if one or both tags were shown.
We suspected that users might feel overwhelmed if many visual clues are present
due to a higher cognitive load and potentially visual clutter. Further, the effect of the
bias-sensitive layout itself was stronger than those of the headline tags if employed
in a bias-sensitive layout. In sum, headline tags seemed to be most effective if
employed in an otherwise bias-agnostic visualization, such as Plain.
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Using the pre-study findings, we defined the following overview variants for the
main study. (1) No overview. (2) Plain as described in Section 6.5.5. (3) PolSides as
described in Section 6.5.5 with PolSides headline tags enabled to closely resemble
the bias-sensitive news aggregator AllSides.com [All21]. (4) MFA using the biassensitive layout (Section 6.4.1), Grouping-MFA (Section 6.3), and polarity headline
tags enabled, which was the best performing variant of MFA in our pre-studies.
(5) PolSides-generic being identical to (3) but using generic explanations. (6) MFAgeneric being identical to (4) but using generic explanations. (7) Random-generic
using the bias-sensitive layout and random grouping. (8) ALL-generic using the
bias-sensitive layout, ALL-generic (Section 6.3), and cluster headline tags enabled.
Note that we did not test a variant of grouping-ALL with specific explanations.
In sum, we already found that the bias-sensitive overviews (PolSides and MFAP)
yielded significant, positive effects on bias-awareness, confirming the overall study
design. We also identified weaknesses, e.g., respondents criticized the lack of
transparency regarding how the framing groups were determined and by whom.
Before our main study, we addressed the identified shortcomings, e.g., by adding
explanations about how our system derives the classifications. The study design and
the visualization described in Sections 6.4 and 6.5 are the results of our refinements
and improvements using the pre-studies’ findings. We also used the pre-studies
to select a set of well-performing overview variants, including baselines, to be
compared in the main study.

6.7 Evaluation
For our evaluation, we used the study design described in Section 6.5. In our main
study, we recruited 174 respondents on MTurk, from which we discarded 8% using
our quality measures. In sum, the n = 160 respondents (age: [23, 77], m = 45.5,
gender (f/m/d): 72/88/0, all native speakers, political orientation (liberal (1)–
conservative (10)): m = 4.83, sd = 2.98, see Appendix A.3) provided answers to
283 post-overview questionnaires (excluding ‘no overview’), 320 discrete choices on
article views, and 640 post-article view questionnaires. The average study duration
was 15min (sd = 6.22). In the following, we present the results and discuss our
findings for our primary study question regarding the overview and the secondary
study questions concerning the article view and respondent factors (Section 6.5.1).
If not noted otherwise, the reported effects were operationalized using the main
question of the post-overview questionnaire and the additive score of all post-article
questions (Section 6.5.6).
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6.7.1 Overview
In our user study, the bias-sensitive overviews increased respondents’ bias-awareness
compared to the Plain baseline. PolSides achieved the highest effect when shown
with specific explanations (Est. = 21.34). In the single-blind setting, i.e., if shown
with generic explanations, the PolSides baseline had no significant effect (Est. = 8.46,
p = 0.17).
In contrast, the PFA approach strongly and significantly increased bias-awareness
in both settings: when specific explanations were used, our grouping method
achieved a strong effect (MFA: Est. = 17.80). In the single-blind setting, only
the PFA approach consistently, significantly, and most strongly increased
bias-awareness (MFA: 13.35, ALL: 17.54).
Tab. 6.1: Shown are the effects on respondents’ bias-awareness after overview exposure.
Column ‘Est.’ shows the percentage increase in bias-awareness for the attributes
CDCR, Overview, and Topic compared to their respective baselines, i.e., CoreNLP,
Plain, and bushfire. Columns ‘SE,’ ‘z,’ and ‘p’ refer to the standard error, z-score,
and p-value, respectively. In column ‘p,’ asterisks represent the significance level
where weakly significant (‘*’), significant (‘**’), and strongly significant (‘***’)
refer to p < 0.05, p < 0.01, and p < 0.001, respectively.

Attribute

Level

Est.

SE

z

p

CDCR

TCA

1.05

2.61

0.40

0.69

Random-generic

6.73

5.85

1.15

0.28

PolSides

21.34

4.84

4.40

***

MFA

17.80

4.90

3.63

***

8.46

6.19

1.36

0.17

MFA-generic

13.35

5.03

2.64

**

ALL-generic

17.54

5.61

3.12

**

abortion law

0.78

2.96

0.26

0.79

gun control

3.16

2.94

1.07

0.25

Overview

Topic

PolSides-generic

Discussion of the approaches and their results:
But why is there a loss of effectiveness of PolSides in the single-blind setting, i.e., if
generic explanations and labels are shown? Fully elucidating this question would
require a larger sample size concerning respondents and topics. However, we
qualitatively and quantitatively identified three potential, partially related causes,
which we outline in the following.
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(1) Popularity and intuition: The left-right dichotomy employed by PolSides is a
well-known concept and easily understood by news consumers. None reported they
did not understand the concept, and 20% of respondents exposed to PolSides praised
that the bias concept, i.e., the grouping mechanism, was easy to understand, e.g.,
“I liked that it was laid out with left, center, right. It was intuitive.”). In contrast,
PFA and its grouping techniques MFA and ALL are novel and somewhat technical, as
are their (specific) explanations. For example, 40% of respondents exposed to MFA
found its specific explanations (slightly) confusing and too “technical.” In contrast,
only 10% of respondents exposed to any of the generic variants, including MFA and
ALL, reported comprehension issues. This improvement might lie in the generic
explanations being less technical but more conceptual compared to the specific
explanations of MFA.
These findings potentially indicate that a proportion of the bias-awareness effect in
any visualization is due to encouraging users to look for frames and biases. Albeit not
significant, the mild effects of the Random-generic overview (Est. = 6.73 as shown in
Table 6.1) might serve as a rough approximation for the “base” effectiveness of biassensitive visualizations. This base effectiveness appears to be partially independent
of the visualized content, such as the framing groups, and its meaningfulness. In
practical terms, solely encouraging users to expect biases, e.g., in our study due to
bias-sensitive layouts and explanations, can increase bias-awareness. Referring to
intuitive or well-known bias concepts can improve this base effectiveness further, as
indicated by the previously outlined effectiveness of PolSides that is only present
with specific explanations. This effect of using well-known bias concepts is partially
in line with our second finding (see afterward), i.e., the learning effect noticed for
our novel bias and grouping concept.
(2) Learning effect: Our study indicates that the novel PFA approach might have
benefitted in the course of the study from respondents’ increasing understanding
concerning how the approach works. Tables 6.2 and 6.3 show the bias-awareness
effects after overview exposure in the study’s first and second task set. While we
notice an effect increase for all overview variants in the second task set compared to
the first, there are key differences. First, while in task set 1, the PFA approach did not
significantly increase bias-awareness, in the next task set 2, the PFA variants yielded
the strongest, most significant effects. Specifically, PFA’s and its MFA grouping
achieved the strongest effect among all overviews (MFA: Est. = 28.12; PolSides:
23.54). Second, while in task set 1, only PolSides significantly increased biasawareness, it could not benefit as much as the PFA approach from respondents’
learning effects (effect increase from task set 1 to 2: MFA: =18.91pp.; PolSides:
1.99pp.).
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Tab. 6.2: Effects on bias-awareness after overview exposure in the first task set

Attribute

Level

Est.

SE

z

p

CDCR

TCA

-1.36

3.64

-0.37

0.71

6.88

7.49

1.23

0.22

21.55

6.36

3.39

***

MFA

9.21

7.49

1.23

0.22

PolSides-generic

6.69

7.28

0.92

0.36

MFA-generic

6.97

6.60

1.06

0.29

ALL-generic

9.39

6.63

1.42

0.16

abortion law

5.04

4.73

1.07

0.29

gun control

5.77

4.56

1.27

0.21

Random-generic
PolSides
Overview

Topic

Tab. 6.3: Effects on bias-awareness after overview exposure in the second task set

Attribute

Level

Est.

SE

z

p

CDCR

TCA

2.78

3.91

0.71

0.48

Random-generic

8.40

9.32

0.90

0.37

PolSides

23.54

7.45

3.16

**

MFA

28.12

7.03

4.00

***

PolSides-generic

12.41

8.48

1.46

0.14

MFA-generic

21.78

7.45

2.92

**

ALL-generic

26.46

8.30

3.19

**

abortion law

-2.13

5.11

-0.42

0.68

gun control

0.85

4.80

0.18

0.86

Overview

Topic

These differences of the effects across the two task sets are also in line with the
previously mentioned popularity and intuition (cause 1). Specifically, since the PFA
approach is novel and its explanations are somewhat “technical,” as respondents
reported, we can expect both PFA’s lack of effects in task set 1 and the learning effect
throughout the study. Simultaneously, for the well-known and easy-to-understand
left-right dichotomy employed by PolSides, we can expect significant effects from the
beginning and only a slight increase of PolSides’s effects throughout the study. These
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findings are also in line with the framing groups’ substantiality discussed afterward
(cause 3).

(3) Substantiality of framing groups: We qualitatively analyzed the groups yielded
by individual grouping methods. We found that all methods, including PolSides,
determined meaningful groups for most topics. For example, in the gun control topic,
the groups yielded by any grouping method resemble the frames ‘gun control’ and
‘gun rights’ with subtle differences between the groups. Table 6.4 gives an overview
of the frame we inductively identified when reading headlines and articles of each
group. Note that while often frames were already apparent in the headlines shown
in the table, in some cases, the groups’ underlying frames more clearly emerged
from reading the lead paragraph.6 Grouping-MFA yielded two ‘gun control’ frames
(one was argumentative, the other used factual language) and one ‘gun rights’ frame
(focusing on cruelty and the shooter). Also, PolSides and grouping-ALL yielded two
‘gun control’ and one ‘gun rights’ frames. Here, the ‘gun rights’ frame determined by
grouping-ALL focused not on the shooter but on the victims and their right to defend
themselves. In sum, all methods yielded framing groups of articles representing
meaningful frames present in the coverage.
Tab. 6.4: Frames in the gun control event that we inductively identified when qualitatively
analyzing the articles of individual framing groups determined by the grouping
methods.

Method

MFA

PolSides
or ALL

6

Frame

Headline

gun rights
(emotional)

49 killed in shooting at Florida nightclub in possible act of Islamic terror

gun control
(factual)

Support For Gun Control Spikes After Orlando
Shooting

gun control
(argumentative)

Orlando Shooting Reignites Gun Control Debate
in Congress

gun control
(argumentative)

Orlando Shooting Reignites Gun Control Debate
in Congress

gun control
(background)

Suspect Purchased Guns Legally Ahead Of Deadliest Shooting In Modern U.S. History

gun rights
(emotional)

Father Of Orlando Victim: I Wish Someone Else
In That Club Had A Gun

All articles, including their lead paragraphs and main text, can be found in the published study
materials, see Section 6.1.
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However, for some topics, the framing groups determined by MFA and ALL seemed
to be more substantial compared to groups of PolSides. This finding is intuitive
since PolSides determines the groups through the political orientation of the articles’
outlets and thus is content-agnostic. In contrast, PFA analyzes an article’s polarity
towards individual persons, i.e., it uses in-text features for bias identification. Our
respondent sample is too small for showing significant effects when sub-grouping
for topics. However, the debt-ceiling topic employed in our pre-studies highlights
this methodological difference. As shown in Table 6.5, MFA yielded coherent groups
that framed the deal positively by focusing on positive effects for the economy
(frame 1) and countries’ safety through the military (frame 2), or negatively, e.g., as
political hypocrisy (frame 3). In contrast, the PolSides’s groups—despite the topic
has assumed left-right polarization—represent rather superficial frames. Specifically,
all of PolSides’s groups frame the deal positively, i.e., two groups frame the issue
highly similarly, the other focuses on the overall implications of the deal. The issue
of non-substantial frames is also present when analyzing coverage on events where
the political left and right do not have distinct positions, as the ‘bushfire’ event
discussed below shows.
Tab. 6.5: Frames in the debt-ceiling event that we inductively identified when qualitatively
analyzing the articles of individual framing groups determined by the grouping
methods.

Method

MFA

PolSides

Frame

Headline

positive
(economical)

Trump, Congress Clinch Debt-Limit Deal After Tense
Negotiations

positive
(political)

Donald Trump, congressional Democrats reach twoyear budget deal, avoid crisis on debt ceiling

negative
(political)

Donald Trump and the G.O.P. Confirm Their Fiscal
Conservatism Was a Sham

positive
(overview)

Trump Announces Deal On Debt Limit, Spending
Caps

positive
(military)

Donald Trump, congressional Democrats reach twoyear budget deal, avoid crisis on debt ceiling

positive
(military)

White House, congressional Democrats agree on debt
ceiling hike

Of course, the reliability of our inductive frame analysis is lower than that of a
deductive frame analysis performed by multiple annotators with high inter-annotator
reliability. However, our qualitative findings concerning the substantiality are in
line with the quantitative effects measured in our study. The effects in the single-
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blind setting show that PFA increased bias-awareness stronger than PolSides, both
when looking at the overall study and the second task set. Since all approaches
“look” identical in the single-blind setting, effect differences can only be explained
by the framing groups the approaches determined. PolSides achieving the lowest
increase in bias-awareness is thus intuitive. Moreover, grouping-ALL achieved a
larger increase than grouping-MFA. This finding is also intuitive since we expect
grouping-ALL to be more reliable than grouping-MFA, since the former uses more
features (all persons) for determining framing groups than grouping-MFA, which
only uses the MFA’s polarity.
None of the tested approaches yielded consistently meaningful framing groups
and frames in coverage on the ‘bushfire’ event. This finding is expected for the PFA
approach, which identifies frames due to how persons are portrayed. However, in the
‘bushfire’ event, much coverage focused on the fire’s consequences for the economy
or the environment. The finding is also intuitive for the PolSides approach since the
political left and right do not have distinct positions in the ‘bushfire’ event.
Criticism and comments by respondents:
Lastly, we explored respondents’ comments they provided in the post-study questionnaire to find issues and other trends in their comments. Table 6.6 shows a summary
of the identified trends. Note that these qualitative findings are not representative7 but can serve to get a preliminary understanding of advantages and issues
respondents noticed.
Overall, 90% of the respondents who were exposed at least once to any bias-sensitive
overview, including PolSides, explicitly mentioned finding the overview helpful for
critically reviewing news coverage (“It also allows me to decide where I stand and
learn new beliefs as I think that is important to see all sides of an article and to be
able to understand it better” and “I like a trimmed down view that allows readers to
efficiently compare articles.”), compared to only 30% exposed to the Plain overview.
For the MFA overview, 20% reported that they did not agree with the classification.
However, 60% of respondents exposed to MFA reported that they liked quickly
knowing the stance of an article, e.g., “I like that it gave you an idea on what stance
the article had, whether it was pro, contra, or ambivalent.” and “I liked that I could see
different perspectives without having to go to different sources. I haven’t seen anything
much like that in any other app or online news sites. I think that this helps encourage
critical thinking.” The qualitative findings are further in line with the previously
identified three causes for effect differences across the approaches. For example, the
7

For example, in some cases, we could not map respondents’ comments to specific visualizations since
we showed them two overviews and, in total, four article views. When we could not unambiguously
identify which visualization a respondent was referring to, we strictly discarded the comment.
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better substantiality of PFA’s frames is reflected in the trend ‘Lack of substantiality or
balance,’ which was 20% for PolSides and only 5% for grouping-MFA and groupingALL. Further, the technicality of PFA’s explanations and the simplicity of left-right
dichotomy is reflected in ‘Confusion about grouping mechanism,’ which was 0%,
40%, and 10% for PolSides, grouping-MFA, and grouping-ALL, respectively. Note
that respondents reported less confusion for grouping-ALL, which we tested only in
the generic variant with less technical explanations, compared to the grouping-MFA,
which we tested also with specific explanations.
Tab. 6.6: Non-representative, qualitative trends concerning advantages and issues of the
overviews reported by respondents. The columns PolSides and MFA (groupingMFA) include specific and generic visualization variants. The column ALL refers
the generic visualization variant employing the grouping-ALL mechanism. All
figures are in percent.

Trend

PolSides

MFA

ALL

Frames are balanced

10

20

30

Lack of substantiality or balance

20

5

5

0

40

10

Doubts about grouping mechanism

10

20

20

Grouping mechanism intuitive

20

0

0

Increased interest in coverage

30

35

20

Confusion about grouping mechanism

Summary:
Overall, our study shows that bias-sensitive news overviews significantly and strongly
improved bias-awareness in news consumers compared to popular, bias-agnostic
news aggregators. Both the PFA approach and the PolSides baseline achieved positive
effects. The PolSides approach even achieved the strongest effect when considering
both task sets (Est. = 21.34), demonstrating the practical strength of this prior
approach. However, PolSides lost its effectiveness entirely when employed in a
single-blind setting. In contrast, the PFA approach achieved significant, consistent,
and strong effectiveness, both when employed in the single-blind setting (17.54)
or else (17.80). Moreover, in the second half of the study, the PFA approach was
by far the most effective means to increase bias-awareness in respondents (best
PFA: Est. = 28.12; PolSides: 23.54; and in the single-blind setting: best PFA: 26.46;
PolSides (insignificant): 12.41).
The respondents’ comments and our effect comparison from the first to the second
task set suggested that the bias-sensitive PolSides baseline initially benefited from its
well-known and easy-to-understand bias identification method. While all approaches
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benefited from a learning effect during the study, the PolSides baselines—perhaps
because already well-known—benefited only mildly. In contrast, the PFA approach
was by far the most effective means to increase bias-awareness in the second half of
the study.
Lastly, the results of our inductive frame analysis of the approaches’ framing groups
strengthened the previous findings. Albeit not representative, our qualitative analysis suggested that the groups determined by PFA more consistently represented
meaningful and substantial frames than those yielded by PolSides. In the conclusion
of this thesis, Section 7.1 practically demonstrates the findings of our evaluation
on the example of news coverage that we introduced in Section 2.6 to practically
demonstrate the research gap.

6.7.2 Article View
In the article view, only the in-text highlights significantly increased bias-awareness
if between 5–9 of them were shown. Otherwise, the article view did not significantly
increase respondents’ bias-awareness. This section discusses potential causes for this
lack of significant effects.
Table 6.7 shows the overall lack of bias-awareness effects measured using the rating
questions of the post-article questionnaire. There was a weak but significant increase
in bias-awareness of the highly polarizing ‘abortion law’ event compared to the
baseline event ‘bushfire’ (Est. = 3.92).
Table 6.8 shows the article view’s effects when operationalizing bias-awareness
using the forced-choice question. Here, in-text highlights achieved stronger but still
insignificant effects, e.g., showing in-text highlights using 2-colors mode achieved
Est. = 5.08). Table 6.9 shows the same data but modeled with the count of in-text
highlights instead of their color mode.8 Likewise, this analysis yielded insignificant
effects with the exception that if the article view showed between 5–9 in-text
highlights, respondents’ bias-awareness was significantly increased (Est. = 13.43).
We were also interested in whether showing an overview before a single article
affected bias-awareness in the article view compared to showing none. However,
likely due to the issues discussed in the following, including a too-small respondent
sample size, we cannot elucidate this question. Specifically, showing an overview
before the individual news articles had inconclusive effects. We found a significant,
8

Because of our small respondent sample, we could not investigate both factors at the same time.
Thus, we created two separate conjoint models, as shown in Tables 6.8 and 6.9.
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Tab. 6.7: Shown are the effects on respondents’ bias-awareness after article view exposure
operationalized using the additive score of all rating questions in the post-article
questionnaire. Column ‘Est.’ shows the percentage increase in bias-awareness for
the attributes CDCR, in-text highlights, polarity context bar, MFAP headline tags
(jointly with the MFAP article indicator as described in Section 6.5.5), PolSides
headline tags (jointly with the PolSides article indicator), and the article’s topic
compared to their respective baselines, i.e., CoreNLP, disabled (four times), and
bushfire. Columns ‘SE,’ ‘z,’ and ‘p’ refer to the standard error, z-score, and p-value,
respectively. In column ‘p,’ asterisks represent the significance level where weakly
significant (‘*’), significant (‘**’), and strongly significant (‘***’) refer to p < 0.05,
p < 0.01, and p < 0.001, respectively.

Attribute

Level

Est.

SE

z

p

CDCR

TCA

-0.74

0.71

-1.04

0.29

single-color

0.03

1.09

0.03

0.98

2-colors

0.21

0.94

0.23

0.82

3-colors

-0.89

0.93

-0.96

0.34

Polarity context bar

enabled

0.00

0.68

-0.41

0.99

Headline MFAP tags

enabled

-0.04

0.71

-0.06

0.95

Headline PolSides tags

enabled

-0.28

0.68

-0.41

0.68

abortion law

3.92

0.93

4.20

***

gun control

1.34

0.81

1.66

0.96

In-text highlights

Topic

mild effect caused by only the MFA overview (Est. = 4.64, p = 0.003). Other
overviews had no significant effects compared to not showing an overview.
Discussion of the article view and its results:
We discuss four factors, which are partially related to another, that may explain the
overall lack of significant effects of the article view.
(1) Lack of multiple perspectives in the article view: Bias is context-dependent and
thus depends at least to some degree on relating and contrasting perspectives
(Section 6.2.1). The underlying relativity of bias could be one reason why the
overview (showing multiple articles and perspectives) achieved strong effects. In
contrast, the article view (showing primarily a single article) achieved no significant
effects overall, despite both employing the same techniques for bias identification.
Most components of the article view communicate information about the given
article. Only the headline tags and the polarity context bar allow to contrasting
articles to some degree.
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Tab. 6.8: Effects on respondents’ bias-awareness after article view exposure operationalized
using the forced-choice question and distinguishing the color modes for in-text
highlights

Attribute

Level

Est.

SE

z

p

CDCR

TCA

0.40

0.45

0.89

0.37

single-color

2.04

5.85

0.35

0.73

2-colors

5.08

5.41

0.94

0.35

3-colors

4.43

5.60

0.79

0.43

Polarity context bar

enabled

0.33

4.30

0.08

0.94

Headline MFAP tags

enabled

0.49

4.13

0.12

0.91

Headline PolSides tags

enabled

1.10

4.57

0.24

0.81

abortion law

-0.27

0.60

-0.46

0.65

gun control

0.03

0.55

0.06

0.95

In-text highlights

Topic

Tab. 6.9: Effects on respondents’ bias-awareness after article view exposure operationalized
using the forced-choice question and distinguishing the count of in-text highlights

Attribute

Level

Est.

SE

z

p

CDCR

TCA

0.32

0.66

0.48

0.63

1–4

7.43

7.02

1.06

0.29

5–9

13.43

5.72

2.35

*

7.39

5.75

1.28

0.20

10.46

6.75

1.55

0.12

In-text highlights

10–14
>14

Polarity context bar

enabled

0.91

4.32

0.21

0.83

Headline MFAP tags

enabled

0.31

4.15

0.07

0.94

Headline PolSides tags

enabled

0.95

4.54

0.21

0.83

abortion law

-1.03

1.69

-0.61

0.54

gun control

-1.38

2.39

-0.58

0.56

Topic

(2) User experience (UX) issues: Besides the previously mentioned potential conceptual issue of article view, we identified various infrequent UX issues in respondents’
feedback that we had not noticed in previous tests, including the pre-studies. Ta-
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ble 6.10 shows a summary of the identified, non-representative trends.9 For example,
respondents reported that there were too many in-text highlights (13% of respondents, e.g., they felt “overwhelmed”) or that, in their opinion, relevant mentions
were missing (17%). This is in line with the lack of significant effects of these
attributes (see, for example, Table 6.9).
Tab. 6.10: Non-representative, qualitative trends concerning article view issues as reported
by respondents. All figures in percent.

Trend

Overall Frequency

Further articles: too similar

8.33

In-text highlights: too many

13.33

In-text highlights: wrong / missing

16.67

In-text highlights: inaccurate

20.00

Article content

6.67

Useless MFA

6.67

Overall, respondents’ did not criticize the polarity context bar, but we noticed two
UX issues of the bar. In some cases, the bar placed the circles of multiple articles
at the same position. In these cases, respondents could not see and compare the
overlapping articles, rendering the functionality of the bar invalid. The issue mainly
occurred when grouping-MFA was used because MFA uses a single feature, i.e., the
article’s polarity towards the single MFA. Despite the MFA being the most frequently
mentioned person among all articles, a few articles did not mention the MFA often
or at all. Such articles had an increased likelihood of being placed at the same
position in the polarity context bar. Further, some respondents might not have been
aware of the hover functionality to view the articles’ headlines. Those respondents
only saw each article’s polarity towards the event’s MFA. As a consequence, they
could not contrast the articles’ headlines, which typically allow for getting a first
understanding of articles’ main slant and content.
(3) Inaccurate in-text highlights: While also a UX issue, we discuss inaccurate in-text
highlights separately since their root cause is PFA. The methods employed by PFA
yield incorrect results in some cases despite their technically high classification
performances (coreference resolution employed in target concept analysis: F 1m =
9
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Note that these qualitative findings are not representative. For example, in some cases, we could not
map respondents’ comments to specific visualizations since we showed each respondent in total
four article views during the study. When we could not unambiguously identify which visualization
a respondent was referring to, we strictly discarded the comment from our analysis. The trends
can, however, serve to get a first understanding of the issues respondents noticed.
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The sky !nally cracked open atop much of the !re grounds in NSW, Australia this week – the welcome
deluge slashing the number of burning !res to below 100 for the !rst time in more than a month.
But the challenge is far from over as the !nger-pointing game ignites.
“ There are many reasons for the !res starting,” Paul Baxter, Commissioner of Fire and Rescue NSW and President
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target-dependent
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and Board
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Authorities Council
(AFAC), analysis:
told Fox News.
Some
have been natural – lightning – and some have been caused by human, both maliciousness and carelessness.
83.1). The consistent effects achieved by the overview visualizations demonstrated
that
thechange
methods’
classification
performances
sufficiently
highwhich
to classify
biases
“ Climate
has brought
bountiful rains
throughout mostare
of the
past two decades,
have suppressed
wild!res
and
allowed
for
more
vegetation
growth.
That
is
a
good
thing,
”
said
James
Taylor,
Director
of
the
Arthur
B.
at the article level reliably. However, at the same time, users were likely much more
Robinson Center for Climate and Environmental Policy at The Heartland Institute. “ However, Australian government
sensitive
to misclassified in-text highlights when viewing them individually in the
policies that discourage or prohibit prescribed burns and other proactive land management have meant that when
we !nally view
have a dry
year, of
there
is more fuel for reported
the !res.
article
(20%
respondents
that the highlights were inaccurate, see
Table
6.10). Figure 6.12 shows an example of in-text highlights with misclassified
“ All considered, climate change is suppressing Australian wild!res, but poor government policies, ironically
sentiment
polarity.
supported by climate
and environmental activists, are making the present wild!res worse,” Taylor conjectured.
Conservative Prime Minister Scott Morrison has pledged to “address issues around hazard reduction for national
parks, dealing with land clearing laws, zoning laws and planning laws around people’s properties and where they can
be built.”
Morrison has furthermore denied accusations that he has failed to acknowledge climate change during his tenure in
o"ce. But he also has remained steadfast in protecting the coal industry and the hundreds of thousands of families
who rely on it to make ends meet.

Fig.
Arson,6.12:
too, hasScreenshot
played its part.of misclassified sentiment shown by in-text highlights (second sentence: “Morrison [...]”).
Police in New South Wales this week announced that, since the beginning of November, two dozen people have
been charged with intentionally lighting !res, while 53 others have been accused of failing to comply with total !re

(4)
Study design and sample size: In typical news consumption, newsreaders actively
ban regulations.
choose which articles they want to read.10 However, to adhere to the conjoint
Scientists insist that climate change has acerbated already ripe conditions for calamitous !res, while critics have
requirements,
we had to present randomly chosen articles to them. This difference
contended that such devastation is nothing new to the Australian landscape.
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enough
sample. The lack of significant effects shown in Table 6.7, however, might
reason for the bush!res is poor land management practices. ”
indicate that conjoint design is not optimal for evaluating the article view’s effectiveBut for those most impacted by the combustion – some described shooting their animals, their faces awash with
ness
or that the sample size was too small given the diversity of articles and how
tears – skepticism remains that it will never really be over.
respondents interacted with them.
Further articles
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awareness if between 5–9 in-text highlights were shown (Est. = 13.43). Figure 6.13
depicts an example of such in-text highlights using the 2-color mode. Respondents’
Australians urged to <ee as huge wild8res revitalize left
comments also indicated the principle usefulness of the visualization, e.g., “it [the
Australia's Wild8res Spark Disinformation Battle As They Take A Tragic Toll center
article
view and its in-text highlights] got me to think about the content of the article
'Apocalypse': 500 million animals estimated dead as Australian wild8res rage right
and the parts of the story it chose to focus on.” Lastly, the results suggested that the
10

Continue: Click here when you !nished reading.
While this difference in principle also holds for the overview, we expect its influence to be weaker in
the overview. Newsreaders are used to see events they might not be interested in a news overview.
Progress: 35%
Further, since the overview shows smaller pieces of information from multiple articles instead of a
large piece of information from a single article, there is an increased chance for catching users’
interest in the overview. In the second pre-study, for example, some respondents had reported
that they had wanted to read a different article or were not interested in those shown to them.
Conversely, none of the respondents had reported they had wanted to see a different event in the
overview.
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The NSW police said that while 24 people were charged with deliberately lighting bush!res, 53 faced legal actions —
which include a warning. And the overall number also includes 47 people who were accused of not properly
disposing of lit cigarettes or matches.
Conservatives in the U.S. also picked up on the arson thread, with President Trump's son, Donald Trump Jr.,
retweeting a post about the arrests in New South Wales. Documenting a further convolution in the narrative,

forced-choice
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for thearearticle
Australia's
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'Some of
thebetter
misinformation
includes thebias-awareness
idea left-wing 'ecoterrorists'
behind view
some
!res.'
showing

only a single perspective than the rating questions.

Beyond arguments over the impacts of climate change, Australia's wild!res do have a real political aspect: Prime
Minister Scott Morrison has frequently been criticized for his approach to the disaster, from his interactions with
a"ected states to his recent vacation getaway to Hawaii as the raging !res destroyed communities back home. On
Friday, protesters vented their anger at Morrison and the government by holding a large demonstration in Sydney.
Experts say the intense and widespread e"ects of Australia's wild!res are related to a number of factors, from the
destructive nature of wind-borne embers — which swirl high into the air and help !res spread rapidly and

Fig. 6.13: Screenshot of automatically classified sentiment in the article view’s in-text
highlights

unpredictably — to building standards that allow houses to be constructed out of #ammable materials and planning
regulations that don't enforce enough of a bu"er zone around houses built in vulnerable areas.
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andother
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the are
in-text
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elements
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view
increase
of which are exacerbated by climate change — are providing copious dry fuel. The government crime agency says

bias-awareness. In our view, the most likely reasons for the overall lack of effects
include the small sample of respondents and events, minor UX issues, and not
showcasing
Further
articlesmultiple perspectives in the article view. In Section 6.8, we propose
ideas
to address the previously discussed issues.
Australians urged to =ee as huge wild-res revitalize
most arson !res are started by young people in disadvantaged areas.

'Apocalypse': 500 million animals estimated dead as Australian wild-res rage
What Will Another Decade of Climate Crisis Bring?

6.7.3 Other Findings

Continue: Click here when you !nished reading.

Progress:
35%
Our study showed no significant effects
of respondents’
demographic and background
factors on bias-awareness measured after overview or article view exposure. This
finding contrasts prior studies, which indicate the influence of people’s political
orientation [HSA14; BJ19], education, age, and other factors [Kni20]. Like in
the article view, one likely reason for the lack of significant effects in our study is
the small respondent sample. Further, the distributions of most demographic and
background attributes were imbalanced in our respondent sample (Section 6.7).
While on the one hand, the distributions in our sample very roughly approximated
those of the US population (cf. [Kni20]), on the other hand, some attribute levels,
such as in education, occurred too infrequently in our sample, even after dividing
them into bins.

If, however, the resulting bins were sufficient in size, we found significant effects
for some sub-groups, bins, and questions. For example, Table 6.11 shows the
relative effects of a selection of respondents’ demographic and other background
attributes measured on the fourth post-overview question (“Overall, how do you
think the coverage in the overview’s articles compares to each other [very opposing
↔ very agreeing]”, see Section 6.5.6). Respondents having the lowest education
level were significantly less aware of differences in the articles and perspectives
compared to the baseline that had a Bachelor’s degree (Est. = −15.49). However,
Table 6.11 shows no effects of other education levels and likewise were there only
mixed effects in other post-overview and post-article-view questions. Thus, due
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to the lack of effects similarly expected for other attributes and levels, the study’s
findings concerning respondents’ demographic and background factors are only of
exploratory nature.
Tab. 6.11: Effects of respondents’ demographic and background attributes on post-overview
question Q4

Attribute

Age

Level

Est.

SE

z

p

35–42

-4.87

3.54

-1.38

0.17

43–52

-2.79

3.19

-0.88

0.38

0.64

4.22

0.15

0.88

-15.49

6.32

-2.45

*

Some college credit

1.55

3.94

0.39

0.69

Trade/tech./voc. training

0.88

4.74

0.19

0.85

Master’s degree

3.64

5.14

0.71

0.48

Center

5.85

2.97

1.97

*

Conservative

0.43

3.55

0.12

0.90

-0.44

2.90

-0.15

0.88

>53
Some high school
Education

Political orientation
Gender

Male

Another finding was related to the hostile media effect (Section 2.2.3). The subgroup of respondents who generally perceived news as rather biased against their
views11 particularly benefited from seeing a bias-sensitive news overview with
grouping-MFA (Est. = 2.86, p = 0.002).
Our conjoint evaluation showed only a mildly positive, insignificant effect of using
context-driven cross-document resolution compared to the CoreNLP-based baseline
in the overview (Table 6.1) and mixed, insignificant effects in the article view
(Tables 6.7 and 6.8). Potential reasons explaining the lack of an effect are as follows
in our view. First, the overview relies on aggregated polarity information rather
than individual mentions. Table 6.1 suggests that both the CoreNLP-based baseline
and our method suffice to find and resolve mentions to substantially represent the
articles’ overall slant towards the most frequently mentioned persons. Second, while
highlighting the polarity of individual mentions in the article view directly relies on
high-quality individual mentions, the article view suffers from UX issues discussed
in Section 6.7.2. Once these UX issues are addressed, we expect a larger sample
11

The sub-group consisted of all respondents who answered the pre-study question “Most news is
biased against my view [not at all (1) ↔ very much (10)]” with greater equal 7.
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size will yield a statistically significant effect of in-text highlights when using our
coreference resolution due to its higher performance (F 1m = 88.7 compared to 81.9,
see Section 4.3.6).
Summary:
Our study showed no conclusive and significant effects of respondents’ attributes,
such as their political orientation and education level. This finding is in contrast
with prior studies. We think that the main reason for this lack of expected tendency
and influence is the respondent sample size. While sufficient to show consistent,
strong, and significant effects across the news overviews, the sample size is too small
for the relatively fine-grained attributes we queried in the background questionnaire.
Moreover, the distributions of some of the respondents’ attributes are imbalanced
since they roughly approximate the distributions of the US population. In conjunction
with the small sample size, some attribute levels occur too infrequently to yield
statistical soundness.

6.8 Future Work
We present ideas for future work to address limitations and issues concerning our
approach and its evaluation. Specifically, we first discuss the limitations of our study
design and the generalizability of the results. Afterward, we discuss the technical
issues identified in our study.
Generalizability and study design:
In our view, the main limitations of our experiments and results concern their representativeness and generalizability, mainly due to three partially related factors.
(1) Study design: For example, respondents had to view given events and articles
rather than deciding what they read. An interactive design and a long-term observation study might more closely resemble real-world news consumption and
address further issues that we not explicitly noticed but may have faced in our
experiments, such as study fatigue. While our study’s duration is well below where
one would expect study fatigue [SEM12], users on MTurk often work long and on
many online tasks. Moreover, rather than querying respondents for the subjective
concept of bias-awareness, a long-term observation study could directly measure the
approaches’ effects on news consumption. For example, whether respondents read
more articles portraying events from different perspectives when using bias-sensitive
visualizations [Par+09a].
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(2) Respondent sample: While our sample roughly approximates the US distribution
concerning dimensions important in this study, such as political orientation [Pew20;
Per15], the sample contains selection biases, e.g., since we recruited respondents
only on one platform and from only the US. Thus, we cannot generalize our findings
to news consumers from countries with systematically different political landscapes
or media landscapes. For example, while in the US, the two-party system has been
shown to lead to more polarizing news coverage, countries with multi-party systems
typically have more diversified media landscapes [Yan+16].
Further, we propose to increase the respondent sample to address the inconclusive or
insignificant effects of article view, respondents’ attributes, and when sub-grouping.
Our sample size is larger than suggested by Cochran’s Formula [Coc54; WBR86].12
However, at the same time, the number of respondents was often too small in
sub-groups or when analyzing respondents’ demographic or other imbalanced attributes. Increasing the respondent sample would help yield overall better statistical
soundness and allow for sub-grouping while retaining statistical significance.
Our (3) event and article sample yielded similar limitations as described previously for
the respondent sample due to the event sample’s small size and systematic creation.
We thus propose increasing the number of events and articles per event. If both the
event sample and respondent sample are increased, we could also use a random
sample of events. A random event sample would reduce selection biases compared
to a systematically selected sample. Lastly, our study did not relate bias-awareness
to the articles’ content, but only to our approach, respondents’ attributes, and an
event’s expected degree of polarization as an approximation for the articles’ amount
of biases. To more precisely measure how articles’ content and inherent biases
influence bias-awareness, we propose to conduct a manual frame analysis and relate
the identified frames to changes in bias-awareness.
The results of a manual frame analysis would also enable another way to evaluate
bias identification approaches. Specifically, comparing the frames identified manually
to those predicted automatically would allow for assessing the overall accuracy of
an automated approach (Section 2.4). This research direction could even go as far
as compiling benchmark collections of datasets from content analyses and frame
analysis concerning media bias. Similar to the GLUE collection [Wan+18] and other
benchmarks, such collections could be used to evaluate and directly compare the
framing detection performance of individual approaches. Moreover, the benchmarks
would also sharpen the approaches’ representativeness and generalizability.
12

Strictly speaking, Cochran’s Formula suggests a minimum number of respondents, whereby our
sample consists of fewer respondents, i.e., n = 160 < 245. However, they assume one observation
per respondent, whereas we have two observations per respondent.
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Technical future work ideas:
An idea from which effectiveness and UX of both the overview and the article view
could benefit is to extract and show a distinct summary for each framing group. As
a substitute for such a summary, the prototype currently shows the headline of a
group’s most representative article, allowing users to get an overall impression of
that article’s content and framing. However, a headline does not necessarily provide
a concise summary of an article and even less so of the framing group that the
article represents (Section 2.6). For example, one respondent reported that “[the]
Overviews weren’t long enough to get full scope of agreed-facts.”
Besides the previously mentioned small respondent sample, other potential reasons
for the lack of conclusive effects of the article view (except the in-text highlights)
are rather technical. Addressing the view’s UX issues is relatively straightforward.
However, we think another reason for the lack of effects is the relativity of bias.
On the one hand, our and other researchers’ definitions of bias imply that bias
requires contrasting information. On the other hand, the article view does not
allow such comparison since it primarily shows a single article (with visual clues
adding bias information). To address this conceptual issue, another line of research
would need to be investigated. How can users be enabled to efficiently contrast
individual “facts” presented in an article with matched facts from other articles (cf.
[Par+09a])? We had excluded this idea when devising article visualizations for the
study for various reasons. Most importantly, we think a visualization allowing for
contrasting facts contradicts our ease-of-use objective (Section 6.4). For example,
showing individual facts and alternative presentations of the same facts taken from
other articles would increase the complexity of the article view. Further, this line
of research requires the development of methods for news-specific semantic text
similarity (Section 2.3.2). We have already taken the first steps towards this idea and
we proposed an exploratory system and visualization to explore how news articles
use and re-use information from other sources [Ham+21b; Ehr+21]. However,
the preliminary evaluations of our exploratory approaches indicated the expected
difficulty of this task.
To identify meaningful framing groups in non-person-centric coverage, such as on
the ‘bushfire’ event, we propose extending our analysis to further semantic concept
types, such as groups of persons, countries, and objects. Our method for target
concept analysis is already capable of resolving these types, and we would need only
to extend the target-dependent sentiment classification method. Instead of analyzing
framing effects, an automated approach could also investigate topic-independent
frames or their derivatives (Section 5.1). Another idea to improve the distinctiveness
of the resulting framing groups is to use a dynamic clustering technique in the frame
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analysis component, such as affinity propagation. We fixated this number to three
using k-means to allow for direct comparison with the three groups by PolSides.
However, by allowing for a variable number of groups, the groups determined by
PFA could more closely match the characteristics of the data.
Outlook:
The effectiveness of revealing biases in news articles raises crucial questions beyond
the traditional scope of computer science. For example, one respondent of our study
asked “How do you trust the ratings/categorization?” Of course, communicating
how the individual “rating,” i.e., perspective, was achieved is crucial, and we aimed
to achieve this using the explanations added to all visualizations. However, the
underlying issue is much more complex and vital. Who is to decide which sources
and articles should be contained in the input set analyzed by automated approaches?
Should extreme or alternative outlets be included in the analysis and visualization
to increase the number of distinct perspectives? We think that answering these
questions with further interdisciplinary research is a crucial prerequisite before using
automated bias identification methods at scale in real-world news consumption.

6.9 Key Findings
This chapter presented the first system to identify person-oriented frames and
reveal corresponding framing groups of articles in political event coverage. Earlier,
such frames could reliably be identified only using high-effort methods, such as
frame analysis as conducted in social science research or media literacy practices.
We demonstrated the effectiveness of our person-oriented framing analysis (PFA)
approach in a large-scale user study.
In the study’s single-blind setting, we found that our approach and overview most
strongly, significantly, and consistently increased respondents’ bias-awareness. In
particular, the PFA approach found biases that were indeed present in news articles reporting on person-centric events. In contrast, the tested prior work rather facilitated
the visibility of potential biases, e.g., by distinguishing between left- and right-wing
outlets. Other prior approaches suffer from analyzing single or shallow features
(Section 6.2). Using such simple techniques can result in superficial or unmeaningful
framing groups, as noted by multiple respondents, e.g., “I am not sure I agree (others,
too) with many of the ‘left/center/right’ designations of the sources, as many were
quite ambiguous and/or the topics at hand are not always agreed or disagreed upon
concretely by members of the same political party.” In sum, by using our methods for
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context-driven cross-document coreference resolution, target-dependent sentiment
classification, and frame clustering on all persons mentioned in person-centric coverage, the PFA approach reliably identified frames and in turn achieved the strongest
effectiveness.
Further, we discussed the limitations of our study, for example, regarding the findings’
generalizability. Reasons include selection bias, e.g., the respondent sample consisted
only of people located in the US, and the event sample only of 30 articles in 3 news
events. We propose to address these limitations by increasing and diversifying both
samples. Another promising idea for future work is to adapt the study design to more
closely resemble daily news consumption. Here, we propose to conduct a long-term
study to observe how revealing biases affects news consumption directly.
The most substantial technical improvement idea would enable the PFA approach to
identify meaningful framing groups also in non-person-centric coverage. To achieve
this, we propose to extend PFA to analyze other concept types, such as groups
of persons and countries. Since the other methods in PFA are already capable of
analyzing these types, only the target-dependent sentiment classification method
would need to be extended. Further, to address the overall lack of conclusive and
significant effects of the article view, we propose investigating how the relative
concept of media bias can more effectively be communicated by the article view
while maintaining ease of use.

6.10 Summary of the Chapter
The work described in this chapter allows us to answer questions raised in earlier
chapters. Further, we are now able to investigate the effectiveness of the individual
components concerning the overall research question.
How does our method for coreference resolution employed in the target concept analysis
component contribute to the overall success of our system?
Our conjoint evaluation showed only a mildly positive, insignificant effect of using
context-driven cross-document resolution compared to the CoreNLP-based baseline
(Table 6.1 and Table 6.8). However, we expect to see increased effectiveness after
addressing the identified UX issues in visualization components that directly rely
on high-quality individual mentions, such as in-text highlights. Further, in the
future, when extending PFA to analyze also concepts types other than individual
persons, our coreference resolution can directly be used since it is already capable of
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resolving these types, partially with much higher performance than prior methods
(Section 4.3.4.3).
How does our target-dependent sentiment method employed in the frame analysis
component contribute to the overall success of our system? More specifically (as hypothesized in Section 3.3.2), does the focus of our research objective to consider only
person-targeting forms of bias suffice to address the overall research question, which
seeks to reveal substantial biases in daily news consumption effectively? Likewise,
does analyzing the framing effects on the one-dimensional polarity scale instead
of, for example, nuanced political frames suffice to tackle our overall objective (as
questioned in Sections 2.3.4 and 5.2.1)?
We found that focusing the analysis on persons and specifically on person-oriented
polarity generally suffices to identify substantial perspectives present in coverage on
policy issues effectively. In the study, our approach achieved overall high effectiveness. Once respondents got used to the concept of bias or our approach, i.e., in the
second task set, the PFA approach led to the strongest increase in bias-awareness.
Additionally, the qualitative investigation of all approach’s resulting framing groups
suggested that our approach found meaningful person-oriented frames in the analyzed articles. In contrast, prior approaches only facilitate the visibility of potential
perspectives, as we also demonstrated for one approach in our study and in the
practical demonstration of the research gap in Section 2.6.
However, PFA’s effectiveness is limited by characteristics of the analyzed news
coverage, especially whether news articles report on persons. Whereas the PFA
approach increased bias-awareness if news coverage focused on the persons involved
in an event, we found that it yielded groups of articles representing indistinct frames
when applied to the ‘bushfire’ topic. In this topic, news articles reported less on
individual persons. Instead, the news articles primarily reported on the consequences
for society, economy, and nature. The low performance for such non-person-oriented
topics is expected due to the design of the approach, which relies fundamentally on
mentions of persons (Section 3.3). Fully elucidating this question requires a larger
and more diverse event sample.
One idea to detect meaningful frames and respective framing groups in non-personoriented topics is to extend our target-dependent sentiment classification to classify
the sentiment of additional target types, such as groups of persons, countries,
and objects. Our method for cross-document coreference resolution is already
capable of resolving such types (see Section 4.3.4). Another line of research, which
resembles frame analyses used in the social sciences to systematically analyze media
bias, is to classify frames or their more practice-driven derivatives, such as micro
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frames [Kwa+20], our frame properties (see Section 5.2), or frame types [Car+15;
Car+16]. However, each of them has its own limitations and challenges, typically
requiring high annotation effort as we discussed in Section 3.3.2.
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This chapter concludes the doctoral thesis by summarizing the previously presented research (Section 7.1) and major contributions (Section 7.2). Lastly, the
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future research (Section 7.3).
Parts of Section 7.3 are based on the text or figures I have written or developed for the Heidelberg Academy of Sciences and Humanities extension proposal “Fake News and Collective
Decision Making.”
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7.1 Summary
This dissertation proposed a novel, interdisciplinary approach to an open research
problem in computer science, computational linguistics, and related disciplines,
which is of pressing societal relevance: revealing biases in news articles, including
subtle yet powerful bias forms such as source selection, including or omitting
information, and word choice. Slanted news coverage, especially on policy issues,
can have severely harmful effects, e.g., on public opinion and collective decisionmaking, such as in democratic elections [Nap72; Mey86]. Revealing media bias to
news consumers can help to mitigate these adverse bias effects and, for example,
support news consumers in making more informed choices.
The first interdisciplinary literature review on media bias showed that automated
approaches to reveal media bias so far suffer from providing only superficial or inconclusive results, albeit achieving high technical performance. Often, the approaches
find technically significant but substantially irrelevant “biases” in news coverage.
For example, an in-principle effective means to reveal biases is communicating
the different slants present in news coverage to news consumers. However, prior
approaches that aim to achieve this find perspectives that are technically different
but do not represent meaningfully different perspectives. As a consequence, the
approaches cannot effectively reveal biases. One key reason for their mixed results
is that prior automated approaches analyze—or generally treat—bias as an only
vaguely defined concept, for example as

“subtle differences” [Lim+20],
“differences of coverage” [Par+11b],
“diverse opinions” [MR10], or
“topic diversity” [MZR09].

The superficial methodology and non-optimal results become apparent when comparing the approaches to research in the social sciences. There, decade-long research
on media bias has resulted in models to describe individual bias forms and effective
methods to analyze them. The data-driven analyses determine, for example, substantial perspectives (also called frames) by identifying in-text means (also called
framing devices) from which these frames empirically emerge. Due to their high
effort and required expertise, these and other manual techniques do not reveal
biases for the current day, which would be vital during daily news consumption to
mitigate the severe bias effects.
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To address the shortcomings of automated approaches and manual analyses, we
devised Person-oriented Framing Analysis (PFA), a fundamentally different approach
to bias identification. Compared to prior automated approaches, PFA does not
treat media bias as a single, broadly defined concept but analyzes specific, personoriented in-text means of bias to detect substantial perspectives indeed present in
the analyzed news coverage. Compared to analyses conducted in social science
research, PFA does not require manual reading and annotating news articles but
automates these tasks entirely.
To automatically identify frames that could previously be reliably identified only
using person-oriented, manual frame analyses, we designed PFA to imitate and
automate this manual procedure. Specifically, PFA determines how individual news
articles that are reporting on a given event portray the individual persons involved
in the event. To achieve this, we introduced two components, which resemble
tasks usually conducted by human annotators in person-oriented frame analyses.
First, target concept analysis identifies in-text mentions of relevant subjects (here
persons) that can be targeted by biases. The component then resolves the persons’
mentions across all articles. Second, frame analysis determines how each mention’s
context (here sentence) portrays the respective subject. By subsequent clustering of
articles that similarly portray the persons involved in the event, PFA is able to detect
substantial frames and detect groups of articles having these frames.
To showcase the functionality and results of each component in PFA, we use a
running example of news excerpts taken from three articles reporting on an event of
the Republican party’s presidential primaries in 2016. We introduced these three and,
in total, eight articles as part of our real-world example to practically demonstrate
the research gap in our literature review (Section 2.6). Figure 7.1 shows the text
excerpts.
We researched methods for the respective natural language understanding tasks
of either component. For target concept analysis, we devised—among others—a
dataset and method for context-driven cross-document coreference resolution in
news articles. Coreference resolution aims to identify which mentions refer to which
semantic concepts. In the presence of media bias, this is especially difficult and
important since different journalists often refer to the same person, action, or other
semantic concepts by using terms that are typically not synonymous or may even
be contradictory in other contexts. Examples of such highly context-dependent
coreferences include “intervene” and “invade” or “invading forces” and “coalition
forces.” Related techniques for coreference resolution capably resolve generally valid
synonyms, nominal and pronominal coreferences, such as “Biden,” “US president,”
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After strong debate, Christie,
Bush resume attack on Rubio

Here Are The Winners And
Losers From ABC’s Republican
Presidential Debate

Marco Rubio is biggest loser.
Trump and the governors all
have a good night in NH

“He’s a good guy, but he’s just not ready
to be president,” Christie told “Fox News
Sunday,” after attacking Rubio for his
inexperience in running government. “I
felt justified because I’ve been saying this
for a long time.”

2) Donald Trump- […] Trump made it clear
that he doesn’t want or need their
money. Trump went back to selling
winning, and if he wins on Tuesday, it is
easy to see the Trump train getting on a
roll.

With the exception of the moment when
the crowd booed Trump […] he was
unwaveringly in charge. His answers on
how important being an effective
dealmaker […] Trump was measured and
thoughtful.

Trump was hit hard by Bush in the debate
for his support of eminent domain, with
Bush pointing out that Trump tried to
take property for an "elderly woman" in
Atlantic City for a casino parking lot.

2). Marco Rubio- This was a terrible
debate for Rubio. The Senator from
Florida came into the debate with
momentum, and he ran into a buzzsaw
named Chris Christie. Rubio keeps trying
to sell himself as some […]

It certainly helped that he wasn’t that
target on the stage since Marco Rubio
filled that role on Saturday evening. […]
Rubio just moved into second place in
New Hampshire – all eyes and attacks
were on him. And he wasn’t ready.

Fig. 7.1: Excerpts of articles from our real-world example introduced in Section 2.6. Each
of the three boxes represents one article, each of the two boxes within represents
one paragraph. For simplicity, some paragraphs are skipped. Otherwise, the texts
are unchanged, e.g., the order of the paragraphs is identical to the order in the
articles, and typos are retained.

and “he.” However, current methods cannot reliably resolve the previously described
mentions.
In contrast, our method extracts and resolves such mentions of persons and other
semantic concepts across the input set of news articles. In the evaluation, our method
achieved high performance for individual persons as analyzed by PFA (F 1m = 88.7)
and thereby outperforms the state of the art (F 1m = 81.9). Figure 7.2 depicts the
results of our method when applied to the running example. In addition to the
mentions of the debate’s candidates shown in the figure, our method found and
resolved more context-dependent mentions, such as “the Republican candidate” (for
Ted Cruz) and “the business man” (for Donald Trump).
For frame analysis, we devised—among others—the first method for target-dependent
sentiment classification (TSC) in news articles. While researchers have developed TSC methods for various domains, state-of-the-art methods achieve “useless”
[Ste+17] classification performance on the news domain (F 1m ≤ 44.0). In the
established TSC domains, such as product reviews or Twitter posts, authors express
sentiment towards a target rather explicitly (“the camera is awesome”). In contrast,
interpretation of sentiment in news articles requires a higher level of interpretation.
For example, journalists typically express sentiment implicitly, such as by describing
actions performed by a target person (“[...] Trump tried to take property for [from]
an ‘elderly woman’ [...],” as shown in the left article of the running example). Prior
methods for news TSC avoid this difficulty by focusing on cases with explicit connotations, such as direct quotes or readers’ comments. However, by focusing on such
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It certainly helped that he wasn’t that
target on the stage since Marco Rubio
filled that role on Saturday evening. […]
Rubio just moved into second place in
New Hampshire – all eyes and attacks
were on him. And he wasn’t ready.

Fig. 7.2: Article excerpts after target concept analysis. Mentions of each candidate are underlined using candidate-specific style. For simplicity, mentions are not underlined
of infrequent persons, such as “woman” in the left article, and other concept types
our method can resolve, such as actions or objects.

infrequent cases, the methods neglect the majority content of an article and perform
poorly when applied in real-world applications.
To enable TSC on news articles despite their implicit sentiment connotation and
other differences compared to established TSC domains, we created NewsMTSC, the
first dataset for news TSC consisting of over 11k labeled sentences. Afterward, we
devised the first TSC model for the news domain. Our deep learning model achieves
high TSC performance on news articles (F 1m = 83.1). The high performance allows
for using our model in real-world news coverage as Figure 7.3 shows for the running
example. Our model resolved instances that prior news TSC approaches could
resolve due to the sentences’ explicitness (“He’s a good guy [...],” left article; “Marco
Rubio is biggest loser.” right article). In contrast to prior approaches, our model
also resolved the implicit connotations, such as “The Senator from Florida came into
the debate with momentum [...]” (middle article) and “[...] Trump tried to take
property for [from] an ‘elderly woman’ [...]” (left article).
Frame clustering completes the PFA approach. PFA employs a clustering technique,
such as k-means, to group articles based on how each article portrays the event’s
persons. Table 7.1 shows the bias identification results for the eight articles of
our real-world example introduced in Section 2.6, including the three used in this
section’s running example. The second to fourth columns represent prior approaches,
both manual and automated. The fifth column (‘Frame’) represents the ground truth
of framing groups derived using a standard tool in the social sciences, inductive
frame analysis. Each cell shows the frame or “perspective” classified by the column’s
approach for the row’s article.
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winning, and if he wins on Tuesday, it is
easy to see the Trump train getting on a
roll.

With the exception of the moment when
the crowd booed Trump […] he was
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Trump was hit hard by Bush in the debate
for his support of eminent domain, with
Bush pointing out that Trump tried to
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2). Marco Rubio- This was a terrible
debate for Rubio. The Senator from
Florida came into the debate with
momentum, and he ran into a buzzsaw
named Chris Christie. Rubio keeps trying
to sell himself as some […]

It certainly helped that he wasn’t that
target on the stage since Marco Rubio
filled that role on Saturday evening. […]
Rubio just moved into second place in
New Hampshire – all eyes and attacks
were on him. And he wasn’t ready.

Fig. 7.3: Article excerpts after target-dependent sentiment classification. The candidates’
mentions are colored depending on their local context’s sentiment concerning the
respective candidate: green or red for positive or negative sentiment, respectively.
Mentions with neutral sentiment are not colored.

None of the prior approaches yielded perspectives coherent to those of the inductive
analysis. Albeit not perfect, only the PFA approach yielded person-oriented frames
congruent to the frames derived from the inductive analysis. Of course, this running
example cannot serve as an evaluation, nor is it intended to be. However, the results
are representative of the weaknesses of prior work (see also Section 2.6) and the
strengths of the PFA approach, as our evaluation (see also Section 6.9) summarized
in the following shows. Before, we conclude our running example by introducing
our prototype system.
As a proof of concept, we developed Newsalyze. Our prototype for bias identification
and communication visualizes the results of the previously described methods. We
devised non-expert visualizations designed to aid readers in daily news consumption.
First, an overview aims to help users get a synopsis of news events and articles
reporting on them. Subsequently, an article view shows a single news article, e.g.,
of an event of interest. We designed both visualizations to show not only the
news content but also communicate biases present in the coverage. For example,
established news aggregators show events, and for each event, one or more articles
reporting on it. Our overview additionally reveals biases, for example, by showcasing
articles of up to three person-oriented frames (part B in Figure 7.4) and indicating
an article’s slant using a label (parts ‘A’ and ‘B’). Such indicators are intended to
help readers decide which articles to read, e.g., since they might offer different
information on the event than already read articles.
Albeit the article excerpts shown in the overview do not directly summarize the
frames, they typically allow for quickly grasping the essence of each frame. In
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It is crucial that you get at least an understanding of the topic's main perspectives present in the news coverage
shown below.
Once !nished, click the button on the bottom of the page to continue the survey.

Overview
Tags shown near a headline denote the article's main perspective on the topic ( Perspective 1 Perspective 2
Perspective 3 ).

Top tier takes heat: Rubio, others under 4re at NH debate

Perspective 3

A

The top tier in the Republican presidential race endured hard-hitting and sustained attacks on the debate stage
Saturday night, with Florida Sen. Marco Rubio in particular getting pelted by New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie for
skipping Senate votes and leaning on anti-Obama “talking points” on stage. […]
When reviewing media coverage on the given news topic, we identi!ed three main perspectives. We
determined the main perspective of each article. Below, you see for each perspective its most
representative article.

B

Perspective 1

Perspective 2

Perspective 3

Rubio falters in presidential
debate, o9ering hope to rivals

Eighth GOP debate:
Highlights from New

GOP debate: Trump calls for a
lot worse than waterboarding

Hampshire

against terrorists

MANCHESTER, N.H. — Three days
before the New Hampshire
primary,
the
Republican
candidates faced o" on the
debate stage at Saint Anselm
College. […]

An aggrieved Donald Trump was
rejoining
his
Republican
presidential rivals on the debate
stage and hoping for a winning
formula in New Hampshire. […]

Republican
contender
Marco
Rubio struggled at a presidential
debate on Saturday, potentially
confounding his bid to emerge as
Donald Trump's chief rival in New
Hampshire. […]

Further articles
▶ Here Are The Winners And Losers From ABC's Republican Presidential Debate Perspective 1

C

▶ Marco Rubio is biggest loser. Trump and the governors all have a good night in NH Perspective 2
▼ Top tier takes heat: Rubio, others under 4re at NH debate Perspective 3
The top tier in the Republican presidential race endured hard-hitting and sustained attacks on the debate
stage Saturday night, with Florida Sen. Marco Rubio in particular getting pelted by New Jersey Gov. Chris
Christie for skipping Senate votes and leaning on anti-Obama “talking points” on stage. […]

Fig. 7.4: Screenshot of Newsalyze’s news overview of news coverage on the US presidential
primaries debate used in our real-world example. Similar to popular news aggreContinue: Click here when you !nished reading.
gators, at the top an article representative for the event coverage is shown (part ‘A’)
and at the bottom a list of further articles (part ‘C’). Additionally, Newsalyze shows
Progress: 18%
a comparative part (‘B’) of up
to three articles representative of the identified
person-oriented frames. The comparative layout, the selection of these representative articles, and further bias-related information, such as the headline tags in
the list of further articles, are intended to aid news consumers in quickly deciding
which articles to read by understanding which articles offer which perspective.
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Tab. 7.1: Results of approaches to identify biases in the real-world example. The columns
‘Headline,’ ‘Political,’ ‘Clustering,’ and ‘Frame’ show each article’s central perspective on the event according to the headline’s potential frame, the outlet’s
political orientation, an automated clustering technique on word embeddings,
and inductive manual frame analysis (ground truth). Please refer to Section 2.6
for more information on these approaches. Lastly, ‘PFA’ shows the person-oriented
framing groups as identified by the PFA approach. For each approach, the colors
of its groups are chosen to maximize congruence with the framing groups of the
ground truth. The higher the visual congruence of a column with the ‘Frame’
column, the better.

ID

Headline

Political

Clustering

Frame

PFA

0

H1

P1

C2

F2

PF1

1

?

P1

C2

F3

PF1

2

?

P2

C1

F1

PF0

3

H2

P2

C3

F2

PF2

4

H1

P2

C2

F3

PF1

5

H3

P3

C2

F2

PF2

6

H1(a)

P3

C2

F2

PF1

7

H1(b)

P3

C2

F3

PF0

our real-world example shown in Figure 7.4, the headlines and lead paragraphs
showcased as Perspectives 1–3 (in part ‘B’) indicate the potential of Trump and other
candidates (left article, e.g., “[...] offering hope to rivals. [...] confounding his bid to
emerge as Donald Trump’s chief rival [...]”]), the direct event coverage (middle, e.g.,
“Highlights from New Hampshire”), and the negative framing towards Trump (right,
e.g., “Trump calls for a lot worse than waterboarding”). These three perspectives
match to the frames of our inductive frame analysis conducted in Section 2.6.
To evaluate the effectiveness of revealing biases identified automatically by PFA
in a real-world news consumption setting, we conducted a user study (n = 160
respondents). We implemented various baselines, e.g., one represented the biasagnostic news overview of popular news aggregators, such as Google News. Another
baseline resembled the bias-sensitive news aggregator AllSides, which relies on the
left-right dichotomy. Specifically, AllSides determines the bias of an article by using
its outlets’ political orientation.
Showing the person-oriented frames identified by PFA increased bias-awareness
in respondents significantly, strongly, and consistently. In contrast, the baselines
increased bias-awareness not significantly or only under conditions. In a single-blind
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setting, i.e., where respondents did not know which bias identification method
was used, only the PFA approaches significantly increased bias-awareness. Their
relative effect on bias-awareness compared to the Google News baseline was Est. =
17.5% (p < .002). The AllSides baseline could significantly increase bias-awareness
only if we revealed to respondents which bias identification method was used. If
respondents were not informed, the same baseline achieved an insignificant effect,
which was only slightly higher than the effect of a random baseline. In contrast, our
PFA approach consistently led to strong and significant increases in bias-awareness.
Moreover, respondents benefited from using our visualizations more than once. In
the second half of the study, our PFA approach increased the bias-awareness most
strongly (single-blind setting: Est. = 26.5 compared to the best baseline Est. = 23.5;
if revealed: Est. = 28.1 compared to Est. = 12.4).
The study results and a qualitative investigation of the perspectives yielded by each
approach indicated that the PFA approach effectively reveals biases by detecting
meaningful perspectives indeed present in the news coverage. In contrast, the prior
automated approaches suffered in some cases from their superficial methodology,
which facilitates the detection of technically different but substantially irrelevant
perspectives. To this extent, our study practically confirms the weaknesses of prior
work as highlighted in our literature review.
Using technical means can only be part of a holistic solution to address media
bias since it is ultimately news consumers who may be influenced by slanted news
coverage. Thus, empowering news consumers to critically assess the news in order
to mitigate adverse bias effects is, in our view, the higher-level goal. Effective
means to achieve this include educating media literacy to news consumers and
strengthening contrasting news formats, such as press review. However, such
means typically require high effort. For example, even if news consumers have the
skills to assess news coverage critically, researching alleged facts and contrasting
event perspectives causes high effort. This tremendous effort may represent an
insurmountable barrier to practically apply media literacy practices during daily
news consumption. Automated approaches for bias communication can help to
reduce the manual effort and thus represent a suitable means to enable critical
assessment of coverage in daily news consumption.
Ultimately, the PFA approach can contribute to more informed decision-making. By
enabling news consumers to effectively and effortlessly contrast substantial news
perspectives, our approach contributes an effective means to support news consumers in critically assessing news coverage. We think that automated approaches
for bias identification and communication are essential to enable bias-aware news
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consumption since only automated approaches can reduce the high manual effort
required to contrast and critically assess news coverage.

7.2 Contributions
This section summarizes the contributions of this thesis for each of the research tasks
presented in Section 1.3.

Research Task RT 1
Identify the strengths and weaknesses of manual and automated methods used to
identify and communicate media bias and its forms.
To accomplish RT 1, we performed the first interdisciplinary literature review on
media bias and approaches to analyze it as devised in the social sciences, computer science, and related disciplines. The review includes almost 200 research
publications and related approaches. We found that automated bias identification
approaches proposed so far often yield inconclusive or superficial results, especially
compared to the results of decade-long research on the topic in the social sciences.
To facilitate interdisciplinary research on media bias, we established a shared conceptual understanding by mapping the state of the art from the social sciences to a
framework, which approaches from computer science can target.

Research Task RT 2
Devise a bias identification approach that addresses the identified weaknesses of
current bias identification approaches.
To overcome the deficiency of the current automated approaches for bias identification and communication, we introduced a novel approach named Person-oriented
Framing Analysis (PFA). Compared to prior automated approaches, PFA does not
treat media bias as a single, broadly defined concept but analyzes in-text features
representing specific person-oriented bias forms. To achieve this, PFA roughly resembles the manual process frame analysis as conducted by researchers in the social
sciences. In contrast to these analyses, PFA does not require reading or annotating
news articles but eliminates these tasks.
As a practical side contribution, we devised a system for crawling and extracting
news articles from online outlets. The system can be used before PFA in order
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to gather news articles of interest. Additionally, the system has proven helpful
throughout the research described in the thesis, e.g., to create training and test
datasets.1
Research Task RT 3
Develop methods for the devised approach and evaluate their technical performance.
To detect person-oriented framing, we devised two analysis components. Our
first component aims to identify persons and their mentions across a given set of
news articles reporting on an event. Subsequently, our second component aims to
determine how the individual persons are portrayed and then groups articles that
portray the persons similarly, i.e., that frame the event similarly.
For the first component, we devised a method for context-driven cross-document
coreference resolution that is the first to resolve also highly event-specific coreferences as they occur across slanted news articles, e.g., “Mr. Tough Guy” and “John
Bolton” [McG19]. To evaluate this method, we created a test dataset of 50 news
articles and ten events. Each event contains articles by five outlets covering the
political spectrum, including left-, center, and right-wing. When creating the dataset,
we aimed to enable the annotation of also subtle and complex concept types, which
the coreference resolution should resolve. To ensure reliable annotation despite the
concept types’ complexity, we conducted a manual content analysis as established in
the social sciences. Our evaluation showed that our method reliably extracts and
resolves individual persons (F 1m = 88.7 compared to F 1m = 81.9 achieved by the
best baseline).
For the second component, we devised a method for target-dependent sentiment
classification (TSC) in the domain of news articles. To evaluate this method, we
created the first large-scale dataset for TSC in news articles reporting on policy
issues. Our dataset consists of over 11k sentences. Each sentence includes at least
one person mention and a sentiment label. Using an additional expert annotation on
a random subset of the dataset, we confirmed the high quality of our ground truth.
Not only increases our TSC method the state-of-the-art classification performance
(F 1m = 83.1 compared to F 1m = 81.7), our dataset is also the first to even enable
TSC on the news domain under real-world conditions. News TSC was previously
1

Our system is also used by numerous researchers to create pre-training datasets for deep learning
language models [Zöl+21; Jos+20; WP20], including the RoBERTa language model [Liu+19].
The tool has also shown helpful in COVID-19-related research [KM21; RLK21].
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practically impossible due to the implicit character of sentiment in news articles
compared to the established TSC domains.
Side contributions of our initial research to address RT 3 include a system that
extracts 5W1H phrases describing the main event of an article, i.e., who did what,
when, where, why, and how. Further, we devised and annotated so-called frame
properties, which we had planned to use to categorize how sentences portray persons.
Afterward, our exploratory research early showed a vital issue of automatically
detecting substantial frames or derivatives: very high, initial annotation cost required
to create a sufficiently large training dataset. Consequently, we devised the previously
mentioned TSC approach to capture the fundamental effects of person-oriented
framing, i.e., change of a person’s sentiment polarity.

Research Task RT 4
Implement a prototype of a bias identification and communication system that
employs the developed methods to reveal biases in real-world news coverage to
non-expert news consumers.
To evaluate PFA in a setting that resembles real-world news consumption, we
developed Newsalyze, a system for bias identification and communication. Besides
integrating the previously devised bias identification methods into the system, we
developed visualizations for non-expert news consumers. First, an overview allows
for getting a synopsis of current events quickly. Second, an article view shows a
single news article. We designed the visualizations to suit typical news consumption
while complementarily showing bias-revealing information, such as the identified
person-oriented frames present in the news coverage on a given event.

Research Task RT 5
Evaluate the approach’s effectiveness in revealing biases by testing the implemented
prototype in a user study.
To validate our approach’s holistic and practical effectiveness in revealing biases,
we conducted a large-scale user study (n =160) on 30 news articles. Our studies
measure the change in respondents’ bias-awareness after exposure to one of our
visualizations or baselines. We designed the studies to approximate real-world
news consumption. Not only showed the study results that Newsalyze and the
PFA approach significantly, consistently, and strongly increased bias-awareness in
non-expert news consumers. By employing a conjoint design in our experiments, we
were also able to pinpoint the effects of individual components in the visualizations.
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We used the conjoint design in the pre-studies, among others, to make a founded
selection of strong visualization variants for the main study.
In addition to demonstrating the high effectiveness of PFA in a setting that resembles
real-world news coverage, the evaluation led to the following conclusions:
• Not only does PFA increase bias-awareness. Our qualitative investigation of
the resulting frames concluded that they are substantial: in contrast to the
other approaches, frames detected by PFA in person-centric news coverage are
consistently present the coverage.
• Target-dependent sentiment classification is a fitting technique for the detection of person-oriented framing. This finding is contrary to the results
presented in prior literature that suggested that the course, one-dimensional
sentiment scale might not suffice for substantial bias analysis since it might
fail to capture fine-grained nuances of framing.
• Since the PFA approach can detect substantial frames, we think it might be
a suitable approach to complement the analyses conducted in social science
research on media bias. There are differences between both use cases. For
example, researchers in the social sciences pre-define frames for a specific
research question and topic, whereas PFA implicitly defines the frames through
its analysis and the resulting article groups. Nevertheless, the PFA approach
might be readily usable for exploratory research. For example, researchers
could inductively use PFA to detect frames in their data. In this scenario, PFA
could serve as a replacement for inductive frame analysis, thereby reducing
the manual effort in initial research phases.

7.3 Future Work
We intentionally formulated our research question rather openly and broadly to
reflect the young state of the art in computer science. This way, our research question
expresses the need to investigate how other disciplines define and analyze bias. Such
disciplines traditionally include the social sciences, where media bias has been
subject to research for decades resulting in comprehensive models to describe and
effective methods to analyze it.
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How can an automated approach identify relevant frames in news articles
reporting on a political event and then communicate the identified frames to
non-expert news consumers to effectively reveal biases?
As part of the literature review, we established a shared conceptual understanding by
mapping the state of the art from the social sciences to a framework, which computer
science approaches can target. Using this framework and the identified weaknesses
of prior bias identification and communication approaches, we narrowed our open
research question down to a specific research objective (Chapter 3). Our objective
focuses on the identification of person-oriented framing:
Devise an approach to reveal substantial biases in English news articles reporting on a given political event by automatically identifying text-based, personoriented frames and then communicating them to non-expert news consumers.
Implement and evaluate the approach and its methods.
Concerning both the broad research question and the specific objective, this section
discusses the most important limitations of our research and derives future research
ideas to address these limitations.

7.3.1 Context-Driven Cross-Document Coreference Resolution
We devised the first method for context-driven cross-document coreference resolution. Naturally, our method can only serve as the first step in this novel task. Albeit
the method’s design in principle allows for using the method outside the scope of
PFA, we focused on our research objective when devising and evaluating the method.
Our evaluation was not intended to and cannot elucidate how effective our method is
when applied to other domains and in other use cases. Before applying our method
in other use cases, we propose to conduct a more sophisticated evaluation, following
all standards of coreference resolution evaluation. Specifically, we propose to test
the method on established datasets for coreference resolution and compare it to a
larger set of related methods. We also propose creating a larger annotated dataset
and thereby address various minor findings of the current annotations.
A larger dataset would also enable the training of deep learning models for crossdocument coreference resolution. Recent models for single-document coreference
resolution achieve strongly increased performance compared to earlier traditional
methods [XC20b]. We thus expect that such models could achieve higher performance than our method employing hand-crafted rules. However, as described in
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Section 4.3, the creation of a sufficiently large training dataset would cause high
annotation cost.

7.3.2 Political Framing and Person-Independent Biases
Detecting political framing directly as opposed to detecting its effects on the framing
of persons (in PFA expressed through polarity) is beyond the scope of our objective
but relevant to the overall research question. While PFA represents an effective and
cost-efficient approach to identify substantial frames, its focus on persons implies
that the approach may fail if large parts of the coverage on an event are not personcentric. Because of this expected shortcoming, we had initially attempted to identify
topic-independent framing categories. Similar to other researchers’ attempts to
define or identify such categories directly, the approach turned out to be impractical.
Reasons included the high cost of annotating a large dataset, which is required for
training models to classify also nuanced and subtle framing categories.
Table 7.2 shows an example of framing that PFA cannot detect. Our approach would
miss the two content-based frames, e.g., “restrictions are necessary” (first article) and
“restrictions damage economy” (second article), because they are not directly related
to individual persons. Instead, the articles focus on health or social implications
versus economic consequences. To identify framing effects in non-person-oriented
topics, we propose extending our approach to additional concept types, such as
actions, person groups, countries, and objects. Our method for cross-document
coreference resolution already resolves these types (Section 4.3.4). To classify the
sentiment of these new types using target-dependent sentiment classification, we
propose to extend the NewsMTSC dataset.
More closely resembling frame analyses as conducted in the social sciences, another
idea is to determine frames directly rather than their effects. Key differences
of person-oriented frames identified by PFA and political frames as defined by
Entman [Ent93] include that PFA defines person-oriented frames implicitly (each
frame is defined by its articles) and inductively (frames are derived during the
analysis). In contrast, social science researchers define frame for a specific research
question before quantifying them in news coverage. In our view, this line of research
represents the most refined approach, relying directly on decade-long, established
social science research. Recent language models yielded a decisive performance
leap in many natural language understanding tasks. However, training these models
would cause high cost before they can classify subtle, analysis-question-specific,
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Tab. 7.2: Two news excerpts with opposing perspectives on the same event. The perspectives result from highlighting specific aspects of the event, here the negative
consequences of loosening versus continuing Covid19-related restrictions in Germany, March 2020. Free translation from: [Tag20; Sch20]

Publisher

Excerpt

tagesschau.de

More than 37,000 infected persons in Germany
The number of registered coronavirus infected persons in Germany has continued to rise. The WHO warns against lifting the
corona measures too early.

BILD.de

Corona skepticism: We listen too much to virologists
A nation is sick when millions wrestle with a virus, but also when
millions are consumed with worry that they will no longer be
able to feed their families.

and—viewed from a technical perspective—in part (intentionally) subjective frames
(Section 6.10).
A pragmatic alternative to political frames might be topic-independent frame derivatives, such as microframes [Kwa+20], our frame properties (see Section 5.2), or
frame types [Car+15; Car+16]. Each of these, however, have their limitations
or challenges. Typically, they require manual validation or cause high annotation
effort. Finally, active learning might be a suitable method to reduce the annotation
cost. In active learning, human annotators need to label only a subset of examples.
Typically this subset consists of those examples the model to be trained is least sure
how to classify. An iterative process of (re)training the model, selecting uncertain
examples, and manually labeling them is repeated until the trained model achieves
a sufficiently high classification performance.
Automated identification of framing effects or political frames directly could also
be helpful in social science research. While frame analysis is an established means
for analyzing how the media reports events and topics, the manual effort prevents
conducting such analysis at scale. An automated approach for frame identification
could assist researchers, especially in the early phases of their research. For example,
PFA could serve as a tool to enable low-effort inductive exploration of news coverage
by revealing which person-oriented frames are present in the data to be analyzed.
Once extended to identify frames independent of persons or generally political
frames, our approach could be helpful also in later phases of frame analyses.
Lastly, we propose to inspect the devised methods for biases they may have inherited
from their training or fine-tuning data. We inspected both the annotated data and
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the model’s predictions for structural biases indirectly, e.g., as part of the expert
validation and manual error analysis. However, we did not directly probe the models
and results for biases. This is advised, for example, because language models can
be prone to gender-induced or other bias-related prediction errors due to their pretraining data [SDS21]. Likewise, our fine-tuning data and the other datasets may
contain structural biases despite the implemented quality measures. For example,
the expert validation may entail biases since all experts were influenced by Western
culture. Means to probe for biases in language models are already discussed in the
literature (cf. [Man+21]).

7.3.3 Bias Identification and Communication
This section uses the findings of our PFA evaluation to discuss both conceptual and
technical means to address these limitations of the PFA approach and its evaluation.
In our view, an important limitation of the experiments and results is their generalizability, e.g., due to the study’s design, its deployment, and the samples of
respondents and events. For example, we measured respondents’ bias-awareness
using a set of questions. A future study could measure bias-awareness more directly,
e.g., by observing respondents’ news consumption behavior over a longer time frame.
Like prior work, such a study would assume that effective bias communication encourages news consumers to view and compare more articles than bias-agnostic
visualizations.
We also propose to sample respondents from other countries than the US alone.
Currently, we cannot generalize the study’s findings to other countries’ populations
since political and media landscapes differ across countries. For example, while in
the US, the two-party system may lead to more polarizing news coverage, countries
with multi-party systems typically have more diversified media landscapes [Yan+16].
We expect that these differences affect bias-awareness in general and thus also the
effectiveness of our approach. Enabling studies in other countries requires extending
the PFA approach to analyze news articles written in other languages. Ideas range
from devising language-specific methods, where we expect overall high research
effort and high-quality analysis results, to using neural machine translation before
the PFA approach, which would require investigating the stability of task-specific
linguistic properties, e.g., whether the subtle nuances of word choices are translated
well.
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The generalizability could also be improved by diversifying the event sample, which
consisted in our study of three events and 30 articles. Besides systematically adding
more events and articles, another future work idea is to randomly sample events
and articles. While a random sample would reduce data selection biases, it would
also require a larger respondent sample to compensate the noise introduced by the
increased content diversity.
To further diversify the event sample, we propose investigating which technical
changes are required to enable the PFA approach to analyze news from other sources
than online newspapers. While we already included a few alternative outlets in
our study, such as Breitbart, especially the news published on the increasingly
consumed social media channels is different from news articles, such as concerning
the texts’ lengths and writing styles. We expect that the domains’ differences require
adapting the PFA approach. As a visionary outlook to broaden the generalizability of
bias-awareness studies further, future approaches could aim to identify and reveal
biases targeting not only persons. Ideas for extending the PFA approach range from
analyzing other target concept types or political framing (as outlined previously in
Section 7.3.2) to analyzing other forms of biases, such as through picture selection
(Section 2.2.3).
We also propose to create a framing ground truth dataset using manual frame
analysis. Such a dataset would enable measuring the influence of the articles’ content
and frames on respondents’ bias-awareness. For example, by relating articles’ content
and frames with respondents’ attitude towards these frames, the so-called hostile
media effect could be investigated and how it affects the visualizations’ effectiveness.
Additionally, a framing ground truth would enable technical evaluation of the frame
classification performance of approaches.
Our study showed effects of the PFA approach and the bias-sensitive overview but
overall no effects of the article visualization and respondents’ demographic factors.
In the article view, only one visual clue conditionally increased bias-awareness.2
Besides, the article view suffered from minor user experience (UX) issues and a
conceptual issue, which lies in the relativity of bias. Specifically, to reveal bias, our
article view should more prominently communicate frames of articles other than
the viewed article. A method that could directly be integrated into our approach is
to show summaries of other articles or their frames. Another future work idea is to
enable users to contrast “facts” across articles, e.g., whether and how the facts of the
currently viewed article are stated in other articles. To enable the mapping of such
2
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The visual clue is highlighting persons’ mentions in sentences of a given article. These in-text
highlights use a different color depending on the sentences’ sentiment towards the person, see
Section 6.7.2.
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facts, methods for semantic text similarity (STS) could be used. We already proposed
exploratory systems for this line of research, but preliminary results indicate the
difficulty of this approach [Ham+21b; Ehr+21].
The respondent sample was too small to yield significant effects in the article
visualization and respondents’ attributes. On the one hand, the distributions of
respondents’ attributes, such as gender, political orientation, and education level,
roughly approximated the US distribution. However, on the other hand, some
distributions, such as of the education level, were thus imbalanced and contained too
few observations in individual attribute levels, which prevented statistical analysis
of these. Increasing the respondent sample would enable statistical analysis of the
respondents’ attributes. As discussed previously in this section, a larger respondent
sample would also facilitate statistical soundness regarding the effect of the article
view by compensating the article view’s high content diversity.

7.3.4 Societal Implications
I conclude this thesis with an open outlook on the societal implications of using PFA
and other automated approaches as part of daily news consumption. Understanding
such societal implications is traditionally beyond the scope of computer science,
and this dissertation cannot elucidate these implications. However, I intend to raise
essential questions that could serve as a foundation for further, in-depth research
across the topic’s involved disciplines, especially in the social sciences.
• What are the causal relations of news consumption, readers’ event assessment,
and societal decisions? How can approaches for bias identification and communication sustainably support collective decision-making and other societal
processes?
• Besides the previously mentioned model biases, what are other real-world
pitfalls of using such automated approaches, and how can we prevent these
pitfalls? For example, from all the outlets available only a subset can be
analyzed timely. Who could decide which sources automated approaches use
for their bias analysis and subsequent visualization to news consumers? Which
criteria are important for such selection?
The research described in this thesis highlights the effectiveness of taking an interdisciplinary approach to tackle the adverse issues caused by media bias. At the same
time, the previously raised questions highlight the need for further interdisciplinary
research on media bias. Not only is there a pressing need to do so, now is also a
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perfect point in time. For example, news articles, representing the base of much
research on media bias, are readily available in large quantities since much news
is published online. Additionally, the rise of deep learning and recent language
models has led to unprecedented advancements in natural language understanding.
These advancements can and have enabled automated analysis of tasks that were
previously difficult or nearly impossible to fulfill. This thesis, for example, devised
the first model capable of classifying the subtle and implicit sentiment connotations
common to news articles. I hope that with the shared conceptual understanding
devised in the literature review and the proposed PFA approach, this thesis facilitates
further interdisciplinary research on media bias.
My vision is that bias identification approaches, such as PFA, are integrated into
popular news aggregators and news applications to enable bias-sensitive news
consumption at scale. Enabling news consumers to critically assess and contrast
news coverage can help mitigate the severe effects of systematically biased news
coverage. Supporting individuals in making more informed choices is crucial in
collective decision-making, such as democratic elections. In times of misinformation campaigns, “fake news,” and other means to intentionally alter the public
discourse, bias-sensitive news consumption is of unprecedented relevance. The PFA
approach contributes to the required media literacy during daily news consumption
by revealing substantial biases without tedious effort.
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Appendix

A

The Appendix includes further material related to the methods and prototype, an
overview of publications receiving awards, and other resources.
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A.1 Real-World Example
Tab. A.1: Articles and their URLs used in the real-world example
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ID

Outlet

Pol.

URL

0

CNN

L

https://edition.cnn.com/2016/02/06/politics/
republican-debate-highlights/index.html

1

PoliticusUSA

L

https://www.politicususa.com/2016/02/06/
here-are-the-winners-and-losers-from-abcsrepublican-presidential-debate.html

2

USA Today

C

https://eu.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/
onpolitics/2016/02/06/live-republicans-trumpcruz-rubio-new-hampshire-debate/79940814/

3

Chicago Tribune

C

https://www.chicagotribune.com/nation-world/
ct-republican-debate-20160206-story.html

4

CNBC

C

https://www.cnbc.com/2016/02/06/trumprubio-likely-targets-in-8th-republicanpresidential-debate.html

5

Fox News

R

https://www.foxnews.com/politics/top-tiertakes-heat-rubio-others-under-fire-at-nh-debate

6

Fox News

R

https://www.foxnews.com/politics/after-strongdebate-christie-bush-resume-attack-on-rubio

7

Fox News

R

https://www.foxnews.com/opinion/marco-rubiois-biggest-loser-trump-and-the-governors-allhave-a-good-night-in-nh
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A.2 Context-Driven Cross-Document Coreference
Resolution
This section contains additional information that complements the tables and numbers presented in the evaluation of our method for context-driven cross-document
coreference resolution (Section 4.3.4.3).
Tab. A.2: Overview of the normalized composition of the concept types across the events
in NewsWCL50. Column “ID” refers to the events’ IDs.

ID

Action

Actor

Actor-I

Country

Event

Group

Misc

Object

0

8.5

37.4

2.3

35.5

12.5

0.0

3.4

0.0

1

0.0

44.1

7.5

20.4

6.5

0.0

3.7

17.6

2

7.4

24.3

1.3

37.9

9.7

0.0

16.7

2.4

3

0.0

9.2

2.0

14.8

14.1

35.2

24.5

0.0

4

0.0

35.6

10.8

25.6

3.1

0.0

8.2

16.4

5

4.2

29.7

10.3

22.3

27.9

0.0

0.0

5.4

6

2.2

4.1

16.1

25.0

0.0

32.9

6.8

12.0

7

0.0

6.7

6.5

51.4

0.0

1.9

11.4

21.8

8

0.0

31.9

26.6

15.1

11.0

4.5

0.0

10.6

9

0.0

16.6

7.8

35.5

3.0

0.0

17.0

19.8
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A.3 Prototype Evaluation

Fig. A.1: Gender distribution of the respondent sample in the main study

Fig. A.2: Age distribution of the respondent sample in the main study
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Fig. A.3: Education distribution of the respondent sample in the main study

Fig. A.4: Political orientation distribution of the respondent sample in the main study, very
liberal (1)–very conservative (10)

Fig. A.5: Distribution of the respondent sample in the main study on the attribute: news
consumption

A.3 Prototype Evaluation
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A.4 Data and Source Code Downloads
Following the principles of open access research, the author publishes all methods
and materials after they were reviewed in a peer-review process to ensure easy
availability and high quality. Thus, the methods presented in this thesis and further
resources are available on GitHub:
https://github.com/fhamborg
The prototype system Newsalyze is available at:
https://newsalyze.org/
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A.5 Publication Awards
In the course of the research summarized in this dissertation, several of the author’s
publications were honored with an award or nominated for one. From the following
four publications, the first two represent work that the author conducted independently of this dissertation. The third and fourth publications are directly relevant for
this thesis.
Best Student Paper Award
F. Hamborg, N. Meuschke, and B. Gipp, “Matrix-based News Aggregation: Exploring
Different News Perspectives,” in Proceedings of the ACM/IEEE Joint Conference on
Digital Libraries (JCDL), 2017.
This full paper proposes an approach to tackle media bias that the author devised
before his doctoral research.
http://jcdl.org/awards.php
Outstanding Paper Award
M. Schubotz, P. Scharpf, K. Dudhat, Y. Nagar, F. Hamborg, and B. Gipp, “Introducing
MathQA: a Math-Aware question answering system,” Information Discovery and Delivery, 2018.
Related to the overall field of information retrieval, this short paper introduces a
question answering system for mathematical knowledge.
https://emeraldgrouppublishing.com/about/our-awards/emerald-literati-awards
Best Short Paper Award Nominee
F. Hamborg, A. Zhukova, and B. Gipp, “Illegal Aliens or Undocumented Immigrants?
Towards the Automated Identification of Bias by Word Choice and Labeling,” in Proceedings of the iConference 2019, 2019.
This short paper proposes an earlier variant of the person-oriented analysis approach
that is summarized in Chapter 3.
https://ischools.org/Awards-2019
Best Full Paper Award Nominee
F. Hamborg, S. Lachnit, M. Schubotz, T. Hepp, and B. Gipp, “Giveme5W: Main Event
Retrieval from News Articles by Extraction of the Five Journalistic W Questions,” in
Proceedings of the iConference 2018, 2018.
This full paper proposes an earlier variant of the event extraction system that is
summarized in Section 4.2.
https://ischools.org/iConference-2018-Summary

A.5 Publication Awards
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